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THE CREWS OF 1906.

BY CHARLES E. COURTNEY.

THE
Cornell crews of 1906 added new honors to the grand

record of their predecessors. The freshman, the four and

the varsity, as well as the scrub or "gentlemen's
"

crew, empha

sized the work of their fellow-collegians at Poughkeepsie, showing

how much rowing power Cornell has always in reserve.

It is very difficult to say in print just that which one wishes to

say. This part of the conversation between Ellis Ward and myself,

when we met at Poughkeepsie in June, covers nearly the whole

subject relating to the varsity crew :

Coach Ward :
"

Charley, I have the strongest and best crew on

the river, and will beat you."

Coach Courtney: "No you won't, Ellis. I have the best

trained and best working crew that I ever saw in a shell."

Coach Ward :
" Well then, if that is so, you will win."

I relied on that beautiful machine-like crew of loyal, brainy,

obedient, ambitious young fellows to make up in steadiness, skill

and pluck all that it might lack in power. The Quakers were
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great, it is true, and the victory over them was hard-earned and is

therefore the more to be prized.
Last year's defeat of the Cornell four-oared crew stung me hard

and I am especially pleased at the way this year's four wiped out

that unpleasant memory. The four made such a fine showing
that my particular aim in this year's races was obtained, the race

being so hard fought and so very much wanted by the other

universities. It was a genuine Cornell crew and deserves a great

deal more credit and praise than has ever been given to it.

The freshman crew was all right. Many a freshman race has

been won by a much inferior crew. I disclaim making any com

plaint, but in justice to the youngsters, the truth must be told.

When the referee's boat went up to the starting-line it passed
close to the Freshmen and threw a swell that tumbled so much

water in the freshman shell that at the boat-house after the race it

took a dozen men to lift it out of the water. I knew from where

I stood in the launch at the very beginning of the race that the

chucking of the shell was not due to any fault of the crew, for the

boys rowed as skilfully and steadily as any freshman crew ever

rowed.

The crack of the referee's pistol was heard so quickly after his

"Are you ready?" that the boys had no time to think. Being

green and embarassed in such a situation, with a lot of water

suddenly tossed into their shell, they had not even straightened

away for the start. But it was the race of the day, and, under

the conditions, the Freshmen earned and hold my unqualified
admiration and confidence.

Three better freshmen crews I never saw in one race. Syracuse
won by a deck and Wisconsin lost second place by two feet.

Syracuse had a very fine stroke in young Ten Eyck and his crew

was far and away above the common.

Very little is known of the hard and steady work required of a

student to fit him for a great race with the well-trained and often

powerful competitors from other Universities, and possibly little

attention or care is given to it by people who do not row. Nor

do critics in an institution like a great University realize how
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their comments and criticisms cut and burn or please and satisfy
the young oarsman during the final preparation for and after a

race.

The oarsman must be "

hoppled in the head
"
so that he will

not get rattled, so that his lessons and calculations and practice
in rowing—every move he has made on the machines in the gym

from autumn to spring, every word he has heard from his coach,

every turn of his hand and wrist—will not escape him for a

moment.

The student who rows in a winning crew in a great race is re

paid in part for his training because he has brought pride and

glory to his classmates and to his Alma Mater. He has done

double work and receives double benefit—in body and mind—that

will stand by him through life. This is true of every man who

represented Cornell at Cambridge, at Ithaca, and at Poughkeepsie
in 1906, as it is true of the grand list of Cornellians who have

rowed, won and lost races in the past.

ON VIEWING A PORTRAIT.

Maiden with the sunlit eyes
—

Long years dead
— I love thee, painted

In that poor frame, though unacquainted

With thy laughter's melodies,

Thy grace, thy voice, thy smile, the changes in thine eyes.

Maiden with the sunlight eyes
—

Long years dead
— none but thy lover

One who might thy soul uncover

Could have snatched from Paradise

This dream perpetual to lure these mortal eyes.

Maiden with the sunlit eyes
—

Long years dead
— one undeserving

Even this thy picture's serving,

Prays that still in Paradise

Thy painter lover loves thy own unpainted eyes.
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TO THE CLASS OF 1910.

BY PROFESSOR R. C. H. CATTERALL.

AT
the battle of Austerlitz a private soldier, transported at

having suddenly conceived a brilliant tactical stroke, rushed

up to Napoleon and urged him to execute the movement at once.

The act bespoke a courage so sublime and so audacious as to border

on pure impudence, but sublimely impudent as it was it cannot

compare for a moment in this particular with the act of the man

who would dare to offer advice to a thousand Freshmen. But the

task has been rashly undertaken and must be carried through.

If the advice is worthless, the Freshman may at least pick up a

little information of some value.

Last year some hardy youth writing for The Era ventured to

assert that Cornell was not a democratic institution. The asser

tion was so contrary to the almost universal opinion that it occa

sioned only languid comment, and certainly the writer was as

mistaken as he was hardy. I know no university which is more

democratic than this, and indeed Cornell to my mind is a model

of a democratic institution.

Now if this be true, there are several results flowing from it

of which every new member of Cornell ought to be aware. In

the first place, since in every democracy government is in the

hands of the community and is not imposed from above, we should

expect to find this true at Cornell, and this is exactly what we do

find. There is a faculty tradition that if a boy is old enough to

go to college he is old enough to take care of himself. Conse

quently the faculty interferes as little as possible in the govern

ment of the students. Indeed, no American university known to

me does less governing, and so far the faith of trustees and faculty
in the ability of the students to take care of themselves has been

amply justified. To be sure the students are not always wise, and

the faculty cannot always
"
cease from troubling," but on the

whole the students at Cornell manage to govern themselves in

finitely better than any faculty could govern them.

In a self-governing community, as every one knows, a man's

standing will finally depend upon himself—upon his possessions of
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those qualities which particularly appeal to a free community :

courage, force of will, readiness in action, initiative, good fellow

ship, the ability to do something pre-eminently well. Wealth in

such a community has weight, but in itself is nothing. Conse

quently, if you wish to come to the front, you must possess the

qualities mentioned. If you don't possess them, then you will do

well to come as near possessing them as you may. It will pay

you to cultivate them.

Another result of Cornell's democratic character is that public

opinion here is all-powerful. It will never pay to attempt to run

counter to it, unless moral considerations imperiously demand that

you should do so. But such moral considerations I am glad to

say, do not exist. It is true that if a man feels himself to be one

to whom ordinary rules do not apply, he will also be justified in

opposing public opinion. In that case, however, I should advise

him to seek
" fresh woods and pastures new," for universities are

of no particular benefit to genius and are more than likely to

destroy its fine flower. Universities exist for the average boy and

the average man. Moreover, nonconformists are terribly dis

agreeable people. They are, as someone has said about the Puri

tans "excellent ancestors, but troublesome neighbors." But if

you feel no objection to being like the rest of us, you will find

the yoke easy and the burden light, and it will not hurt you to

conform. Indeed, it is a moral benefit to learn the lesson of sub

ordination, and to be thoroughly convinced of the truth of Dog

berry's dictum that
" when two men ride of a horse, one must

ride behind."

You will probably learn very soon that in this democratic com

munity, public opinion has its favorite machinery. It consists

principally of what is known as the Vigilance Committee.

Officially the faculty knows nothing of this organization, but that

makes it none the less effective, and certainly it is a logical result

of democratic self-government. It has, I believe, worked ex

cellently so far, and that is its sufficient justification.
If it succeeds

in creating a healthy public sentiment as to student behavior and

in bettering the student ethical code, long may it flourish. For

the present, your business is to
take note that it exists and that it

demands your respect and in some instances your obedience.
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In a democracy every man is expected to take part in public

affairs, and I can assure you that at Cornell you are expected to

be interested in everything that interests Cornell. A college is a

place for all sorts of education, and not simply a place where you

can sit down and have your instructors pour knowledge into you,

as if you were a bottle. You are at a time of life, when you are

learning at every minute, and probably more from your associates

than from the faculty. So try to be in everything that comes

along. Be a good fellow, if you can, join a club, or a society, or

some organization or other, or take part in athletics. In default

of anything better, try to win one of the essay prizes. In any

case, try to do something and try to do it well.

The attempt to secure friendly relations between faculty and

students is a perennial one in present-day university circles. You

may have heard that one of the superior advantages of a small

college is the ease with which the students get acquainted with

the members of the faculty and the unusual advantages accruing
from such acquaintanceship. In my opinion, the assertion that

small colleges have an advantage in this way is all nonsense. I

have been a student in a small college, but I failed to discover

these particular advantages. The truth is that the difficulty of

getting acquainted with members of the faculty arises from the

fact that students and faculty have so few interests in common,

and has nothing whatever to do with the size of the college.

Moreover, it is in the nature of things easier to get acquainted
with some members of a large faculty than with the members of a

small one, simply because out of a large number of men you will

always find some who will have interests in common with your

self. Again such acquaintances will be more valuable to you than

those of a small college because in a large university there are

always a larger number of men of exceptional gifts whom it is

worth your while to know. In my opinion there are more men of

this character at Cornell than at any other university in the

United States. They will be glad to know you and you will have

no difficulty in knowing them, if you choose to know them. I

should certainly advise you to get acquainted with some of them

as soon as possible ; and do not be deterred by the foolish idea

that the faculty will think that you are trying to work them.
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The faculty is composed of men who for the most part have sense

enough to know when they are being worked. They have all

been there themselves.

One of the greatest difficulties which faces a student just come
to a university lies in the difference between the methods of in

struction and study at a preparatory school and those required in

a university. In the preparatory school you are held responsible
day by day for some prescribed amount of work ; in the university
you receive your instruction by way of lectures and are tested by
an occasional quiz or examination. The consequence is that

many Freshmen are much puzzled and many fail simply because

they do not know how to meet the situation. And yet nothing is

easier. In the first place, do not load yourself up with a large
number of courses. If you have eighteen hours a week in the

class room it is all that you should attempt, and in my opinion it

would be much better to take no more than fifteen. If you do not

try to do too much, you will in all probability do fairly well what

you do attempt. In the second place, take notes. Do not take

everything
"
as if the Holy Ghost dictated," but get in the habit

of determining what is and what is not important in the lectures.

If you can not be sure, go up to the desk and ask the instructor

for advice. You may with impunity omit to record his feeble

witticisms or his hoary jokes. Include in your notes everything
that is information on the subject under discussion. That is a

good safe rule. In the third place, do not put off all your reading

until you hear that there is going to be a quiz. In the fourth

place, do not read every reference given unless you are specifically
told that you are expected to do so. Finally, when you come into

a quiz or an examination, know what your notes contain and what

the text upon which the course is built, if there is a text, has to

say on the subject, and do not try to write more in answer to the

question than the question demands. Be sure about this, for one

of the commonest errors in examinations, is to write a lot of stuff

which has some distant relation to the subject, but really does not

touch the point under discussion.

There are universities where the traditional "gentleman's

mark
"
is 60, but do not imagine that this is true at Cornell. It

is a fact that most of the good fellows at Cornell are perfectly
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willing to have a mark in excess of sixty, and many of them are

even willing to work for it. This is one of the best things about

the university, and it will be a sad day when any other opinion

prevails, for then it will become immediately necessary to separate

the sheep from the goats, and you all know what becomes of the

goats when the process of separation is carried out. Moreover, if

you attempt to maintain an average of 60, you will discover that

you have undertaken a task that is virtually impossible. The in

evitable "
bust

"
will be your portion, and no matter what anybody

tells you, the fellows at Cornell do not in the main regard the

"busted
"

with favor. He is looked upon as a little below par
—

the par of 60—though they may laugh with him—and at him—

over his contretemps.

Finally, and this goes without saying, you are expected to be a

gentleman. In other words, to be courteous, kindly and willing
to help those who are weaker than yourself. These are perhaps
minor virtues, but they help to make life worth living :

"
Who loses or who wins the prize,

Go, lose or conquer as you can,

But if you fail or if you rise,
Be each, pray God, a gentleman."

THE PRESIDENT ANSWERED.

ALTHOUGH
President Schurman is oue of our most patriotic

and zealous citizens, the country of his birth, as is well

known, is Canada. His children, however, may be called Ameri

cans
"
to the manor born," as the following incident shows :

A few days before the Fourth of July, some years ago, the

President was approached by his little son, Bobby, of about seven

years, with a plea for some money with which to celebrate. The

President, wishing to see if Bobby knew the meaning of the day's
observance, inquired,

"

Well, Bobby, why do you celebrate the

Fourth of July ?
"

"

Why, papa," answered Bobby, exultantly,
"
that's the day we

whipped you !
"

—From the Cornell Magazine, November, itfpp
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A WORD TO THE WISE.

BY G. G. BOGERT, '06.

PROBABLY
a few people have recently said and many more have

recently thought,
"

Well, the class of 1906 is gone now."

Properly speaking the Class of 1906 of Cornell University is

not ended. Its life will undoubtedly continue in its memorial

organization and reunions, and its members have passed, we hope,
into the very beginning of action.

But it is true that 1906 has made its farewell to the student life

of Cornell.

I fancy scarcely more than fifty who are now undergraduates
saw the black-robed procession that marched to the Baccalaureate

on Sunday, June 17th ; that Tuesday followed the band in line of

colleges to the Class Day exercises at the Armory and that on

Thursday gathered again to receive the diplomas and to hear the

parting words of the President. One of the editors of the Era

was, I believe, a spectator of these ceremonies. Perhaps it was

for this reason that he has suggested that 1906, just before passing
into history, might have some final message to send back to the

Cornellians who are to follow.

The writer does not pretend to have received any commission

as "Lesson-Gatherer of the Class of 1906 ", but he believes that

there are a couple of truths which should be learned from the

experience of our latest alumni.

First, and of least importance, a word about the Senior banquet.

On June 15, 1906 held a
"

dry banquet
"
and it was not a decided

success. $160 was about the amount of the financial deficit and

forty about the attendance. However, the motto is not, as might

be expected, "make it wet." The evidence on the subject is

plain that if the
"

dry banquet
" had been held in April or May,

it would have been a success in every way. Literally hundreds

stayed away because they were saving what little money they had

to entertain their Senior week guests.

There is a most emphatic moral to the experience of this class

and it is,
" don't postpone your class celebrations until the ex

treme end of the year." They won't be well-supported. The
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Class Book found the same difficulty. Man after man could not

buy a book because of lack of funds which would have been

available early in the spring.
As for the question of intoxicants, there was much satisfaction

expressed that drinks had not been allowed. Singing and humor

ous talks took the place of rowdyism and everybody was satisfied

with the change.
A more weighty suggestion is the second which I would like to

present. All class enterprises should be required to submit sworn

statements of their finances. This should include the Class Book

and the Cornellian.

The truth of the matter is this. It is too much of a temptation

to allow business managers to have the entire disposition of the

incomes from large class or university undertakings. There are

too many chances for white dishonesty or "law honesty," a kind

of dealing which is not legally punishable but which is unjust

and unfair in the extreme.

It cannot be said that the business managers of any specific class

enterprise in the history of 1906 were grafters or dishonest. But

the temptation was realized by many of the class.

The writer is not attacking the system in use here from the

position of a
" knocker ". He has had experience in it, having

been business manager of one of the university publications and

editor of one of the class annuals, and he believes that the

method is utterly unbusinesslike.

Would it not be feasible to have an auditing committee com

posed partly of students and partly of faculty members who should

look carefully through the accounts of all business managers of

class affairs ? If all committees and managements were subject

to such scrutiny, there would be no temptation to dishonesty of

an underhand sort. Furthermore, it would then be known

whether any enterprise were making excessive profits and, if such

were the case, the prices charged could be lowered. Under the

present blind method of doing business few know how much the

necessary expenses are.

The profits of these business transactions are becoming in many
cases large. The net receipts should not, if they are above a

reasonable compensation for the work done, go to the individuals
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who have been managers. The excess income should go to

the class and through the class to some worthy and needy cause.

The idea that profits from university or student enterprises
should not go to individual luxury is not a happenstance thought.
It engaged the attention of some of the best men that Cornell

sent out last year. And it may safely be said that a sentiment is

slowly crystallizing here that this monopoly should be uprooted.
The student community is experiencing somewhat the same sen

sation that the nation feels in regard to certain combinations or

trusts.

Why should not Cornell college papers, some of which are un

doubtedly paying big dividends, use their surplusage to support

the plans which they advocate with so much enthusiasm in their

editorial columns?

The whole topic, it seems to me, ought to be discussed this fall

and a reform initiated. It is very plain that class committees and

class books ought to be required to give accounts and render most

of their profits to the class. The control of university papers is a

more serious and complex problem.

Why do not the men of 1907 win themselves credit by bringing

this reform to accomplishment? A little discussion in our daily

press and energetic action by the leaders of the class ought to

remedy part of Cornell's unbusinesslike way of doing business

and bring the profits to their rightful owners.
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CHANGES IN THE FOOT BALL RULES.

BY GLENN S. WARNER, '94.

UNDOUBTEDLY
there will be more interest in the game of

foot ball this fall than ever before owing to the radical

changes in the rules and the natural curiosity in the minds of

everyone interested in the sport as to how the changes will affect

the game.

There are many minor changes and additions to the rules,

designed to reduce the danger of injury to players, and the penal

ties for intentional roughness and fouls have been increased.

It is, however, only necessary for the spectators to be familiar

with those rules which affect the style of play in order to witness

the games understandingly. The three rules which will, to a

greater or less degree, change the style of game this fall are,

first, increasing the distance to be gained in three consecutive

plays or downs from five yards to ten yards in order to retain

possession of the ball ; second, allowing forward passing to the

extent of one such pass to a scrimmage providing the pass does

not cross the line of scrimmage within five yards of where the

ball was put in play ; third, providing that any player on either

side shall have the right to secure a punted ball as soon as it

touches the ground.
The first rule, doubling the distance to be gained in three

downs, is doubtless the most radical change and will affect the

style of play more than any other, since it will necessitate more

dashing, brilliant, daring open plays, mixed in of course with

many plays of the old style game. By using the old tactics alone

where teams are evenly matched it is admitted by everyone who

has been in close touch with the game that it will be impossible
to gain ten yards in three plays consistently and retain the ball

long enough to score. The old rule requiring only a five-yard

gain in three plays tended to encourage a strictly conservative

style of play
—plays that were reasonably sure to gain from one

to four yards and which could very seldom be stopped for a loss—

rather than to take chances of losing ground upon plays which, if

properly executed, would result in large gains, but where there
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was also some danger of fumbling the ball or being tackled for a

loss. Trick plays, long passes and wide end runs were plays of

the latter class and these plays became fewer and fewer each year

until they were scarcely used at all in the last two or three years.

Plays to force the ball straight ahead by line plunging and mass

formations became the regular stock in trade of every team and

made the heaviest and most muscular men in demand for about

every position upon the team. The game not only became

monotonous to spectators and players alike because of the lack of

variety in the plays but also allowed hardly any opportunity for

individual brilliancy on the part of players or ingenuity on the

part of the coaches. Doubling the distance to be gained in three

plays in order to retain possession of the ball will change all this

and make it decidedly unprofitable to continually use plays which

only net small but sure gains. A more open, tricky style of play

can be expected in which speed and individual brilliancy will ac

complish more than mere brute strength. Heavy men will still be

in demand for certain positions but the players who handle the ball

most will not need to be as bulky as formerly.

Possession of the ball will not be so important because it will

be easier to regain possession of it. This will also encourage a

more risky speculative style of play in which chances of losing

the ball are greater, but where larger gains will result if the plays

work properly.

Many argue that there will be
much less scoring because it will

be found to be almost impossible to hold the ball long enough to

score. With no other changes in the rules this might be true,

but the other rules mentioned above open up new possibilities for

the team in possession of the ball which will necessitate a change

in the arrangement of the players on the defense
in order to defend

themselves against forward passes and outside kicks, so that the

defense to the regular running plays will be less effective than

formerly. This together with forward pass plays will make

ground gaining considerably easier under the new rules and I

believe there will be as much scoring as ever. It looks reason

able to suppose that where
the fluctuations in the position of the

ball from play to play are greater, these fluctuations will extend

over the ends of the gridiron oftener than under the old rules,
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where the fluctuations in the position of the ball from play to play

were small.

The rule allowing forward passing opens up a great many pos

sibilities for new plays and there is bound to be a great deal of

attention and practice devoted to acquiring cleverness in this

method of advancing the ball, so much so that passing to the side

and backwards, which has always been allowable will gradually be

be used much more than formerly.

Under the old rules no one of the side which punted the ball

could again touch it until it had touched a player of the other

side unless he was behind the ball when it was kicked so that

punting the ball meant practically surrendering it to the opponents

farther down the field. Now that anyone can secure a punted
ball as soon as it touches the ground punts are liable to be used

more frequently and instead of the very high long punts, it is

reasonable to suppose that low punts which are hard for the op

ponents to get under, and punts placed to the sides where the

players on the punter's side can get to the ball as quickly as the

opponents will come to be used more.

There is hardly any doubt but that the game will be cleaner

and much more spectacular than formerly ; one in which exciting
moments will come oftener ; in which strategy and cleverness will

count for much—and it is practically certain that foot ball will

lose none of its popularity by reason of the changes.

THE COSMOPOLITAN CLUB OF CORNELL.

THIS
club owes its origin to a discussion that took place be

tween a few foreign students in the fall of 1904. The sub

ject under consideration was the practicability of forming a club

at Cornell where men from all parts of the world could meet, ex

change ideas and enjoy each other's society. Cornell was the

natural birthplace of such a club, for at that time there were about

twenty nationalities represented in the University and the idea

received their instant support. It must be understood that there

is no desire to exclude students of the United States, as in fact at
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least one-third of the number of members are citizens of this

country.

The aims of the Club were made high and broad. It was not

merely international college friendship that it wished to foster,
but it hoped in time to promote a better feeling between the dif

ferent countries.

So far the progress of the Club has surpassed the most hopeful
expectations of the charter members. The regular entertainments

given by the different nationalities in turn every fortnight have in
cluded in their programmes many topics of vital interest in inter
national affairs, which have been presented to the audience in a

manner beyond the power of any newspaper or magazine. Mem

bers have been able to follow the Russian-Japanese war, the

Swedish-Norwegian quarrel, and could get a better idea of the

California earthquake and of the Boer war, as on each occasion

there was someone completely conversant with the subject to

place the facts clearly before them. When Japan and Russia

were at war one of the entertainments included a wrestling con

test between a brawny Russian and a diminutive Jap well versed

in the wiles of jiu jitsu. The result was a tie. Much amusement

was afforded the onlookers after the fray when they smoked a

peace pipe with two stems, as the Russian's mouth piece had been

stopped with soap by some sympathizer of the land of the

Chrysanthemums. The smoke came only from the lips of the

smiling Jap.
The every day intercourse in the Club has proved one of the

most interesting features. Newspapers of many parts of the world

are to be found there and the mere fact of picking them up and

asking what such and such a passage means is rapidly familiariz

ing the members with languages and this will probably prove to

be of no mean advantage for use in after life.

The entertainments for the coining year have not been definitely
decided on but they will be somewhat similar to those of the

previous year, always touching the most important events in the

various countries.

It is almost impossible to predict the future that lies before the

Association of Cosmopolitan Clubs. The graduates of the Uni

versity, who have been members of the Club will undoubtedly
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carry home to their own countries a friendliness for the peoples of

all nations unknown to a man whose only understanding of other

people is obtained by observing the poorer immigrants. Many of

the graduating members will certainly hold positions of responsi

bility in their home governments ; it was a member of the Cosmo

politan Club of Cornell that delivered the speech of welcome to

Secretary Root at Buenos Ayres. And when these men have to

deal with foreign affairs they will bring to their work a knowl

edge and understanding for which they will have to thank Cor

nell University and its Cosmopolitan Club.

Leslie M. Macpherson, '07,
A. G. Hammar, 'op.

IN DAYS OF OLD.

C ( TTHACA is fast improving in appearance. Beautiful build-

1 ings are rising on every side as evidence of the prosperity
and enterprise of the town, but there are some things which need

a thorough renovation and among them is the system of police at

present in vogue in the place. While of some of the members of

the police corps no one could find any fault, that body is disgraced

by a few, who, having never till they assumed the badge tasted

the sweets of power, become extremely arbitrary in their use of it.

If any one thing were needed to show the inefficiency and thick

headedness of some of the protectors of the peace of the common

wealth, the scene at the station house on Thursday night would

fully suffice to clear all doubts in that line. A sort of half-fledged
rush was started between the classes of '73 ano^ '74> when the

squad of police made a miscellaneous attack on the crowd stand

ing around and soon by herculean efforts caged students, both

combatants and upper classmen spectators, and even quiet citizens

of the town. The news coming outside, a tumult was raised

which bid fair to end in a storming of the station house, when the

whole were indiscriminately released through the interposition of

some of the Profs. The whole affair was, by the over zealous

action of a few, turned into a hideous farce of justice. The

tumult was not quelled till other means were tried and the pro

ceedings as far as its police were concerned, was a disgrace to the

village."
—From The Cornell Era, September 23, 1870.
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THE NEW DEAN OF THE COLLEGE OF CIVIL

ENGINEERING.

Courtesy of the Marine Review.

IT
is a matter for congratulation that our University, young as

she is, can send out into the world of practical affairs and

summon her own graduates to return as directors of her two great

engineering colleges. The splendid work of Albert W. Smith,
whose other and better name is "

Uncle Pete ", is becoming more

and more apparent as he remains at the head of Sibley College.
A man has been found, among our own graduates, who is fitted,

if any man is, to succeed the beloved and lamented Dr. Thurston.

We have this year the pleasure of welcoming back home an

other Cornell graduate, who comes to fill the position of Director

of the College of Civil Engineering, made vacant some years ago

by the death of Estevan A. Fuertes. Of the career of Eugene

Elwin Haskell, the new Director, The Marine Review recently

had this to say :
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"

Eugene Elwin Haskell, who was recently elected Director of

the College of Civil Engineering of Cornell University, and has

also just been appointed by President Roosevelt a member of the

American section of the International Waterways Commission,

has had the following large experience in his chosen calling which

justifies his selection for the new responsibilities.

Immediately after graduating as a civil engineer from Cornell

in 1879, Mr. Haskell's first service was with the lake survey,

which at that time was just closing up the field operations con

nected with a comprehensive survey of the great lakes for chart

purposes. The following year he became connected with the

Mississippi River Commission, having headquarters at St. Louis,

Mo., and spent the next five years on surveys and hydraulic in

vestigations of the Mississippi river.

His next activities, starting in 1885, were with the United

States Coast-Geodetic Survey, and for the ensuing eight years he

was engaged in hydraulic research, chiefly in relation with the

tides and currents of New York harbor, the erosion of the Cape
Cod coast of Massachusetts by the sea, currents and temperatures

of the Gulf Stream off the coast of Florida and in the Gulf of

Mexico, and circulation of the sea through Long Island Sound.

In 1893 the late Gen. O. M. Poe secured Mr. Haskell's services

for the reorganization of the lake survey, with which he has since

been identified, serving as principal assistant engineer under Maj.
W. L. Fisk, Maj. J. L. Lusk, and Col. G. J. Lydecker, officers of

corps of engineers having general charge of the survey. In this

latter capacity, Mr. Haskell has had immediate supervision of the

work of making surveys for purposes of chart construction, and

has also conducted an investigation of the cause and effect of lake

level fluctuations."

"
Mr. Haskell has ever been mindful of the interests of Cornell,

having been instrumental in the formation and serving as the first

president of the Detroit Cornell Alumni Association. His call to

the University, as director of one of her important branches is a

fitting tribute to his ability, as well as a pleasing token of appre

ciation of his efforts for the welfare of his Alma Mater."
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THE DIVINE FIRE.

Poem by Richard Watson Gilder, read at the dedication of the

Goldwin Smith Hall of Humanities, June 19, 1906.

He who hath the sacred fire

Hidden in his heart of hearts,

It shall bum him clean and pure,

Make him conquer, make endure.

He to all things may aspire,

King of days, and souls, and arts.

Failure, fright and dumb dismay

Are but wings upon his way.

Imagination and desire

Are his slaves and implements.

Faiths and foul calamities,

And the eternal ironies,

Are but voices in his choir.

Musician of decreed events,

Hungers, happinesses, hates,

Friendships lost, all adverse fates,

All passions and all elements,

Are but golden instruments

In his glorious symphonies.

Subject to his firm decrees

Are the heavens, are the seas ;

But in utter humbleness

Reigns he, not to ban but bless,—

Cleansed, and conquering, and benign,

Bearer of the fire divine.
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CORNELL TRADITIONS.

BY C. V. P. YOUNG, '99.

IT
would seem to be almost paradoxical to speak of "Tradi

tions" in an institution hardly yet beyond the first stage of

its history. There is about the very word
" tradition

"
a breath

of ages long since passed, a flavor of dust, and moss and ruins,

with which at first thought youth and activity and progress would

appear to have absolutely nothing in common. And yet, as with

everything else, tradition grows apace in these days of the 19th

century, and already at Cornell we are coming to feel its touch.

Even now we are beginning to detect the presence of an indefinite,

intangible, something which seems to exude from leaf and grass

and stone, and which, winding itself about campus and buildings,

surrounds them, as it were, with a haze of glamor and romance,

and binds them to our affections.

In other words, we have here a distinctively Cornell atmos

phere, a tone of University life, a spirit, if you please, which is

peculiar to itself, and which differentiates us from other institu

tions of a like nature. This atmosphere or tone was imparted, I

believe, at the very foundation of the University, was strengthened

by its early promoters, and has served from that time to this to

give impulse and direction to its activities. It is this "moving

impulse," as it might be termed, which finds expression in the

practices and customs of to-day, which practices and customs in

turn, if long continued, come to be recognized as the Traditions of

the College. What is this moving impulse, therefore, and how

has it thus far found expression ? What, in short, are the practices
which we may imperfectly describe as Cornell Traditions?

First, as to the impulse. Ezra Cornell was a man whose strik

ing traits of character are said to have been his simplicity, freedom
from noisy activity, and devotion to the public good. He was

withal of a practical turn of mind, and it was to the various

phases of industrial life that he turned, as offering the greatest

opportunity for rendering aid to the general community. In his

address at the Inauguration of the University, he said,
"
I hope we

have laid the foundation of an institution which shall combine
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practical with liberal education, which shall fit the youth of our

country for the professions, the farms, the mines, the manufac
tories ; for the investigations of science, and for mastering all the

practical questions of life with success and honor."

Cornell University has in the course of her short history cham

pioned many new ideas, ideas pertaining to organization, to

administration, and to methods of instruction, but upon none of

them has she laid greater emphasis than upon the practical side
of education, upon the side not merely of scholarship but of man

liness. Her aim has been to equip men for practical usefulness
in the world, through the way of self-discipline and general
culture. Her first professors were, many of them, men pre

eminently fitted for such a task ; men of distinguished attain

ments who were yet willing to undergo sacrifice, meet with every

difficulty and discouragement, for an ideal. Many of the early

graduates of whom the University is now most proud, were like

wise men who could withstand attack and overcome obstacles, and

who were not ashamed to support themselves through college by
the humblest toil. Who can measure the value to a student com

munity of such an heritage ?

To-day we see its reflection in various phases of university life.

We see it reflected in the spirit of freedom which prevails, and

which, perhaps, impresses the new comer more than any other

one thing. There is no attempt at a system of espionage. The

student is free to come and go as he pleases. He is received as

one who comes with a serious purpose, as one who is old enough

to realize, that it is with him to make or unmake the man, and is

treated accordingly throughout his course. The Faculty have

consistently acted upon the principle that the students should, in

a large measure, be left to govern themselves ; also, that energy is

expended to better effect upon the hundred students who are really

anxious to fit themselves for work as men and citizens, than upon

the six unruly or the dozen uninterested ones. I think, as one

result of this spirit of freedom and non-interference, that as a

whole the student body at Cornell is a more serious minded and

less disorderly body than any like body of students in the East or

West—and this in spite of numerous sensational reports and occa

sional newspaper attacks.
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Another reflection of this spirit of university freedom is seen in

the various courses of study that are offered for student selection.

Not only was Cornell the first great institution to advocate the

idea that instruction in technical and professional courses should

not be subordinated to the classical, but it was also among the

foremost to adopt the policy that no single course be insisted upon

for all alike, but that various combinations of studies be provided

to meet various minds and various plans. It has been only within

the last few years that we have seen the gradual disappearance of

the feeling of prejudice on the part of one class of students toward

another, and a recognition of that other's place and work, and yet

Cornell University has for forty years been standing as the em

bodiment of that very idea—the idea of an enlarged conception of

liberal culture ; the recognition that is of the technical professions
as equalling in dignity the so-called learned professions, and

giving to these sciences of nature and to the modern humanities a

place beside the long prevailing disciplines of Greek, Latin, and

Mathematics.

We find another reflection of this atmosphere of freedom in

which the University was conceived and its foundation achieved

in the spirit of democracy and general feeling of good fellowship
which prevails, although I am not sure that this is quite as notice

able at present as it has been heretofore. I believe that at Cornell

as at other institutions, and even a little more so here perhaps, a

man is estimated exactly for what is supposed to be his real worth,

but there seems to me to be creeping into our university life some

thing of that cliquishness and distinction of classes which has

formerly been peculiarly absent.

This, to my mind, is the great danger to be feared from a Fra

ternity system as strongly developed as we have it here. "
Mem

bership in these fraternities," to use the words of another,
" is

not open on a fair basis to all students alike, to be won by them

in an honorable way, but is dependent upon the whims and per
sonal likes and dislikes of every undergraduate member of the

organization at any particular time." If a man does not " make "

a Fraternity at the beginning of his course, and before all the

members of the Fraternity have had an opportunity to become

very well acquainted with him, it is extremely unlikely that he
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will make it at all. As a rule, therefore, it is the less serious and

more "flashy" student that is called, and the natural tendency is

to bring together those who are more or less inclined to emphasize
outward distinctions.

I am not one to disparage the Fraternity system. I believe in

it—that it is no better and no worse than any other system that

might be substituted for it. It is to be expected that students

will form themselves into clubs and societies which are in their

nature exclusive. The danger, it seems to me, lies not in the

fact that they are excluse, but that the grounds for exclusion are

not clearly recognized, that false and artificial standards be

raised, and those that are fundamental become obscured and lost

sight of. The evils of which I speak are largely due, I believe,
to the childish and undignified method pursued in augmenting
the membership—to the

"

rushing
"
of Freshmen, and "bidding"

them even before they have matriculated. Not until member

ship is made a matter more of real worth and merit, and this

" wild scramble for men
"
at the beginning of the year, is done

away with, can the Fraternities expect to occupy a place of real

influence upon university life, or do away with the feeling of

"

separateness
"
which now exists between them and non-frater

nity men.

Another reflection of the spirit of university freedom that might

be mentioned, is found in the vigorous and self-reliant manner

with which student activities are undertaken and carried through.

No better illustration of this can be afforded, to my mind, than by

the annual Spring Day Celebration. In magnitude of concep

tion, and in the success with which its operation has hitherto been

attended, I know of nothing among American colleges that is

parallel to it. Whether it becomes a
" tradition

"
or not in its

present form, certainly the impulse which gave it being is there

and will find adequate expresssion. So, too, Junior Week, the

Junior Smoker, and certain other functions, are carried through

on a scale and with a precision, which testify to the existence of

a spirit of independence and practical usefulness which it is the

aim of the University to implant.

Perhaps it is a reflection of this same spirit, although certainly

one much less to be encouraged, that has found expression in the
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imitation of methods of politics and government which were so

long practiced by the now discredited State machine. We in

our class politics have viewed with equanimity the rise and pro

tracted dominance of a
"

boss," whose dictatorship we accepted

with more or less grumbling on the part of a few disgruntled

ones, it is true but without serions questioning. We have allowed

ourselves to be buttonholed by this
"
worker

"
or that, when fra

ternity or personal interest seemed to be involved, without much

thought as to the real merits of the one for whom we voted.

Such were the rules of the
"

game ", I suppose we argued, as we

saw it played to more serious purpose on the outside. At any

rate, there can be no question that class politics at Cornell have

been too vigorously played, and that their baneful influence has

even at times extended to athletics. Ben Franklin says some

where "That the multitude are more effectually set right by ex

perience, than kept from going wrong by reasoning with them.

That we have begun at least, to be
"
set right by experience ",

there is every reason to hope, for already indications point to a

change of practice in this respect.

There is one other practice that prevails among students which,
unless soon discontinued must according to our definition be

placed among the number of Cornell Traditions. With shame

and humiliation be if said, I refer to cheating in examinations.

Even a student publication has felt impelled to say, "The de

plorable extent of cheating in the classroom and the levity of

undergraduate ethics on this matter are ignominious ", and then

goes on to remark that the most discouraging feature about it is

that " many of the most respected men and leaders of student

sentiment are guilty with the rest. Such a condition of affairs,
as the article well says, is a disgrace to a university community.

Forging another man's work is not different in principle from

forging another man's name, and it is not a long step from the

one to the other. Until students recognize that this is so, just so

long may we expect to read of catastrophes such as have befallen

the Hippleized Trust Company of Philadelphia, and the Stensland

Bank of Chicago. If, as the article says, the
"
leaders of student

sentiment
"
are at fault with the rest, why is it not fitting that

the remedy should begin with them ? Let the Senior Societies,
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or the Fraternities, or any other organization, initiate the move

ment, urging upon each member a voluntary pledge to the effect

that he. as a man whose sense of honor has been quickened (if it

may be supposed that he had been among the offending number),
will not cheat in the classroom—meaning, of course, examinations,
as by some train of logic not readily comprehended, it seems to

be examinations particularly which are exempt from the workings
of the ordinary code of ethics.

With the general moral standard as high as it is at Cornell,
with the sentiment of fair play and manliness pervading every

form of student activity, it seems to me there can be but one re

sult of a general and thorough consideration of these questions.
Evils of various kinds can never be entirely expunged from a stu

dent body anymore than from any other body of human beings.
Those that I have mentioned are not, I venture to say, peculiar to

Cornell ; but they are foreign to the whole spirit of our institu

tion. Certainly a sentiment can and should be created against

them, so that, at least, though present to a degree, they would

have no place for consideration in a review such as this.

One other subject needs to be touched upon, and I am done.

Because of natural advantages of situation, perhaps ; because,

even more of the character of those from among whom its stu

dents are drawn, there has always been a vigor and strength about

Cornell physical life which, I believe we may say, is characteristic.

Andrew D. White, at the founding of the institution, said,
"
Better

the mere rudiments of knowledge with a body sound, firm and

strong, than the best culture of the schools with a body per

manently emaciated and debilitated ", and strongly recommended

that in arranging hours for work, physical training be regarded

as equally entitled to consideration with mental training, and that

a regular and sufficient time be always allowed for that purpose.

The Faculty of the University within the year has passed a reso

lution recommending to the various college faculties that, as far

as practicable, the hours from 4:30 to 6 p.m. be left free for recrea

tion and exercise. It is only natural therefore that athletics in

general should thrive, and that in those branches in particular

upon which energies were concentrated, we should be surpassed

by no other college. Now that the remarkable growth of the
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University has made possible a concentration upon many branches,
there is every reason to believe that at no distant day, Cornell's

athletic supremacy will be as widely recognized as has been Yale's

in the past. That it will be lasting we have a right to expect, if

it is the culminaiion of a natural process of growth and selection—

participation in the various forms of exercise of an ever increasing

proportion of the student body, and selection of the fittest from

the large field thus offered.

Traditions at Cornell are in the process of making. As the

spirit of solidarity and loyalty and devotion grows deeper year by
year ; as the espj'it de corps, which is almost necessarily lacking
in the early years of an institution, goes on developing ; we to

whom is assigned a part in their making, should see to it that no
"
tradition

"
shall hold whose influence is not extended in the

direction of a broader and more generous view of people and

things ; in the direction of a more vital sense of the obligations
appertaining to manhood and citizenship.

IN THE STREET.

'Tis better far not to have known

The beautiful, than once to see

And not again ; can aught condone

The thought,
"
'Tis not for thee " ?

In the busy street I see her go
And give the homage of a glance ;

And yet how vain ! full well I know

How void is my romance !

As well to yearn that I might see
The glories of yon shining star

As her to know—oh this the tragedy
Of being what we are !

A. a. F., '05.
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THE COLLEGE EDUCATION A COMMERCIAL

ASSET.

BY J. S. GALLAGHER, '07.

EN in touch with the situation inform us through the medium

of recent periodicals that the attitude of the business world

towards the college graduate has changed. No longer, we are

told, is the student who spends four years of his young manhood

in pursuing a technical or general course of education looked

upon as an educated plaything. He has been tried and has

proved to be of value as an employee. The graduates of former

years have stood the test. The graduates of today are reaping the

reward of labor not their own.

In explaining this revolution of sentiment there stand fore

most three reasons—the discipline of study has made the collegian
a reliable worker ; the association with earnest professors and

fellow students has inspired him with high ideals, and intimacy
with young men has made him a reader of character and a man

among men. These qualities developed are of inestimable value

to a man as an employee and so indirectly of value to the em

ployer. Business men have always valued reliability ; today,

however, intelligent reliability is demanded. Likewise, there has

steadily been a call for men whose work is lighted by ambition ;

but today aside from being high, ambition must be tempered by

practical ideas gained from four years familiarity with a subject,
in order that it may be in demand among employers. In contrast

to the two qualities just mentioned, sociability has not been much

sought for in employees until recently. That an employee is of

more commercial value because he is an understander of men

seems not to have impressed business men of yesterday so forcibly

as to urge them to take steps towards procuring that class of em

ployee.

Every employer of yesterday had his pet qualifications. To

day qualifications for a good employee have become generalized.

The change is one of importance to the college student because

it gives him a rudder by which to direct his course. Formerly,

a young man seeking employment was lucky to discover an em

ployer who was looking for just his type. Now, he who has

modelled his character and work to fit the general qualifications

M
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set up by the business world is sure of good opportunities. That

a young man should know these facts is of prime importance.

There is one general question which must be answered by every

student, "What shall I make of my college course?" For the

best results, business men say, this question should be answered

early in a student's career. And now that the qualifications set

up by these men have, as it were, been tabulated, there seems
little

reason why a young man should not be able to give an early

answer.

The young men who enter college may be roughly separated

into two classes ; those who enter with a definite knowledge of

college life and manners, and those who are in total ignorance of

both. Men of the first class as a rule decide early, not only what

they want in general but in particular, both in and out of their

college work. Those of the second class are more at sea and unless

they arrrive at a definite decision in regard to conduct will drift

hopelessly. It is of great importance, therefore, that the latter

know the qualifications sought by the business world.

In disposing of the question,
"
What shall I make of my college

course ?
"
let each student form his opinion as to what education

is. To Emerson college was
"
an opportunity to read books."

To collegians of today, however, it is more, since the trend of

modern education is in another direction. Students knowing

exactly what traits employers are seeking and wishing to make

their course a stepping-stone to advancement ought to define col

lege as
"
an opportunity to gain discipline, high but practical

ideals, sociability and breadth of character." The idea that a

University is an elevator from which a given amount of technical

knowledge is loaded upon vessels which shall carry it to

market, is out of date—if it was ever up to date. Use of the

same figure will illustrate plainly the change of sentiment in the

business world. Attention is being turned from the cargo to the

carriers. The seaworthiness, the speed and trimness of a vessel is

looked into nowadays as well as the cargo.

Let every new student remember, therefore, that there is a

very definite attitude that he may assume towards his college
work and in the end find himself a well rounded man fit for

employment in the world outside. His development should be

not only as a student but also as a man.
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THE AIMS OF PHI BETA KAPPA.

BY CLARK S. NORTHUP, '93.

Secretary of the Cornell Chapter.

HPHE writer has been asked by the editors of The Era to say
1 something about this society and what it stands for in

college life. Understanding that a similar request has been made

of the Sigma Xi Society,* and believingt hat the objects of these
two societies should be better understood by the University stu

dent body, he gladly submits a few words on the subject.
Those who glance over the original records of Phi Beta Kappa

at William and Mary College can have little doubt as to its

original purposes. What concerns us here, among these purposes,
is that it sought to exercise its members in the arts of declamation

and debate upon literary and social topics, to take its members

away from the dull routine of class room drill (the idea is still

attractive) and give them opportunity for untrammeled discussion,
in days when free-thinking and free debate were, to the college

authorities, things horrible to contemplate. Thus, while serving
as a vent for youthful enthusiasms, it helped to give its members

an outlook (if a limited one) over the field of knowledge, an

enthusiasm for the acquisition of sound learning, an inspiration to

live the intellectual life.

The institution was destined to have a remarkable history.
After an existence of over half a century in its original form,
it was destined to become, in many colleges, merely a non-

secret honorary society, a "key-awarding" body. Yet so power

ful has been the tradition handed down from the earliest days

that, in some colleges at least, the Society is still much more

than this. At Harvard Phi Beta Kappa Day, the day after

Commencement, has long been an important one in the uni

versity calendar. Orations have been delivered, in the last half

century, by Curtis, Emerson, Richard Storrs, Wendell Phillips,

Carl Schurz, Bishop Potter, and Wayne McVeagh ; and poems

*The article from the Sigma Xi Society will appear in an early num

ber.—Editor.
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have been read by Bret Harte, Stedman, Stoddard, Charles G.

Leland, John W. Chadwick, Gilder, Maurice Thompson, and

Clinton Scollard. At William and Mary the annual celebration

" is one of the greatest literary events of the year in Virginia.

The gathering is always a notable one, and the social feature com

mensurate with the literary." Some recent addresses elsewhere

have been the following: Dartmouth, President Wheeler of Cali

fornia, "Abundant Life"; Brown, Hammond Lamont, editor of

The Evening Post,
" The Daily in a Democracy

"

; Rochester,

Thomas Wentworth Higginson, "People I Have Met"; North

western, Rev. Jenkin Lloyd Jones, "Walt Whitman as a Prophet

of Democracy
"

; Colby, Prof. Walter C. Bronson of Brown,
"

Fidelity to the Fathers
"

; Vanderbilt, the late Prof. George B.

Stevens of Yale,
"
Student Life in Germany

"

; Texas, President

Thwing of Western Reserve,
" The Function of a University in a

Democracy."
Here at Cornell, while the large number of meetings and

addresses in other connections has hitherto rendered it inadvisable

for the Phi Beta Kappa to provide public addresses, the informal

addresses of the presidents at the annual meetings of the Society

have in many cases been inspiring and memorable. This year the

experiment will be attempted of holding at least three meetings
of the Society, some of which will probably be open meetings.
While no prediction will be ventured as to the success of this ex

periment, it is hoped that some notable and useful addresses and

discussions may serve to lend variety and stimulus to the intel

lectual life of the University.

A word now as to elections and undergraduate attitude toward

the Society. At Yale the secretary writes :
" The attitude of the

students in general has undergone a marked change in the last

few years. Of late the students had slighted Phi Beta Kappa,

considering it suitable for grinds only. At present this idea is

dying out. More men realize the importance and value of the

Society. They are beginning to see that it offers advantages
which no other society can give." If a similar change has not

already begun at Cornell, it may be confidently predicted in the

near future. It should be distinctly understood that marks, while

to a large extent a guide in elections, are no longer the sole basis*
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The chief test of fitness is the brain calibre as determined by all

the considerations that can be got together. The following
persons, if of high character and good general scholarship, are

eligible : (i) undergraduates in the College of Arts and Sciences

the major part of whose work has been devoted to languages,
philosophy, education, history, political science, and pure mathe

matics, and who have given promise of ability to do independent
work in any of these subjects ; (2) resident graduate students of

any of these subjects who have made actual contributions to the

advancement of knowledge or thought ; (3) graduates of Cornell

of not less than five years' standing who have made valuable con

tributions to scholarship in the same departments of study ; (4)
professors and instructors in the University who have rendered

service in the advancement of liberal scholarship.
The percentage of eligible seniors that may be elected at Cor

nell is one-fifth ; of juniors, one-tenth. Last spring the number

of eligible seniors was 116; of juniors, 83. The number elected

was : seniors, 17 ; juniors, 5. The attitude of the electors is thus

seen to be sufficiently conservative to render an election, to say

the least, a mark of some distinction. Yet it is not the honor, but

the privilege, that should be the goal of the literary undergrad
uate's ambition. A society that numbers so many distinguished

men, dead and living, among its members, and that has done so

much for general scholarship and culture in the century and a

quarter of its existence, can still do much for its younger members.

And the Society is doing much, quietly and modestly, to set before

our American youth the best ideals of the scholar and the citizen,

to give right ideas as to values, to urge the claims of the life of

the spirit amid the temptations of an age of marvellous material

development and prosperity. By this fruit it is willing to be

known.
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SOME IMPRESSIONS OF A NORTH WOODS TRIP.

W. W. TAYLOR, '07.

FAR
to the north some one thousand miles from the great city

lies a land but little known to man of Caucasian race, a

virgin country, unmarred by axe, unblotched by logging camp,

untroubled by irrepressible sportsman. Serenely it lies giving of

its glories to him only who industriously penetrates. For about

one thousand miles north into that land across the border brings

us to a point about two hundred and fifty miles from Hudson's

Bay and into a region infested not with humans excepting a few

of its sickly and fast-dying original peoples and an infrequent but

ancient Hudson Bay post. In this land the nights are not of

summer though the month be August, the heavens are brilliantly

lighted, the sunsets rare, the atmosphere razor-edge. The earth

is covered with unsullied evergreen, the waters run clear and cold,

and the woods abound with their native folk unafraid, uninitiated,

not knowing the ways of men.

If one could only be transported inslanter into the Canadian

wilds without first having to experience forty-eight hours of

advertised comforts of modern railway travel it would indeed be a

great blessing, but that forty-eight hours must be undergone
before one begins to arrive at the borderland of civilization. At

North Bay, Ontario, a sleepy, wreckish town existing for its rail

way connections, the Grand Trunk makes connection with the

new government railway, of which some one hundred miles have

been built and which runs due north right into the heart of

Ontario. They call it the Great Silver Line for it runs into the

Cobalt silver region,—Cobalt, the wonder-camp of the world, so it
is called. In years to come this railway will reach right through
to Hudson's Bay and the backbone of the Canadian wilderness

will be broken. Traveling north on this road the scene from the

car window suggests most potently that most picturesque form of

human endeavor,—the conquering and unfolding of a new country.

Along the course of the iron rails, where not many months before

an evergreen forest had flourished, only blackened stumps and

charred remains met the eye, while at infrequent intervals a par-
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tially escaped victim would raise its full height, a gaunt spectral

spire, jetted and hollow, testifying most eloquently to the inarch

of man. The somber scene was relieved only by the lavendar fire

leaf which sprang up in abundance everywhere. The bright color

of the latter seemed to presage the disappearance of this carnage

area of forest growth and foretell the day when all would be

covered by prosperous yellow farms and intent people. The

passengers on that train offered a sight no less suggestive. There

was the successful miner, awkwardly dressed in good clothes,

going back to his claim ; the prospector with small outfit and

large hopes ; a bearded and rugged settler ; a gay group of bankers

with their private Pullman going up to look over the mining

propositions ; a couple of French-Canuck woodsmen, brown and

wiry ; and there over in the corner seated alone was the inevitable

wandering Jew bound probably for the mining camp with its

peddling possibilities. At last we arrived at our "jumping off"

place, a collection of frame buildings, a couple of mushroom

hotels, (the King Edward and the Queen Alexandria, if you

please, sir), a sawmill and a barber shop. The ensemble was

called Latchford, truly a town in the making, a settlement with

the bark on ; the "stump city," we called it, with its roughly in

dicated streets full of charred tree stumps. From here in our bark

canoe we pushed off the next morning, and in less than a week's

time had left all signs of civilization behind, seeing not a soul

outside of ourselves, until we reached the Hudson Bay post of

Matachewan way up by the Arctic Height of land.

As for the country traveled, it was a source of ceaseless surprise

and never ending delight. Ever changing in character, frequently

within the hour, it offered continual contrast, never growing

monotonous. I am strongly reminded of the East Branch of the

Montreal, as wierd and wild a mountain stream as one could wish

to see. Broadening out at its headwaters into the beautiful

Smoothwater or Shusawagaming, as the Indian has it, it takes its

course about due north. The current is now swift and unreason

ing, now sluggish and obstinate, twisting its exasperating way

through stretches of hot muskeg swamp, the monotony broken

only by the sight of an occasional moose. I well remember one

day on this river. Working out of some swamp in the early
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morning, the river plunged right into the forest, running narrowly,

so that the trees formed an arch overhead letting in only patches

of sunlight. Going so swiftly that paddling was unnecessary, we

glided along mile after mile through this glade. Suddenly the

river broadened and shot us out into the light and for the rest of

the day our course lay through a series of small lakes, beautiful

little ovals, perfect in themselves, connected by the narrowest

passages of fast water, not over ten yards wide in some instances,

and not discernible until you were right at the entrance. The

shores of these lakes were wooded and gently rolling and their

small expanses were dotted with stony islets. It was the prettiest

day's journey one could wish for. It was the river at its best.

But not always this harmony. A wild careless stream, this river,

in some places, with its rock bound banks, and craggy overhang

ing places, full of monstrous stones and jagged turns, its current

threatening and impetuous. And then again the air of utter

desolation it wore as it flowed more hesitatingly through a less

virile country where the shores were swampy and the trees

stretched dead along the banks or had fallen, stripped and gnarled

across the river's course looking as if they had been there for ages

and gathering weeds and brush and scum to themselves ; all one

mass of confusion, giving the impression of a deserted neighbor

hood with everybody moved away or dead and everything gone to

wreck and ruin. An effect not lessened by an old unblinking owl

perched high on a dead limb, the only sign of living presence

around. It was the river at its worst.

We also witnessed some striking scenery on Florence Lake,

which though large, is hidden and obscure as to outlet and

hence but little known. We spent three days on this beautiful

lake ; closed in by high hills we seemed absolutely shut off

from the world. A wind storm the night we arrived pro

duced remarkable clarity of atmosphere the following day, and

that evening the effect was superb as the sun dropped be

hind the hills. About eight we experienced the rare alpine

glow and the scenic effect on the lake with its prominences
and rocky islands and white sanded beaches was something to

enthuse over quietly, certainly not to attempt to describe. So

ideal were the atmospheric conditions that each individual spruce
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and balsam seemed to have cut out a place for itself in^the sky
into which it fitted exactly. And as the heavens began to light
up in all their brilliancy, and the shadows grew longer and apace

and the hills took on the blue-black of night, the whole scene

reminded one of a Remington picture, only there was less sudden

contrast, more blending and softer color. And silence, such

silence ; a silence which one felt physically but which never

oppressed, broken now and again by the far call of a loon.

But all is not poetry in the woods ; in fact, life (if one keeps
•

traveling) resolves itself to a purely physical existence and what

perhaps under the proper circumstances might be enthusiasm for

scenery generally takes the form of putting steam into your pad

dling or goes off in the guise of perspiration in carrying a portage.
As for the joys of portaging if one has never experienced what

real physical exertion actually is he will have that doubtful

pleasure when he strikes a
"
twomiler

"
with a fairly heavy pack,

not to mention an ungainly canoe, if he be so unfortunate as to

be the larger man. Half way over with the tump line burning
into his forehead, with the pack riding him like an old man of

the seas, flannel shirt around his head to protect him from the

fierce wood mosquitos, indescribably uncomfortuble in the warm

forest atmosphere, with muscles strained to utmost capacity and

neck aching as if it would break, puffing with every breath, steam

ing at every pore, man becomes a veritable engine, almost con

scious of the consumption of fuel, almost sensing the transmuta

tion of bacon fat into blood and muscle and seeing the energy thus

generated run off in streams under the tump strap.

Nor is portaging the only difficulty met with in the woods.

There are rapids to shoot, and rapids to push up against, and ice cold

water to stand in up to one's waist, and food to cook in a drench

ing rain, not to mention most disagreeable of all, mosquitos to fight.

But all are but incidents in the day's work and with a good fire

outside and plenty of warm food inside one may look back upon

it all in lazy contempt and smoke the pipe of peace and rest.

One of the most interesting incidents of our trip was a visit to

the Hudson Bay Company's post of Fort Matachewan. We had

run out of some supplies, mostly luxuries it must be confessed,

and were hungry to replenish. Finally one afternoon after a
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week of disappointment we rounded a point and there lie the

post. The factor, ancient but active, met us as we paddled up.

After the usual greetings almost the first question asked him was

"Have you any bacon?" He smiled sardonically: "I get my

supplies but once a year and am stocked only with what will keep.

No bacon." Our spirits sank. Bacon in the woods is at once the

staff of life and an epicurean delight ; with beans and bread it

forms the wood's trinity and becomes something to swear by, in

fact, is about the only kind of theology worth bothering about for

the time being.
"

Well, what have you got," we asked.
" In that

line only thing I've got is
'

Chicago chicken,'
" and he gazed at

us most wickedly.
" And what is (

Chicago chicken
'
?
" " Salt

pork
"
came the answer dire. And salt pork it was, two huge

hunks, eight pounds in all. Dubiously we purchased but our

fears were groundless
—it was gone in five days. When we asked

for jam our factor looked contemptuous so we didn't press him.

But we discovered an Indian who had just returned from civiliza

tion bringing with him a five pound bucket of blackberry jam.

The factor expressed doubts as to the Indian's willingness to sell

but we would try for ourselves. We cornered that Indian and for

one half an hour made all sorts of dazzling inducements. In

desperation we offered him two dollars for one third of the bucket

(the whole had cost him about $1.00) but not a sign of an im

pression did we make. Stolidly he gazed, slowly he smiled, re

peatedly he said :
"
Me no sell ; me keep jam Christmas time."

We went on our way jamless.
The old factor, the product of a French-Canadian father and

a half breed mother, and whose wife was a full-blooded squaw,

was an interesting study. His entire life, with a few intermis

sions, he had lived up in the " silent places," and for forty

years had been in the service of the Hudson Bay Company. He

showed us over the post which still had its old stockade when

the Indian fought instead of traded. The loft of the store

was also very interesting. It reminded one of Stewart Edward

White's description of the "
Aromatic Shop

"
in his book " The

Forest", with its hanging pelts, its boxes of soft skin moc

casins, and wonderfully thick Indian blankets. And there were

brilliant sashes such as are worn by the French voyageurs, and
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heavy English duffel out of which wiuter clothes are made.

From out of a bag he drew two beautiful rabbit skin blankets,

through which no cold can penetrate. In one of these there were

no less than two hundred and fifty skins. There were also old-

fashioned powder-horns and stacks of rifles and snow shoes, in

short every conceivable forest necessity, all orderly arranged in

that fascinating attic story. Our factor then invited us ovei to

the house and there, passing out excellent cigars, entertained us

with accounts of his winter life in that northern land, of how he

read his stack of newspapers, six months old, of the Indians and

their trapping experiences, and of his prospecting trips up to the

north and his hopes of finding gold, until lost in interest, the time

slipped away and it was eight o'clock that evening when we bid

him farewell and dropped down the river in the moonlight. And

as we sped along in the shadows with the mystery of the woods

on either side, and the deep quiet broken only by the dip of the

paddle and the swish of the waters, and the occasional distant

toot of an owl, our thoughts reverted to the old man up there

alone with it all and we decided that his lot was not so bad after all.

But time speeds in the woods as well as elsewhere and one night

we found ourselves camped for the last time directly opposite our

"jumping off
"

place,
—Latchford, the city of stumps. As we lay

in our tent that night sensing the forest on all sides, we were

startled to hear the long melancholy warning of a train. Nothing

could have sounded more incongruous, and nothing, be it said,

could have sounded sweeter, for it then came home to us that we

were finally out of the woods. And we turned over and slept,

knowing that by the end of the morrow we should see newspapers

and street cars once more. But the north woods once experi

enced and enjoyed the attraction clings, and the desire, healthy

and sane, to be alone, to swing one's arms, and to feel that no

matter in which direction he points there he may go untroubled

and free, becomes deep-rooted and settled.

Such is its fascination, told of most eloquently in the few verses

of a northern trapper :

Are you tired of the south land, pardner?
Of the city's smoke and din,

Of the roar of the throbbing engine,
When the

" fast express
"
comes in ?
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Would you take the trail to the northward,
To the land of lake and pine,

Where the angry foam-flecked rapids
Test the courage

—both yours and mine?

Are you tired of the long days, idle,
The days you would fling behind,

For the grip of the tugging paddle,
And the kiss of the racing wind ?

Where the last canoe that ever dipped
Her prow in the boiling foam,

Is waiting for you by a rock-bound lake

In our limitless northern home?

Let us break for the Northland, pardner !

To the bush with its witching spells !

To the snow-white tent and the camp-fire blaze
And the lakes with their sobbing swells !

Let the long miles pass behind us,

The waters will cover our track,
And the snows of the north may blind us

E'er either one follows it back.

I long for the old life, pardner
For the grip of the strong brown hand,

And the silent sweet communion

That brightens the brave Northland.

So long as Nature fills it,
So long as the sun may shine,

So long as stern fate wills it,
Let that be your life and mine.

CORNELL'S PRESENT POSITION IN INTER

COLLEGIATE ATHLETICS.

BY GEORGE TANDY COOK, '08.

CORNELL
never made greater strides in athletics than last

year. No branch of sport with the exception of football

was below the standard set by the intercollegiate world.

The year 1905-6 opened with a rather poor showing in football

there being only one redeeming feature during the entire season.

That feature was the wonderful game played against the Univer

sity of Pennsylvania, the season's champions of the east.
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The surprise of the intercollegiate athletic year came the latter

part of May, when the track team under the veteran coach John
F. Moakley, captured for the second time in two years the inter

collegiate meet at Cambridge, Mass. It was a trick that not even

the wisest critics suspected could be turned. So well did the

Cornell athletes do their work that they won unsolicited praise
from all quarters.

For the last few years the Cornell baseball team has been

making consistent progress toward the top of the ladder. The

season of 1906 saw them climb to the second rung from the top.

The Cornell nine wound up the season by defeating Harvard in a

brilliant game, thus laying undisputed claim to second place.
The success was due to excellent coaching, conscientious work,
and above all, harmony among the players and co-operation with

the coach.

This article is limited to the major sports, but we cannot over

look the fine record which the lacrosse team has made, by winning
the championship of the northern division.

Cornell followers are becoming blase because of so many crew

victories. This should not be the case, because we have set a

standard which we must maintain. The 1906 crew has realized

its position and kept pace with the records of former crews. The

varsity defeated Harvard in May on the Charles River. It must

not be overlooked that the Harvard crew in June defeated Yale.

At Poughkeepsie, Cornell won the varsity eight and four-oared

races by defeating Pennsylvania, Wisconsin and Syracuse.

Recently some of the New York papers commented on the fact

that the first three crews at Poughkeepsie could have snatched a

victory from Harvard at New London. The oarsmen and coach

Courtney are to be congratulated upon gaining the title of

"American Intercollegiate Champions
"
on the water.

In looking over this article the reader cannot help realizing
that Cornell is gradually taking the position once held by Yale,

and is to-day recognized as head of the college athletic world.

This position while now established can easily be upheld by co

operation of players and coaches, together with the support of the

undergraduates and alumni, free from prejudice and with the aim

of working for Cornell and Cornell alone.
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THE JUNIOR C E. CAMP, J 906.

BY L. J. CONGER, '07.

THE junior class of the College of Civil Engineering went

into camp for the annual summer survey on the seventh of

last June. About one hundred students, ten or twelve professors

and assistants, and the kitchen force, constituted the party. The

camp was named Camp Leland, in honor of Mr. Leland, instruct

or in Geodesy and Astronomy, and was under the direction of Pro

fessor E. J. McCaustland, as professor-in-charge. Associated with

him were Professor Crandall, Assistant Professor Barnes, and

Messrs. Leland, Riegel, McNown and Gavette. Besides these

members of the faculty, there were three undergraduate officers,

G. B. Cauaga, chief-engineer, J. Hurley, quartermaster, and C. J.

Paterson, commissary. The chief had charge of the assignments

and general layout of the work ; the quartermaster had charge

of the instruments and camp equipment, and the commissary at

tended to the buying of provisions and the kitchen department.

The camp was located a mile from the village of Freeville, and

about ten miles from Ithaca. The tents were pitched in a large

orchard by the roadside, with a small stream conveniently near

for bathing and swimming. The largest tent in camp was the

mess tent, in which were five large tables for dining and several

smaller ones for computation work. A smaller tent near this was

also used for computations and drawing, and two more of the

same size served for restaurant and instrument tent respectively.
The sleeping tents were arranged in three long rows, with

"
streets"

between. Four men occupied one tent, each party being allowed

four cots and bedding, with two trunks, a pail and wash basin for

equipment.
The survey made is a continuation of the Central Lakes Sur

vey, which has been carried on for some years by succeeding jun
ior classes, this having to do particularly with the watershed of

Fall Creek. The region to be covered was divided into nineteen

parts or
"

plots," and each plot assigned to a party of five men,

one of whom was captain. The party was responsible for a com

plete survey of its plot, and an accurate map of the same. The
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map must show the location of property lines, forest, swamp, and

principal buildings, besides a delineation of the contour of the

land and its larger streams. These several plot maps are put to

gether during the summer, and the large map thus formed re

duced. The drawing up of this map constitutes the senior work

in cartography. Besides this plot survey, each man had to do a

certain amount of astronomical work, triangulation, base line and

leveling, in addition to his share of actual camp duty. The fol

lowing was a typical day's work in Camp Leland.

We all rose at 6:30 to the musical call of a wash basin beaten

industriously by Quartermaster Hurley just outside the tent. The

stream back of the camp furnished our morning shower and we

rushed to breakfast. The anxious haste to reach the mess tent

in the morning was occasioned not so much by desire to get to

work, as by the fact that the first one at table usually considered

it his duty to empty the entire contents of the cream pitcher on

his cereal or into his coffee, the later comers being necessarily con

tent with milk or nothing at all. The breakfast eaten—and it

was good, too,
—the party drew their instruments from the equip

ment tent and started for the plot. This might be one, two or

even five miles from camp, and after a little practice we learned

to walk this distance in good time, though the grumbling at sore

feet and muddy roads never abated much. Each party carried a

transit and note book and lunch basket ; rods, hatchet, etc., being

left at some convenient farm house. Arrived on the scene of ac

tion, the work was picked up where it had been dropped the day

before, and the traverse or topography, as the case might be, car

ried on as far as possible, until four or five in the afternoon. All

parties had to be in camp by six and each captain filed a report of

the day's work. After supper, the majority of the fellows repaired

to the ball field, where
"

Rod," or
" Duke

"
or

"
Stock

"
batted

out flies, and general relaxation from the day's labor was enjoyed.

From eight to eleven in the evening the work of the day was

computed and drawn up.

About ten-thirty, the crowd around the computing tables began

to thin out, and form in several groups around camp-fires along

the
" streets." Soon, more or less melodious voices would be

heard advising
" Nellie

"
to

" wait till the sun shines," and telling
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discordant tales about their
" Dear Old Pals

" and
"

Naughty

Flies." The evening concerts usually closed with a plaintive
"

Auf Wiedersehen" from
"

Tommy
" and

"

Jimmie," accom

panied by vigorous protests from
" Red

"
and

" Tex
"
who were

endeavoring to gain some much-needed sleep in preparation for

to-morrow's strenuous (?) labors.

The base ball practice in the evening soon brought to light such

wonderful athletic prowess that a challenge was issued to the

George Junior Republic Baseball Team for a game on July fourth.

This was accepted, and our team romped to victory with a score

of eight to six, much to the chagrin of the excellent team at the

Republic. But base ball was not the only variation in the monot

ony of camp life. Two glorious celebrations marked by large

bonfires and much speech-making and lusty yelling will long be re

membered by faculty and undergraduates alike. One was on the

occasion of the appointment of Mr. Haskell, as Director of the

College, and the other when our crews again acquitted themselves

so admirably at Poughkeepsie. The great bonfires kindled and

the good, hearty yelling and singing, gave proof that the genuine
Cornell spirit may still be rampant even in the wilds of a Free-

ville apple-orchard.
As a valuable experience in geodetic and topographical work,

the summer survey is without doubt of the greatest importance,
but this is by no means its only benefit. It is safe to say that in

no other college in the University is class and college spirit so

genuine aud hearty as in the senior class of Civil Engineering, and

this condition is easily traced to the intimate relationships fostered

by the summer camp, not only between undergraduates themselves,
but also between the students and faculty. From the few incon

veniences and hardships borne by all alike, spring up friendships
of inestimable value in future years.
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A RHAPSODY ON CO-EDS.

THE
writer of this paper wants to get on the good side of

the laughter-loving maidens who dwell in that imposing
brick structure up on the campus. He has instructed the board

of editors to divulge his name to any fair damsel, that is to say,

any co-ed, who might ask for it. He has coyly asked, however,

that the editors reveal the name only after the proper amount of

teasing and coaxing.
One day he stopped on a corner to wait for a car with an

acquaintance who had been educated for a year and a half accord

ing to Cornell methods. Very soon two ox-eyed maidens (the
writer has his dear old Homer at his elbow, as every one will

observe, even the Technical Crowd. Talk about lack of culture

in the scientific departments ; Sibley has an eminent instructor

locally called Cyclops /) As the writer started to say, two gentle-

eyed damsels happened along and also waited for the car. By and

by a car was heard in the distance, and after a while it came

shambling up to the corner. My acquaintance leaped to the steps

and flopped contentedly into one of the two vacant seats. Yours

truly was completely flabbergasted for he had formerly known

that same individual to be as servilely polite as any Frenchman

that ever flourished in cher Paris antique. The acquaintance felt

sorry when he saw his mistake and tried to smooth it over by say

ing that they were only co-eds anyway. This instance shows

what might happen, and it shows also that something is wrong

somewhere.

Other performances, notably the remembered rushes for cars

down at the field are likewise revelations. The girl with red

blood enough to care to take in an athletic contest does not dare go

more than once, for when she tries to catch a car she gets squeezed

perfectly awful. Perhaps this shows that a college crowd is not

much different from other crowds.

The Cornell boys, however, have a notorious reputation in

regard to their treatment of co-eds. After all, the one reason for

this is not much more than their refusal to be charmed. In other

respects, the boys treat the girls about as other crowds do.

Therefore we do not entirely deserve our reputation. The kick
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that the writer is making is that we do not do a bit better than

the ordinary crowd. We ought to have a regard for the rights of

others even though they are women. Our negligence, however, is
a

great institution which must be continued. One reason for its

maintenance is that we want some show with the Professors. We

do not want to be neglected ourselves. What a pitiable sight is a

group of men waiting for a crowd of women to get appointments
with a Professor. By the time the fellows get a chance the girls
have taken up all the open appointments. On the other hand,

what a charming and heart-filling joy it is to see a girl modestly
insist that no fellow give up his turn for her. Such a girl realizes

conditions and demands only equality. The other reason why we

should be neglectful (as a body, of course, for I have not forgotten

my purppse) is that only the most courageous and independent

girls dare to come to a university with such an awful reputation.
The result is that only a select few come here.

There is one tendency, however, that is simply inexcusable. It

is perhaps the one evil. A tradition to make uncomplimentary
remarks concerning the co-eds seems to exist, just as it is the con

ventional thing to cuss the English Department. One is just
about as idiotic and senseless as the other. If I had a sister here

I'd take a five dollar course under "Professor" Baker, and then,
when any one with the proper dimensions made remarks about

the whole crowd of co-eds, I'd extend to him a hearty invitation

into the middle of the road, and tell him why.
What we need is moderation in our remarks, care in our deport

ment, and the proper poise of mind—in short that we be gentle
men. Selah. E. S., '07.
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"

Thought once awakened does not again slumber.'''1

BY WAY OF GREETING*

ONCE
more are we met for purpose,

—primarily and ostensibily,

purpose educational, unconsciously and mightily with

intent to make history swayed by the Cornellian ego. Ithacans,

who the past few months have been scattered far and wide busy

with diverse and individual interests are again assembled on the

common ground with its common enterprise and common ends.

It is well. The Era welcomes the returning hosts. A reunited

community come again to take up the congenial task of forward

ing the Cornell name, it is but right that we acquaint ourselves

with some of the aspects of that task. The year 1905-1906 was

one of brilliant achievement in all departments of undergraduate

undertaking ; in some ways it was unique. But it is past. The

present is here with its perplexities ; it must be seen to that the

record of the year 1 906-1 907 falls not behind in any respect. Nor

shall it unless we greatly misjudge the Cornellian character. But

let there be no mistake. There are problems to be solved, plans

to be formulated, policies to be initiated. In the field of athletics,

naturally nearest the student's heart, we must not only maintain
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our present high standard in both the athletic excellence of our

teams and their clean reputations, but we have yet to gain a

standing commensurate with our growing athletic fame in that

most popular sport,—football. And not only this but more im

portant, we must still foster and guard carefully that ideal of

sport for sport's sake and continue to develop practically the idea

that it is far better to have the many participate in athletic games

than to concentrate our efforts on a few. These things have

gained a foothold amoug us but they must be steadily encouraged.

There also is the work of the various clubs, the task of raising

them to a higher degree of efficiency,
—clubs like the Cosmopolitan,

the English, the Civic, the Sunday Night, the various debating

and clubs of similar stamp, standing for and doing a real service

along varied educational lines. And there is the whole list of

university and class activities and special undertakings through
out the year which neither time nor space permit of mention.

Needless to say, for intelligent effort and enthusiastic willingness
there is necessity. But there is a problem that demands both

space and time It has been growing and growing of late years

until now it is fairly insisting upon solution. It is the problem
of socializing undergraduate life in this university, the task of

bringing together the students of our many colleges on a broader

social plane. A vital question, this, and highly important. It

means much to Cornell that the frequenter of Boardman be

acquainted with and interested in the Sibleyite, and that the

architect be on speaking terms with the agriculture student. The

artificial barrier raised by special university work between students

of different colleges must be overcome by arousing in them an

interest for each other as men and individuals. Fraternalism is

the great underlying current of the age, more and more so is man

becoming interested in his fellow. It will not do for us, modern

of universities, to be laggard in this respect. Cornell too must

keep pace with this idea, this evolutionary principle, Christian in

its very essence. But the cry is "We have no Houston Hall, we

have no Harvard Union
"

! Sad but true. An Alumni Hall for

undergraduates is the crying need. But still on paper is our

Alumni Hall, more properly Undergraduate Hall. We submit

however, that upon the coming of that building the development
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of desire for a wider social intercourse should not wait. It is not

unreasonable to hope for the conception of a larger social spirit
even in this generation of students so that when appears the day
when the hall of legend becomes one of stone we shall have some

thing animate to put into it. As to ways and means ; last year

one Mr. Thayer, well known of late, inaugurated efforts. It is

with appreciation that the Era recalls those efforts and with con

fidence that it looks for a continuance. The Era hopes to see the

not far off day when Barnes Hall shall become a place not only
for religion in the stricter sense, but for fellowship, and social, as

well as spiritual communion. But primarily it must be remem

bered, this is an undergraduate and not Mr. Thayer's affair ; hearty

co-operation there must be. With these few remarks, trusting

they carry their suggestion, the Era greets the four classes. The

work to be done is much. Accomplishment there should be com

mensurate.

WELL DONE, MR* COURTNEY*

AGAIN
has the nautical prowess of Cornell been attested, once

more the genius of her coach asserted. To the men who

rowed we extend our thanks, to the man who patiently evolved

we take off our hats in grateful acknowledgment. Cornellian in

everything but name,
—and what matters a name if the spirit be

genuine?—he has done for us service magnificent. The Cornell

world appreciates. Him we shall hold ever in affectionate regard.

PLATITUDES*

^T^HESE are the days of office aspirings, the season when

appears the modest retiring youth who points inwardly and

announces candidacy. For such is our system
—a helter-skelter

scheme of self-nomination and self-exploitation. Of
"

shaping of

alternatives
"
there is none ; of passive acquiesence, much. But

there are other considerations. Office is of worth only in so far as

it presents opportunity ; itself, an end, it is merely so much gold

braid. He who holds is honored by office only in so far as oppor

tunity is seized and service rendered. He who seeks that he may

personally gratify is a clogger of progress and a mere collector of
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votes. This is all very trite but the point is this : the rendering

of service waits upon the ability of the incumbent. That he wel

comes heartily, is energetic and pleasant of face are all good but

insufficient. Such qualities may make him a successful candidate,

but unaided, will not render him a notable executive. That

requires imagination, ideas, zeal to initiate, not following and

figurative, but formulating and leading, in a word, creativeness.

This is likewise trite but there is another point. The possession

of requisite calibre by him elected presupposes political sagacity

upon the part of the many. This involves "shaping the alterna

tive." Now all this is trite, but a political philosophy little

practised among us. Shortly elections will be held in four bodies

politic. If the method of candidacy must be self-exploitation, it

would be well that many aspire that there be no choice of evils.

At least that the chances be diminished. Far better, however, if

the voter sought the candidate more and the candidate the voter

less. The amount of purely personal politics injected before,

seems to measure the stagnation of office after election. More

wisdom in choosing leaders and keener demand for administrative

results is in order.

"THE SHAME OF THE COLLEGES*"

WE
regret that the Saturday Evening Post did not delay in

publishing their series of articles entitled the
"
Shame of

the Colleges
"

by Wallace Irwin and run them during the college

year. Had they done so we venture to say they would have

caused not a little discussion interesting as well as wordy and life

would have taken on a fuller and more joyous aspect. As for the

articles, they are clever, extremely so, if one be neither Harvard,

Yale nor Princeton, for deep into the vitals of those institutions

has Mr. Irwin driven his pen (the author ealls it a
" muck-fork ").

Thus far the author has exposed the
"
Gentleman Trust

"
at

Harvard, has smashed the
"

democracy machine" at Yale in such

mauner that it has taken on the appearance of gambling apparatus,
and finally has branded Princeton as "frenzied but unashamed."

But while Mr. Irwin's articles are highly amusing (if, we repeat,

you hail from neither Harvard, Yale or Princeton) and while it

may be true that there are snobs at Harvard (for are there not
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everywhere?) and that Yale's boasted democracy is not all it

might be, and that Princeton possesses the most beautifully oiled

system of concerted cheering and the finest repertoire of locomo

tives and other vocal exercises in the country
—in fact, is one huge

megaphonious affair,—yet we protest in behalf of our college
brethern that Mr. Irwin submits a minority report. Truth there

undoubtedly is in his clever satires but it is not the whole truth.

The average Harvard man is no more a snob than the average
Princeton man is frenzied (in spite of the handicap of that awful

system of " rooting "). We are afraid that the disease described

iu each case has been neither vital nor far reaching, but like a

wart, harmless but hard to get rid of. But most likely Mr.

Irwin has had no serious intent. At any rate the series afford

most delectable perusal and are worth while. Mr. Irwin has not

reached Ithaca as yet ; until that time we may read with much

amusement.

BUSTED OUT*

HENRY,
the candy man, has busted out. The Trustees last

spring passed a resolution that his work was not up to the

standard, and that he must quit selling everything but newspapers

on the campus. Henry submitted for a time to his bust notice

and allowed his case to go over until fall.

Now Henry is petitioning to get back into the University once

more. He wants to take two hours of work daily, and will do it

anywhere that Prexy says. Henry is asking everybody—Trustees,

Faculty, graduates and students of every degree—to sign his peti
tion for reinstatement.

We have been over where Henry stays
—that's just south of

Morrill Hall,—and asked to see the paper. The list isn't yet as

complete as a Student Directory. John the Orangeman was part

of Harvard for pretty nearly fifty years ; Henry has been with us

for eight. He cannot remain for forty-two more on the profits of

journalism alone. Of course some of the students will litter up

the campus with candy papers if they have a chance—but it's

easy enough to pick them up with a stick with a nail in the end.
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TO OUR READERS*

WITH
this issue the Era takes up its work. Last June we

promised many things. There was occasion to promise

many things. We believe we have more than fulfilled those

promises. We are not content, however. There is occasion for

more promises. We feel confident of making and fulfilling them.

We shall take every possible chance for increasing the effective

ness of the Era, regardless whether it pays pecuniarily or not.

We are satisfied so long as it pays in reputation. This is a Cor

nell enterprise and it is your magazine, not ours. We want

you to feel this and to that end criticisms of our policy and en

deavors and suggestions from you will be sincerely welcomed. A

word as to our general policy. New articles will be "featured"

as in the past. We believe in such journalistic treatment. But

not exclusively. WTe are not going to let the literary side go to

seed, so to speak, but on the contrary shall give the greatest

possible encouragement to the expression of thought and feeling
in its finer and more cultured aspects. To this end the Era

invites contribution and expresses the hope that the opportunity

presented will be made the most of, and that in time it may prove

to be a factor in awakening a broader spirit of letters here at

Cornell. Above all we want the Era to be thoroughly represen

tative of undergraduate life. There are a good many kinds of

people in those large buildings up on the hill, and they are inter

ested in a great many things. We want them all to feel that the

pages of the Era are open to them. Remember this is your

magazine.

TODD, BLACKMER & CO.

A first class place to find all kinds of good Dry Goods.

The establishment is of long standing and most reliable.

Opposite Post Office.

Electrical Devices of every kind

and Supplies for Gas and Electric Lighting,
Table Lamps, Pocket Lights, etc.

Davis=Brown Electric Co., Inc.

Licensed Contractors and Electrical Engineers. Next door to Lyceum.
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CHARLES E* HUGHES—LAWYER* CITIZEN,

BY DEAN E. W. HUFFCUT.

THE
American bar has been the training school of the majority

of American statesmen. For good or ill the lawyer has left

his indelible impress upon our institutions, and has given to most

aspects of our political history the characteristics of legal thought

and procedure—loyalty to precedent, appeal to reason, love of

order, acquiescence in verdicts and judgments, and a jealous re

gard for personal and property rights. Numbering but one to six

hundred or seven hundred of population he has wielded directly

and indirectly an influence always potent and often decisive in the

conduct of political affairs.

Charles E. Hughes is a fine example of this old style lawyer

who has played so large a part in American government. He

has carried into the modern practice of the greatest city of the

United States the best traditions of an age that gave to the Amer

ican bar and to the American people so many illustrious names.

If, as is so often asserted, the modern successful lawyer is merely

a kind of corporation employee or official, Mr. Hughes by force

of character and choice has happily escaped that thralldom and

maintained the independence and influence of the great lawyers
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of an earlier period. In an address before the Cornell Law School

three years ago he spoke upon "The Place of Advocacy in Mod

ern Practice," and urged upon young lawyers a wise attention to

that power of persuasive statement that gave distinction to the

leaders of the bar in former generations. He himself is a notable

example of its value. Without falling into any of its vices he

possesses and exercises the noblest qualities of a sincere and con

vincing forensic eloquence. This is not the appropriate place
for

a discussion of the merits of pending political issues, but irrespec

tive of those merits one may properly say that Mr. Hughes' pres

entation of the issues upon the stump has afforded an admirable

example of simple, direct, sincere and persuasive argumentation.
Before undertaking the practice of law Mr. Hughes thoroughly

fitted himself for it. He had the good fortune to be endowed

with unusual capacity and an extraordinary memory, and like the

lawyers of the older days he had finished his college course at

nineteen and after a year of teaching was admitted to the bar in

his early majority. He has since been in the constant and ardu

ous practice of his profession save for the two years (1891-1893)
when he taught in the Cornell Law School with a brilliancy and

efficiency that are the inspiration and despair of his successors.

A clear head, a responsive heart, indefatigable industry and

impeccable honesty, not merely of conduct but of thought, have

combined to produce in Mr. Hughes a great lawyer and a useful

citizen. Sooner or later all such men are singled out to partici

pate in or to lead important movements in governmental progress
or reform. When such a man has the people for a client in a

cause that appeals to him as a just cause he puts forth his strong

est powers and rises to his greatest heights. In the two important

public investigations conducted by Mr. Hughes his success has been

extraordinary, and it has been due to no clap-trap and no posing for

effect, but to earnestness, sincerity and conviction backed by a

trained mind and a ripe experience. What he has done and what

he is now doing are characteristic of the able and high-minded

lawyer who is at the same time a loyal and fair-minded citizen.

Whatever the result of the pending political campaign the people
of the State of New York will be able to take pride in having
produced in Mr. Hughes a lawyer and citizen of the highest type.
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The Republican patty has been called to defend the honor of the

state and to represent the common sense of the people and the cause of

decent government* I shall accept the nomination without pledge,
other than to do my duty according to my conscience. If elected* it

will be my ambition to give the state a sane, efficient and honorable

administration* free from taint of bossism or of servitude to any private
interest. A united party making an appeal to good citizenship must

win.

CHARLES E. HUGHES."

PRINCETON*

BY PROFESSOR FRANK THINLY.

" Tune ev'ry heart and ev'ry voice,

Bid ev'ry care withdraw ;

Eet all with one accord rejoice
In praise of old Nassau.

In praise of old Nassau, my boys,
Hurrah ! hurrah ! hurrah !

Her sons will give, while they shall live,

Three cheers for old Nassau !"

WHAT
first impresses the stranger entering the gates of

Princeton is the simple charm of its campus. The picture

that meets his eye not only appeals to his sense of beauty, but

arouses warmer sentiments in his breast ; there is just enough in

each glimpse for the mind to grasp and the heart to cherish, and

before the newcomer knows it the place has crept into his affec

tions. This experience is typical of Princeton life ; sentiment

plays an important part in the consciousness of the college. If

Harvard represents the head, Princeton certainly stands for the

heart. Everybody connected with the institution loves it as

though it were a human being. Rare indeed is the devotion

which is shown by the students, faculty and alumni of
"
Old

Nassau !
"

It is a kind of religion with them. The professors
are for the most part graduates of the University ; it has become

intertwined with their lives ; for them it is not merely a place in

which to pursue a calling, but a community of kindred spirits,
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bound together for the love and glory of alma mater. They

form a little brotherhood, more closely knit together than facul

ties usually are, with the sense of ownership more deeply devel

oped than faculties generally have it, with less of the feeling of

being mere employes of a Board of Trustees than faculties often

possess. Princeton is their Princeton ; it is the Princeton of

those who have gone through the college before them and those

who have come after them ; it is the Princeton of all who love it

with their love. The same spirit of comradeship and loyalty

that marks the relations of the teachers to each other and to the

college prevails in the student body. Few earnest appeals that

are made to the undergraduates "for the honor of dear old Prince

ton
"

pass unheeded. The community spirit is strong among

them; they "pull together" as their foot-ball teams pull to

gether ; they think alike, they feel alike, they will alike ; yes,

they almost dress alike. And the tie that binds is always the

love of the college and the praise of old Nassau. If they will

carry out with them, into the larger world, the devotion, loyalty
and patriotism which they develop in their school days, they

cannot fail to make good and useful citizens and men.

Another feature about Princeton that attracts attention is its

saneness, its common-sense, its normality. One is struck with

the general absence of shams, humbugs and fads, and the general

presence of normal, healthy-minded people. There are no freaks

around; bogus geniuses and idiots are rare ort the campus. And

there is an air of genuineness about the place ; it rings true. The

President is an idealist, a man of high scholastic purposes, whose

one great concern is to make Princeton a power for good. Since

his election to the Presidency, he has been zealous in his efforts to

strengthen the curriculum, to raise the standards, to improve the

methods and means of instruction. He has had the courage to do

the things which do not make much show, which are not apt to

be immediately popular, but which are for the best interests of

those placed under his care. For this he deserves the respect
and gratitude of all who believe with him that universities are

established for the development of the soul and for the realization

of what President Eliot calls the "durable satisfactions of life."

No one can speak of Princeton without mentioning the honor
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system. The important fact about this
"

system
"
is not that the

student body inflicts punishments upon those who are caught cheat

ing in- examinations, but that there exists in the hearts of the great

mass of students a healthy sense of honor that practically makes

cheating impossible. The Princeton man pledges his ho?tor as a

gentleman that he will neither give nor receive assistance in the

examination, and this pledge he holds sacred. The observance of

the pledge is a matter of academic pride and patriotism with him;

it would not only be unmanly, but un-Princetonian to break it.

Persons who have not lived under conditions similar to those

existing at Princeton in this respect cannot understand how dead

in earnest the student is about this business ; yes, they are apt to

be a little sceptical about the whole thing anyhow. But those

who have had the experience must gratefully declare that- there

is a high sense of honor on this point at Princeton. It is a source

of satisfaction to the teacher to know that he can trust his students

to do the square thing. And the man who would rather lose his

degree than get it dishonestly certainly has achieved something

that is worth more than the degree. A relation which is based

upon such honorable conduct on the one side and such thorough

going confidence on the other cannot fail to be inspiring and

elevating to both parties, and must increase one's respect for

human nature.

The club life is also peculiar to Princeton. The place of

fraternities is taken by the upper-class clubs which are located on

Prospect Avenue, one of the most beautiful thoroughfares of

Princeton. Freshmen and Sophomores are not admitted to these

institutions, and tradition forbids the appearance of any under

classman on this street. The interclub treaty prohibits the

solicitation of members by the clubs except in the form prescribed

by the rigorous treaty. On a certain day after Easter each club in

vites to membership a certain number of Sophomores, and the

Sophomores accepting the invitation choose those of their own

classmates whom they regard as desirable candidates. There is

great excitement among the Sophomores during this period, as

nearly all of them are anxious to join a club and many have their

preferences. After everything is settled, the successful ones are

allowed to show their faces on the Avenue, and one can usually
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distinguish them from their Senior and Junior companions by

their respectful demeanor towards their
" elders." The clubs de

serve credit for limiting membership to upperclassmen and for

their unwillingness to make an undignified scramble to increase

their numbers. It is possible that there may be more beneath

the surface than is apparent to the simple looker-on, but if there

is, the men are to be applauded for being ashamed to show it.

The clubs are also to be congratulated for the general good

behavior of students on Prospect Avenue. It is easy to see how

a vicinity lined with club houses might be a very noisy precinct.

This, however, is not the case ; it is only during Commencement

week when the alumni come back that the peace of the Avenue

is disturbed. During the rest of the year the street is forbidden

ground.
In conclusion a word ought to be said about the preceptorial

system which was introduced last year by President Wilson.

More than fifty
"

preceptors
"

holding the rank of Assistant Pro

fessors have been appointed to help the different departments in

their work. The object is to bring the student into closer touch

with the teacher than has been possible, to make the relation

more personal and human, to individualize the instruction, to

adapt it to the needs and capacities of the pupil, to let him enjoy
the advantages of the small college without losing the benefits of

the large college. The preceptor is to watch over the student

and stimulate his spiritual development, to arouse in him a love

for the things of the mind, to discuss with him his difficulties, to

lead him to an interchange of thought, to be his
"

guide, philoso

pher, and friend." The ideal is, of course, a grand one and its

complete realization difficult, but it is easy to see that the principle
of the scheme is sound, and that the system is bound to result in

great good. It will take time to perfect it and to bring it to full

fruition, but there can be no doubt that it has already vitalized

the instruction at Princeton and quickened the intellectual life of

the college. Supported by the sentiment, sanity, honesty and

good will of the place, Princeton University will strive to make

the dreams of her President come true ! And her sister of the

North who wishes her well, now and always, will sing in praise
of old Nassau !
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THE VALUE OF A TRIP THROUGH EUROPE.

BY GEORGE W. NASYMTH, '07.

LAST
summer nearly one hundred college students sailed from

the port of New York, working for their passage across to

Europe and back. Almost twice as many shipped from the port

of Philadelphia. Another hundred started from Boston and from

Montreal. What was the attraction that called these young men

across the sea? What value did they receive in return for their

expenditure of effort, time and money ? What was the fascina

tion that made them, and is making them in increasing numbers

every year, endure discomfort, privation, and hardship, so will

ingly and cheerfully ? I will tell you, as nearly as I can, the

answers which would be given to these questions by eight Cor-

nellians who spent the past summer, the most delightful summer

of their lives, touring Europe on bicycles.

First of all for American youth, there is the attraction of

adventure. In all times stories of adventure have delighted all

peoples. If the Greeks followed with ever increasing interest the

wanderings of Ulysses, if the Eatins have taken delight for ages

in the adventures and deeds of their ancestor Aeneas, if the Norse

still sing of their Vikings and the Portuguese of their explorers,

surely it is not singular that the thought of travel in strange lands,

with all its possibilities of new experiences and adventure, should

captivate the mind of American youth. Tell him that he may be

thrown entirely upon his own resources under the handicap of

new and unfamiliar surroundings, and he will shout for joy. Try

to discourage him by exaggerating the difficulties, and all the

pioneer blood of his adventurous ancestors leaps to his brain. To

the youth as to his father, the strange new world across the sea is

a world 'of unlimited possibilities; its call to him is irresistible.

The fascination of adventure rises with the thought of travel

through any strange land. But when that land is Europe, a new

charm is added, the charm of association. For the land that he

is to visit is the land of his fathers. History whispers to him that

this Old World is the home of our race, that to it all the roots of

our civilization may be traced, from it have sprung all our laws,

our institutions, our society, our literature, our religion. The
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enchantment which drew the Crusader to the birthplace of Chris

tianity in the Holy Land; which drew the Renaissance student

southward over the Alps to Italy and the ancient capital of the

world,— the same enchantment draws the student of our own time

to this new Old World across the sea, weaving its magic spell

over his imagination, enchaining his will. The wanderlust is in

his blood and will not be denied.

Both the fascination of adventure and the charm of association

had completed their work when our party prepared for the start

last Spring. All winter long we had been studying languages,

geography, history, poring over charts and maps and books of

travel, talking, discussing, planning every detail. Hopes ran

high and expectations were great as we dropped down the bay and

sailed out through the narrows on the nineteenth of June. But

all our hopes were fulfilled, all our expectations far surpassed, and

when, on the twenty-fifth of September, we saw the Statue of

Liberty holding out her welcoming light to us, we said to each

other,
" If ever we have a better summer than this, the capacity

for enjoyment of the human mind must be limitless."

Our route lay through seven of the most interesting countries

of Western Europe—England, Holland, Germany, Austria, Italy,
Switzerland and France. The beginning and end of the trip was

at Liverpool; in the interval of seventy-five days we traveled about

three thousand miles on our wheels and another thousand by boat

and train. One gains a vivid idea of the small size of these

countries from the fact that so many of them can be traversed in

the brief period of a college vacation. Our party was made up of

the following Cornell men : G. R. Bliss, '06 ; A. H. Candee, '06 ;

W. M. Ladd, '06; M. A. Marca-Romero, '07; Julius Marca-

Romero, G. ; C. W. Mortimer, '07 ; W. T. Price, '06, and myself.
Much of the credit for the success of the trip is due to Professor

G. L. Burr, '81, who, having wheeled through Europe before us,

planned our route throughout.
From Liverpool our course lay through the heart of England to

London, a distance of about two hundred miles. Our first stop
was at Chester, where the majority of the party rented their bi

cycles. We were quite unprepared for the charm of this quaint
old city on the banks of the Dee River ; it seemed as if we had
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been transported, by the potency of some magician's drug, back
into mediaeval England. The strange architecture, the narrow

streets with their overhanging houses, the beautiful old cathedral

with its mysterious purple shadows contrasted with the warm

light from the great rose windows, the city wall, around which

the lads and lassies walk on Sunday afternoon,—all these and its

many other charms made us loth to leave old Chester, one of the

most interesting towns in England. But other delights lay before

us. After a plunge through the "
Black Country," with busy,

smoky Birmingham at its center, we entered a region whose in

terest never ceased until we left the island. We passed through
Coventry and crossed the threshold of the classic region of Eng
land, Shakespeare's country. Kenilworth Castle, with its splendid
memories of kings and queens, carried us back to the days of

chivalry ; all one sunny afternoon we lingered in the shadow of

its romantic spell. Then came Warwick Castle, the abode of the

"kingmaker", and Guy's Cliff, and Leek Wooton, the village on

a hill, and finally the lovely city on the River Avon, with the

great poet's home and tomb, and the cottage where he wooed and

won Anne Hathaway. As we rode down into Stratford-on-Avon,

just at the sunset of a perfect summer's day, the boys and girls
were dancing on the bank of the river ; a fairer sight or prettier

place we did not see in all our travels.

From beautiful Stratford-on-Avon our route lay through classic

Oxford, with its university. Here, too, we lived in the golden past

again, the age-darkened walls were teeming with the memories of

generation after generation of English student life. Through

Henley, still echoing the excitement of the regatta, we rode, down

the valley of the Thames, and then, just as night fell, the gleaming

lights of London were before us. Four days we had been, coming
from Chester to London through the fair gardens of Merry Eng
land ; four days we remained in London, visiting its historic

Tower, the British Museum, Westminster Abbey and St. Paul's,

mingling with the flood of life in the Strand and Fleet street ; eight

days filled to overflowing with new experiences and enjoyments and

unexpected delights of every kind.

The Netherlands claimed our interest next after England.
Holland is the land of dikes and windmills, of wooden shoes and
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dog carts, the land whose chief product seems to be healthy

children, the land of reason, and individualism, and deep religious

feeling. In Holland we met our first language difficulties. I wish

I could tell you some of our adventures, thrilling, annoying or

merely ludicrous, but already I have claimed too much of your

time. Through The Hague, Rotterdam, Utrecht and Delft we

passed, riding along the dikes, stopping in the homes of the people

wherever we could, getting acquainted with their life and cus

toms. Then we crossed the German boundary, guarded by a

single soldier, with others within easy call, and rode southward to

Cologne. From Cologne to Bingen-on-the-Rhine were the two

most delightful days we spent in Germany. The road runs close

to the bank of the Rhine river, through the valley teeming with

history and legend, famous in song and story. Ruin after ruin

crowns the heights, robber castles and fortresses, monasteries,
churches and old palaces follow each other in rapid succession

until the mind and heart are too full to take in more ; you turn

away your head and say you must have rest, and time to ponder
and digest, before you can look again.

Through Leipsicand Dresden we rode to Prague in Bohemia,
and then on to Vienna, the capital of Austria. From Vienna,
our farthest point eastward, we rode up the valley of the Danube,
through the old university cities of Salzburg and Innsbruck in

the Tyrol and then over the Brenner Pass of the Alps, with a forty-
mile coast southward into Italy.

Italy was the climax of our trip. Here, in this sunny land of

fair gardens and blue skies, everything combines to delight the
mind. The wonderful genius of the Italian people in the regions
of art, of music and literature, in all the fields of intellectual life,
is a continual source of wonder and delight. The memories of
the former glories of this beautiful country meet you on every
side ; the promise of her future splendor fills you with inspiration.
Venice with its art life, its canals and gondolas, Bologna with its

university, the oldest in the world, Florence " the beautiful," with
its treasures of art, Rome the

"

Eternal City," with its seven hills,
Pisa with its leaning tower, Genoa on the Mediterranean, the early
home of Columbus, Milan and the plains of Lombardy, Como the
most beautiful of the Italian lakes,—a mere roll call of the names
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calls forth such a flood of pleasant associations that I know not

where to begin or where to leave off.

From Italy we crossed into Switzerland, going over the Alps

again, by the St. Gotthard pass. In Switzerland, the country of

freedom and progress, we found new enjoyments ; the cold atmos

phere restored our strength, the alertness and intelligence of the

people made them seem more like Americans than any we had

met. Then came the ride across France to Paris, where we spent

another delightful week of sightseeing and new experiences. We

lived in the heart of the "

Quartier Latin
"
the center of the stu

dent life of Paris, and soon fell into its spirit of fraternal democracy.
Our stay in Paris was all too brief, it was pleasant, however, to

get back to London and English-speaking people. Then came the

ride through England to Liverpool again, this time by way of

Cambridge University, and finally the ocean voyage back to home

and work once more.

A trip to Europe seems like a large undertaking to the majority
of college students. The ease of travel today is difficult of belief.

The expense of the trip whose barest outline is given above is less

than half the cost of a year of college ; its value is comparable to

that of two or three years in a university. Whole new regions of

the mind are opened up for exploration, every book of history or

literature has a deeper meaning and a new message, language be

comes more than a tool, the world of art, music and literature is

no longer a strange and far off region, but very near and vividly

real. You have entered into communion with great minds of all

ages, in the new light of the awakened spirit you will say that

youth is happiness, that work is joy, that life is good.

"

Jffrotomt is n> aHf-wtfrmnmti of i&lf-tmtttb lam."

—Lyman Abbott, at Sage Chapel, October 7, ipo6.
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DR* ROBERT HENRY THURSTON.

BY PROFESSOR R. C. CARPENTER.

THE
work accomplished by Dr. R. H. Thurston, the Director

of Sibley College from 1885 until his death on October 25,

1903, was such as to attract attention from every portion of the

world interested in technical education. His work, however, was

not entirely limited to the advancement of technical education,

and as a consequence it should not be devoid of interest to stu

dents in all departments of instruction. His work in Cornell

University, while principally confined to Sibley College, exerted

considerable influence in the other departments, and Dr. Thurston

personally was well known by many students in the general
courses and doing other work than that taught in Sibley College.
For these as well as various other reasons unnecessary to mention,
an article of this character printed three years after his death is a

fitting recognition of the permanent value of his work and of the

favorable impressions which have been left in the minds of his

students and others who were associated with him.

In personal characteristics Dr. Thurston was an unusual man

and one likely to attract notice; he was small in physical stature

with intensely black eyes and with a quick, nervous action that

was not likely to pass unnoticed even by a casual observer. He

was a man of great mental activity and accomplished a large
amount of literary work in an extremely active life as an engineer
and executive administrator of a large educational institution.
His early training was favorable for that of an administrator of

a technical college as it embraced a workshop, business, general
collegiate and military training.
His father, in company with John Babcock in 1834, established

the Providence Steam Engine Co., which was the first establish

ment in New England, and with two exceptions in the United

States, organized to build steam engines. Dr. Thurston as a

young man received his early practical training in this shop and

there became imbued with the desire of improving the steam

engine and of greatly increasing its economy and efficiency. The

spirit inculcated by this early training remained with him through
out his life and was the underlying incentive of a great deal of
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his best and most important work. He realized very early that

all important improvements of the steam engine must rest upon

research and investigation of such a nature as to give accurate

knowledge respectiug the various transformations of heat into

work taking place in the engine cylinder, and that until such re

search and investigation had been conducted on an adequate scale

no theoretical treatment of practical value relating to the engine
could be produced. His early work in the work shops also brought

clearly to his mind the ignorance which then existed relating to

the materials which had to be used in various forms in steam

engines and other machines. He also believed that research and

investigation of the important properties of materials was an

antecedent necessary to the improvement in the quality of

materials. It is interesting to note that Dr. Thurston's work in

investigating the properties of materials, if he had done nothing

more as an engineer, would have made his name famous and put

him permanently at the head of investigators in that particular

field.

Dr. Thurston graduated from Brown University in 1859 with

the degrees of Ph.B. and C.E., after completing both a general and

a special course. It will be remembered by those who knew Dr.

Thurston that he invariably advised young men to obtain a general

education before taking up the special or technical work which

was to form the business in after life, and it appears from this

reference that in his own course he had.a general philosophical as

well as a technical training.

At the breaking out of the Civil War he entered the engineer

corps of the United States navy and served in various engineering

positions on different vessels until the close of the war, after which

he was professor in the United States Naval Academy
at Annapolis

and at Stevens Institute of Technology. The service in the Navy

doubtless had a great deal to do with the development of his rare

executive ability. It gave him the capacity which so many

educators lack of handling men in such a manner as to secure from

them their best efforts. He had a rare ability in getting work

out of men without exciting opposition or resistance. It is

difficult to describe the system which he employed but it consisted

largely in giving each man responsible charge of a certain field
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and in encouraging him to produce certain results which, though

apparently easy, in reality required the putting forth of a great

deal of energy. For any success, however small, the young man

was certain to receive encouragement ; for a failure, which was

not the fault of the efforts of the young man, he received

sympathy; but for a failure due to lack of application, censure

was applied in a kindly way but also in a way that was effective.

Dr. Thurston's life while at Cornell University was not only

devoted to the development of Sibley College but it was also de

voted to the general advancement of the engineering profession

and mankind in general. He was greatly interested in the de

velopment of the faculty of speaking in public and frequently

advised the young engineers that such an accomplishment was

necessary in order to attain any great reputation as an engineer

and in order to get engineering plans approved and adopted by

capitalists. I am much gratified that one of the prominent and

live debating societies of this University still bears his name.

It may not be generally known by the student acquaintances

of Dr. Thurston, that he also took a lively interest in municipal

and state governments, but such is the fact. He was elected an

alderman from his ward in the city of Ithaca and for several years

put a great deal of hard conscientious work upon the problems

connected with the city municipal government. The reputation
which he acquired in that position in this city surpasses that of

any man who was ever before on the Board of Aldermen, and his

recommendations were accepted by members of both parties

usually without comment or question. The problems of ad

ministering the city finances were never so ably considered or

so successfully met. He was a prominent member of the city

Water Board until a short time before his death, and made a

careful study of the problems which were involved in supplying
the city of Ithaca with an adequate amount of pure water. He

purchased for the city, at the time of the emergency respecting
the water supply, a temporary pumping plant which was delivered

within thirty days from the time of ordering, for use until a

permanent and more economical system could be established. At

that time there was an epidemic of typhoid fever caused by in

fected water in the city mains, and there was practically a panic
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in existence both in the University and in the city. It was essen

tial to have pure water in the quickest possible time, and the plan

put into execution by Dr. Thurston was the one practical opera

tive scheme that would produce results. It is interesting to note,

however, that the temporary pumping plant which is extravagant
in its use of coal and consequently very expensive to operate, is

still in use, although Dr. Thurston expected that it would be used

only for a few months.

Dr. Thurston is best known throughout the world and in Europe
as an author, and those who knew him here found him frequently

engaged on his manuscripts. He wrote seventeen books on

various subjects relating to engineering matters, most of which

are authorities to their particular fields. In addition to these

books, which remain permanent contributions to the literature of

engineering, he wrote several hundred articles and papers which

have been printed in the transactions of various societies and in

engineering papers. His literary work doubtless had great in

fluence in keeping Sibley College prominently before the public,
and contributed in no small way to its rapid and continuous growth
from a college containing 85 students in 1885, when Dr. Thurston

came to Cornell, to one containing 890 students in 1903 and at

the time of his death.

Most of the friends of Dr. Thurston always felt that the intense

work which he gave to his literary productions had much to do

with his unexpected death. He applied himself almost constantly
to his literary work and usually gathered the data and material

for a future book long before the one at hand was completed.
At the time of his death he left manuscript in a nearly completed
form for a work which he had hoped to complete during the

coming year. In the intervals of time during office hours, how

ever small, which happened to be unemployed with business

matters, he applied himself to the task of writing some book or

article, as every paper which he produced required a great amount

of mental effort and in many cases a great amount of research and

investigation, the strain upon his physical strength by such work

must have been enormous and may in a large measure have ac

counted for the sudden heart failure which deprived him of life.

Dr. Thurston will always be remembered by those who knew
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him as a man of broad and generous culture who rejoiced as much

in the success of young men in other courses and colleges as in

his own, and whose work was performed for the benefit of the

entire University rather than for any aggrandizement of person

or college. I regret that the press of college work at this time of

the year has not permitted the selection of a greater amount of

material for this article and that other colleagues of Dr. Thurston

could not have joined in the preparation of a more extended and

a better article on this subject. I am pleased, however, to note

in the desire for an article on this subject that the memory of his

work and influence still remains and I hope that the efforts which

are being made to secure a proper memorial for him will be suc

cessful and will result in making his name and work a prominent

part of the permanent history of the University.

THE HARVARD AND CAMBRIDGE BOAT RACE.

Victory without defeat when hands grasp hands,
The generous grip that lauds a splendid race ;

What matter fortune's chance, superior pace ?

The nobler triumph seeks not nor demands

The idle vaunt of noisy praise, but stands

Beyond a narrow range of time or place,
The peaceful struggle which good-will may trace,

To knit the greatness of two kindred lands !

Strong arms and purpose and united skill,
An untamed spirit and a generous soul,

And all that gives a nation strenuous will,

Courage to rise and reach a common goal—

The aims which love and loyalty fulfil—

This passing race shall symbol and extol.

—Isidore G. Ascher, in "Public Opinion" (London.)
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THE COLLEGE MAN AND HIS NEWSPAPER.

BY E. H. EITEL, '07.

COLLEGE spirit is a factor of tremendous potency in the

university community. It is the inspiration that en

genders patriotism and loyalty in the heart of the undergraduate.
It is the power that turns the mind of the alumnus back to his

university. It is the force that develops winning teams, that

pushes projects for the good of the college ; that
"
does things"

in the university world.

But to what does college spirit owe its present extent and power ?

Each morning at breakfast-time, the undergraduate picks up his

college paper. He reads about the progress of football practice ;

he learns of the injury to a star athlete ; he hears of startling state

ments in a university lecture ; he reads about a project for a new

building ; he examines into discussions of current college events.

Did you ever figure how the undergraduate of twenty years ago

learned these things ? Rumor, vague and uncertain, was the only
source. University sentiment found no other means of expres

sion than individual approval or indignation. The undergraduate
world is now held firmly together and unified by its newspaper.

We are proud of the traditional triumphs of our crews. We

are enthusiastic over the achievements of our track team. We

extol the magnificence record of our baseball team. We have

likewise occasion to be proud of our college publications. They,

too, have had their intercollegiate triumphs, for mention of their

superiority has been made in many of the papers of the country.

A larger percentage of the American people are now reading

the monthly magazine than ever heretofore. Hence, its re

quirements have been changed. Live and up-to-date topics are

needed ; startling revelations are desired ; fearless editorials are

expected. Consequently, the character of the American monthly

has changed. Inhabitants of the college world have the same

tastes that men outside have, and they, too, have tired of the dry

literary
"

masterpieces." Hence, new demands and requirements

are made upon the college magazines.
The editors of The Cornell Era have appreciated this fact

and are giving the undergraduates what they desire. Topics of
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vital interest to us have been candidly discussed. A magazine

so changed cannot help but win the estimation of the inter

collegiate world and Cornellians have reason to be proud of it.

Last month the New York Tribune characterized the Widow

as the best of the college comic papers. It complimented it highly

for its artistic excellence, remarking that this feature of college

funny papers was usually the weakest point. "The Cornell Widow

shows even this failing only at great intervals," says the Tribune.

Through the real worth of its drawings, through the keen vitality

of its humor and the ridiculousness of its editorials, the Widow

has established its fame in the college world.

The New York Tribune recently made the comment that
" of

all the college dailies, the Cornell Sun most resembles a real

newspaper." This characterization is true of the Sun in all

respects. It is not run like the dailies of Harvard, Yale and

Princeton (apologies to the Widow.) Its energetic management

of advertising and businesslike conduct of the editorial depart
ment have made the Sun what it is today.

The undergraduate has the paper delivered at his door each

morning. He takes it as a matter of course and does not realize

the enormous effort, vitality and investigation represented in each

issue. He does not realize that a force of forty or fifty men are

working day and night to publish it. A discussion of the inside

workings of the Sun office would consequently be of interest

to him.

During the morning, between their classes, and throughout the

afternoon, the editorial competitors are scurrying around the

Campus in search of news. During the afternoon the business

competitors are engaged in seeking advertisements or subscriptions,

collecting bills or changing advertising copy. The business

manager, who has worked for the entire previous summer, is

engaged with a mass of work involving correspondence, sub

scriptions, advertisements and other matters. He is receiving a

preliminary business training of tremendous value.

Promptly at 7 o'clock (never before and never later because of

a pecuniary penalty) the night editor comes into the Sun office.

Upon his entrance, the conversation of the competitors drops to
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an occasional whisper, for they realize that there is real hard

work before them all.

The night editor, called
"
news editor for this issue," finds on

his desk a statement of the stories that have been assigned to the

sophomore reporters in the morning, and a list of the important
articles to be published that night. This information is furnished

by the managing editor, who has charge of the competitions,

assignments, cuts and general make-up of all news matter. The

night editor first goes over the copy of the sophomore reporters,

providing their stories are already written. He writes the head

ings for these articles and then turns to the matter submitted by
the freshmen and sophomore competitors.
Some of this is published, some placed on a hook for future use

upon a rainy day, but much of it is thrown into the basket. Such

material as is used is marked to the credit of the competitor.
Fair competition is a law with the Sun and the editor is very

careful in his selection of copy.

The night editor is also responsible for the notice column, for

the make-up of the intercollegiate page and for the arrangement

of the university calendar. If he is a rapid worker, he may com

plete his task by n o'clock, provided he is not held up by

delayed articles. He leaves the office generally, however, at

midnight or later.

The editor-in-chief is generally found at his desk by 7:30 p. m.

He has entire charge of the editorial column, and since he is re

sponsible for the filling of it, he has to do practically all of the

work himself. These editorials are due at the printing office by

12 o'clock, and an editor-in-chief seldom has his copy in much

before that hour, since he is delayed by incessant consultations,

and continuous queries from the staff regarding the paper's make

up and policy.
At 2 o'clock the telegraph instrument at the printing office be

gins to bring the
"
World's News." This matter comes in two or

three sections, and the last of it is usually furnished the lineotype

operator by 3, or at the latest, 3:30 A. m.

On account of this late telegraphic service the Sun is frequently
able to

"

scoop
"
the Rochester, Syracuse and Buffalo morning

papers on important items. For instance, when the last Demo-
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cratic convention was held the Cornell daily was the only morn

ing paper that contained the entire list of nominees. The con

vention closed its doors at 3 A. M. on the day of publication. The

World's News column is a feature of the Sun which has received

congratulatory comments from many of the newspapers of the

country.

The Sun goes to press by 4 o'clock; the delivery boys fold, cut

and address it between 4:30 and 6:30 a. m.; the subscribers re

ceive it by 7 o'clock. Such is the regular routine of the Univer

sity daily.
*****

The editors of the undergraduate publications have been mak

ing every effort in the past few years to raise the standard of Cor

nell journalism. Much has been recently accomplished by them.

The traditional earnestness of Cornell character promises that the

boards of the future will establish further improvements, and that

the goal of perfection will come nearer and nearer each succeed

ing year.

With the cannonading of college yells smiting them from all

sides, with the battling of countless college streamers dazzling
their eyes, the athletes realize a responsibility to their University
for its intercollegiate success. Cornell journalists realize their

intercollegiate responsibility as vividly.

They have received praise from the University faculty. They
have received encouragement from newspapers throughout the

country. But what they have appreciated most is the enthusias

tic support and inspiration that the undergraduates of Cornell

have given them.
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PRINCETON FROM THE OUTSIDE.

WALTER LINCOLN WHITTLESEY.

NO
one can describe or estimate Princeton after a working
residence of onjy a month but, with editorial indulgence, it

is possible to talk about the place whether anything worthy is

said or not. The first impression is one of green peace
—huge

elm trees, deep lawns with no outlaw paths across them, and old

ivy-covered buildings that must have been beloved by scores of

college generations. Some of the aforesaid buildings have cer

tainly been cursed for generations on account of their utter lack

of facilities save for drafts and stair climbing but their mellow

beauty disarms cynicism and makes one wonder where the frenzy
and the tigerishness are lurking. This restfulness is furthered

by the smallness of the town, the absence of even the mild com

mercialism of Ithaca, and the abundance of negro servility. Also

there are no co-eds, no agrics and few engineers. The charm of

the place is conquering and indisputable, but after a bit one won

ders if it isn't rather retired (side-tracked even), remote from the

economic firing-line and the stirring clang of modern life. The

heretic is apt to fancy that these students will learn too little of

the actual world in which they must strive and live, that it were

better to seek a University near some great city. What does

Princeton mean anyhow?
To the entering freshman it means tribulation in large quanti

ties. Small black caps (commonly worn between the teeth) make

them easily cognizable and the sophomores do the rest. Until

the underclass baseball game on the first Saturday in October the

second year men are in full control unless some upper classman

chooses to balk them of their prey. The newcomers carry pack

ages, retrieve sticks, do political and vaudeville turns, and are the

steady reliable source of entertainment. Two or three weeks of

this are supposed to, and quite generally do, impart the first two

Princeton lessons of class loyalty and class subordination ; princi

ples which are insisted and relied upon in all three colleges. The

freshmen can room only in certain licensed houses and must all eat

at a common dining hall. The
" class spirit

" which this system

(barely mentioned here) tries to build up, is modified by the in-
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evitable prep-school snobbishness of the freshmen as well as by

the later divisions into sophomore and upper class eating clubs,

but these latter seem less alienating in their influence than the

fraternity system. And the club men do not form as distinct a

cult as the "
Greeks

"
are apt to do.

Apart from studies (z. e., considering only the weightier mat

ters) the class life might be summed up as duties for the fresh

men, pleasure for the more or less careless sophs, and responsi
bilities for the upper classmen who must determine how the

college traditions shall be enforced, interpreted, enlarged or mod

ified. This is the most general sort of a statement, for only long

acquaintance could enable one to appreciate or interpret the

endless list of Tiger habits, from pelting the frosh with flour-balls

when the new class attempts to get its first collective picture on

the steps of Clio Hall, to handing the graduated seniors in through
the car windows when they take their leave of undergraduate life.

But it is all based on class solidarity due to acquaintance in

dining hall, class room and dormitory. This is furthered by a

liberal use of class symbols ; but every man here can, and often

does, know his own class and many in other classes. The result

is a friendliness of intercourse, a frank and hearty openness of

manner (even with and by certain of the instructing force) that

seems almost improper in these eastern states. The typical
Princetonian is the best of good fellows and aptest at slaying the

casual hour with various sorts of entertainment. But it is to be

remembered that co-education is the acid test of college courtesy

and that he is not subjected to it.

The proof of how this life endears itself to its votaries is found

in the amazing and active loyalty of the friends and alumni of

Princeton. It is the greatest of places for visitors (other than W.

C. T. U. emissaries) and old timers are showing or being shown

over the campus at all hours. The trophy room is continually
haunted by old grads of from two to forty years standing who

point out the trophies they cheered for or help to win in the days
before the flood. Various classes have presented books stone

lions, clocks, dormitories and other usefuls in large quantity.
The Andrew D. White of Nassau is the collective body of

graduates.
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In short, the Tiger aims to cultivate a certain spirit of unity, of

citizenship, the feeling that a man
"

belongs," has duties and

must therefore rise to his best. As an officer of the University
has said,

" The highest thing in Princeton is its standards of

duty." This may or may not be the reason why Princeton men

do not litter up the campus as effectively as some others, but it

certainly is the basis of the honor system which obtains in other

things as well as in examinations. For instance, nobody worries

about locking up their goods in the gym. dressing room. Clothes

are hung up for convenience only, safety is assured. Think of it !

It may be questioned whether this is a college fad due to the fact

that Princeton students are less numerous and, perhaps, more

prosperous than those of other universities ; or whether it is, in

some sort, a recognition of the old saying that the kingdom of

Heaven is within you. But there is no doubt that the honor

system succeeds because of the character, personality and influence

of President Woodrow Wilson. Any attempt to explain things

here, especially ideals, invariably barks back to him as the soul

of the place.
But what is the main tendency? Conservatism or good fortune

has saved Princeton, unoverwhelmed by the
"

greatness
"
which

has forced our larger universities to
"

step lively." The result is

a blending here of ancient and modern academic methods. A

snap notion (not judgment) as to how these have worked is value

less of course, but the practices and ideals of the system are inter

esting. The survivors of the entrance examinations find their

choices somewhat decidedly restricted. They are free to elect

between colleges and, at the close of the sophomore year between

departments, but within these limits only one-fifth of the junior

and two-fifths of the senior work are free electives. This may

seem somewhat surprisingly formal and illiberal in view of Presi

dent Wilson's declarations, before the Cleveland convention of

Princeton clubs in May last, that
"
I don't care a peppercorn for

studies which do not constitute a part of the life of the men who

are pursuing them," and that
"
It is not the whip that makes men,

but the lure of the things that are worthy to be loved." The

Princeton idea back of this narrowed and concentrated elective

system can be expressed in other words from the same address :
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"
I believe, therefore, that there must be some universities in this

country which undertake to teach men the life that is in them, by

teaching them the disinterested truths of pure science, by teach

ing them the truths of pure philosophy, and that literature which

is the permanent voice and song of the human spirit, letting them

know that they are not going a lonesome journey, but that genera

tions of men behind them are crying them on to do better things

than they could otherwise even attempt, and that generations

beyond them are beckoning them on to a day of happier things.

There must sound in the halls of the true university this eternal

voice of the human race that can never be drowned as long as

men remember what the race has hoped and purposed."

On the same occasion Dean West, head of the graduate school

here, put the same thing more bluntly and practically by declar

ing:
" And those first standard truths Princeton is going to put

into the education of every man who comes to Princeton, whether

any other college agrees with it or not."

The student being thus firmly guided on his way, inspiration

is to be supplied by the preceptorial system. In this the men

meet in groups varying with the nature of the work (4 or 5 being

the standard in politics and history) for an hour's consultation

weekly with the preceptor on reading assigned in connection with

the lectures. The meetings, often quite informal, {i. e., plus

tobacco), are held in the preceptors' studies and often stir up a

deal of discussion and thought, sometimes even enthusiasm. The

amount and heaviness of the reading is the main criticism on this

new departure but its success cannot be judged as yet.

For the underlying purpose, justification or service of such edu

cation we must quote President Wilson again :
"
I do not see how

any man can fail to perceive that scholarship, that education, in a

country like ours, is a branch of statesmanship. It is a branch

of that general work of enabling a great country to use its energies
to the best advantage and to lift itself from generation to genera

tion through stages of unbroken progress." The contradiction

between this and whatever of ideal the practices of "practical"
education may have is clear enough but is made clearer by state

ments following.
" If you merely train men for business, directly

for business, they are immersed in the business, so far as their
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thoughts are concerned, throughout their education, and are com

mitted to the prejudices of their occupations before even they
enter upon them. You cannot train men for a particular business

without filling their heads with the atmosphere of that business ;

and we want a great body of young men going into the active

affairs of this world untouched by the atmosphere of any particu
lar interest. We must in our processes of education, somewhere,

put ourselves in a position to give young men a view of life which

shall not be touched by the interests which will engross them

when they seek to make their living." "If the chief end of man

is to make a living, why, make a living any way you can. But

if it ever has been shown to him in some quiet place where he has

been withdrawn from the interests of the world, that the chief end

of man is to keep his soul untouched from corrupt influences, and

to see to it that his fellow men hear the truth from his lips,
he will never get that out of his consciousness again. There will

always come up within him with a great resurgence, some way or

other, those lessons of his youth, and there will come a voice from

the conscience that will arrest the very progress of a generation."

Of course there's another side to the picture. The week-end

exodus to the dubious opportunities of New York and Philadelphia

and the altogether indubious opportunities of Trenton and other

too-handy places. Just because a man is striped with orange and

black it doesn't necessarily follow that he's crazy about his studies

or stern to reject the popular fallacy that conceives of Princeton

as the greatest country club in the United States. Here, as every

where, one meets the fury for athletics, the eternal disposition to

make youth a period of overflow and enthusiasm rather than of

preparation. No one has ever said that the chief glory of its

youth is its resemblance to experienced middle-age. As to the

deeper things one considers at times, if men are masters of their

spiritual fate or merely puppets in a "class struggle". If. the

latter, then Princeton has merely dreamed the dream that all

great souls have visioned and believed. But anyhow Nassau is a

good place to be in and refreshes one's faith in men and their

power on this mysterious earth.
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What's Doing

William J. Dugan, '07, Chairman of the John F. Moakley
House Fund Committee, who has recently taken up the task of

organizing that body on a permanent working basis. The system
of organization is now complete, and the active work of soliciting
and collecting subscriptions for the fund has been begun This
project, though a large undertaking, bids fair to reach a success
ful termination, for which great credit will be due to the ener
getic chairman of the committee.
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and By Whom.

E. H. EiTEL, '07, the new Editor-in-Chief of the Cornell Daily

Sun, who has begun the new year with a strong editorial policy.
The Sun played a leading part in the bringing about of the recent

political reform in the three upper classes of the University.
Much attention has also been attracted to it by a recent editorial

supporting Mr. Charles E. Hughes for the Governorship.
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CORNELLIANS AND

Julian A. Pollak, '07, better known as
"
Babe

"

Pollak, the

retiring president of the Senior Class. Mr. Pollak's administra

tion was both popular and well directed. During his incumbency
the famous Freshman Banquet passed into history and the custom

of holding informal class smokers was introduced.
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Their Activities.

L. W. GaveTT, '08, is the recently elected president of the

Junior Class. The election was held under the new conditions

and a large vote was polled. Mr. Gavett received a majority of

178 votes.
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THE FRESHMAN AND THE FRATERNITY.

BY GEORGE F. ROGALSKY, '07.

THE
spectacle afforded each Fall by the fraternities of

" rush

ing" Freshmen for membership in their respective chapters,

brings up the question of whether fraternity life during the first

year of the beginner's course in the University is to his advantage

or not. Considered from the Freshman's point of view, the ques

tion obviously would be answered in the affirmative ; otherwise

he would not allow himself to be rushed. But considered more

objectively from the point of view of one who, himself a fraternity

man for several years, has carefully observed the effects of frater

nity life upon Freshmen in his own as well as in other fraternities,

the question resolves itself into one of balance, viz : Does the

good outweigh the evil, or does the evil outweigh the good?

In many cases—we may even say in a slight majority of cases

—the Freshman who is rushed has been recommended to the

fraternity as
"

good material
"

by one of the chapter's alumni

who has happened to hear of his intention to enter the University.

If the prospective Freshman is considered likely to be an espec

ially desirable acquisition to the chapter, the alumnus, wherever

possible, has him invited to Ithaca by the local chapter sometime

during the Spring just previous to his matriculation. In either

case, whether the prospective Freshman is invited to Ithaca in

the Spring, or whether he comes in the Fall, he is seized at the

station by a group of the older members of the fraternity, relieved

of his suit case and trunk check—which "
one of the fellows will

attend to
"
—and is then rushed into a cab, which rattles off to

"
The Ithaca," where all sit down to a jolly good dinner. After

this has been mysteriously paid for he is taken up the hill to
"
the house to meet the rest of the fellows." Here he is most

pleasantly entertained, flattered and cajoled by everybody. With

a winning nonchalance his entertainers tell him not to concern

himself about his registration,
"
one of the fellows will go up with

him and fix that up;" then with the same indifference the voice

continues :
"

Bill, did you get the tickets for the show to-night?"
And off to the Lyceum they go that evening. If the Freshman's

appearance and manners are satisfactory to the members of the
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chapter, the performance goes on for several days—dinners, sails,
drives and attendance at the theatre following one another with

bewildering rapidity, until finally the Freshman finds himself

wearing the pledge button. Then the activities let up a trifle,
giving him an opportunity to catch his breath and write home to

his parents. But he is still treated as a lord ; the entertainments

continue for sometime longer at reduced pressure, until he has

finally been initiated into the fraternity as a full-fledged member.

Then first does the mist which dimmed his eyesight clear away,

giving him an opportunity to see things as they actually are and

time to reflect.

This method is the one most used by fraternities to fill their

membership rolls. It will not be overstating the matter to say

that in 75 per cent, of the cases they succeed in "

getting their

man
"
before he has had an opportunity to look around or even to

become acquainted with other men and other fraternities. With

out going deeper into the matter, is not this the grossest kind of

injustice to the Freshman and a display of base selfishness on the

part of the fraternity ? Does not the Freshman, under this per
nicious system, often find himself inextricably bound to a group

of men, many of whom he would repudiate if he were free?

Usually coming direct from home to the University with high
ideals of conduct and a bright hopeful outlook over the future,
does he not often find himself forced to condone and palliate the

behavior of " boors and drunkards
"
with whom, alas, only too

many of our fraternities are to-day afflicted ? How his ideals are

shattered, and how soon he grows indifferent to the boorish con

duct of these brethren of his !

But, you say, this is the exception ; in most cases the Freshman

does find himself in a congenial fraternal group. From all exter

nal appearances, yes. Under observation by an outsider the bear

ing of member to member in brotherly affection is all that can be

desired ; and the Freshman, finding out that he is usually there

to stay, soon adapts himself to his environment ; but only at some

sacrifice of his ideals. Under these circumstances, would it not

be much better for the Freshman's own welfare that he should

make the choice for himself after he has secured a knowledge of

all of the various fraternities which a year's residence as an Inde-
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pendent student would give? Would he not be able to choose

more wisely if he were not deprived of his liberty the moment he

stepped from the train ? Freshmen, as a rule, are not men of

experience who can read other men at a glance, but they are big

inexperienced boys, easily induced by the glamour and pageantry

of the unreal fraternity life of the rushing days to barter their

very souls if only they may join the mysterious circle. Even if

they do happen to become affiliated with a perfectly congenial

group, the method by which they were secured is never justifiable.

It is not alone the Freshman who is harmed by the rushing

process, but it is perhaps as often the fraternity itself. The

rushing method often works both ways
—the Freshman may be

doing the rushing himself. He usually is very quick to perceive

the "why and the wherefor
"
of his entertainment, yet is just in

experienced enough not to note that the other side is also putting

on its
"

Little-Johnny-when-the-Parson-calls
'
behavior during the

rushing season. Often vicious at heart, he carefully restrains

himself when in the sight of his future brethren and tries to con

form, as far as he possibly can, to their methods of dress, talk,

sport and mode of life.
"

No, thank you, I never take more than

two," he says at Zinck's.
" Poker—well yes, I play a little ; but

I never gamble."
"
Iv'e been yearning to attend your Chapel

services ever since I first heard of them." By remarks of this

character he soon establishes himself completely in the favor of

the fraternity men, who do perhaps think him a trifle unsophisti

cated in regard to certain matters, yet having in him the making

of one of the best of fellows. He is pledged and initiated. Then,

after the
"

swing," comes the awakening ; this time not to the

Freshman, but to his new brothers. Almost uncontrollable even

by the Upperclassmen, he becomes the source of much dissension

and strife in the fraternity and must inevitably injure its good
name as well as lower the moral standards of its members by his

forced daily contact with them—for the law of compensation is a

law of Nature. Even the utmost care and circumspection cannot

prevent the admission of men of such character into fraternity

membership under the present system of rushing. The Alumnus

who sends in the name of the future student to his Cornell chapter

usually has not the time to inquire closely into his habits of life ;
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he feels that he need not do so, for he knows that " the boys
"

will look over the prospective member as they see fit, since they
are the ones who must live with him. The Alumnus considers

his duty done when he informs the "rushing committee" of the

names of any eligibles. And thus the undesirable members creep

in and contaminate the rest. It was only last Spring that I in

quired of a Senior, a fraternity man, the whereabouts of one of

the men of his chapter, that I received the answer :
"
He's busted,

and I am damn glad of it, for never were we so deceived in a man

as we were in him. Before his initiation he was a little angel,
but afterwards just the opposite." I asked how they happened
to get him, and was told that he came on the recommendation of

one of their Alumni. Now it is precisely this method of rushing
a man before either side actually knows or understands the other

that accounts for practically all of the topers, boors, and nonenti

ties, of whom we are axiomatically told
,

"
Each fraternity must

have its share, greater or less."

Since it is clearly to the Freshman's advantage to remain an

Independent for a sufficient period of time in order that he may ac

quire a true knowledge of conditions in fraternities before allying

himself with any particular one, may we also not infer from the

above paragraph that it would be for the best interests of the fra

ternities not to pledge anybody to membership until they have

a complete knowledge of his character and fitness, such as a year's

residence as an Independent would give ? No man can successfully

conceal any bad habits for an entire year unless he reforms abso

lutely. If, after a year, he should make a fraternity, and if the

old faults should crop out again, then we may look around among

his brethren for the cause of the reawakened viciousness, not to

the man alone.

But even if some new method of securing fraternity members

from the incoming class could be devised to supplant the present

pernicious method, and even if this new method did do away with

all of the iniquities of the present system, still many other reasons

may be advanced to show that Freshmen should not be admitted

to fraternity membership during the first year of their stay here.

In the first place, there are only too many of our Freshmen who,

having in them great potential powers which might be used in
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brino-ino- distinction to themselves in scholarship, class politics,

athletic management, etc., discontinue all efforts to make them

selves known and felt in the University community as soon as

they are taken into a fraternity. Inertly allowing themselves to

be carried along by the efforts of those few of their brethren who

are actually
" into things", they prostrate their latent abilities

before the demon of self-pleasure and laziness. And why should

they exert themselves, they selfishly say. By the very constitu

tion of University society, the simple wearing of their pin gives

them a certain social recognition ; they feel themselves superior

to their independent classmates ; in fact they are regarded by some

of these with a degree of awe most laughable ; and since they

think they are really above the average student, why not be

content and enjoy college life as they have so often pictured it to

themselves,—Turkish rockers, cigarettes, a multitude of steins, in

a luxuriously furnished room ? The temptation is irresistible.

In fact, if we should look up the records of some of the fraternities,

I feel safe in declaring we would discover that, in the majority of

cases, those men who may be classed as prominent in University

activities, were pledged and admitted to membership after they
had shown their abilities as Independents in their Freshmen or

Sophomore years ; and this despite the fact that they are outnum

bered more than three to one by men admitted at the beginning
of their Freshman year. Fraternity membership should be made

a reward of merit, not a convenience for men of wealth and leisure.

If fraternity membership carries with it social recognition and

gives its members a position above that of the average student—

statements which in general we are unwillingly forced to admit

as true—why not make real worth and merit the qualification for

membership, and give us men really qualified to lead? Leave the

Freshman alone for a year in order that, independent of all the so-

called "brotherly fraternity aid ", he may have an opportunity to

show the stuff of which he is made.

Not only does the Freshman sink his individuality into that of

his fraternity, but he gets an entirely false start in his University
career. The notoriously low average of fraternity scholarship, in

many cases made the subject of much foolish boasting by the

typical fraternity man, cannot but produce an effect upon the
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Freshman detrimental to his standing with the Registrar. A

mark of 60 begins to satisfy him, and latter 60 becomes the goal
of his ambition. Outside activities at once jump into abnormal ^

prominence ; his University work often becomes secondary, a mere

condition necessary for his remaining in Ithaca. Selfishness,

moreover, and the spirit of privilege inculcated in him during
the rushing season, are fostered from the start. Often coming, as

he does, from one of those little snobby high school fraternities,
the Freshman is carried by the very impetus of his social position
at home into a college fraternity, where he passes away his days
in complete ignorance of the life of the student outside his narrow

circle. There is no bond whatever between him and the Indepen
dent. He can have no sympathy for the non-fraternity man, for

he does not know him. He exists to enjoy himself, and to flaunt

about the town, a person whose position many a plodding student

wistfully longs for, but luckily has not the means to attain.

Fortunately, there are only few of these upstarts in our fraternities,

yet these few, by their actions and mode of life, are sufficient to

tinge our entire fraternity system. Besides, people habitually

judge the whole by the few,—usually by these few who display

themselves most prominently. In view of this, would it not be

for the best interests of the fraternities that such men shculd be

eliminated from membership ? Would it not be better for these

men themselves to be kept out of fraternal organizations ? Cer

tainly, you say. Now how can this be more effectually done than

by not extending fraternity membership to any newcomers to the

University? Let Freshman get acquainted with Freshman ; give

all an equal opportunity to show what is in them ; and let all ex

perience the broadening effect which free and unrestricted contact

with each other will give. And then, after the year is over, let

absolute worth and merit be the qualification for membership ;

not a man's pedigree, or the prominence of his father politically

or otherwise.
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Passing over the matter of expense, I would suggest that per

haps it would be better for the man of limited means to first ex

perience a year of college life outside
a fraternity in order that he

may ascertain what it costs. I have known of cases where men

of limited means have entered a fraternity for a year and then

have been forced to remain away from the University during the

next simply because the increased expenditure of fraternity life

exhausted their resources.

Taking up the other side of the case, we may ask what are the

benefits which fraternity life gives to Freshmen? It has been

said that their close relationship with the older members gives

them the guidance and advice of these men ; that the Freshmen

early acquire a sense of responsibility and proprietorship, and that

they will conduct themselves as gentlemen because they have the

honor of their fraternity to uphold. Lack of space prevents my

discussing these points as fully as I would like ; but I may say

that, as for advice, the many professors on the hill who under

stand and are in full sympathy with Undergraduate life, can give

to the earnest student better and more impersonal counsel than

can most of the fraternity men ; while in regard to the examples

the older men set for the younger, the beginner may be as often

mislead by the shiftless, improvident
"

hangers-on," by no means

foreign to our fraternities, than be helped by the true, faithful

student. Responsibility and proprietorship, extremely valuable

assets to a man's character, do not, as a rule, crop out in the first

year man, and especially not in the first year fraternity man who

has the three classes above him upon which to rest, but they come

rather with the maturity of the Junior and Senior years, and then

come in a much greater degree to the fraternity man than to the

Independent. Whether fraternity membership does foster gentle

manly deportment or not I do not know ; I am inclined to think

it does act as a beneficial restrictive influence in shaping conduct.

However that may be, a man should be a gentleman in all cases,

whether he be a fraternity man or not. As for other benefits—of

which there must be more—we may summarize these by saying
that any advantages or benefits which fraternity life gives to

Freshmen would certainly not be lost to them, but would devolve

upon them in their Sophomore, Junior and Senior years.
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In conclusion, I would refer particularly to the rushing prac

tices of the past month, practices which, to say the least, were un

dignified, and in some cases bordered on the violent. When, as

happened frequently, the new-comer had to helplessly fight his

way through a surging crowd of "fraternity rushers
"
in order to

be able to alight from the train, and then found himself seized on

either arm by two different fraternity men, who almost engaged
in a pugilistic combat for his possession, it is well nigh time a

halt were called. Such conduct is disgraceful. The time is at

hand for the fraternities to get together to adopt some scheme

whereby they may both protect themselves and the Freshman.

Nothing, to my mind, would do this more effectually than a

mutual agreement to pledge or initiate no members of the first

year class.
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THE JOHN F. MOAKLEY HOUSE FUND.

BY W. J. DUGAN, '07.

CORNELL,
at the present day, occupies a position distinct

ively unique among the great American institutions of

learning. The very purpose of the founder of our University to

establish a great democratic institution based upon sound princi

ples of human interest, a purpose conceived and carried out with

in recent times, has, above all, made Cornell modern and ener

getic, and secured for her a development along those paths leading

to practical efficiency and the doing of things. Here we are not

bound by out-of-date traditions ; we do not feel that it is upon

past history and ancient custom that we must build our reputa

tion. The spirit of Cornell is the spirit of growth and new

achievement, conscious that her greatest work lies in the future

and not in the past.

This feeling of youthful vigor characterizes every phase of Cor

nell life. The whole is like unto its many parts, and what is re

vealed in the class-room, in the position of graduates in the world's

struggles, in the attitude of our teachers, is likewise shown in the

athletic field. Every accomplishment like that of the track team

at Cambridge last May or of the crew at Poughkeepsie, a month

later, arouses in all Cornellians the consciousness of growing

power and a realization that we are making rapid strides towards

the goal of perfection. This conscious feeling of strength and

growing confidence is characteristic of our entire institution.

Such' was the spirit of the undergraduate mass meeting which

gathered immediately after the second and unparalled victory of

the University Track Team in the intercollegiate meet at Cam

bridge. Every man present felt that Cornell had established

supremacy in a new direction; that she had accomplished what

only a very short time ago seemed impossible, not only to Cornell

men, but even to the followers of athletics throughout the entire

country. In short, Cornell energy directed into a new channel

had established proof that its efficiency was second to none.

The man whose guiding hand developed this magnificent team,
whose spirit and determination infused into the tiresome work of

practice and training during the long winter and spring months
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a consistent and a very ready desire to work and work cheerfully,
is well known to us all. Cornell realized that even though her

men had gone ready and determined, without the efficient services

of Mr. Moakley, victory could scarcely have crowned their efforts.

It is unnecessary here to speak in detail of Mr. Moakley's
record here. A victory does not mean that the man who directs

it is necessarily entitled to the highest and most lasting regard.
Needless to say it is "Jack

"

Moakley as a man for and of Cornell

who is loved and respected by this University. Observe the team

with which he works from fall until spring, study the spirit of the

men in action, or their individual bearing towards their coach, on

or off the field, and you well understand why the undergraduate

body of this University, assembled in mass meeting, voted a last

ing testimonial of their appreciation to John F. Moakley.
It is to this testimonial that I would now refer in particular.

Early in June, 1906, two committees, one from the senior class,
the other from the junior, were appointed to carry out the work of

raising this testimonial. In a joint meeting of these two bodies,
it was determined that the testimonial should be in the form of a

home. Work was immediately begun, but difficulties arising from

the early departure of the student body for their vacation, and

lack of organization in the work prevented any thorough canvass.

$2,000, however, in subscriptions gave promise of a successful

termination of the fund during the coming university year.

So far this fall, the thorough organization of the present senior

committee into an efficient working body has been the main ob

ject. The committee as it now stands centers responsibility and

gives promise of being able to carry out its plans in a business

like and systematic manner. Separate sub-committees are

assigned to the various lines of work ; a finance sub-committee has

charge of all monies collected; is held absolutely responsible for

its care and regulation. They further are investigating real estate

conditions in the city of Ithaca. Another sub-committee controls

the collection of subscriptions from the class of 1906, and will

receive contributions from any alumni who desire to donate.

Still another sub-committee has charge of the assigning of the

real work of subscription and collection to the various members of

the senior committee. They are completing an index system
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covering the names and addresses of every member of the senior

and freshman classes—and the effort will be made to make an in

dividual appeal to every man in these two classes. Along with

this senior committee stands a junior committee, under a separate

organization, but cooperating in every particular. Their special
work lies in the sophomore and junior classes. A similar direct

appeal will be made covering the collection of money, and the

same will be conveyed immediately to the financial head of the

senior committee.

Both bodies will cooperate in interesting various Cornell organ

izations in supporting the real work. The assistance of the press

is assured by having present at the committee meeting, repre.

sentatives from the local college papers, and the university will

be kept informed of progress made.

So much for the organization. A few words as to the manner

in which these two committees expect to handle their tasks.

The fund is a testimonial, and it will be assumed, in every case,

that the individual realizes that it is a testimonial of regard.
What is needed to raise $7,500.00 is the hearty cooperation in act

and in spirit from the entire university body. Voluntary sub

scription and voluntary payment. These facts should be kept in

mind. The task is large, but the very spirit which characterized

the intent of this testimonial will no doubt and must carry it to a

successful close.
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MY EXPERIENCE IN CLASS POLITICS.

BY J. A. POLLAK, '07.

GEORGE
WILLIAM CURTIS, in "The Public Duty of

Educated Men," says
"
Public duty in this country is not

discharged, as is so often supposed, by voting. A man may vote

regularly and still fail essentially of his political duty." With

this as a text many good lessons may be drawn in college poli

tics, which, if drawn correctly, will found the fundamental prin

ciple college men should follow when they come into that world

for which they are now preparing.
Let us start with the freshman year. There is a class rush in

the fall. A man comes forward and leads it. Or, on the gridiron,
a freshman looms up a little above his colleagues. Soon after

this the class elections take place. This so-called "man of the

hour" is nominated and subsequently elected. It is true that he

has proved himself a leader, and so far as the freshmen are con

cerned he is just a little better known than the other members of

his class. But this is the point to be emphasized. Has any one

in the freshman class asked himself the question, Why did I vote

for him? Did the mere fact of my voting discharge all of my

obligations? Alas, the percentage of men who vote and think

why they have voted is very small.

Cornell is a good example of the nation, both in its growth and

democracy, and has reflected the spirit of the age in a series of re

forms, particularly the recent reform in class politics. That these

reforms are significant and worthy goes almost without saying,

clearly illustrating, as they do, that American blood and patriot

ism "will out" whether it be in college or in affairs of state.

And so I say, contrary to the views and advice of most upper

classmen, that a freshman should not keep out of his class poli.

tics, but should creditably help shape them. Never let the other

man do it, but enter into the spirit yourself. As soon as you de

pend on the next man there is bound to be a mistake. Men in

the senior class have said to me :
"

Why did I sit and look on ?

I know that I could fulfill the position that Mr. Blank has occu

pied." I have answered that probably he could, but according to

my judgment I did not think so. Blank has shown the interest
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and spirit which we want, and the kind that will cause the suc

cess of small and great enterprises. He got up and did, while the

other man sits and grumbles.
As this article is headed experiences in class politics it must

necessarily be somewhat personal in character. In the fall of

1903 two freshman tickets were in the field. The head of one was

a football man and he was elected. It seems that I had been put

up for football director without any knowledge on my part. Like

those who think their duties are discharged by merely voting, I

wenrto the polls and voted for the football man. When the elec

tion was over I happened to glance over the ballot slip and noticed

that my name appeared on that of the defeated party while oui

ticket had won, so I had the peculiar satisfaction of knowing that

while I had voted against myself I had also voted on the winning
side. Such was my entry into the political arena. In my Sopho
more year I got into the game again to "square up" (I told my

self) for voting against myself the year before. The office I held

was vice-president, a mere name, except for one instance. In the

spring a meeting was called and the president was absent so I had

to conduct it. This I considered experience in itself and was

thankful for the job. The same year as a consolation, it would

seem, for the vice-presidency I was appointed chairman of the

"

Soph
"

banquet committee. This proved to be more than an

empty honor so far as lessons to be learned were concerned. Here

was a chance to deal with business firms, caterers, and above

all, the men on the committee. When you appoint a man to do a

certain thing and he tells you his time is taken up, don't wait to

consider it ; but do the work yourself. There is no such a thing
as too much work. The danger is in having too little to do and

in doing it. The banquet was a success due to the consistent

work of the entire committee. Until the advent of the class of

1907, every sophomore banquet for the previous six years had lost

from ninety to one hundred and fifty dollars. We advertised ex

tensively, chalked the walks and the class responded. The head-

waiter at the Ithaca hotel wanted to close the doors after all the

places were occupied. We protested and he solved the problem

by putting in another table and adding more water to the soup.

The head-waiter was "the man of the hour" and the sophomore
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class was forty dollars richer, besides a good time and
"

plenty
"

to eat.

In my Junior year the real experience began ; my name had

been mentioned and men with whom I merely had a bowing

acquaintance suddenly became enthusiastic friends. What I am

going to say is possibly indiscreet, but my consent to write was

on condition that this article be frank. I mentioned that the real

experience began Junior year and so it did. College men who try

to bluff their professors sometimes lose sight of the fact that they
are often bluffed themselves. It was a case of bluff, that caused

but one class ticket in 1905-6. Several men had stated their in

tentions to run for Junior president but were a little feeble in

saying so openly. Whenever we found one of these aspirants, we

pictured our strong ticket to him and suggested his defeat. Then

a plan was proposed to give him an office on our ticket provided
he wanted to run. He usually thought it over for a day or so

but finally decided to accept. At length the ticket became so

strong that the weaker ambitious ones dropped out. All this was

thoroughly legitimate and above board. No promises were made

as to his election and anyone was at libercy to form another ticket

if he so desired. However no one so desired. This principle
worked well in politics that year and continues to work well on

the football field to-day. Never let your opponent know your

exact strength, but make him believe that you are just a little

stronger than he is. As soon as 3^011 have convinced him of that,

your victory is assured. As there was only one ticket in the field

the election was won. About November it was time to appoint

committees. Several men came around to see me but they re

ceived one answer,
" the class has elected me, if you are one of

those worthy of a committee your name will appear when the ap

pointments are made. No promises are to be made this year.

One man did not elect me. The class.did it so I must choose from

the class." A certain junior came to see me and was no sooner

inside the room when he said,
"
Don't think I came for an appoint.

ment." I knew he had. He was a good worker, however, and his

name appeared in spite of his poor judgment. He proved to be a

very valuable man. The appointment of committees was the

meanest job of all, especially so soon after the election, for it is
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exceedingly difficult to choose and satisfy everybody. I took old

Cornellians and registers compiling names of the juniors who had

done some work while in the university. Furthermore, I had a

note-book and whenever I noticed a man on the campus or at the

field whom I had neglected, his name was added to the list. Then

came the cutting down and weeding out of the undesirable.

Whenever doubtful I asked different men and sometimes professors

as to the capability of certain fellows. For important committees

I usually took busy men who did not frequent downtown resorts.

By that I do not mean total abstainers, but who knew other class

mates, could hitch well and yet command their respect. A man

who was too prominent downtown had no time for affairs on the

hill. An important Committee Chairman must be a man of ability,

untiring in the work he is interested in, and yet be a good "mixer"

and with determined principles. There is a lot of work to be

done by a committee provided it is done right. One on the out

side of
" the ring

"
does not realize the sacrifices made. Take the

Junior Prom for example. The committee handled $3400, with

expenses of over $3000 so we might say that there was a responsi

bility of over six thousand dollars placed in their hands. The

chairman had to give all his time to the cause, which meant many

nights and days too, besides the responsibility and worry as to the

success or non-success of the enterprise. There is lots of glory in

all these things but glory means work. What a man accomplishes
at Cornell he has to work for, and does not get for nothing.
There is another advantage gained by being president of the

junior and senior classes ; that is the opportunity for meeting

prominent men and making yourself interested in everything per
taining to activities at Cornell. Last year, among the many little

things that came up in student affairs was the subject of running
a trolley line across the campus. Several times the senior and

junior president had to consult with President Schurman, givino-
the views of the undergraduate body and learning the attitude of

the Faculty, Trustees, and the President himself. It was worth

the whole year's work to meet President Schurman and find out

his idea of the undergraduate body. When talking with the Pres-
dent one feels as if he were dealing with an undergraduate and

not a man of such great prominence. President Schurman is in
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sympathy with all student affairs, and has the remarkable faculty
of placing himself in the undergraduate position and looking at

the question from a student's point of view. He is frank and

willing to change his opinion if he thinks the cause is for the

welfare of the undergraduates and Cornell.

In conclusion, then, there is much to be gained by taking an

interest in class politics, which is taking, indirectly, an interest in

Cornell. After a year of experience with men and class affairs an

undergraduate cannot help feeling a much keener interest in

everything pertaining to his Alma Mater. It means work, and

what we work for we love and cherish dearly. I want to thank

the class of 1907 for conferring the honor of junior president upon

me ; an honor rich in experiences and memories which can never

be exactly duplicated.

PRIZE ANNOUNCEMENT.

HpHE Era takes great pleasure in announcing, this month, a

■^
prize poem contest. The sum of twenty-five dollars ($25.00)

has been offered through the Era to be competed for under the

following terms :

1. The contest is open to all undergraduates.

2. The amount of the award is twenty-five dollars.

3. The prize will be awarded for what in the opinion of the

judges is the best poem submitted.

4. The judges will consist of a committee of three professors

selected by the Era Board.

5. All work submitted shall be done so under a pseudonym.

The contestant shall submit his real name in a sealed envelope

with his pseudonym written on the cover.

6. The latest date for submitting work will be on March 31,

1907.

7. The Era reserves the right to publish all or any of the poems

submitted.

8. The prize will not be awarded unless in the opinion of the

judges there has been a poem submitted deemed worthy of the

award.
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"

Thought once awakened does not again slumber.'1''

PRINCETON AND CORNELL.

ONCE
again are we to join in battle with our

" dearest enemy ;"

once more will the warlike slogan of the frenzied and the

screech of the locomotive clash in mid-air and awake the echoes

of Upper Harlem. And there will be crowds and excitement,

and flags and fakirs, and quantities of noise and girls—such prett3'

girls. And why? Because Princeton is playing Cornell at foot

ball. It is a great Intercollegiate contest and a great appeal to

the imagination. But there are deeper meanings. With each

succeeding contest between these two great institutions the ties

grow stronger and stronger. What was once purely an athletic

contest has taken on additionally the aspect of asocial event. And

it is well, without submitting to sentimental imitation we can

do well to look abroad and escape any suspicion of provincialism.
It is only by learning to know others and by broadening our view

point that we can arrive at a truer appreciation of ourselves. We

hope that the bond of friendship between Princeton and Cornell

will continue to grow, and that the future will witness still closer

and more intimate acquaintance.
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THE COLLEGE MAN AND THE GOVERNORSHIP.

WE
have heard lately much concerning the present guberna
torial campaign. That we are listening to it all very atten

tively is only natural since Cornell men are partially running

things one side and a former Cornell professor stands as leader on

the other. And we have not only listened and discussed, but true

to the Cornell instinct have acted. As a result a Hughes and a

Hearst club abound in the community, the respective members of

which are busy securing transportation. All this is good and as

it should be. To see college men "getting into things" outside

of their immediate sphere of action and influence is indeed gratify

ing and augurs for better things in the state and nation. And espe

cially so in this stage of our national development, of which the

present state campaign is peculiarly suggestive, when there is

an imperative demand that the thinking man should act and act

with the wisdom that makes for sane progress and stable govern^

ment.

SUBJECT FOR CONGRATULATION.

THE
spirit of readjustment and renovation (let us not say re

form) which has recently done so much towards the improve

ment of our ethical standards and of good government in the

country at large, is at last finding a somewhat tardy but none the

less welcome expression in this community. The Era congratu

lates the Senior Class upon the management of their own affairs.

Reference is had to the recent political developments. For three

years had the old order of things obtained,—inertness upon the

part of the many, feverish politics played by the few. As if by

magic the ancient regime passed, the average man arose and an

election was held marked by quiet, dignity and disinterestedness.

It was a distinct achievement for which the class as a whole de

serves all sorts of praise. Moreover its impetus has been felt in

the Junior and Sophomore classes, and a new era in Cornell class

politics has come. But there is still another subject for congratu-

tion. The Senior Class is out of debt. More than that, it has

some twenty dollars in the treasury. This achievement is par-

i
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tially due to the class and partially due to one man. To the class

for the creation of that public opinion that made imperative the

turning over of committee profits to the class; to Mr. Nasmyth

who, with eagle-eyed diligence, examined jealously every expen

diture. Considering the financial disasters that came in the wake

of the Freshman Banquet in the Sophomore year of the Senior

Class, and the unmentionable things that happened in the Freshman

year, this record is one to be proud of. There is no reason, now

that the
" frosh banquet

"
is no more, why any class that starts

right and keeps straight shouldn't have a thousand dollars in their

treasury at the end of their Senior year.

"A TESTIMONIAL OF REGARD/'

Cornellians have a way of crowning achievement. Being

essentially achievers themselves they are quick to estimate and

appreciate the endeavor of others. What Mr. Moakley, the trainer,

has done for track athletics at Cornell need not be repeated here.

Its recital has found many willing and eloquent tongues. What

u

Jack
"

Moakley, the man, means to those who have come into

contact with him, and they are many, need only be alluded to.

Sufficient to say that he has got "the spirit". And when we've

said that we've said all. For Moakley the man and Moakley the

trainer—and you cannot separate them for personality makes the

trainer and the one complements the other—the undergraduate

body is endeavoring to show appreciation. What form it is tak

ing everybod3T knows. Those who feel on this matter know how

to act, those who do not feel—but we don't believe there are any.

THE CORNELL "SUN" AND THE NEWSPAPERS.

A
LITTLE while ago the Sun published an editorial expressing
some appreciation for Mr. Hughes as a Cornell professor and

mildly suggesting that in the advent of his election (which, inci

dentally, they hoped for) he would make a good governor. Poor

Sim ! Instantly there arose to heaven a howl against the partisan

collegians. The Sun, forsooth, is a college publication and had

no right to an opinion as to who should be governor of New York.

It makes no difference apparently that New York is the largest
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state in the union, that its government is a highly important mat

ter, that the present campaign presents a real and increasingly
difficult problem in American politics, and that there are some

two thousand undergraduates hailing from the Empire State. But

still it was none of the Sun's business. No, of course not. Who

ever heard of a college newspaper having an opinion on such

matters? The Ithaca Daily News never had, and they said so.

The Albany Argus also had something to say on tbe matter. We

quote from their editorial of October 15 :
"

. . . . Nor should the

columns of the Cornell Daily Sun be suffered to be used to boom

Mr. Roosevelt's candidate for governorship. These things are

simply outrageous." Simply outrageous. Just think of it. It is

but incidental, of course, that both these newspapers are strong

supporters of Mr. Hearst. We would suggest to the Sun}s critics

that there is a broad distinction between partisanship and the

state of being colorless and indifferent. There is such a thing as

thinking and acting independently . As for this publication, it is

for Mr. Hughes first, last and all the time, and it makes no bones

about it either.

THE AUDITING OF ACCOUNTS.

FOR
YEARS the question of the rendering of accounts by com

mittees elected or appointed by the class smouldered along.

And for years be it said there was much grumbling and many

hints. That a body of men, be it a committee appointed by a

class president or a board elected by the class as a whole, was in

either case created by the class to do the work of the class, and

was to it responsible, seemed never to have occurred to the under

graduate of the past. Two years ago, however, the most unbusi

nesslike procedure (to put it mildly) under which class commit

tees had operated theretofore was done away with and from then

on they have rendered an account of their stewardship. This year

we have it on good authority the same will be true of the class

boards. The 1907 Cornellian Board has decided to audit and

publish its account. It has recognized its agency and will live

up to it. We earnestly hope that future boards will perpetuate

the custom. Like Caesar's spouse, our financial system should be

above suspicion.
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TO OUR READERS.

WE
have decided to make this little talk back here at the end

of things a permanent department. A sort of
"

publisher's

department" so to speak, where we can talk shop to our readers

and to take them into our confidence. We hope that by this time

we have convinced you that we are trying to do the very best we

can for this magazine,
—which, we would impress it upon you, is

not ours but yours,
—so that it shall not only occupy an assured

place at Cornell but shall be looked up to in inter-collegiate

circles of journalism. With this issue, our second installment,

you will notice that we have added three or four new features,

notably a cartoon, which will be made a monthly feature, and

what the Board calls its
" hall of fame dept.", officially known

as What's Doing, and By Whom, Cornellians and Their Activities.

In our opinion this number sets a new standard for us. And

that's what we're after, to set a higher standard with each succeed

ing issue. Once more we ask you to criticise our work, editorial

or otherwise. Write and tell us what you think we shouldn't

have done or suggest something that you think we should do. It

is all welcome, adverse or friendly, and without it we cannot do

our best work.

With the abolition of poll taxes, the auditing of accounts, and

the reform in political methods, our house is gradually being put
in order. Keep up the good work.

TODD, BLACKMER & CO.

A first class place to find all kinds of good Dry Goods.

The establishment is of long standing and most reliable.

Opposite Post Office.

Kleclrical Devices of every kind

and Supplies for Gas and Kleclric Lighting.
Table Lamps, Pocket Lights, etc.

Davis=Brown Electric Co., Inc.
Licensed Contractors and Electrical Engineers. Next door to Lyceum
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EDUCATION BY MEANS OF AGRICULTURE.

By Dean L. H. Bailey.

AN
eminent scholar once said to me that he saw no reason why

a dairy building should be placed on a university campus,

for he could not see that it had any relation to education. This

remark called for no justification of education by means of dairy

ing : it merely expressed his own conviction of what education is

or what it consists in.

We have so long associated educational processes with particular

subjects that we are in danger of regarding these subjects as con

stituting the sum of education. This attitude was well illustrated

to me some time ago on the occasion of my visiting a farm home.

There was a disagreement between father and mother as to where

John should attend college, and I was asked to umpire. The

mother closed her argument with the remark,
" His father wants

him to go to an agricultural college, but I want him to get an

education." In spite of all my questioning, I could not get her far

ther than this ; but she was sure that she saw a broad distinction.
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If we are to assume that the pursuit of a certain line of subjects

will enable one to "get" an education, then both my friends are

correct. If we assume that education, as a process, consists
in

stimulating, cultivating, developing and expanding a mind, then

we may consider what particular means or subjects are best suited

to that end.

It will probably arouse no dispute to say that the process should

be adapted in some degree to the individual. The modern college

and university recognize this fact by introducing a wide range of

subjects ; and this constantly widening range is a good measure

of our belief in the value and necessity of individuality. It is

significant, also, that while the spirit of the universities is now to

develop individuality, the spirit of the high schools is to develop

uniformity. Inasmuch as the progress of civilization rests on

personality, the university point of view must be correct.

As there are many men of many minds, so there is need of many

subjects, if all men are to be educated. It is commonly said that

some subjects have more educational value than others. It is

very doubtful whether this is true. The educational value of a

subject depends on the teacher. If traditional subjects have been

better taught than others, then they may have had greater- effi

ciency in training men; but of themselves, I doubt their superior
value.

The subjects, then, should be adapted to the individual mind,

and they should be well taught : they should also have some sig
nificance to the epoch in which we live. We live in the present,

if we are effective. Traditional subjects may have this significance
as highly developed as the newer subjects have : in fact, they may

even have more significance, depending, again, on why and how

they are taught.

My point is that the name of the subject is not fundamentally

important. All subjects may be made the means of developing a

man. What we call "culture" is not the result of a line of study,
so much as the result of association with educated and sensitive

persons.

A well educated mind has a broad outlook. It develops beyond
the specialist to the philosopher. There is a marked tendency for

the technical departments to insist less on the specialist viewpoint
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and more on the broadly human viewpoint. At first, the technical

departments,—engineering, agriculture, mechanics, and the others,
—were protests against the mediaeval university or at least against
conventional education. Half of all the agricultural and mechan

ical colleges are separate institutions : those who established them

purposely segregated them from existing schools. Until very re

cently, such institutions have been severely technical and special.
The other half of these institutions in the United States are parts of

universities, where they are beginning to educate men as broadly

and liberally as the old-line departments are. The progress

of university education is one of inclusion,—to gather within it

whatever is effective arid worth the while in the training of men.

At first the universities submitted to these new departments : now

the universities cannot exist effectively without them. Every

university needs a dairy building, or something that stands for a

similar point of view.

Therefore, I do not see that one department of learning,—we

would better say department of teaching— is really any more

essential or important than another, since all are necessary, and

since, also, still others are needed. Of course, if we could have but

one, we should choose the historical subjects ; and all education

should partake of these subjects. The humanities will pervade

every department until, it is to be hoped, we will drop the name.

I suspect that departmental education will gradually become of

less importance, and that the separate teacher will at the same

time become of more importance, whatever the subject he chances

to teach. I consider that a college of agriculture is necessary to

a modern university, that it is needed to further the university

purpose and spirit. It does not exist by courtesy. It should be

as effective in the training of men as any other part of the

university.

"
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Can you not propose to the readers of the
'"

Era
"

that each

of them shall find out whether he cannot make a Christmas

present to scores of his friends without entering a shop or indeed

spending a nickel.

Schliemacher used to say that unless a man gave himself in

the present the present was good for nothing. The Christmas

present which Jesus Christ gave the world was the Good

Tidings. The Good Tidings are that our Father is with us

always ; that His rule is here and now, and that each of us can

love his neighbor as himself.

There is not one of us who cannot give this present to a hun

dred or two people as 1 907 goes by.

Always truly yours,

EDWARD E. HALE.
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PENNSYLVANIA.

J. ADDISON ABRAMS, PENN., '07.*

THE
colors—Red and Blue—are worn, praised in song, revered,

and loved by every one loyal to Old Penn, from the humblest

freshman to the aged alumnus. They are raised aloft in victory
and defeat. Penn men seem more attached to their colors than

the sons of most other colleges. At all athletic contests, pennants
of Red and Blue are numberless, and roses and violets form many

a beautiful combination. Rival collegians are afforded an oppor

tunity to view the expression of this sentiment when from the

opposite side of Franklin Field they behold the Pennsylvania

cheering section waving hats, as one man, from side to side while

singing the "Red and Blue"—

'

'And when to all our college days
We've said our last adieu,

We'll never say adieu to thee,

Our colors, Red and Blue."

And yet, as at all other colleges and universities similarly
situated in large cities, the ideal college spirit is with difficulty
attainable at Pennsylvania. It has been approached on various

occasions, especially in celebration of football victories and in

mass-meetings preceding them, but the writer has never witnessed

as large a turnout of undergraduates as at the Celebration of Cor

nell victories in track, baseball and crew, on the evening of May

30, iqo6. And Penn is'nt slow to appreciate victories, either.

Although Pennsylvania is indebted to Philadelphia to a very great

degree, the college is too closely associated with the city and the

undergraduates have too many interests outside the college itself.

Houston Hall has done a great deal towards uniting the under

graduates of all departments, and is distinctly a Pennsylvania in

stitution. It was given by H. H. Houston in 1894 as a memorial

to his son, who died while in college, to promote a spirit of fel

lowship among the students. Membership was at first optional,

and open to all undergraduates upon the annual payment of a

small fee, but last year it was made obligatory for all, since prac-

*Cornell, ex-'o7 ; Editor-in-Chief of The Red and Bhie, Pennsylvania.
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tically every undergraduate was availing himself of its privileges.
The building is handsomely designed, and furnished with the pur

pose of affording comfort and entertainment for the students.

There is a library and reading-room containing the daily papers

and magazines; a billiard and pool-room, and bowling-alleys.
On the second floor is a trophy room, in which all the banners,

cups and other emblems of Pennsylvania victories are on exhibi

tion. The Christian Association and other student organizations

occupy rooms in the building, and there is a large auditorium in

which religious services, lectures and smokers are given. All the

college dances were held in this auditorium until the new gym

nasium was built, affording a larger floor space.
The club has undoubtedly placed the students in closer touch

with each other, and has tended to unite their various interests.

It is pleasant to know that one always has the privileges of a large
club where friends and pleasure can be found between hours,
which otherwise would have to be sought in one's own room. It

is especially beneficial to the non-fraternity men as a place of

recreation, and to them is the substitute for a fraternity house.

The percentage of fraternity men who use the club constantly is

small, although they support it just as loyally. The institution

itself is now invaluable to Pennsylvania. It is the home during
the day of the hundreds of students who are residents of Phila

delphia, and who without it would have no place to pass away

their off hours. It is the center of undergraduate activities.

Cornell needs such an institution. The three or four trips a day
up and down the hill would then be unnecessary. Every under

graduate would spend more of his time on the hill, and it would

become more of a social center of University life. Men who had

previously met only in the class-room would meet on a different

basis, and above all Cornellians would know each other better.

Pennsylvania's most historic custom is the annual "
Bowl

Fight
"
between the Sophomore and Freshman classes. This fight

originated forty years ago, when the lower third honor man of

the Freshman class was given a bowl and spoon and the Sophs
attempted to place him in the bowl. The affair then became an

nual, and in later years changed in its object. The first change
did not affect the purpose of the Sophs to place the Freshman in
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the bowl, but the Freshies were also given something to do besides

keeping their man out of the clutches of the Sophs, i.e., breaking
the bowl, which was supplied by the latter. Then the fight gen

erally ended in a draw, for the Sophs were hardly able to capture

the bowlman and place him in the bowl within the time limit,

while on the other hand it was practically impossible to break

the hard wooden bowl. So the rules were adopted which are at

present observed.

In the first place the bowl-man is elected by the vote of his

class, and his identity is concealed from the Sophs until the day
of the fight. Guards are chosen to protect him, and guards are

also chosen by the Sophmores to watch the bowl, which is sup

plied by their class and handsomely engraved with the badges of

all the fraternities represented by chapters at Pennsylvania. The

fight is divided into two halves. The object of the first half is

for the Sophs to touch the bowl against the bowlman, and for the

Fresh to effect the escape of the bowlman from the field. This

half frequently results in a draw. In the second half the bowl

guarded by the Sophmores is attacked by the Freshmen, and

whichever class secures the greater number of hands on the bowl

after a ten minutes' struggle wins the half.

Heretofore the
"
Bowl Fight

"
was held in May and marked the

end of all forms of conflict between the sophomore and freshman

classes, but this year it is to be an added feature of Junior Week,

which has assumed real importance for the first time. Conse

quently it will take place on November 30th, the day following

Thanksgiving, and will thus give all Cornellians who are in Phil

adelphia for the game an opportunity to witness this historic

Bowl Fight at Pennsylvania.

Two other events are worthy of mention as Pennsylvania cus

toms- the May Day Sports and the Dean's Trophy Competition.

The May Day Sports, a series of boxing, wrestling and tug-of-war

contests between the Sophomore and Freshman classes, followed

by a parade of all the undergraduates, originated in 1898. On

May first of that year, the students residing in the dormitories

were called out of their beds to celebrate Dewey's victory at Ma

nila. All were scantily attired and a
"

night-shirt
"

parade was

the result. The celebration has since become an annual feature.
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The competition for the Dean's Trophy has existed for about

fifteen years and is also between the two under-classes. The class

winning the majority of contests in football, baseball, track, crew

and cricket, is presented with a banner by the Dean.

Junior Week never received any recognition until this year, but

nevertheless bids fair to become a very important feature in the

future. Indeed, the list of attractions rival that of the Cornell

Junior week, though the additional allurement of a fraternity

house-party is lacking. They include a
"

Pennsylvania Night"
at a down-town theatre ; the musical clubs' concert and dance ;

the Junior Ball ; the Bowl Fight ; the final match in the Inter-

class football contests ; the Thanksgiving Day game ; the Army-

Navy game ; the Mask and Wig football smoker, and fraternity
teas and dances. The events seem even more numerous than at

Cornell, including two of the most important inter-collegiate foot

ball games. Only two of the Cornell events are omitted—the Ice

Carnival on account of the season, and the Sophomore Dance for

financial reasons.

Pennsylvania dances entail a larger expense than Cornell dances,
due to the high rental of the gymnasium for such occasions.

Consequently it is impossible to have two within one week, and

obtain necessary financial support. The three class dances are for

this reason separated as far as possible in the college year.
The dormitory system is one of which Pennsylvania is justly

proud. It consists of twenty-three houses built in late Tudor-

Gothic style, and named after their donors or famous alumni. All

of the houses face court yards which are entered through a gate

way called the u
Memorial Tower," erected in memory of the sons

of Penn. who served in the war with Spain. Each house is dis

tinct from the others and has its own entrance. A representative
is elected by each house on the board of government, which has

entire charge of the dormitories. They are thus under student

self-government. The rooms are finished in dark oak, of which

the furniture is also composed, and they are all comfortable and

attractive. Rooms can be secured at a cheaper rate than at most

boarding houses, thus being within reach of the poorest students.
The' dormitories are certainly a credit to Pennsylvania.
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Between Cornell and Penn the most amicable relations should

always exist. For various reasons relations with the other large
universities whom Penn used to meet in athletic competition have

one after another been broken off, until Cornell alone remains of

Penn's ancient rivals. Athletic contests in all branches have

been conducted by the two universities in the most gentlemanly
and sportsmanlike manner, and rarely if ever has there been cause

for any adverse criticisms. There was general disappointment

among Pennsylvania undergraduates last spring when it was an

nounced that there would be no dual track meet between Cornell

and Penn. They had always looked forward to this meet, and it

is their desire that it be resumed. But apparently undergraduates
have very little control over intercollegiate athletic competition.
It has been a pleasure to witness contests between Cornell and

Penn, both in Philadelphia and Ithaca. It would not seem like

Thanksgiving Day without a Penn-Cornell foot-ball game. That

game has become a permanent fixture, and is eagerly anticipated

by alumni of both universities in every state of the Union. May

the
"
three short yells

"
and

"
three long hurrahs

"
echo back and

forth for many years to come in friendly rivalry !

CARNELIAN AND WHITE,

Music by T. J. Lindorff, '07.

Words by K. L. Roberts, '08.

Cornell colors are waving today,

Cornell colors point out the way ;

Steady and true 'gainst the red and the blue,

Cornell must win her way.

Never yielding, she'll fight to the end,

With courage never failing :

So we'll shout with our might

For Carnelian and White,

Cornell I yell, yell, yell, Cornell.
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THE CORNELL CIVIC CLUB.

BY A. A. FREEDLANDER, '05.

THE
Cornell Civic Club was organized first as "The Good

Government Club" at a meeting held in Boardman C early

last spring. A few students, chiefly graduates, whose work lay in

the field of political science with the co-operation of a few interested

members of the faculty, took the opportunity offered by a com

munication from Yale where a good government club had already

been formed to start a similar organization in this University.

At that time the papers were full of the revelations of the

existence of graft in many of our cities, together with the efforts

beino- made by men like Jerome and Folk to combat these con

ditions and clean the political stables. A great wave of civic

righteousness had set in and in the struggle of the forces at work,

it was plain to the college-man where his place was. If he were

not able to take an active part in campaign against corruption by

reason of his absence from home and his inability, legally, he

could at least become interested in the issues involved and thus

understand just where his duty lay when called upon to perform

it. The Good Government Club then was a political laboratory

where civic conditions were to be laid bare and closely examined.

There was great need of such a club, for, in spite of an easy self-

assurance of sufficient knowledge of political conditions, there

were very few who did not, down in their hearts, sadly admit they

knew very little of their actual political environment—especially
that of the city in which they lived or expected to live. Honest

thought soon forced questions such as these with unceasing per

sistence.
"

What is Graft ?
" "

What is meant by the Machine ?
"

"What are primaries, caucuses, etc.?" "How is my voting
done?

"

etc., etc.

Thus then, it was plain there was need of such an organization
at Cornell. The first meeting proved it. After that the club in

due form adopted its constitution, elected officers and went on

doing quietly its effective work.

It was determined to work in conjunction with the course of

lectures in political science, then being given in the University,
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Friday afternoons by non-residents. We made arrangements with

some of the speakers to meet the members of the club at an informal

smoker given that evening. In this way we secured Mayor
Osborne of Auburn and Dr. Edmonds of Philadelphia, both of

whom proved to be rattling good talkers and best of all "good
fellows." The members were brought into contact with two of

the most active and cleanest men in American political life to

day. Various questions were answered ; anecdotes and recollec

tions and good advice given. After the meetings all agreed they
had learned more about

"

politics
"
in one night than they had

ever before known.

This year the club intends to continue along the same line—to

present actual, vital "politics" to its members by those who are

"in the game." The club is non-partisan in character; it is also

more than that. Some non-partisan organizations are illiberal,

The Civic Club is liberal in the broadest sense. It does not clasp
its hands and raise its eyes in pious horror against the "Machine"

but it welcomes an opportunity to get it to talk. Then this year an

effort will be made to get a prominent Tammanyite to come to the

Club and present a defence of that institution. A well known

Republican from Auburn, a machine-man through and through,

is available at any time we want him. On the other hand, the

Club wants also to meet men who oppose the
" Machine

"
and

learn their reasons. And finally, the Club wants to meet those

men who stand for ideals in politics irrespective of their opinion

of the
"
Machine

"
for or against.

These smokers will be supplemented by lectures to be given by

a few of our most eniment professors on the subject of politics

treated in some special way. In this way the members will obtain

the historical and more theoretical point of view, so much to be

desired. A special treat in store is a talk by Ex-President White.

He has assured us of his desire to
"
meet the fellows

"
and talk to

them about his political life.

A feature planned for this year is a dinner to be given Washing

ton's Birthday, when it is planned to secure a man of national

standing to make a formal speech on some political question.

The Executive Committee is satisfied only with the best and its

choice, if the fates be kind, will make the dinner a national event.
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During the campaign, the Civic Club will in all probability co

operate with the student partisan organizations in securing

prominent men to speak to the members. But the real work of

the Civic Club is to be done after the campaign. Then every

fair-minded man is willing to
" hear the other side."

Now then, is the Civic Club worth while? This question

implies two others; first, "Does it offer anything worth while to

the individual members belonging to it?" and secondly, "Is it

performing a work which the University needs to have done?"

Others may differ with me but I desire to give an emphatic

affirmation to both of these questions.
It was the unaminous verdict of those belonging to the Club

last year that the Civic Club offered more solid advantages than

any other organization at Cornell. The Club is one of those rare

things at Cornell and elsewhere—a voluntary organization that is

really educational. The knowledge obtained in this way is more

concrete and therefore more real ; and what is more, it stays. The

best way to learn about political conditions in our cities is to hear

them stated by men covered with the dust of the battle not to

glean them from books covered with the dust of the shelf.

And as to the second question raised, I think that the University

really needs an organization like the Civic Club. The old ideals of

a University, however good for their times, cannot hold at present.
An American University fails of its purpose if it fails to train for

good citizenship. The Civic Club is the University's handmaid

in the accomplishment of this great purpose, bearing on its banner

the motto,

"
As students to see our political duty,
As citizens to perform it."
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THE SOCIETY OF THE SIGMA XI.

BY ELIAS J. DURAND, '93.

Secretary of the Cornell (Alpha) Chapter.

ON
the evening of Monday, July 2, 1906, the Cornell Chapter
of the Society of the Sigma Xi celebrated the twentieth

anniversary of the founding of the Society, by a lecture and a

dinner. The circumstances attending1 the celebration were

especially fortunate. The Society having been founded at Cor

nell, it was most fitting that the proceedings should be under the

auspices of the parent Chapter. Moreover, at that time, the

American Association for the Advancement of Science was hold

ing its first meeting at Ithaca, so that there was brought together
a much larger assemblage of Sigma Xi members than would

otherwise have been possible. The lecture by Dr. J. C. Branner,

a Cornell alumnus member, now Vice-President and Professor of

Geology at Leland Stanford University, dealt with the scientific

aspects of the California earthquake, and was delivered before an

audience which completely filled Sibley Hall. The dinner was

served in the Sage College dining-room. At the tables were

seated 122 persons, of whom 56 were guests representing 16 out

side Chapters. Professor E. L. Nichols, President of the whole

Society presided, and brief after-dinner remarks were made by Dr.

L. O. Howard, 'yy, Washington, D. C, Prof. H. S. Williams of

Cornell, and Prof. F. O. Marvin of the Kansas Chapter.

The Society having thus recently completed a notable epoch in

its career, it seems appropriate to offer a brief account of its his

tory and present condition, together with a statement of its object,

and of some matters more immediately concerning the local

Chapter and its policy.

Sio-ma Xi was founded at Cornell in 1886. It has thus been

intimately connected throughout its whole existence with the

scientific development of the University. The man who had

more than any one else to do with the establishment of the

Society, and who became its first regularly elected president, is

Professor H. S. Williams, whom we all delight to honor among

our members to-day. The first regular election was held June 4,
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1887. New members have since been added annually so that the

Cornell Chapter now has a total membership of more than seven

hundred.

The idea embodied in the Society has been welcomed with

enthusiasm in other institutions. Petitions for charters have

come in rapidly, so that there are now 23 active chapters on the

roll, an average of more than one addition each year in the life

time of the Society. Chapters exist at the following institutions :

Cornell University founded 1886

Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute 1887

Union College 1887

University of Kansas 1890

Yale University 1895

University of Minnesota 1896

University of Nebraska 1897

Ohio State University 1898

University of Pennsylvania 1899

Brown University 1900

State University of Iowa : 1900

Leland Stanford University 1901

University of California 1902

Columbia University 1902

University of Chicago x903

University of Michigan 1903

University of Illinois T9Q3

Case School of Applied Science 1904

University of Indiana 1904.

University of Colorado 1 905

University of Missouri 1905

Northwestern University 1906

Syracuse University 1906

Applications from two other prominent Universities are now

being considered, so that it seems probable that the chaptei roll
will number 25 before the close of the present academic year. A

glance at the list above shows the important fact that Sigma Xi

has placed chapters only at the largest and strongest American

Universities ; and, conversely, that with only a few prominent
exceptions chapters exist in all those institutions of learning
which have brought together noteworthy groups of scientific men
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and at which the most active and important scientific work, both

pure and applied, is being done.

That members of Sigma Xi constitute a considerable proportion
of the active scientists of the country is becoming more and more

evident. To be convinced of this, one has only to attend the meet

ings of the representative societies of the various branches of sci

ence and to notice the Sigma Xi keys. During the meeting of the

American Association for the Advancement of Science held in

Ithaca last summer, the writer kept a record of the Sigma Xi

members in atteudance. The record was signed by 123 members

representing 18 chapters. These were more than one-third of all

the scientists present at the meeting.
The biennial conventions of the Society are regularly held in

connection with the meetings of the American Association for the

Advancement of Science. For some years past the members of

Sigma Xi have also held an informal gathering and dinner at each

meeting of the Association. On several of these occasions promi
nent members have given addresses. Noteworthy were those of

President Jordan in St. Louis, in 1903, and of Dr. Wm. Trelease,
and others, at New Orleans, in 1905. The relations of Sigma Xi

with the American Association are increasingly cordial. Dr. L. O.

Howard, Permanent Secretary of the Association, is a Cornell

alumnus and a member of Sigma Xi. The meetings of the Socie

ty are regularly announced on the official program of the Associa

tion among those of the Affiliated Societies.

It may now be asked what are the objects and ideals of Sigma

Xi which have so appealed to men of science. There surely must

be some fundamental idea which should cause a local organization
to expand until it has become truly national in its extent and in

fluence. I can find no better expression of the object of Sigma Xi

than is contained in its constitution in the following words : "The

object of this Society shall be to encourage original investigation

in science, pure and applied ; by meeting for the discussion of sci

entific subjects ; by the publication of such scientific matter as

may be deemed desirable ; by establishing fraternal relations

among investigators .in the scientific centers ; and by granting the

privilege of membership to such students as have, during their

college course, given special promise of future achievement."
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The key-note of the Society is, therefore, the encouragement of

original investigation. The Society aims to be not an end in itself

but a means or help to further endeavor. It becomes so (i) by

establishing fraternal relations among investigators, (2) by elect

ing to membership such persons as give special promise of future

achievement.

The following, and no others, are eligible to active membership :

(1) Any professor or instructor of the institution who has shown

noteworthy achievement as an original investigator in some branch

of pure or applied science ; (2) any resident graduate who has by

actual work exhibited an aptitude for scientific investigation ; (3)

any undergraduate in the fourth year class, or else in the class

substantially equivalent thereto, who has given promise of marked

ability in those lines of work which it is the object of this Society
to promote.

Any graduate of the institution of not less than five years' stand

ing, is eligible to membership on the same conditions as pre

scribed for professors and instructors.

Although the general policy of the Society is thus fixed by its

constitution, the particular methods by which this shall be carried

out are left, with some reservations, to the individual Chapters.
The number of professors or instructors or resident graduates who

may be elected in any one year is not limited. The number of

undergraduates, however, "must not exceed one-fifth of the senior

class in scientific and technical courses." In actual practice the

number of seniors elected never approaches this limit. At Cornell,
for example, students in all departments except the College of Law
take work in scientific subjects, and may, therefore, become eligi
ble for membership in Sigma Xi. The number elected average
about one-fifteenth of those seniors taking special work in science.

Some chapters never elect undergraduates ; others select only
those who have demonstrated their ability in actual research; still,
others base their judgment of the candidate's "promise of marked

ability
"

upon the manner in which he has done his regular work.
In general, there is a tendency throughout the Society at present
to require of every candidate definite evidence of his powers of in

vestigation.
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This tendency is, perhaps, nowhere more clearly shown than in

the Cornell Chapter. In the past it has been the custom here to

judge the undergraduate's promise largely by the manner in which
he has done the work of his course. It is hardly necessary to add

that marks have not been regarded as certainly indicating a per

son's aptitude in research. During the last college year, however,
it became evident that the time had come to depart from the prac

tice of previous years. Therefore, at a meeting of the Chapter
held May 26, 1906, it was decided "

that in the practice of this

chapter the criterion of promise, required by the constitution

shall be the prosecution of some piece of original work in which

is shown aptitude for investigation."
But the election of new members is only one, and, perhaps, not

the most important function of the Society in encouraging investi

gation. In large university communities the different lines of ac

tivity are apt to become isolated. It is one of the objects of Sigma
Xi to bring together workers in various fields for the discussion of

scientific subjects, and to make persons of widely different inter

ests better acquainted with one another. The by-laws of the Cor

nell chapter require at least four meetings each year. The final

meeting of the last college year was the one hundredth meeting of

the chapter. On an average, therefore, the chapter has held five

meetings a year for twenty years. On such occasions a paper

having been presented by some member, the rest of the time is

spent in discussion and in getting better acquainted. Refreshments

have been found a valuable adjunct to a successful meeting.

In view of the truly national character which the Society has

assumed, and the firm hold which it has obtained upon every

branch of science it is, perhaps, not too much to say that the So

ciety of the Sigma Xi is not the least important of Cornell's con

tributions to scientific progress, and to American university life.
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SOME ALASKAN DAYS-AND NIGHTS.

BY OSCAR VON ENGELN, '08.

AFTER
six days almost continuous sail of 1400 miles, from

Seattle northward through the Inland Passage, this where

the waves beat always and always futilely against the rocky shore

of its unbroken panorama of mountains, we were entering now

the harbor of Yakutat, a lonely Indian village, some fifty miles

away from Mt. St. EHas on the south Alaskan coast.

"
We

"
were a party of fourteen, five from Cornell, with Pro

fessor Tarr as chief, who were to assail the wilderness. The

campaign as planned by Professor Tarr was briefly a two weeks

trip around the shores of the comparatively unknown Yakutat

bay by the Cornell party, while the packers were advancing our

goods and provisions to the first interior cache, and then an

attempt with combined forces to cross the unexplored Malaspina
Glacier from side to side.

The light lingers long in these northern latitudes, therefore,

although it was ten at night it was no darker than it is at six

o'clock in June at Ithaca, when we tied up at the Yakutat village
wharf. A salmon cannery is situated at this point. This is the

only place that the steamer touches on the bay, but the captain of

the Santa Ana had orders from the company to land Professor

Tarr and his party further within the bay wherever the Professor

should direct ; providing that weather conditions were such that

he could do this with safety. The west shore was packed with

floating ice in a strip half a mile wide, and the captain was

unwilling to attempt a passage with his ship. The captain's
caution won out and the east shore was decided upon.

It began to rain. It almost always does on the Alaskan coast

when you want to make a move. The ship's boat was silently
lowered. Our supplies were piled high in both. The Indians

whom we had engaged as packers in Yakutat embarked, we fol

lowed, and slowly we threaded our way in the mist-like rain among
the icebergs toward the shore. Fortunately there was not much

ice nor were the bergs large, and the surf was not heavy, else we

would have been in difficulty at the very start, for the drop from

the ship's side had sprung the seams of our boat, which was top-
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heavy with the load we had piled into it. Twenty minutes later

the keels grated on a sand beach, and for fifteen minutes we scur

ried back and forth unloading the boats and piling their cargo on

shore. Then the sailors pulled back to the ship, and with two

whistle blasts as a parting salute the Santa Ana disappeared be

hind the nearby headland. We were alone in the bleak gray light
of early morning, on a desolate Alaskan beach. We soon wrought
some order into the chaos of baggage however, the tents were

pitched, sleeping bags and blankets identified, and then the crowd

enjoyed the bliss of a sleep on hard gravel, with humps in the

shape of plant stubs upon which to pivot the body.
The following two days we spent in moving across the bay

which was three miles wide at this point, and was bordered by a

strip of solidly packed ice a half mile wide on the western shore.

A first passage, especially in a small dory through such an ice

pack is an experience long to be remembered. It is impossible to

row, all one can do is to push and scrape along, zigzaging back

and forth in search of little lanes of water into which one can

thrust the bow in an endeavor to make progress. The majority
of the bergs did not project more than three feet above the water,

but as this is only one-eighth of their mass, it can easily be

imagined what unweildy particles these were. Moreover, owing

to the combination of the tidal movements and the currents of fresh

water poured into the bay by melting glaciers these fellows were

streaming back and forth continuously like a procession counter

marching, and one had to be exceedingly careful not to get be

tween two bergs moving in opposite directions, with only a narrow

water passage between, for their conjunction would have crushed

a small boat like an eggshell.

However, we managed to land everything safely without a mis

hap, and in the picture which accompanies this article you see us

as we lined up in front of our second camp. Those who ask about

the polar bears have an erroneous impression of the climate of

Alaska. The lupines, as may be seen in the foreground literally

carpeted the lowlands with their bloom at the time we landed

first, the third week in June. They were succeeded by gentians

of the brightest red, yellow and orange, and these by the purple

fireweed's long wands, all of which grew with the same luxuriance,
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their blossoms making solid masses of color acres in extent. Later

in August we found salmon berries, blueberries, nagoons, a species
of blackberry, and strawberries ripe and in abundance, all at the

same time. Of strawberries three of us picked a two gallon pail
full in one and one-half hours, this on August 21.

The actual work of the summer began after we had established

the second camp after an ascent of a 2600 ft. mountain which we

named the Amphitheatre Butte ; for the purpose of obtaining a

panoramic view of the country to the west. Such a climb in

latter June in Alaska tends to make one believe that here the

seasons are doing
"

Quick Change
"
vaudeville artists' turns. One

begins at the sea level in summer ; some plants are even then

bearing seed, others are in full bloom. As one goes higher and

higher, earlier and ever earlier stages appear, and finally at the

snow-line which is at about 1500 ft. elevation, one steps into the

last weeks of March, with their melting snows and tender green

buds just peeping forth. A little higher and one sees only bare

earth and snow, and hears the mournful whistle of the marmot

which has just emerged from its burrow. Above that is eternal

winter.

Have you ever read Dante's Inferno? Well, he omitted one

scene, and through that we passed on our descent. The "

Amphi."
Butte on its rear side is flanked by an advancing glacier, a solid

mass of ice 150 ft. high and miles wide. Between this and the

mountain is a gloomy canyon. Into it you plunge. Dirty brown

glacial water and mud boils around your feet ; on the one side is

the glacier, grim and black with included debris, threatening to

overwhelm you with its serrated overhanging crags ; and if you

retreat to the other, you are thrust back by the Devil's Club,

Echi7iopanax horridum, a plant well-named, for its stems are a

tangle of short poisonous prickles, which bury themselves in one's

flesh and then break off. Overhead a gray cloudy sky hangs like

a pall. Oh yes, one breathes a distinct sigh of relief on escaping
again into the open air.

Thus we passed the summer. Each day had its own little

adventure or experience, each one varying from the precedino-
one. By this time all the disagreeable things are forgotten and

only pleasant memories remain, coupled with a desire to try it

again.
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IN THE SHADOW OF MOUNT ST. ELIAS.:

By Benno Alexander.

I.

Come Back Once More.

To Professor Ralph S. Tarr.

The hours steal by with still, unasking lips
—

So lightly that I cannot hear their tread ;

And softly touch me with their finger-tips
To find if I be dreaming or be dead.

Ah, yes, I'm dreaming of a wondrous land,

Of Russel Fjord and Disenchantment Bay ;

A happy dream : I grasped once more thy hand,

Dear Master—and thou art so far away !

White-walled stand waiting by the peacock tide

Of sunset skies the mountains of the West ;

The avalanches roar and icebergs glide

Aglitter on the billows of unrest.

The glaciers still go thundering to the sea,

Still the aurora borealis gleams ;

Dear Master : nature waits and calls for thee.

And I ? I saw thee coming in my dreams !

Come back once more !—Great work remains unwrought

And there is no one else to dare and do,

To soar beyond the secret bournes of thought :

May I not wake to my fond dream come true ?

* Toi/r, King Co.
,
Washington.

"Having spent the last two summers in Alaska with Professor Tarr and B. S.

Butler and one summer with Messrs, J. L. Rich, R. R. Powers and O. D. Von

Engeln, all of Cornell, I beg to be permitted to send you the enclosed lines for

your kind consideration."
Benno Alexander.
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II.

When Sitka Sleeps.

To B. S. Butler, '06.

Old Sitka sleeps
—

The ocean's thundering anthem

Is hushed into a drowsy monotone ;

The ever reminiscent northern sea

Sings to the presence a low lullaby,

And phantoms of the past hold sway once more.

Deep shadows all along the rockbound bay

Embody into shapes :

Near the crude wharf,

Amidst a small flotilla of bidarkas,

Rocks—quaint and highpooped
—

gently now the Avos,

Firstbuilt of ships in Russia's dominions

On this wild coast.

From yonder high stockade

Of New Archangel comes the steady tramp

Of wakeful sentinels : the lonely outpost

Has only just been wrested from the Kolosh,

Fierce savages, by Baranoff, the dauntless.

Sweet chimes are pealing from the bulbous dome

Of the small chapel heading the one street :

"Gospodin pomiluj !" Before the shrine

In full canonicals of black and gold
The bearded, long-haired priest chants evening mass.

And fervently prays for the quick and dead.

Alas, the little village sorely needs

Some one who prays, for many are its dangers,
And promischleniki care ver}^ little

For life and death, for presence or thereafter—

Their wants are spirituous not spiritual.

The windows of their low barrabarras

Are all aglow ; their balalaikas tinkle

To the old tune of : "The Red Sarafan"
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Or plaintive songs of melancholy steppes,
And the inevitable vodka bottle

Keeps circling on. For such is the tradition

Of those old rougher times in huts and halls.

The master of the Castle Baranoff

That sturdily the village overtowers

Sits all alone before the crackling fire,

And by his side, quite handy within reach,

The samovar in brassy brightness glitters,
And—even here—serenely by its side

A full decanter of suspicious looks.

The grim old governor and subjugator
Pores deeply over musty charts and parchments ;

And incidentally he also pours

(And also deeply) rum into his tea.—

The sacred ikon blinks into the light ;

The wilderness outside creeps close and closer

And sits and sits and peers into the room !

All Sitka sleeps.
—

The spectres of the past

Embody into life—when Sitka sleeps !

III.

The Cornellians.

To O. D. von Efigehi, 'oS, R. R. Powers, '07, andJ. L. Rich, '06^

The cedars whisper their old, old lay

Accompanied by the rain ;

They sing one at the old homestead to-day

Of you, boys, again and again.

Your fresh young faces have lightened my load,

Yon burden that grows with the years ;

And I smile as I idly rest by the road,

Though my eyes are dimmed as with tears.

For, you know, their burden white men must bear

Or life were not life at all ;

Of this we learn more when upon our hair
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Life's wintry snows first fall.

But the days of my }^outh come back to me,

When I mingle, dear boys, with you ;

Once more I seem young and happy and free

And believe in the Good and the True.

Aye, a feeling of strength around me steals,

And for once dull care is forgot :

After all, a man is as old as he feels,

Mere years we recognize not !—

Again, I square myself to my load,
'

For not yet is my journey done ;

And bravely I follow my lonely road :

Lonely
—

yet never alone.

For fond recollections talk with me,

Till my last, last race is run ;

And kindred spirits walk with me

Toward life's westering sun.
—

******

Did you hear a lone wanderer's cry from the west?

I give you a good long yell :

"Forever, dear boys, forever be blessed

And blessed be old Cornell !"

THE GOLDEN PAST.

WE
have it on the best of authority that three young ladies of

Ithaca while returning from the post-office last Friday

evening,
"
lifted

"
three gates and carried them quite a distance

from their proper places. Probably next morning the owners of

the gates were searching for them with clenched fists and fearful

curses against "them students." We are sorry to see that the

fair sex are trying to get us into trouble, and we would suggest
that students take all proper means to prevent young ladies from

being on the streets alone after dark."

—The Cor7iell Era, November 7, 187j.
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CROSS-COUNTRY AT CORNELL.

BY A. W. DUBOIS, '07,

Manager Cornell Cross-Country Team.

THE
development of cross-country running into a distinct and

individual branch of amateur athletics is a matter of recent

years and the result of an increasing demand for a form of athletics

which may do the greatest good to the greatest number. There

is no outdoor exercise which will admit of a larger number of
contestants than cross-country, and probably none that approaches
more nearly the ideal in physical development.

Cross-country running as a defined sport is much younger than

many of the other branches of our present athletics. The devel

opment began in the early 90's, but did not take the form of an

intercollegiate sport until 1899, when Cornell defeated Yale,

Pennsylvania, Princeton and Columbia. The next year Cornell

was again successful in defeating the same universities. The

year following Cornell dropped to third place, this time being de

feated by Yale and Pennsylvania, and defeating Princeton and

Columbia. This was the last time that Cornell has been defeated

in the intercollegiate meets. But in the same year they were de

feated in a dual contest with Pennsylvania, which was repeated
the next year. The dual meets of 1903 and 1904 were both won

by Cornell with the remarkable scores of 10 and 12 points respect

ively for the home team. Thus Cornell has won six out of seven

intercollegiate races and two of the four dual meets.

This record naturally places Cornell at the head of the American

colleges in this sport. It also gives cross-country an enviable

position among the various branches of athletics at Cornell, for

the representatives of none of the other branches, the crews ex

cepted, have been able to meet with such consistent success in

their contests with other colleges.
Of the American colleges Cornell is no doubt taking a greater

interest, in cross-country work than any other, and giving more

attention to it as a sport. This is due in part to the success with

which our teams have met in the past, and to the early existence of a
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club organized to further its interests, but we may easily attribute

the greater part to the natural advantages which the surrounding

country of Ithaca offers. Probably no college, at least none of

the larger Eastern universities, is situated so favorably for athletic

development as Cornell, and the possibilities for cross-country are

as great as any. Courses of varying length up to fifteen miles

have been laid out and are continually used for practice purposes.

The number of men taking part in cross-country work is rap

idly increasing from year to year. The movement which is fur

nishing "athletics for all" has had a marked effect on this

branch. Last year more than one hundred men were regularly

engaged in cross-country work, either in competition for the

teams or for their own personal development. This year the

number is greatly increased. It would almost seem as if we were

approaching the English theory of athletics—exercise for personal

pleasure and benefit alone. This is strongly to be encouraged,

and the greater number of men who take part in and exercise for

their own pleasure the greater will be the interest taken in the

sport, which in turn will benefit the teams representing the

University.

For those men who are working individually and not in com

petition for the teams the association will soon furnish systematic

aid. A definite course for running has been laid out, and all per

sons engaging in this form of exercise will be urged to take it ac

cording to the approved method. Old and experienced men will

be designated to run with those who have just started with the

work. This will make it possible for new men to develop them

selves more quickly, and by systematic stages will be able to

undertake longer and more difficult runs. These men will also

be organized in squads, which will lend more pleasure to the

work.

The opportunities for work in this branch of athletics are vari

ous. Any number of regularly conducted Hare and Hound chases,
Novice races, Handicap races, Inter and Underclass races are held

each year, in which a contestant of whatever degree of proficiency

may unhesitatingly take part. The inevitable growth of inter-

college games has recently led the cross-country association to in

troduce contests of this nature into its program.
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Throughout the history of cross-country at Cornell the sport

has been aided by zealous admirers both from without and within.

The undergraduates have always given the cross-country teams

their hearty support, and through the interest of alumni numer

ous cups and trophies have been made the material incentives for

many races. At present there exist three cups to be contested for,
each in a different type of race.

The Auerbach Cup, presented to the Athletic Association by

J. T. Auerbach, '90, which is competed for in the lately inaugu
rated Marathon race, is permanent, the winner of each race having
his name engraved upon the cup. The 1904. Freshman Cup is

competed for in monthly contests and is also permanent. The

third cup, recently presented by Howard Ehrich, '05, will be the

trophy for the intercollege race, and will become the property of

the winning college this year.

This feature of cross-country work is one of extensive possibil

ities, and if properly encouraged should develop many good men.

It also affords another opportunity for the development of that

much-to-be-desired intercollege spirit. Every college in the Uni

versity possesses men of ability for this work. In this sense it is

peculiar, for it does not demand phenomenal athletes for the

attainment of success. Cross-country ability can be developed

further in the average man probably than any other athletic

ability. To make the intercollege races a success each college

must do its individual part and display an interest in the develop

ment of a strong team.

Numerous other prizes in the form of medals and smaller cups

are awarded each year to the winners of the minor races.

While cross-country running has existed in an organized form

in this country for about fifteen years, its development is probably

just begun. The sphere of its usefulness is almost without limit,

and until every college and preparatory school in the country

possesses a cross-country team, we may say that the sport has not

reached a full development.
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What's Doing

Charles F. Magoffin, '07, the captain of the Cornell Cross-

Country team, who is picked to win first place in the Intercol

legiate Cross-Country meet about to take place at Princeton, N. J.
The first Marathon race held at Ithaca was recently won by Mr.

Magoffin. He has just been appointed chairman of the Senior

Vigilance Committee.
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and By Whom.

L. M. MACPHERSON, '07, the president of the Cornell Cosmo

politan Club, which has recently applied for a certificate of incor

poration under the laws of New York State, and which is about

to purchase a more spacious club house. As chairman of the En

tertainment Committee last year Mr. Macpherson was responsible
for much of the success of the club, and under his presidency that

organization will without doubt continue to progress.
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Cornellians and

John C. Kennedy, '07, the new Speaker of the Cornell

Congress, who is responsible for the boom that organization is ex

periencing. Under his energetic leadership Congress bids fair to

regain its former position of prominence in Cornell speaking and

debating circles. Mr. Kennedy is the leader of the Tompkins
County Socialists, whose candidate for State Assemblyman he was
in the recent political campaign.
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Their Activities

T. J. Lindorff, '07, who has written the music to the new

and already popular football song
"
Carnelian and White." At

present he is composing the vocal and instrumental score of the

new comic opera to be given Junior Week by the Cornell Masque.

Mr. Lindorff is considered one of the best masters of the chimes

Cornell has ever known.
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ON A REMNANT OF PETRARCH'S ROBE.

By G. P. Conger, '07.

(In the collection of Petrarchiana, bequeathed to the University Library by the

late Professor Fiske, is a small piece of purple cloth taken from the poet's tomb when

it was opened in 1843.)

As some cathedral 'neath its pointing spire
'Twixt rainbow windows in the storied nave

Treasures a relic from some old saint's grave

Or fragment snatched from martyr's burning pyre,

Which shall through all the ages men inspire
To live in hope of heaven, true and brave;
So do we guard and to the future save

This mark of our Prometheus and the fire

Divine and pure which he brought down to earth—

The robe of Petrarch ! Here behold the shroud

That covered him, sweet poet of the soul,
And let it quicken in us now the birth

Of that poetic spirit, lofty, proud,
Which drives men forth to seek the far-off goal !
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THE CHIMES.

By T. J. Lindorff, '07.

MOST
of the students when they climb the hill for an eight-

o'clock listen to different tunes that come forth from the

Library Tower, and many of them wonder how they are thus

entertained. For the benefit of these I am going to state a few

facts in connection with the bells.

The bells themselves are situated directly underneath the roof

of the tower. Below the bells there is a stairway leading down

into a large square room containing the four faces of the clock,
each face being about twelve feet in diameter. This room con

tains also the large works of the clock which are enclosed in a

boarded partition. On the top of this large box is situated the

keyboard, with wires running up through the ceiling of the room

to the bells.

The keyboard is nothing more than ten levers each one of

which is about two feet long. These levers have to be pressed
down about a foot and a half to ring the bell.

The notes of the keyboard consist of D, G, A, B, C, D, E, F,

ftV and G, making it possible to play in two keys, namely the key
of C and that of G. The range is very limited, and quite a little

juggling of the tenor bells is necessary in order to play some tunes.

Then again, a tune cannot be played with a tenor accompaniment
in the key of G, it must be played in the key of C, due to the fact

that the keyboard does not contain ft C.

A large amount of practice is necessary to be able to master the

keyboard thoroughly. The player must not only have a good

knowledge of music, but he must become so well acquainted with

the keyboard that he has absolutely no hesitation about what par

ticular note he has to strike. It is best to learn tunes by ear be

fore playing them, because the player can pay more attention to

his manner of playing if he does not have to use music.

The playing itself is very important. Any one can take hold

of a lever and by pressing it down produce a sound, but he can

not produce a tone, much less a note. It is the same as taking a

stick and striking a gong held in the hand and taking a stick
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wrapped with felt and striking a gong that is hanging. In the

first instance you will hear a dull, muffled thud ; in the second,

there will be heard a distinct tone. Such is the case of the bells.

If each lever is jerked down properly the different tones may be

distinguished. If on the other hand they are not jerked but

pressed down, no matter how hard, the result will be sounds that

are muffled and of such a character as to be anything but pleasing

to the ear.

To be able to play the chimes it is necessary also to exercise

certain muscles in the back that are not used in any other kind of

exercise, and it is almost impossible for any person to play the

changes unless they have had at least a month of good hard prac

tice upon a dummy.

The tuning of the bells is different from the tuning of any

other instrument. They must be filed into tune, and this neces

sitates the filing of every bell when one is filed, causing quite a

little work.

The bells now in the library tower are about forty years old.

Formerly they were in the tower of McGraw Hall, but were taken

out upon the completion of the new library, where they were

then placed and have remained until the present time.

The changes which are played the first thing in the morning
and at noon were written by a Cornell student some years ago.

They are a succession of scales and arpeggios specially adapted
to the range of the bells. They are played with the intention of

getting a succession of sounds that fill the air with melody.
Another reason for playing them is that they take up five of the

fifteen minutes of playing. This is necessary as there is a scarcity
of tunes due to the inability of adapting most tunes to the key
board. Not including some of the popular music of the present

day there are not more than 200 tunes that can be well played on

the chimes.
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OUR BUSINESS MANAGERS AND THEIR WORK.

BY H. D. NORTH, '07,

Business Manager Cornell Daily Sun.

nrVHERE is the old saying
"

experience is a good teacher." I

A
think we will concede, perhaps from personal experience,

that these words are well considered and true in every sense. If

you agree that this is a fact then all the experience which you can

obtain before beginning to use it, will be to your advantage when

the time comes for you to call upon what that excellent teacher

has taught.
We will, therefore, accept it that experience is sought by every

undergraduate irrespective of his course in the University, in

order that he may better cope with the difficult problems of the

outer world. All the practical knowledge he can add to his col

lege training will, undoubtedly, stand him in good stead when he

is thrown upon his own resources and responsibility. With this

fact acknowledged, why should he not endeavor to gain that ex

perience offered during his college course which pertains as nearly

as possible to the actual practice of the business world?

This will enable him to compete the quicker with the business

men of to-day. He will not be handicapped by being compelled

to learn the minor details at a financial loss, not only to the com

pany he represents, but to himself. He will thus have overcome

one obstacle which otherwise would undoubtedly keep him from

advancing rapidly to a position of trust and responsibility.

The many managements found in Cornell University offer the

undergraduate a wide opportunity to gain this practical know

ledge, in addition to his University work. They can give him a

business training of great value and thus make him the more

valuable to whatever company he connects himself with in the

future.

The undergraduate should then consider just which manage

ment of those offered would .best give to him a real business ex

perience. It is certain that from a practical standpoint the man

agement of any of the college publications offers the best training

in this line, though the honor connected with these positions is

perhaps not as great as with some others.
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The business management of the Cornell Daily Sun gives the

best opportunity for practical training to be found among the

managements at Cornell. The Sun is the only college publica

tion in the country governed by the laws of a corporation, and,

therefore, is managed according to the rules included in the

corporation laws of the State of New York. This management is

thereby made an absolute business proposition. But at the same

time it is not without its social side. Some of the college publi

cations are more or less clubs and the men connected with them

are really no more than club members. The publication thus

becomes something of a social organization, eliminating the

atmosphere of real business, which is far from what is found con

nected with the Sun.

* * * * * * *

When a freshman competitor begins work at Easter for the

management of the Sun, he is first put to work collecting unpaid

subscriptions. This is a very difficult task and full of discourage

ments, but it gives him his first experience in meeting men and

judging character. He thus learns better how to approach men,

which knowledge will serve him well with the more difficult and

important propositions which are to come. It loosens him up, as

it were, giving him a better
" line of talk

"
and thereby so develop

ing his confidence that when talking to business men he is not

afraid to assert himself. It is easier to sell than to collect on

what you have sold, and in order to collect with success, one must

get the money, yet at the same time leave the creditor well pleased
with himself for having spent it. Sometimes it is only a good
" line of talk

"
that can bring about this result.

The next important step is the signing of new subscriptions for

the coming year, which is done in order to show the business man

ager the kind of support he can count on from the subscribers.

This enables him to figure on improvements for the coming year

and convinces him of the advisability or danger of carrying out

new plans if they entail a greater expense. He is of course ex

tremely anxious to give his readers a better publication if it is

possible.
This work lasts until the end of the year. The importance of

having learned to approach men and talk fluently materially in-
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creases the number of a competitor's subscriptions, the result for

which the business manager is looking.
In the fall, the collection of new subscriptions is first under

taken and then the competitors are sent out to collect bills from

the advertisers and from the new subscribers. The competitors
are also allowed to sign what advertising they can. This brings
them in contact with the Ithaca merchants and gives them an

idea of the advertising business. This ends the competition.
The Assistant Business Manager is entrusted with the changes

of advertising copy each day, the filing of the copies for bound

volumes and the general management and encouragement of the

competitors. In this way, he becomes familiar with the advertis

ing and, most important of all, learns to handle a small number of

men to the best advantage, which is a stepping stone to the duties

of the Business Manager. One is not the manager who does all

the work himself, but who knows how to get the same results

by managing the men under him to the best advantage.

At Easter, when the competition ends, the Sun Board changes

and the assistant succeeds to the office of Business Manager. The

Manager of the retiring Board, however, has full charge of the

Sun affairs until all books are balanced and audited in July.

From Easter to June, the new Editor-in-chief and Business

Manager discuss the policy of the paper and improvements for the

coming year and also learn to run the paper from their new posi

tions receiving advice and suggestions from the retired Editor-in-

chief and Manager.

% * * * * * *

With the support from the subscribers shown by the number of

signed subscriptions handed in at the end of the year, the Business

Manager begins to plan the work of the summer that he may have

everything in readiness for the first edition in the fall.

The first feeling of responsibility comes over him when he is

given the key to his desk and the combination to the safe, as the

previous Business Manager leaves, wishing him every success.

There are the specifications to be drawn up for the printer ; the

contract with the delivery department, and, the most important,

the advertising to solicit. The latter means plenty of hard work
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and trips to New York and Philadelphia for interviewing the

large advertising agencies.

He begins at once to sign a contract for printing, for delivery,

room rent, fire insurance, etc., and then starts to fill the advertis

ing columns. The local merchants come first, and with each ad

vertiser there is a different argument to be met. This necessitates

a thorough understanding of the paper, the rates of advertising

space for various times
and sizes, and a knowledge of the different

trades of the various merchants. His experience will enable him

to offset their arguments on the spur of the moment, and in the

end convince them that they will receive results from their ad

vertising space. This is where the good flow of English comes in.

Each advertiser has a different personality, and one must study

the character of the man he is trying to sell space and, above all,

learn how not to be turned down. Some are cordial, some are

gruff, some hard to talk to, and some encouraging, but with the

knowledge of character, learned from the days of competition

a man must use the best method to gain his purpose ; must gain

it and then leave the advertiser with a smile on his face and well

pleased. Sometimes a good-natured poke in the ribs with the

end of a pencil will land an ad., but I do not say that two pokes

will get two ads., or even one in every case. This is where your

judgment of character must decide.

The soliciting of advertisements in New York is a different

proposition. There the men of the big advertising agencies have

no time to talk, but come to a conclusion at once with a
"

yes
"

or a
"

no,
'
and then they are ready for the next man. You enter

a large office and hand your card to the office boy. He says your

man is not in, but after arguing for two minutes he takes your

card to the inner office and returns, saying he will see you in a

few minutes. No, he did not just return; he was there all the

time. You find six men ahead of you waiting to see the same

man, and had you left at the first words of the office boy, you
would have been the cause of a smile on the faces of the said six.

When your turn comes you are taken to the man you wish to

see, and after pointing out the merits of your publication as an

advertising medium from the business standpoint, he, if favorably

impressed, will contract for space ; if not he says so, and you then
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have another office boy to pass in some other office. It is this ex

perience of meeting business men of the largest advertising com

panies of New York City that gives the real business experience
which you are seeking.
With the paper well filled, the duties of the office work presents

itself. The Business Manager is responsible for the publication
of the paper each day. He has a force of men in the printing
house to keep busy according to contract ; a competition of a large
number of men to run ; a delivery of ten boys to superintend.
There is also a stenographer to keep busy, taking dictations for

correspondence, keeping a card index of the advertisers, the out-

of-town subscribers and the local subscribers (which are arranged
in routes and also according to the alphabet), besides the filing of

the copies of all letters in the correspondence file. As treasurer

of the corporation, the Business Manager runs the financial end,

keeping a set of double entry books.

This is the outline of the duties of the Business Manager of the

Sun, and the management of other college publications is similar,

yet perhaps not as extensive and as thorough a business experi

ence.

The Business end of The Era is managed along these princi

ples, and the training to be derived from this publication should

inspire every freshman to enter the next competition under this

management.

This training in the different branches of a business education

will undoubtedly be of great advantage to any undergraduate. It

is an incentive for entrance to this competition, an inspiration to

work hard all the time. Whether you win or lose you have had

a good experience on purely business principles. Is not this ex

perience of great value to any undergraduate in addition to his

college course? Is he not the better able to solve the problem

after graduation, having had the advantage of such a training ?

Surely this is a matter which should be carefully considered by

every freshman, for he has four years of college education, and

the question is, is he taking advantage of the many valuable

experiences which this University offers?
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THE CORNELL CONGRESS.

BY JOHN C. KENNEDY, '07.

CONGRESS
was organized some twenty years ago by a small

group of students ;n the department of agriculture. Feel

ing the need of a university debating club which should deal with

the live issues of the day, they formed a society modeled upon our

national Congress. The club prospered from the start. Mem

bers joined from all the colleges and classes. The sessions soon

became noted for their life and enthusiasm. After a short period,

however, it was seen that the division of Congress into two houses,

a Senate and a House of Representatives, tended to weaken the

organization. Consequently the two chambers were combined

into one House of Representatives, the form which the club has

held ever since.

As one glances down the list of speakers who have presided over

the former sessions of Congress, he notes several names which

occupy a prominent place on Cornell's roll of honor. Not the least

of these is John Ford, who was speaker in 1888. Not only has

Mr. Ford served his fellows in the capacity of state senator, but

he has just been elected to the Supreme Court of New York State

in the recent election. We read that in his college days Judge
Ford was elected Speaker of Congress as a Nationalist, which

shows that even at that early date he had begun to assert his in

dependence in politics.
Another prominent speaker of Congress was Miss Gail Laugh-

lin, who presided in 1897. We are told that she was one of Cor

nell's foremost debaters, helping us to carry off intercollegiate

honors. When the writer was at the University of Pennsylvania
last year, Provost Harrison took occasion to remark that one of

the best college debaters that he had ever heard was Miss Lauo-hlin.

To come down into our own days, few of the upperclassmen
will forget the towering form of

"
Bill

"

Ransom, the leader of

three victorious intercollegiate debate teams. Ransom was always
a leader in Congress, and made one of our best speakers.
If we turn to the list of United States Presidents who have

been elected by Congress we find many of our favorite professors.
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One of the first was Dean Huffcut, 1886, who was again elected

in 1894. Robert H. Thurston was President for the years 1890-

91. Professors Jenks, Burr, Fetter, Catterall and Sill have held

the chair in recent years.

But Congress has been something more than a number of indi

viduals. The House has always divided into party groups just as

it does to-day. The Republicans have usually been in the great

majority, but aggressive minorities have been formed by the Dem-

crats, Prohibitionists and Nationalists. This year, for the first

time, a Socialist Party has appeared in Congress, and from present

indications they will make things lively for the older and larger

groups.

But you may say this is all ancient history. What does Con

gress stand for to-day ? What does it represent ? Primarily, of

course, Congress is a debating club—a club with membership

open without restriction to the men and women of all the colleges
and all the classes. It may be well to emphasize the point that

membership is open to the women as well as the men, for some

misunderstanding seems to be current upon that point.

As a general debating society Congress offers peculiar advan

tages to its members. Any one is at liberty to introduce bills or

resolutions which he thinks worthy for the consideration of the

House. The members are free to uphold either side of these

questions. Thus all are able to speak from their real convictions

and not in a mere formal manner. Again, inasmuch as all classes

and colleges are represented, one comes into contact with some of

the best minds of the whole student body. The "

give and take
"

of the extempore debates is bound to sharpen one's wits. It is

just this kind of discussion which prepares one for the unexpected

occasions of after life when one is suddenly called upon to make a

short speech. Surely it's well worth one's while to learn to think

on his feet, and to express his thoughts clearly and forcibly when

ever the occasion may demand.

Another advantage of Congress is that it gives one the opportu

nity to get thoroughly acquainted with parliamentary rules and

legislative proceedings. This in itself would well repay the

undergraduate for attendance at the meetings.
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I said above that Congress is primarily a debating club. But

it is more than that—it is a debating club which trains our under

graduates for strong, effective citizenship. To-day Cornell is

famous throughout the land for her engineers. May the day soon

come when she will be equally famous for her citizens. Every

Cornell graduate should be a leader in his community for civic

virtue. He should be at the forefront in the universal battle

against graft, corruption, bossism, prejudice and ignorance.
But if Cornell men are to play a prominent and honorable part

in our civic life they must begin to think about political affairs

before they graduate. They must become acquainted with the

great issues of the day ; they must understand something of the

political, social and economic conditions prevailing throughout
the country. Only thus can we expect to turn out honest, intelli

gent, patriotic citizens.

But what has all this to do with Congress ? Just this. Any

student who regularly attends the weekly meetings of Congress,
who listens to the debates and participates in the discussions, is

bound thereby to become a more intelligent and useful citizen.

From facing the problems of democracy in miniature he comes to

see and feel the duties of citizenship in the larger field of national

politics.
Of course I am aware that Cornell has a Civic Club almost en

tirely devoted to this work of promoting good politics. In its

field it is doing excellent service and should be encouraged. But

at the same time Congress is needed to give the practical training
which is necessary for efficiency. We need not only passively to

form ideals, we must learn how to put those ideals into prac

tice. Therefore all undergraduates are urged to take advantage
of the opportunities offered by Congress for this one reason if for

nothing else, it will make you better citizens.

Before closing this little sketch let me add a word lest it be

misunderstood. Congress is not an assemblage of " grinds
"
dis

cussing dry, heavy, uninteresting subjects. A more lively, red-
blooded crowd of students can't be found in the University. Wits

like Gallagher, Winder, Parker and Yih furnish enough material

every evening for a half dozen numbers of The Widow. Though
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serious and earnest, yet a spirit of good fellowship pervades all the

meetings. There is a happy combination of instruction and en

tertainment which makes one feel that he has spent an enjoyable

and profitable evening. Congress is larger and more enthusiastic

this year than ever before. As a club it belongs to all the

students of the University. We only hope that all the students

will make full use of its advantages.
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THE SEASON'S MESSAGE.
*

HpHE holidays approach—the season of good cheer, kind feeling
-*-

and general thanksgiving ; the time of the year when the

thoughts of men turn from themselves and selfish enterprise, when

the caviler and cynic mitigate their efforts and the spirit of love

and good will toward men expands and dominates life. And there

is real cause for rejoicing this particular holiday season. Of

recent times we have heard much concerning the evil of men and

the rotteness of institutions; our ears have been filled with the

lamentations of those who see darkly. Judgment has been called

prejudice, kindness is policy, patriotism, self-seeking. But

through the haze of destructive and indiscriminate abuse there is

breaking a light
— the light of confidence, sanity and faith in men.
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We are beginning to see that the whole is essentially good, the

evil parasitic. The spirit of a newly born and enlightened opti
mism is abroad and its signs are everywhere apparent. In our

chastened political life, in the upbuilding of a fine ethical sense in

business circles, in our strivings toward a truer democracy and a

better adjustment of rights in the industrial world,—everywhere
is proof of the presence of the new faith. And so there is cause

to rejoice. To the influence of this new spirit may all surrender

that the message of the season be in truth one of peace on earth

and good will to men.

OUR INTERCOLLEGIATE RELATIONS.

IF
there is one strong argument in favor of the intercollegiate
contest it is that it tends to bring the students of the respective

institutions in closer touch with each other, thus broadening their

viewpoint. Whether as a matter of fact this result has worked

out in the past in the average case is extremely doubtful. The

subject of intercollegiate relations has always been considered a

delicate one, and one prolific of mutual misunderstanding. How

ever, the validity of the argument is not necessarily affected. We

believe, moreover, that the veil of prejudice is lifting and there is

gradually growing up and enveloping the occasions of intercolle

giate contests the spirit of sport for sport's sake and the desire to

meet on the field of gentlemanly contest for the sake of the gen

eral friendliness and sociability, so to speak, it engenders. There

is rapidly disappearing that intense and often bitter rivalry that

has been such an obstacle to a broader social intercourse between

institutions in the past ; that professional idea so long prevalent

in intercollegiate circles that it is necessary to win at any cost and

that everything is lost and nothing gained in the event of a failure

to "clean up the other fellow
"

is, we think, being replaced, some

what slowly, to be sure, by a saner spirit to do one's best, to win

if possible and to accept defeat with good grace. Above all there

is coming a recognition of the fact that the other side does not rep

resent solely a threatening athletic enemy, but is humanly desirous

of friendly intercourse and is to be met socially as well as athlet

ically. And so, in the light of this new spirit of communion, we
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shall go to meet the men of Pennsylvania. We shall meet their

representatives athletically and hope to win—shall mightily and

earnestly strive to win. But whatever the outcome we hope to

meet them in a social way to the end that both institutions may

become«better acquainted one with the other and that there may

grow up a sincere and lasting comity between them.

AFTER DUE DELIBERATION.

REFLECTIVE
of a spirit of responsibility and a realizing sense

of things is the agitation over the honor system. That the

present system is sadly out of gear and is constitutionally a feeble

one anyway hardly needs assertion. Considered from a practical

standpoint it does not even get results. We quote from the report

of the Dean of the Faculty :—
"
X—X—It is to be feared that a

considerable number of cases of fraud are undetected and that the

management of examinations does not materially reduce the

temptation to which stndents are exposed of giving or asking for

aid in examinations." Considered more ideally the present system
is significant of neither maturity nor of anything one naturally

expects from a college man. At such a conclusion the College of

Civil Engineering has apparently arrived. By that college we

believe the honor system will be inaugurated to good and lasting

purpose. The change has come about after due deliberation.

Moreover ideal conditions exist—each man knows his fellow and

knows him well—the spirit is right. As for the other colleges
we believe they will follow suit. But for haste there is no need.

Much discussion, sane consideration of all that is involved, calm

and deliberate action should be the program. A rush of enthu

siasm for reform followed by hurried ill-considered adoption is

apt to be fatal.

THE PRIZE POEM CONTEST.

LAST
month The Era announced the conditions of a prize

poem contest. As yet no poems have been submitted, but
we are confidently expecting to be able to publish some in the

near future. The little bits of verse we have received and pub
lished in the past have convinced us that in many at Cornell the
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poetic spirit is merely dormant. It is to encourage and stimulat

these that we have announced the contest. Cornell has often

been accused of being a practical work-a-day place. But that by
no means carries with it the inference that Cornell is no place for

the literary expression of thought and feeling in its more refined

aspects. The theory of Macaulay that poetic feeling and its ex

pression in verse would become impossible as the world grew more

materialistic has long since been exploded.

THE PRESIDENT'S REPORT.

HpHE general prosperity and the continued growth of Cornell

-*■
during the past University year are strongly in evidence

throughout the President's report. New buildings have been

opened for instruction ; the efficiency of the teaching force has

been maintained ; new appointments to professorships have been

made ; the jmnds for retired professors have been increased

through the munificent donation of Mr. Carnegie, and the total

enrollment of students has for the first time passed the 4,000

mark. The number of women students, however, has not in

creased in the same proportion, and there is a suggestion that

they have not their just share of social influence in the University
—"there is an occasional complaint of a certain frigidity in the

atmosphere, and. a lack of cordiality or of welcome on the part of

some men students
"
—as President Schurman puts it. While

there is some justification for this complaint, still we believe that

this "

frigidity in the atmosphere
"
is due much more to long

standing tradition—now rapidly dying out—than to any actual

lack of friendliness itself. But the question of the health of the

women students is a much more serious one. The statement of

their medical examiner that
" the vast majority of the women

need good constant medical supervision," is indeed alarming. Of

the three suggested remedies, those of preventing "ruthless over

work," and of providing for better nourishment are purely arbi

trary and involve no obstacles. We do not, however, believe in a

required health standard for admission, but rather we would see

the adoption of some more varied program of physical exercise in

which the "spirit of play
"
were predominant along the lines
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mapped out for the men by Professor Young. There is no criti

cism of the health of the men in the University, although the

need of a more adequate gymnasium is pressing. A club house,

an auditorium and dormitories have long since become recognized

as essential to the furtherance of the social development of all

students.

'T^HE business management of the Era desires to announce to

its readers that the subscription price of one dollar for the

present year is now due. A competitor will call during the next

month. Prompt payment will be greatly appreciated.

"

ideals are title stars ; pa will wrt sneeeed in tourittag
them with pur hands. iBut lifee the seafaring man m the

desert ot waters, pu chose them as pur guides, and, following

them, jjatt read yaur destiny."
—Carl Schurz.
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WHAT CALIFORNIA OWES TO CORNELL.

BY DAVID STARR JORDAN.

WHEN
the present writer, in 1891, was appointed president

of the Stanford University which was to be, the honored

founder spoke to me freely of his experiences in visiting univer

sities. Of all institutions which he had seen in America and

Europe, he liked Cornell best, and among other things he hoped

that the new University would have a generous infusion of the

Cornell spirit. Governor Stanford liked Cornell because it was

not pedantic, not tradition-ridden, not reactionary. He had faith

in its future because it was practical, because it was broad, because

it treated all powers of the mind as equal in their right to be

cultivated, because it emphasized the democracy of men and the

democracy of studies, because it was generous, because it recog

nized that
" above all sects is truth," and above all culture and

erudition it placed the power and will to do one's part in the

world's work. It turned out earnest, red-blooded, efficient men.

And because the new president was himself a Cornell man, one
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who believed in President White, and in President White's ideas

of education, a large degree of Cornell blood was at once infused

into the new organism. The very first appointee in the Stanford

University was a Cornell man, Elliott, the registrar, who brought
to the new institution all that the old had learned of the machinery
of educational administration. From Cornell also came the Vice-

President, Branner, known to every one in the early seventies as

the most jovial, the most sincere and the wittiest of all the Cornell

boys. In the original faculty of fifteen, with which the work at

Palo Alto began, there were besides these two and the president,
five other Cornell men, Marx, Anderson, Comstock, Griffin and

Laird, in Civil Engineering, English, Entomology, German and

Greek, and President White and Dr. Schurman were the first non

resident professors. Many other Cornell men followed : Albert

Smith, Wing, Angell, Dudley, Green, Kellogg, Newcomer, Barnes

and Hudson, Durand and Ryan. All of them were professors or

were afterwards made such. As associate professors and assistants,
there were GuidoMarx, Hall, Duniway, Fish, Young, Rolfe, Miller,

Barnett, Rogers, Eckart ; and as instructors, Charters, Cross,

Dennis, and a lengthening list to be filled out from the annual

registers.
There was a time in the early nineties when Stanford had more

Cornell men in her faculty than Cornell herself had. Some said

that the Cornell spirit had been bodily transferred •

to the Pacific

Coast, there to be born again under brighter skies as a newer

Cornell Era.

But Stanford is not California. The state, great in extent and

scanty in population, has two universities of the first rank. Of

these, Stanford is least in age and in numbers.

In the old days, the University of California was a child of Yale-

But the growth of the state, the demand for training in Agriculture
and in Engineering and especially the advent of President

Wheeler, have given its faculty as well as the methods and pur

poses of the institution a distinctly Cornellian aspect.

Among its professors, Morse-Stephens, Flagg, and Cory may all
be reckoned as Cornell men, at least by preference and by adoption.
From Cornell came also Ee Conte, Borden, Eandfield, Moody and
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I know not how many others, for the University of California does

not print in any accessible place the pedigree of its professors.
But the spirit and purpose of Cornell, the ambition to combine

"'the highest learning with democratic simplicity and personal

efficiency, this has been fully transplanted to California, and in

California it flourishes with all the luxuriance of a native growth.
And of all the obligations which the farther West has incurred to

the farther East, this new birth of the Cornell Era, the extension

of the youthful dreams and hopes of the greatest of American

university presidents, is one of the weightiest and most lasting.

MIRABEAU.

Gigantic man ! Not France, but all the world

Knows that rough, lion-hearted friend of men

Whose mighty intellect and fiery pen

Led, yet restrained, the frantic mob that hurled

A monarch from his throne and then unfurled,

'Mid shrieks of many a black-browed denizen

Of Paris' streets, a constitution. Then

Was freedom born anew into the world.

Beloved of men, by women loved o'er much,

That social, loving heart untrained, untaught,

From men gaining anything it wished unsought

And freely given. Never on earth below

Hath burned a soul Titanic with the touch

Of the Promethean fires as Mirabeau.

L. MiRRiKLBES in The Stanford Sequoia.



THE SOCIAL SIDE OF OXFORD.

BY W. E. SCHUTT.

ONE
of the most salient points

of difference in the under

graduate life of Oxford and of Cor

nell is the social system. I do not

intend going deeply into the theory

of the advantage or disadvantage

of this system as it obtains at Ox

ford, yet I dare hope that a brief,

straightforward description of this

phase of Oxford life will not prove

totally uni uteres ti ng to Era

readers. Let it be remembered at

the outset that the social unit is

the college, a comparatively small

body of men, i. e., one to two

hundred men, although social activities are not by any means

bounded by college walls.

College life socially considered, begins, for the freshman, prob

ably the first night of his [residence in college, when he is sure

to be visited by upperclassmen in groups of twos or threes. Their

purpose is to get a line on the possibilities of the new men, in the

various pursuits of life they have just entered. They tell him of

the old customs and traditions of the place, they set before him

the standards to which he should strive to live up, and finally,
after having partaken heartily of the smokes and refreshments,
leave him deeply awed at their magnificence. But on meeting
the poor

"
fresher

"
in the quadrangle the next morning, they

probably will not even bow. The freshman must be kept in his

place at first, and besides, the average Englishman is slow at

getting friendly.
The freshmen are all brought together early in their first term

by a freshmen banquet, which is never disturbed by men of senior

standing. No better means of making men acquainted could be
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devised, for there is no one present besides the "freshers"; con

sequently there is none of that feeling of reserve or awe experi
enced before upperclassmen, and every man feels at liberty to

make friends with every other man in the room.

After this event there is much exchanging of breakfasts,

lunches, and teas, but only among the first year men. For they
are not as yet at liberty to invite men senior to them. This is an

excellent idea, for it makes a man's first friends the men of his

own class, the men with whom he must work throughout his

whole course ; whereas, if a man's first friends were a year or

two above him, he would have no close associates after their

graduation, and his last year would be spent more or less alone.

After these first year friendships have been formed, however,

and the men have got to pulling well together as a class, the

senior men begin to take a more active interest in the social life of

the youngsters. (By senior man is meant anyone above first

year, whether second, third, or fourth, for our distinctions of

sophomore, junior or senior do not exist). By a unique system

of dividing up, the working of which is not evident to the guest,

every senior has every freshman to breakfast once during the

first term, so that, when the first eight weeks of his stay are

over, the freshman knows everyone in college and is himself

known. He is now thoroughly initiated into college life and finds

himself in the midst of a constant interchange of breakfast and

lunches.

Besides this purely college life, there are the college dining

clubs, whose hospitality extends to men outside the college.

These clubs are composed of a few men, eight to sixteen, chosen

by men already members, one or two at a time, to fill vacancies as

they are created, either by graduation or resignation from the

club. The clubs meet perhaps once a fortnight, each member

bringing as a guest one or two men from some other college in

the university, and perhaps a guest from his own college. These

club meetings are as a rule orderly and well behaved. A regular

wine list is gone throngh, but anything approaching drunkenness

is censured ; it is even considered a disgrace, while the meeting

is in progress, and the man who thus disgraces himself is often

blackballed from attending another meeting. Topics of general
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interest are discussed, there is rarely anything of the loud or bois.

terous, and the quiet, well bred air of hospitality and good fellow

ship is charming.

These clubs serve various purposes. In college, they tend, by

bringing men of all classes together, to break up the formation of

cliques, a formation absolutely destructive to college life. In the

perhaps rather loose regard of social conventions of the ordinary

college life, they do a great amount of good by reminding one

that he is, after all a gentleman, By inviting as guests men of

different colleges, the acquaintance with men outside one's own

college is widened, and one meets more men. This serves to

increase amicable relations between the different colleges of the

university.
It must be remembered that these social activities are not entered

into by undergraduates alone; for the "dons," the professors,

enter as much into them as do their pupils. They enjoy taking

breakfast or lunch in an undergraduate's room no less than the stu

dent likes having them. And stranger still, perhaps, there is no

noticeable air of reserve or of authority on the one side, or of awe

and servility on the other ; they meet as guest and host must

meet, as man to man.

What good does this do, this much used, perhaps elaborate

social scheme ? What part does it play in education ? To answer

this obvious question would require more space than I have at my

disposal. But briefly I may say this, that it makes the Oxford edu

cation an education in the true sense of the word. It gives one

something more than the colorless acquisition of a certain list of

facts by which one can follow one profession to the exclusion of

other intellectual activity. The constant and close communion

with men enables one to get on with them, to judge them, even

to govern them. The constant talk on matters of general interest,
and on subjects widely diverse is bound to yield an enlargement
of the personality, a broadening of the mental horizon, a develop
ment of a sensibility and responsiveness to a greater number of

stimuli. This is what education really is ; this is what Oxford

does.
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A STUDENT DEMONSTRATION IN WARSAW

AND MY IMPRISONMENT.

BY ALEXANDER I. WOLKOWYSKI, '07.

I
SHALL never forget that night—a party of seventeen of us,

fourteen boys and three girls, decided to make a demonstration

in order to wake up public opinion and to arouse a protest which

would fall like thunder on the ears of those who are deaf to the suf

ferings of its people. We were enthusiastic about our great aim.

The theatre was selected as the best place for our purpose. Having

carefully laid our plans, we bound ourselves by word of honor to

resist the police to the last extremity, no matter what the penalty.
We knew from experience that the least weakness would mean

certain failure. Twelve boys and the girls sat on one side of the

gallery of the theatre and the remaining two boys were on the

opposite side. The latter were to give the signal for the

demonstration. Everything was serene until the last act. A

well-known, talented actor, who belonged to the reactionary party

made his appearance on the stage. This was the signal for our

demonstration to begin. With hearts beating and nerves strained,

we awaited the signal from our two companions. When we heard

their whistle, we jumped upon our seats and the theatre was

suddenly thrown into an uproar by our wild demonstrations. It

was a bitter cry for liberty, for happiness, for a better treatment

of our unfortunate people and for a right to enjoy the rights and

privileges which the rest of the civilized world enjoys. . . . The

audience did not expect any demonstration of this kind. At first

they thought there was a fire, but soon it was realized what it all

meant. Many started to go out. The curtain was lowered three

times. The actor stood pale and motionless, while we continued

shrieking and shrieking.
There were only two policemen in the theatre, and it was as

much of a surprise to them as to the people. A company of re

serves and some firemen were called. So great was the fear of

the police that they did not venture to attempt to stop our

demonstration until about a hundred armed men had arrived.

When the officers tried to get hold of us and drag us from the
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place, our brave girls defended us with their bodies. This act

still further enraged those heated brutes. We were at last sur

rounded and overpowered by a close ring of policemen. They

took us to the station where our passports were taken away. The

chief of police was greeted with violent protests and whistling

when he entered the room. About two o'clock in the morning

we were released. Having accomplished our purpose, we went

home happy, singing songs and giving yells for liberty.

We waited impatiently for the trial which would give us an

opportunity to explain before the whole world, what was the

object of our demonstration, how deeply we hated our oppressors

and how much we longed for liberty. The authorities foresaw

this and fearing another and even larger demonstration, they de

cided to throw us without trial into the horrible Warsaw prison.

A few days later when I was returning home with my roommate,

we found a police sergeant watching our house. As soon as we

entered he arrested my friend. To my great surprise, he did not

say anything to me. I soon learned that the police did not know

my address for I had recently moved. Feeling certain that they

would soon find out my whereabouts and come for me, and desir

ing to serve my term of imprisonment with my fellow students, I

decided to give myself up. I took some necessary things along
and went to the station. The officer thanked me for having saved

him much trouble. He ordered two policemen and a sergeant to

take me to the prison. In vain I protested that one would be

sufficient, explaining that my coming voluntarily to the station

was a sincere indication that I intended to serve my term.

All the way to the prison, I was in the best of spirits for I ex

pected to have a good time in the company of my thirteen fellow

students. I was quite positive that the authorities would put us

together in a large light cell and I was looking forward to having
a taste of Russian prison life. As it usually happens the reality
was of a most realistic kind. As soon as we arrived at the prison
with its high masonry walls separating this grave of living beings
from the outside world, I was entrusted to the care of the prison
clerk and two corpulent gendarmes, the appearance of whom did

not predict any good. We went through a very long, narrow hall

with black, heavy, tightly-locked doors within which were mur-
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derers and thieves, as well as fighters for liberty and leaders of the

people. They stopped near the end of the hall and opened the

door of a cell. The first thing they did was to search my person.
I remember how awful I felt when the fingers of the gendarmes
happened to touch any part of my body. I felt as if common frogs
or soft skinned snakes were crawling over me. Before I had time

to look round to see what kind of a place I was in, the gendarmes

disappeared and left me alone. A moment later, I found myself
in complete darkness. The door had been secured by a lock and

heavy iron chain.

I could almost hear my heart beat. The first thought was to

commit suicide immediately, death being better than the horrible

grave depressing quietness all around and the impenetrable dark
ness. I am not sure whether I would be writing these words now

if I had not thought of a book I had read just before the demon

stration took place. It was a book written by an old revolutionist,
who had spent fifteen years in Siberia. Among other things in
the book there was an article about the prison language by the aid

of which the prisoners can communicate with one another through
the walls of their cells. The alphabet is divided into four

columns, each containing seven letters, i. e. :

a, b, c, d, e, f, g,

h, i, j, k, 1, m, 11, and so on.

If, for example, you should wish to say the word
"
me '', you should

hit the wall twice, indicating that the word was in the second

column, then, after a few seconds, again five times, which would

be the sixth letter of the second column. One hit followed by five

others would give the letter
"
e ".

The only thing which I wanted was to hear a sound, to feel that

some human being was near me, otherwise, I felt I should go crazy.

What should I do if there should be no response? A cold shiver

went through, my body. I was standing against the wall, as if my
life would depend on the answer of that stony lifeless mass. I

suddenly struck the wall again and again. I held my breath in

order to be able to distinguish the hits which should indicate the

columns and those which would indicate the letters. But that

was more than I could endure for I was half unconscious. As

soon as I heard the first careful hit from the other side of the wall
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I lost control of myself and began to strike the wall without order,

nervously and hysterically. My neighbor soon ceased to reply.

Exhausted I fell on the bed, which was simply a rough linen

hammock stretched between two hooks in the walls.

A strange clang waked me up. I imagined myself in a coffin

and that stones and sand were being thrown over the coffin to fill

up the grave. I soon realized that the noise was caused by the

movement of the chains which fastened my door. Soon it opened

and on the threshold appeared two clerks, one of them holding a

lantern in his hand. I asked the time, feeling sure that the morn

ing had come and being relieved that the awful night was over.

You can imagine my despair, when I learned that it was only half

past eleven. I had been in my cell a little over two hours, but it

seemed an age to me, so much had I lived through during that

short time. I was again left in darkness. Not being able to sleep

any more, I walked the cell during the rest of the night.
At five o'clock in the morning a bell rang. This announced

the breakfast hour. Soon a man of the most fiendish appearance

entered my cell with a tin cup containing a dirty drink, which I

afterwards learned was supposed to be tea. This and a piece of the

bread was all that was given me for breakfast. When a piece of

the bread fell into the tea, or rather into the dirty water, it rendered

the tea white like milk. I regret that my knowledge of chemistry
was too limited to enable me to determine the chemicals in the tea

and bread which produced this white color. This will forever be

a mystery to me. The prison authorities were allowed seven copeks

(3H c-) a ^ay kv the government for the feeding of each prisoner,
but they only spent three copeks (i^c) a day. It may be guessed
into whose pockets this difference went. At three o'clock in the

afternoon the bell rang again and the same creature came to my cell.

This time he handed me a microscopic piece of meat fastened to a

little stick. The reason for this little stick was another mystery
to me. It was probably one of their ideas of cleanliness. The

authorities preferred to use the stick which they could always pick
up in the prison yard than to have servants wash their hands. The

next dish was soup. It is easier, fellow students, to find out the

difference of latitude between two stars unaided by a telescope
than it was for me to discover the difference between the soup and
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the tea. I mnst not forget to mention those potatoes, hard like

stones, dirty and unpeeled. So repulsive was all this "stuff"

that I could not touch any of it for two days.
I was allowed to leave my cell once a day for a five minutes'

walk in the prison court under the watchful eye of a gendarme.
I noticed on my walks the tin covers placed over the small

windows of the upper floors. This had been done in order to pre

vent the prisoners signaling across the court yard to the people
in the houses across the street. The gendarme always watched

me carefully so as not to allow my giving or receiving any signal
from the tenants. Once I nearly fainted when a girl in the upper

story sent a kiss in my direction. If it had been discovered, I

would probably have been thrown for a few days in a horribly
dark cellar teeming with mice and fleas. As you see, there are

times when even a girl's kiss is undesirable.

Owing to the arrival at the prison of a large number of political

prisoners, I was transferred a few days later to the cell opposite

mine, which was occupied by one of the students who took part
in the demonstration. Though we had only been iutroduced to

one another just before the demonstration, he threw his arms

about my neck the moment I appeared on the threshold of his

cell and remained in this position for several minutes. His joy
was endless,—and mine too. He was a freshman, a mere boy, the

son of a noted and rich physician. To be a noted physician in

Russia is very good, but to be a rich one is still better, because

money means influence. On the next day we enjoyed a good
dinner directly from the doctor's kitchen. When we ate the

potatoes, we made a great discovery; there were inserted in them

numerous small five copek silver pieces. We understood that

they were sent to use in case of necessity. Things would have

gone well if the cell had not been so small. It was so small in

fact, that we were compelled to remain practically motionless, for

neither of us could move without disturbing the other. My cell

mate slept in the hammock and I slept on the floor. Since the

cell was not heated in any way it was often very cold. The

window-sill was sloped in order to prevent the prisoner from look

ing out of the little barred window near the top of the wall. The

table and the bench were fastened to the wall near the door. The
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only way we could manage to get a glimpse of the sky was by

standing on one another's shoulders. Everything, was calculated

to make the prisoner suffer as much as possible.
In the heavy door there was a small hole, called the "gendarme's

little eye
"
covered by a small bar on the outside. The gendarme

could quietly approach the cell at any time and spy on the

prisoner's movements. Many prisoners have been caught talking

with their neighbors in the above-mentioned manner and have

been forced to spend many days in the horrible cellar in conse

quence. Once I heard the gendarme creeping up toward the

"little eye." I jumped up and stood with my back toward the

door. The snake quietly crept into its place at the end of the

hall.

My roommate knew the prison language well, and we soon

learned that our neighbor was a working man. He had a large

family. Although he had been in the prison over a month he did

not know how long he had yet to stay. He had been arrested in

the street because he had a socialistic book in his possession. He

told us that it was impossible for him to eat the food given him

by the prison authorities. We sent him some of our meals through
the man who cleaned up our cell, who was a criminal. Criminals

and others who are sentenced for very long terms are allowed after

a year to work cleaning up cells, distributing food, etc. This man

was a very good-hearted chap and helped his fellow prisoners
whenever he could. He was finally caught and severely punished
—sent to another prison and there confined to hard labor. He

told us that for the same crime which he had committed a count

had been allowed to escape under the very eyes of the other

prisoners. During the whole month of our confinement we were

only allowed to see our relatives once. I did not have any at

Warsaw, but a young lady whose name I do not even yet know

called and said that she was my fiancee. The captain refused

saying
"
to be a fiancee does not necessarily mean to be his wife

in the future." A student's sister was compeled to kiss him in

the presence of the captain to prove that she was his genuine
sister. The foolish soldier did not realize that she could have

kissed him even though she might not have been his sister with

out in the least affecting the modesty of the student.
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Although there is much to laugh about in .this and in many

other stories taken from the real life of Poland and Russia, yet it

all forms a part of one of the greatest dramas the civilized world

has ever seen.

After having been released I stood for a long time admiring the

skies, the fresh air and the beautiful nature around me. I con

stantly put to myself the question, why do people live like wolves

when they could live happily like brothers ?

CASCADILLA PLACE.

BY HORACE MACK.

Assistant to the Treasurer in the Land Office.

THE
proposition to erect

"
a large and commodious medical in

stitution, to be called
"
Cascadilla Place" originated with Miss

Nivison who had established, and is still conducting, a similar

resort at Dryden Springs. Is was suggested that a building be

erected upon the East Hill, near or upon the site of the old cotton

factory of Otis Eddy. The proposed capital of the corporation

was thirty thousand dollars, and Miss Nivison was to be entrusted

with the management of the internal affairs of the institution.

The Lthaca Journal of Dec. 16, 1863, made the following

announcement :
" If the whole stock can be raised and the plan

meditated can be carried out, we have the assurance of the Hon.

Ezra Cornell, who is never behind in aiding any good work, that

he will lend the enterprise his good will and a fair and suitable

proportion of pecuniary aid ; and others of our citizens have made

similar intimations."

The funds for the building were provided during the ensuing

year, by the united subscriptions of Mr. Cornell and other citizens,

as originally planned ; but the $30,000 soon proved insufficient.

In due time, however, all or nearly all, subscriptions were doubled.

Thus was the new institution started, a year or more prior to

the passage of the act establishing Cornell University. The con

tract for the masonry of the building was let to Samuel Halliday,
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a superior mechanic in his specialty ; the carpenter work was

assigned to Luke V. B. Maurice, a faithful workman.

Before the building was finished, a change had come over the

affairs of the corporation and the original scheme for a medical

institution was abandoned, although its establishment was

regarded with glowing anticipation, as evidenced by the following

from the Journal of Aug. i, 1866:
"
Work in Cascadilla Place is progressing favorably. The

building will be completed at the earliest possible moment and

when finished will be one of the most attractive resorts in the

State."

At this time the needs of the University became apparent, it

having but one building, and being about to graduate its first

class ; and as a consequence our citizen stockholders were easily

induced to assign their holdings, to the amount of $15,500, to the

University, the latter engaging to complete the building. The

University had had possession of the property from the beginning
of the year and made it the abode of professors and their families,

as well as students. The latter were subject to military discipline
and required to wear a uniform. As a rule, this mixed com

munity
"
dwelt together in unity," although the echo of an

occasional outburst has come down the corridor of the years. It

is recorded that, in March of this same year, a reward of five

dollars was offered for the " miscreant who stole a large gong be

longing to Cascadilla Place and threw it into the ravine." The

probable occasion for this misdoing was the gong's daily clang at

six A. M.

The
" Business Office

"
was transferred from Cornell Library

building to rooms in Cascadilla, in 1871, where it remained until

January 1, 1873. Other administrative offices were also in the

building until provided with more convenient quarters in
"
South

Building," now Morrill Hall.

'Aside from the living apartments, a kitchen, dining hall and

other necessary arrangements were provided, as in a large hotel.

Water was forced to the upper floor, from the adjoining pond, by
a hydraulic ram. As a whole, the system of water supply was the

best that could be devised at that time.

The large reception room was on the first floor at the west end
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of the building and between the two main corridors. Its furnish

ings were originally of the best ; the walls were decorated with

fine engravings and other rare works of art. In this hall Com

mencement receptions were held as also were other gatherings, of

a social nature, at which dancing was permitted. This patronage
of the goddess of the "flying feet," was vigorously opposed by
a number of the clergy of the village ; but it seems to have been

wisely determined that, in a non-sectarian institution, such recrea

tion should not be formally prohibited. The protestants repre

sented the "
Clerical Association of Ithaca." The original protest

dated Dec. 23, 1868, was published first in the Era and subse

quently to the Journal, Feb. 9, 1869, and awakened a warm

controversy.

Cascadilla Place is a huge pile of solid stone, five stories in

height and one hundred by one hundred and eighty feet in size.

Though plain and firm as a fort, its ivy-mantled walls are grandly
beautiful. Its foundations are thirty feet below the surface and

it has four thick interior supporting walls. The vast building
stands upon historic ground.

On this spot was a cotton factory, erected by Otis Eddy in 1826,

where for a year or more, Ezra Cornell was employed
"
to keep

the machinery in order." The old wooden building was removed

a short distance toward the East, to accommodate the new build

ing which is of blue-stone, quarried in the depths of the adjacent

ravine. The removal of so much stone materially changed the

aspect of the
"
cascades

"
from their condition and form as viewed

and described by Solomon Southwick, in 1834.

Thus, by patient and persevering work, was the building
erected ; and here, on the very spot where as a boy he began his

career of usefulness, did Ezra Cornell lay the foundation of his

own enduring memorial. The old factory stood in its new place

until 1871, when it was destroyed by fire, believed to be incendiary.

About the year 1881
"
Old Cascadilla," as the building is familiarly

designated, suffered, as did its sleeping inmates, a most memorable

shock from a wind storm of great severity. A portion of the

metal roof which covered the entire building was lifted from its

fastenings and rolled up like a scroll from west to east, with a din

that rivalled the shout that
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"

Frighted the reign of Chaos and old Night'"

The fear expressed, that the
"

Day of Judgment
" had come,

was quieted, it is said, by a professor who exclaimed—
"
What I

In the night !
"
The morning found a large quantity of the roofing

on the ground, shapeless and ruined. An interesting event oc

curred in the parlors of Cascadilla upon the occasion of Mr. Cor

nell's sixty-second birthday, when a grand reception was held in

his honor. Notwithstanding the severe winter's cold and snow,

a large number of our citizens, including President White and the

Faculty generally, responded to the invitations, of which seven

hundred were issued. Certain salient features of the occasion

may be recalled. Mr. and Mrs. Cornell received, assisted by their

daughters.
President White employed the opportunity to award prizes to

the successful competitors in Physiology.
Professor Wilder, on behalf of Mrs. Putnam, presented in com

plimentary terms a splendid birth-day cake, which was em

bellished with the name
"

Ezra Cornell
"
and bore the appropriate

number of lighted candles. Mr. Cornell replied in a characteristic

way.

The Hon. J. H. Selkreg, on behalf of the Ithaca Calendar Clock

Co., presented a beautiful Calendar Clock, for the University, and

Dr. Law read an original poem.

Life in Cascadilla, it is true, was not ideal, even at the outset.

Though the professors regarded with philosophical forbearance

the disturbances that took place, their philosophy was of the sort

not to excuse "a genuine clog-dance over their heads or at their

doors ; a game of leap-frog or a sparring match in the halls ; or a

scrub-race from the top floor to the street by half a dozen pair of

stout brogans."
The gong was sounded at six in the morning and the professors

wondered how students who had caroused until the wee small

hours could get needed rest. It was charged that nature would

sometime "cave right in and the played-out youngster would be

found stretched out asleep, clothes on and the gas still burning.'*
These youngsters were also criticised for their table manners and

were advised to go to Barnum "as gastronomic curiosities." That
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they were
(
busted

'
in their recent examinations was to be ex

pected, says the record.

The vicinity of Cascadilla, from the earliest days of the hamlet,

Ithaca, because of its romantic beauty, in foaming fall and wooded

dell, has been a source of inspiration to the native and the

stranger, the philosopher and the poet. It was a Mecca for young

folk and old, especially for students of the Academy. What in

deed, were our University life without the music of the
"
Casca

dilla Dell
"
? The pond, bordered by huge willows and occupying

a high terrace almost within reach from the windows of the build

ing, was an adjunct of the Cotton Factory, supplying water for

this primitive industry and, through a long outlet pipe, other

mills below. The vandal railway, some years ago, caused the

removal of the pond which, indeed, because of the encroaching

population, had become unsavory. No trace is left of the pond,
the willows, or the bridge, later built at Huestis street ; but we

have yet the rivulet or raceway which leads us,
—by a bordering

embankment known as the Goldwin Smith Walk—along the very

brink of the upper ravine, to Eddy's Dam.

In the earlier years and until the trolley line supervened, access

to Cascadilla Place and the University was achieved by lines of

'buses whose proprietors deemed the railroad when it came an im

pudent innovation. From the east, the U. I. & E. railroad—

dubbed the
"

U-rup, I-rup and E-rup," in common speech,—had

its terminus where the Armory stands. The 'bus lines landed

Cascadilla passengers at the south front where was a plain en

trance door, reached from a broad wooden platform several feet

above the roadway. This platform not being properly guarded,

there was danger that the dizzy or unwary would descend head

long and not by the steps. The smooth and more graceful arch

way and the bays above it are the products of later years.

®lj? tnittiag? af mmbtim ta ta {mam ttjat rtBt \a rust ; anb tljat
real life Iub in law, laugfjfrr unb mark.

—Elbert Hubbard.
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THE McGRAW-FISKE MANSION.*

BY JULIUS CHAMBERS, '70.

ITHACA
has been called the Lucerne of our country. Although

the tall peaks of the Alps are wanting, the town lies in a

valley, surrounded on three sides by hills half as high as

mountains, to the north of which stretches one of the beautiful

lakes of Central New York. The group of buildings known as

Cornell University are located upon a plateau more than midway

up the eastern hills. From the campus and the buildings the

view ranges twenty miles up Cayuga Lake. At the extreme north

of the university property and just outside its boundaries (although
neither fence nor hedge draw the line), the late Professor Willard

Fiske, who had married the daughter of the lumber king, John

McGraw, built one of the prettiest country houses in America.

-This article is taken from
"

Walks and Talks," of the Brooklyn Daily Eagle.
Editor.
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Its materials were yellow brick and Indiana limestone ; and, for

model, it had a famous French chateau, near Blbis. Upon the

walls of its large foyer were medallions set by the cunningest
mosaic workers of Rome and Venice—men brought to this country
for the purpose. This central foyer extended to the height of

two stories, and the sleeping apartments were distributed around

an ornate balcony that gave access to them. A circular tower,

with an apex of slate covered steel, gave a decidedly medieval

character to the structure.

***** *

The Fiske house occupied an ideal site. Town, lake and hill

side were in the panorama ; and only a few rods away, Fall creek

gorge cleft the rocky firmament to a depth of more than 200 feet.

The structure cost about $300,000 ; but when Mr. Fiske became

embroiled in the McGraw will case by D. B. Hill and Charley

Bacon, Ithaca grew too warm a dwelling place for him. He sold

the chateau to the Chi Psi for $50,000, which sum was placed in

bonds among the wealthy alumni of the chapter.
Fiske was one of the first professors appointed at the new

university, where I learned to know him well. Five years ago,

in May, we sat together under the sad but sympathetic cypresses,

at his Villa Landor, on the Fiesole road, looking down upon the

wonderful city of Florence. Although we sat under the shadow

of Fiesole, a town older by centures than the Rome of Romulus,

our thoughts were far away and centered upon the windy plateau

high above Cayuga's green waters. Fiske's heart had been left

behind at Cornell University ; and it is to the everlasting glory
of generous, broad-minded men like Dr. White, President Schur

man and Judge Finch that Willard Fiske's body was brought
back to the shrine he worshipped and buried beside that of his

noble-hearted wife. To forgive is divine.

To many of the early alumni, the university's quarrel with

Fiske always has appeared needless. The Cornell trustees were

so busily occupied in efforts to prevent the New York alumni

organization from securing certain reasonable concessions that

they neglected to secure the passage through the Legislature of
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an enabling act that would have rendered unnecessary the services

of Governor Hill and Mr. Bacon. Because the trustees were neg

ligent, they never forgave Willard Fiske. Nearly every dollar

he possessed was left to the university at his death, besides his

wonderful libraries of Dante and Petrarch—the largest private
collection of these poets ever made.

With the destruction of the pretty Fiske mansion disappears
the last external reminder of the genial chess player, linguist,
scholar and epicure ; we must go to the library building or to the

mortuary chapel for what endures beyond a glorious memory.
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DECEMBER 7TH, 1906,

(
' '

The chimes did not ring today.
' '

)

Why were your voices silent, silver bells,

Up in your turret high
—

Whence the clear chiming of your music swells,

Daily to earth and sky ?

When she who swung you in your vaulted height,
Gentle and true,

Passed out forever from human sight
With us,

—

you too

Spoke out the sorrow over hill and lake,

That one so good and dear,

Who held her gifts in trust for other's sake,

Was but a memory here.

Why spake ye not, O silver throated bells,

When greater deeds were done—?

Sounding the
"

Gloria
"

forth that ever tells

Heroic life has won ?

From valley and from hill alike they came

To snatch the martyr's crown,

A sevenfold band amid the sheeted flame,

Won for themselves a never dying name,

Of high renown.

Sound forth for those a pean or a knell,

Living or dead,

Who on the honored name of our Cornell,

Such lustre shed.

From year to year the brave old story tell,

In grove and hall;
"

Life is a guerdon
—take and use it well—

Life is not all.''

J. L. H. in Ithaca Journal.
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THE INDUSTRIAL PROBLEM.

BY PROFESSOR D. S. KIMBALL.

IN
these days of social and industrial unrest there are many

questions where a solution is difficult because of the varying

needs of our great population. But if there is one where any

good solution would be to the benefit of all it is the present in

dustrial problem. And every man, be he specializing in some

form of modern science or studying Archaeology, should seek to

inform himself regarding it, if only in the interest of good govern

ment and good citizenship. Never before in our history has

such a difficult internal problem been placed before us, and it will

take the best efforts of our best minds for some years to come to

solve it. It is not sufficient to read the daily papers and note

that a strike has taken place in a certain locality and decide

mentally who is in the wrong and declare oneself volubly thereon,
for strikes and kindred matters are mere ebullitions and outward

manifestations of a greater movement which is continually going
on in the industrial world, effecting a revolution of old standards

so swiftly and quietly that the great mass of people hardly realize

its existence and import. It is incumbent on every young man

not only to read current happenings but also as far as possible to

acquaint himself with the history of our industrial development
and the causes that have led to our present social and industrial

unrest.

These causes are many and some of them complex of analysis,
but many of them are so simple as to be axiomatic. Take for

instance the changed manufacturing methods by which our every

day wants are supplied. If a manufacturer is asked what con

stitutes the factory cost of a given article he will tell you that it

consists of labor, material, and fixed charges. Labor is of course

the money value of the actual work performed in the production
of the piece concerned. Material is the cost of the raw stock

which goes into the piece. But the value of any piece of material

depends on the amount of labor performed upon it. A pound of

iron ore in the hillside is worth practically nothing, but its value

may be a few cents, a few dollars or many thousands of dollars

depending on whether it is made into commercial cast iron steel
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bars or watch springs ; in other words on the amount of labor ex

pended upon it. Fixed charges represent the money value of

clerk hire, superintendence, repairs, etc.
A little reflection, therefore, will show that the cost of any

article consists entirely of labor values, and no matter into what

groups it may be separated for convenience, all such groups when

reduced to a common denominator consist of labor values.

The great aim then of the manufacturer working under a

competitive system like the present, is the production of an article

of given standard at a lower labor cost than his competitor ; and

the different methods that have been resorted to from time to time-

to accomplish this result are worthy of notice.

The first and most ancient of these is known as division of

labor. From the earliest times men have devoted themselves to

a limited number of occupations depending on their environment

or tastes and only in the most primitive state do we find the

household as a unit supplying itself with all of its necessities.

Following the evolution of society from this primitive state we

find the human race forming into communities, at first no doubt

with the idea of mutual aid and protection against enemies ; and

coming down to more civilized conditions we find in these villages
this principle of division of labor well exemplified in the village

shoemaker, the village smith, etc. In such communities where

hand labor only prevailed and where the difficulties of transpor

tation offset the disadvantages of superior natural resources, over

production and competition were not probable and the community

was free from labor troubles. The principle of division of labor

is fundamental and has been greatly extended under our modern

competitive system. It will be understood therefore that it is co

existent and supplementary to the new methods hereafter dis

cussed. It is easy to see how a larger and better product per man

can be obtained by means of division of labor or specialization

than can ever be possible where every man tries to supply all his

own wants.

In the latter part of the eighteenth century it was discovered

that intelligence could be transferred to machinery and that ma

chines could be constructed which, with the attendance of a cheap

operator, could turn out more and better work per man than was
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possible by skilled hand labor alone aided by division of labor.

The invention of the steam engine gave this new idea a great

impetus, and our modern factory system was inaugurated ; the

old so-called domestic system was superseded and the village smith

and shoemaker were put at work in the factory running these new

tools. The change was a violent one and the history of this transi

tional period is one'of such intense interest and vital importance

to every man that no one can justly judge of modern conditions

who has not read closely the history of the early beginnings of the

labor controversy.

The fundamental principle underlying the application of

machinery to the production of manufactured goods is a knowl

edge of the quantity to be consumed. It would not pay to build

a complicated machine to make one pair of shoes per week, or day,
as the cost of the machine would be prohibitive. But the greater

the quantity to be produced the greater amount of money can be

put into tools. On the other hand the cheaper that goods can be

produced the greater will be the consumption. In fact we have

here an ever widening cycle ; the cheaper the production the

greater the consumption ; the greater the consumption the more

money can be put into machinery ; the more perfect the machinery
the cheaper the product.
So effective is this principle that in a great many industries

machines are now in use that are automatic in their operation, the

only attention needed being to see that they are supplied with

stock and that their operation is correct.* And it is to be noted

that this applies not only to the production of the necessities of

life but equally well to the luxuries. Thus in watch making we

find one of the highest developments of automatic machinery, and

by the same means cameras, bicycles and countless other luxuries

and necessities have been placed within the reach of all. How

far this may be extended in the future it is difficult to predict but
it is significant that manufacturers of automatic and semi-auto

matic machines often find it profitable to equip their plants with
this class of machinery, so great is the demand for their product.
In fact the ideal factory from the manufacturer's standpoint is

*
A good example of this class of machinery can now be seen in the Sibley Col

lege Shops.
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one where all work is automatically accomplished in great

quantity.
It can readily be seen that the introduction of this system,

sudden as it has been, could not help but act violently on the

older system of hand work and domestic manufacturing, and it is

no wonder that most people could only see its temporary evil

effects and fail to grasp the great good from a prospective view.

Invention and manufacturing improvements act quickly while

social changes are very slow, and the introduction of labor saving
devices is very liable to make local unhappiness if suddenly

applied. Ultimately, however, they are sure to benefit the race,

and the results already obtained preclude any possibility of a

return to the older and less economical systems unless human

nature changes and we are willing to lay aside most of our com

forts for the joys of the simple life. This has been amply demon

strated in such appliances as sewing machines, locomotives, etc.

Where it was at first feared that sewing machines would ruin the

trade of the seamstress no one now questions the good derived from

the invention or would want to be without one. It has really

become a household necessity and not a luxury. But unquestion

ably these benefits in some lines have been accompanied by many

mistakes and abuses in others, and without doubt both manufact

urer and employee have contributed to the general result.

Such being the case the problem before the nation is not one of

stopping this change, which is going on more rapidly than most

people realize, but of so directing its course that all shall profit by

this increased power of production and so that the new problems

presented shall be solved in a sane and profitable manner. Factory

sanitation, the length of the working day, child labor, the correct

division of profits and a host of other problems resulting from

changed conditions are being slowly solved and new ones are being

continually presented.

Probably one of the most interesting features of the new system

is its tendency to continually push one class of labor up to a

higher plane and create new classes instead. Thus the old drafts

man is now an engineer, the old fashioned all round mechanic is

now a tool maker and the automatic and semi-automatic tools are

run by a new class of help known as operators. This new
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arrangement of things has practically eliminated in many places

the opportunity and methods of teaching trades, although

mechanics were never in so great demand. So noticeable has this

become that Massachusetts has taken official action to see if some

thing cannot be done in way of remedy. What is so apparent in

Massachusetts will become equally apparent in other states as the

stress of competition increases, and without doubt one of the first

changes made in consequence will be in our primary educational

systems. The rank and file of our population must work as me

chanics and operators and our school methods to be most effective

must recognize this fact as well as provide facilities for the boy

who may rise to something higher.
And the solution of this problem is one that concerns not only

the manufacturer and the mechanic but every man, woman and

child, and no man can claim to be very liberally educated who

does not know something of this the greatest problem that con

fronts us. It is true of course that most of the actual efforts made

must be by men in the field and we must look to the men who

have created these conditions for any experiments tending to

ameliorate the evils that have followed in their wake. For social

reformers, political economists and philanthropists may have the

very best of ideas concerning these matters but unless they can be

actually tried they are of no avail. The desired result therefore

can only be obtained when practical application is made of correct

theories when an intelligent appreciation of the rights of each is

had by both employer and employee and actual working conditions
based thereon are the rule and not as now the exception.
And there is no doubt that some progress is being made and

made along the right lines. The early efforts of the manufacturers

to keep men contented by social affairs and similar features

intended to divert their attention are giving way rapidly to a

movement of real betterment based on the true principle that good
surroundings, good light, good air and reasonable working hours
with good compensation are paying investments. In the matter

of child labor, once the worst feature of the competitive system

great progress has been made. The last official Labor Bulletin of

the State of Massachusetts show only 394 children illegally
employed out of a total of 22,389. This is indeed a good showing
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and if it can be made there it can and must be made elsewhere.

And every up-to-date manufacturer knows that he need not expect

good work from his men unless they are well cared for, any more

than from his horses if they do not receive proper attention.

Many have gone so far as to establish regular industrial schools

in connection with their works recognizing the fact that the

average grammar school education is insufficient for the needs of

their apprentices, and the manufacturers of the neighboring city
of Syracuse are now making an earnest effort to establish such a

school. These schools are not based on philanthropy or any

motives of social reform but are simple business propositions ;

however, as many other private enterprises have already done,

they point the way to necessary changes in our public school

system.

The question of industrial education is therefore tied up with

this general problem. And when it is considered that the final

solution of the whole, intelligent or disastrous as it may be, is

more or less in the hands of voters who as a rule know little

about it, the question of industrial education in the broad sense

assumes vast proportions. By means of the new methods of pro

duction the very best and the very worst information on all sub

jects are sent broadcast through the press and the effectiveness of

many similar agents for good or evil have been greatly increased,

but so far the question of education as bearing on our industrial

development has not received the attention from the press that it

merits. Our civilization differs from the many that have gone be

fore only in this great industrial development. Our form of govern

ment and our social structure are wholly or in part new combina

tions of old things. But here is something entirely new, presenting

new problems, making new conditions. Its power for evil is as

unlimited as its power for good, as the experience of one short

century has shown, and whether we can make these new things

bring the greatest good to the greatest number will depend on the

earnestness with which the rising generation apply themselves to

the problem.

"Death overtakes the coward, but never the brave man until

his hour has come."—Napoleon.
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WHAT'S DOING

R. A. Curry, '07, the leader of the Glee Club, which has just

I returned from a very successful trip through several of the larger

| cities of the Middle West. As the active head of the club on this

J annual trip, the position of leader is one of responsibility, and to |
his energy and ability much of the success of that organization %
mav be attributed. I
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Lawrence J. Conger, '07, who has recently been elected

editor-in-chief of The Cornell Civil Engineer, the new mag

azine of the College of Civil Engineering. Mr. Conger's ser

vice as editor-in-chief of the 190J Cornelliari eminently quali
fies him for his new position.
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CORNELLIANS AND

*
i

Louis J, Sieling, '07, President of the Senior Class of the {
College of Civil Engineering. The activity of the undergrad
uates in this college is unprecedented in the practical results

that have been achieved—an engineering magazine projected,
an honor system already established, and a series of social gath
erings taking place in which student and professor meet on

equal terms.
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E. I. Thompson, '08. All-American guard by the practi

cally unanimous opinion of the critics and press of the East. J

Mr. Thompson is the only member of this year's team and the

third Cornellian in the history of Cornell football who has

achieved this distinction.
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THE UNDEVELOPED SIDE OF THE

CORNELL STUDENT.

BY W. D. GRAY, G.

TN an article that appeared in The Era of last March,* attention

1 is called to the fact that there is among many
—perhaps a

majority—of the students of Cornell, little interest shown in cer

tain subjects in which it is but natural to expect college men to

be most vitally interested. It is pointed out in this article that

student conversation is characterized for the most part by the

gossip of college life and by story-telling and badinage ; that it is

unusual to hear any reference made to important events of the

day, to questions of civic and national importance, to the great

discoveries of science. These criticisms are in my opinion well

founded. But the side of culture which is perhaps most neglected

by the students of this university, is not referred to in this article,

and has either been ignored or but lightly stressed in other

articles of similar trend. I refer to the aesthetic side, to the

culture and study of the beautiful, to the study of music, litera

ture and art. It is in connection with this indifference to the

aesthetic that I shall venture to make a few remarks.

Let me hasten to disclaim first of all any pretense of being an

authority on the arts or any intention of discussing them on deep

and technical grounds. I shall refer to them as forces for culture,

and in their simple and—as it appears to me—obvious relations

to the educated man. When I speak of the "study
"
of these arts

I have no picture before my mind of the students attempting, by
means of a certain number of hours of work per week, to make of

himself, incidentally as it were, an artist, musician or poet. I

mean the devoting of some time at least to the learning of some

thing of the theory and meaning of the arts, of their history and

development, of the great movements that have characterized

them and of their relations with each other. And I mean more

over—and this is more essential—the taking advantage of every

opportunity that presents itself of becoming acquainted with a

masterpiece in any art. Such ends must be pursued outside of

*Student Thought and Conversation
, by W. W. Taylor.
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as well as within the class room. In my opinion no man who

entirely neglects such studies as I have just referred to, can attain

to a well-rounded mental and spiritual development.
An unnecessary truism ? Perhaps. But it is just this self-

evident truth that is being disregarded by a large number of the

students of Cornell. Let us take music for an example. For

this, (as for the other arts) the opportunities for culture afforded

by the University are abundant, and a respectable number avail

themselves of these. This is shown by the audiences attracted

by the performances of the Glee Club, by the vesper services and

by the concerts of the Music Festivals. It is perhaps the least

neglected here of all the arts. But, what style of music is most

popular among the majority of students? I would explain here

that, throughout this article, I shall base my test on the ordinary

life of the average student. My observation has led me to believe

that among these it is the songs of the
"

Waltz-Me-Around-Again-

Willie," type that are sung, whistled and played with the greatest

enthusiasm. Music of this class will be found lying ready to

hand on the piano, while the classics will have to be sought for

in the recesses of the cabinet. With the exception of a few stu

dent songs no music is sung at informal social gatherings except
"

popular songs
"
and selections from musical comedies. These

songs are sometimes very pretty and graceful, but as a usual 'thing

they vary between the mediocre and the vicious. We want songs

that are full of life at such social gatherings of course, but it does

not necessarily follow that songs of this character must be con

temptible as far as the music is concerned. This idea is contra

dicted by many of the German and Italian popular songs and by

some of our own student songs. There are plenty of choral songs

by good composers that are simple in character and yet arranged

with rich and beautiful harmonies. But these songs are for the

most part unknown to the modern student. As for the character

of such informal singing as that referred to above, it is better

left undescribed. Although there are, outside of the musical or

ganizations, plenty of students with good voices and musical ears,

this fact avails little against the circumstances that on these

occasions no individual sings any one part correctly or con

sistently, that each one strives rather to be heard than to add to
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the general effect, and that in almost every group there is found

the humorist who feels called on to break in upon the chorus at

intervals with a howl. As regards instrumental music, there is a

considerable number of men—one or two in almost every fra

ternity for instance—who can play some instrument well. Call

upon one of these men to play for a group of students. He

knows his audience and he will, as a usual thing, avoid selecting

any "slow" (i.e., classical) composition.

Suppose that we consider now the subject of art, using the word

in its narrow sense. Except for a certain number of the students

of the College of Architecture, there are, I believe, very few who

ever give it a thought. It would be, I venture to say, a more

unusual experience to hear among students a discussion as to the

rival merits of two schools of painting, than one on sociology or

science. We like pictures and spend hours sometimes in decorat

ing our rooms with them. But it is the subject, the "story," of a

picture that appeals to us, not the cleverness of its technique, its

poetical feeling or any other artistic excellence. So
"

college
"

subjects, however execrably drawn, are popular, as well as the

"society girls" with whose effigies we are flooded by the many

imitators of Gibson and Christy ; while the marvelous work of

some of our best illustrators—Maxfield Parish, for instance—is

but little known. And there seems to be ah almost complete in

difference to the art of the Renaissance and to antique art. As re

gards the latter, a splendid aid to the understanding of Greek art

—the art to whose models every modern architect and artist must

turn—is offered in the Museum of Casts. But I can testify from

my own experience that it is, or used to be at any rate, a lonesome

place in which to spend one's time. Indifference on this score,

however, is but natural in the case of those students for whom the

casts have little if any meaning or association. Something of the

marvelous perfection of form, something of the noble simplicity
and repose to be found in those of the best types, should be appar

ent to these students. But all the poetry of these frozen myths is

denied to them. Aphrodite is to them a label in a catalogue.

They do not know golden Aphrodite, the queen of laughter, the

foam-flower of the sea.

This thought affords a direct transition to the subject of the neg-
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lect of literature. How can any great interest in other arts coexist

with indifference to an art that is often in intimate relation with

them, to a study by which they are often explained ? The Uni

versity offers many admirable courses in English, and some of

these are taken by goodly numbers. This is a side of the question
that I do not intend to enlarge upon. Applying the test already
referred to, I prefer to ask the question : what are the reading
habits of the students ? From my observation I should say that

many
—

not, I trust, a majority—of them either do no reading
apart from their text-books, or confine their reading almost en

tirely to the ephemeral fiction of the hour. Throughout this dis
cussion I have had a realization of the fact that there is a certain

injustice in applying these criticisms to engineers and to others

whose courses, with their many prescribed subjects, leave little

time for the election of literary or artistic studies. But there is

little excuse for the student in any college who devotes none of

his leisure to acquainting himself with the beauty and sublimity
to be found in the masterpieces of recorded thought. I know stu

dents who have never so much as registered in the University

library, and who rarely, if ever, enter within its walls. Yet on the

desks of these same studeuts will be found each week a new novel

from some circulating library or book-club. I can not here refrain

from calling attention to what I, with others, believe to be one of

principal reasons for this state of affairs. I refer to the partial loss

to education of that potent force for aesthetic culture, the study of

the literatures of Greece and Rome. How can a student find any

great pleasure in an English classic—say Paradise Lost—whose

subtleties of language are lost upon him, and whose allusions are

for him, often entirely meaningless ? Why does Dante die, why
do Virgil and Horace languish, why does an appreciative study of

even English literature droop its head ? Because the great heart

of them all having now well-nigh ceased to beat, the arms and

legs of derivative literature are feebly performing a mere inex

plicable dumb show before the populace, who feel slight interest

in what they do not understand." *

Any treatment of a broad subject within the compass of a short

*An Humble Apology for Greek, an address delivered by Dr. L. L. Forman,

June, 1904.
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article, must involve some statements that are inadequate and

some that are too sweeping. It may be that in making some of

the above criticisms of such broad application, I have not always

been entirely just. But from my observations I am convinced

that they apply to a number sufficiently large to justify me in

making them.

I have hoped that by these criticisms I might awake some stu

dents from their lethargy on this subject, that I might make some

slight contribution to the cause of aesthetic culture in Cornell.

Supposing that this article is ever read at all, what I have written

will appear to some, I fear, the idle words of a visionary. This

view will certainly be taken by the man who believes that it is

the sole business of education to make of students smart business

men, shrewd doctors and lawyers, and superior mechanics ; to so

equip them in hand and brain that they shall be able in after life

to climb on the shoulders of their competitors to the most lucrative

positions. I venture the assertion, however, that there is a very

practical side to the question I have been discussing. The char

acter, for instance, of our ethics, our scholarship and our civic life

depends to a certain extent on our aesthetic culture. This is a big

subject for incidental treatment. I trust, however, that I shall be

pardoned for offering in this connection a few rather scattered

remarks.

It is a truism that the study of aesthetics—the science of the

beautiful in art, nature, and life—quickens the imagination, refines

perception and deepens the sympathies. This does not mean that

it converts a man into a long-haired
"
aesthete

"
with a sun-flower

in his button-hole and a lily dangling from his hand. On the

contrary, since it develops the sense of fitness and proportion, it is

the enemy of sentimentality. For this reason it is also the enemy

of every form of coarse excess in art and in conduct. So much for

the intellectual and ethical value of aesthetic training. Without

this training a man might become a scientist—in some fields of

study—but he could hardly become a scholar. Could such a man

enter with understanding and sympathy upon the study, say, of

the history of Italy at the time of the Renaissance or Athens in

the age of Pericles? Without the aid of aesthetically trained

citizens we shall not be able to realize that ideal city of the future
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of which we sometimes dream. Our city might be perfectly gov

erned, perfectly lighted, paved and drained. But the statues

adorning its squares would be just such enormities as now dese

crate New York's beautiful park, and the architecture of its public

buildings would be to its citizens an incentive to crime. By all

this I do not mean to defend for a moment the Philistine view

that one should seek aesthetic culture with an eye to the ulterior

benefits to be derived from it. Such a method would defeat its

own ends. But I believe that many such benefits, if not con

sciously sought, will be found in this culture.

THE FACULTY AND THE POLICE COURT.

BY ISAAC LANDE, '07.

TO
THE powers that be in the modest hamlet beneath us it is

respectfully submitted : That over the portals of the record

er's office, in sight of the unfortunates that fall victims to the

snares of Ithaca's Finest (six in number), a placard be fixed bear

ing this quasi-humorous suggestion,
"
Ye who enter here, leave

all hope behind."

Carlyle may have found only justice in this world below, but

he did not come down far enough. Surely he was never present

at a sitting of that famous dispensary of justice where a
"

plain

drunk
"

(I quote from the Ithaca Daily News) had sentence sus

pended, while a singing student paid thirty dollars for the pleasure

of being informed that his music had no charms for the savage

breast. Of course it would be unfair to relieve the student of his

father's hard earned ducats unless there were some value received,

so bail is often denied in order that those generous and kind

officials may have the opportunity of showing what excellent hosts

they can be. Their position is much like that of the Pullman

porter who caters to your wants at night for the fee forthcoming

the morning after.

This, let it be understood, is the fate of those once within the

toils of the minions of the law. My purpose is to enlighten as to
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the attitude of the faculty in these cases, and of those twelve-

dollar-a-week blue coats who are forced, it seems, to earn their

wages by student arrests and their resultant fines.

A few thoughts on these latter first. After all, the police are

not bad fellows at heart, and injustice is rather the exception than

the rule with them. They are lenient— at least tolerant—and

ask for and are entitled to a square deal from the fellows. It is

doubtful if the same thing is true of those enthusiastic and

pompous specials sworn in whenever student activity threatens to

disturb the quiet of State street. Last year when that great fiasco

heralded as the
" Riot de Luxe" had burned itself out in a pit

tance of red fire and a great majority of the
" rioters

"
were in their

cots, a party of not more than fifty students was corralled at the

corner of Buffalo and Aurora streets and was surrounded by a

score of specials who used their clubs without fear or favor. It

reminded one of the Irish police captain who remarked :
"
It is

not because I hate you that I bate you, but because I have the

authority."

What, then, should be the attitude of the fellows toward the

regular policemen ? It should be one of decency and squareness,

and it will soon be proved that officers are not confirmed student

haters, but men who will tolerate exuberance in its place if fair

obedience and attention be accorded their requests and advice. If

this is done the question of the special policemen will take care of

itself, for they will not then be needed.

So much for the policemen ; but this undoubtedly evokes the

response that behind the authorities stands the faculty ready to

expel any student arrested, innocent or guilty. "Rather," it is

said,
"

plead guilty and pay the fine than to contest and have the

Student Conduct Committee get hold of it and remove us from

the University at once." What confidence this places in the in

telligent men that form the committee ! Does any thinking
person believe that one of these gentlemen—all college men them

selves—would be so blinded as to punish, without consideration
the oftentime wholly harmless frolic prompted by a little too

much animal spirit ?

The writer has discussed this matter with a member of the

Student Conduct Committee. When asked concernino- the
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faculty's disposition of the case of an arrested student, he replied
that invariably a fair, impartial hearing was accorded the young

raan—he could bring all the witnesses he wished in his favor,

and the matter was broadly considered whether the student had

pleaded guilty or was found so after a trial by the recorder.

What could be fairer? The faculty is not, as is commonly and

erroneously supposed, eagle-eyed watching for an opportunity to

curtail the student list. They mean to have the men act as gen

tlemen, and this is certainly not incompatible with a good time.

In fact I have heard it said by a member of the faculty who under

stands and sympathizes with student life :
" Those people who

object to students singing at night and are too sensitive to noise,

have no place in a college town. But obscene songs, indecent

and profane language, should not be tolerated in one, drunk or

sober." If you need further proof, consider the number fined in

the recorder's court and those expelled from the University by the

faculty. The discrepancy is a volume of argument. To those

who fear to fight for their innocence in the local court it is sug

gested
—backed by the advice of the Student Conduct Committee

—that they make a strong stand regardless of publicity, for the

faculty will certainly not remove them if their investigation, care

fully and conscientiously made, is not in accord with the decision

of the recorder.

This is a brief attempt to explain away the misconception en

tertained by many students as to the faculty's stand and the

position of the regular officers. It is an attempt to show the

students that they are not the persecuted mortals they sometimes

regard themselves ; and that on the contrary they are free from

many of the burdensome restrictions that some college men labor

under. To those who are still dissatisfied I would recommend a

careful perusal of the late dogmas promulgated for Syracuse by

Chancellor Day.
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OUR NEWSPAPER CORRESPONDENTS.

BY LOUIS W. FEHR, '07.

CORNELL
newspaper correspondents are members of a vast

army. This army includes correspondents of
all the great news

agencies and newspapers in every large city of the world and the

correspondents of city and town newspapers in all towns and

villages within their territory. It is through these correspondents

that the public gets its picture of what is going on in the world.

The correspondent has several advantages over the reporter.

In the first place he is not required to work any fixed amount of

time, nor are his earnings limited except by his ability and enter

prise. The correspondent is his own master and when he desires

to take a vacation, places a substitute in charge of his work. The

breadth of training which the correspondent receives is great. He

is compelled to deal with all varieties of situations.

Contrary to the general belief, there are not more than three

students who are paying their way through Cornell University by

corresponding for outside newspapers. There are several corre

spondents, however, who do a small amount of correspondence

work largely for the entertainment and recreation. These latter,

however, seldom do efficient work. Their attitude toward their

work makes them shun continuous, vigorous exertion and makes

them unwilling to do enough to keep in touch with all necessary

news sources.

Of the three correspondents who are now paying their way by

newspaper work at Cornell, one received his training for his present

work as assistant to an older correspondent ; the second was a

High School reporter and later a college reporter and Sun com

petitor ; the third got his training on morning daily newspapers.

Since starting work as correspondents at Cornell all three, I be

lieve, have seen active newspaper service on the city forces of

daily newspapers.

The work of a correspondent in a college town necessarily in

cludes, not only University happenings, but important occurences

in the town also. The college correspondent generally does not

restrict himself to reporting athletic events and athletic gossip.
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His employers, the editors, are continually asking him for enterest-

ing matter. Under this head are included scientific discoveries,
student pranks, important academic, economical and political
statements or prophesies by well-known professors and the unex

pected things which are most sought for. In a big University like

Cornell there is an unending supply of such material, and the

industry of the correspondefit is well rewarded.

Now, since newspapers are determined to be represented in col

lege towns it seems best that they should be represented by college
men. Experience, judgment and courage being equal, the college
man's intimate acquaintance with the spirit of his institution and

the meaning of its activities can give his paper a clearer account

of its affairs. His daily access to its various departments will bring
to his attention matters which may be sent far and wide and serve

to keep the University in the public eye.

Because of the enterprise of certain correspondents at Cornell

in previous years, the University has received the full benefit of

publicity from the presence of great scholars and the accomplish
ment of unworthy results.

Correspondence coming from a college town ought, I think, to

be better than ordinary correspondence. It should be more

accurate since the college man is supposed to be better trained

than the average correspondent. Not only should it be accurate,

but it should be clearly and vividly stated. This means effective

use of the English language, in which college men should be

ahead of the small town correspondent. Furthermore, college

correspondence should be superior in proper judgment and proper

selection and emphasis of the feature of the story. "The feature

of the story
"
is a newspaper term for that fact which contains

the greatest amount of human interest. To determine upon this

fact and then to handle it without bungling it, is a piece of

craftsmanship in which the college correspondent should approxi
mate the veterans who are selected for such posts as foreign

capitols, Washingtpn and the state capitols.
The highest type of correspondent is one who thoroughly feels

the dignity and responsibility of his profession. Such a corre

spondent will never scatter flattery nor use his power to harm

those who have wronged him. He will maintain a steadfast
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policy, that is, he will never cease to work. He will use all hon

orable means to get the news, but he will not accept it at the

price of future suppressions. He will do his duty by his paper at

all hazards. Frequently the correspondent is confronted with

what to the beginner is a very difficult situation. Close friends

of his urge upon him all sorts of considerations for suppressing

certain information. On the one hand is displeasure and on the

other is a knowledge that unless he reports the occurrence he is

not doing his duty by his paper. There are then only two honest

courses open to him. One is to telegraph his resignation to his

newspaper, the other is to tell his friends that he cannot grant

their request. To those who threaten, the wise correspondent

pays no attention.

There seems to be a funny idea among a certain few students

at Cornell who are pleased to consider themselves prominent,
that they are entitled to exercise a certain censorship over the

activities of those engaged in correspondence. I dare say that

they have little difficulty in impressing their authority upon

those dilettantes who live upon their allowances and write for one

or two newspapers as a means of paying for their cigarettess.
These self-constituted censors forget that the student correspon

dent is responsible to his editor for the accuracy of his reports

and that he is expected by the editor to say nothing but what he

has strong reason to believe to be the facts, and that he is respon

sible to the editor alone. In certain cases it may be conceeded

that if the correspondent should by some gross falsehood harm the

University, the University authorities might properly investigate
the case and take action. But it is hardly the concern of various

self-appointed dignitaries to peddle advice.

These self-enrolled censors act on the principle that the corre

spondent is to blame for everything. A colored woman is acci

dentally killed by chlorine gas in an underclass mixup. It gets
into the papers and a few indignant folk write letters. The cor

respondent is to blame, not the fools who bought the gas. Or

when there is some other little fracas for which somebody is

distinctly responsible, these lordlings solemnly order the corre

spondent not to send it to the paper lest evil attach to the name
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of the University. The name of the University never seems to be

considered by those who organize the disastrous events.

The correspondent is busy enough attending to his University

work, keeping in touch with all the branches of athletics, observ

ing the many departments of the University and watching the

numerous student activities to have much time to listen to these

croakers. The correspondent is busy ; his day is a long one ; his

compensation, considering the work he does, is small. The

opportunities for becoming a correspondent on a paying scale are

limited. The biggest and best newspapers are already repre

sented. These are passed on year after year, usually to some one

chosen and trained in advance.

A RECIPE FOR SANITY.

Are you worsted in a fight ?

Laugh it off.

Are you cheated of your right ?

Laugh it off.

Don't make tragedy of trifles,

Don't shoot butterflies with rifles—

Laugh it off.

Does your work get into kinks?

Laugh it off.

Are you near all sorts of brinks ?

Laugh it off.

If it's sanity you're after,

There no recipe like laughter
—

Laugh it off.—Century.
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"

Thought once awakened does not again slumber.''''

THE NEW YEAR

ANEW
year has come, a fresh leaf has been turned and what

shall be written there will a year from now be a matter of

record. As we turn back through the pages of 1906 we find

there nothing to impel a hurried glance, much conducent to a glow
of pride. Cornell has done well indeed the year gone

—so well

that there can be no honest hesitation at self-acknowledgment.
Besides it is all a matter of record, and may the reading thereof

give much for inspiration and nothing of complacence. To the

end that the record of the year 1907 makes its link in the chain

of Cornell evolution may every man carry the message
—and may

he have one to carry.

The last few years have seen great strides made—the next few

will see even greater. The "
rube

"

college of a decade ago has

made good. It has arrived and, we believe, is going to keep on

arriving. And there is great opportunity,—bound by no traditional

convention, with no sham necessity of following so-called prece

dent, our life is plastic and responsive. Original lines of develop
ment have been and can still be followed. With the establishment

of an athletic system based upon normal and permanent ideas of
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physical training, with the deepening of the intellectual tone of

our life withal preserving its fundamental practicability, and with

the expansion of our democratic state and the development of a

broader social spirit—with the full achievement of these, Cornell

may well concern herself during the new year and the years to

follow.

WE LIVE TO LEARN.

EVERY
great calamity has its lesson ; it is not every com

munity however that learns its lesson without repeated ex

ample. We have had our calamity and it is reasonable to suppose

that, being a university community with a just claim to practica

bility, there will be an intelligent reading of the lesson with re

sulting action. That we need more fire protection on the hill is,

of course, self-evident. What is not so evident however, is that it

is forthcoming. We are wont to repeat that a university stands

for humanity, that its ultimate purpose is the bettering of living

conditions, the safe-guarding of existence, and the general en

hancement of the value of human life. Fine things, these,
—noble

and inspiring. But surely the doctrine does not preclude a prac

tical application thereof, and just as surely, there is nothing

against beginning right at home.

Conservatively, some two thousand students live on the hill,

not to mention the residents. Of course, the university pays no

taxes and it is the city of Ithaca's duty to protect those lives.

But that begs the question and disregards utterly the fine sounding

doctrine. To come to the point, we urge for the university a moral

obligation and an extra-territorial responsibility embracing the

safety of the inmates of the Huestis Street rookeries and the like.

Why not the organization of a volunteer student association under

the supervision of university authority? Surely it would be

quite as diverting as drill, immeasurably more practical, and

credit could be given. At any rate the extending of a helping

hand on the part of the university in the matter of fire protection

on the hill is not an unreasonable proposition.

As for the city it is negligent and it pleads poverty. We have

nothing against volunteer service in general, nor the Ithaca

volunteer in particular, but /#zV/ intelligence is better. And in a
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matter of life and death, not to mention high property values,

Ithaca is large enough to have something better. At least a

trained fire-fighter under salary might be maintained to act as a

fire chief, who would be always
"
on the job." As for

"

adequate

facilities on the hill
"
—time-worn phrase—well, we are still wait

ing. An ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure especially,

when by the time the cure reaches the top, there's a bigger need

for the insurance adjuster than for the hose-cart.

THE APPROACH OF JUNIOR WEEK*

TO
the student of average means who contemplates taking part

in the festivities of Junior Week, the matter of expense is,

perhaps, the matter of most vital concern. He makes a total of

the tickets for the Glee Club concert, the Masque play, the

Sophomore and Junior balls ; adds in the cost of extra programs

and of boxes for the dances, of carriages, and, if he be a non-

fraternity man, of a comfortable sized hotel bill for his guests, and

then, astounded at the small fortune required for a proper observ

ance of the Week, throws the entire matter over with a sigh of

resignation and leaves whatever enjoyment the festivities afford to

his more fortunate fellow student of liberal means. Last year for

the first time, steps were taken toward decreasing the cost of par

ticipation were taken, notably those whereby festivities were com

pressed into three days instead of taking up the usual six, and one

program was included in the price of the ball tickets. But there

is no reason why the expense of Junior Week should not be still

further reduced, and the cost, as far as possible, be made to come

within the limitations of the means of the average student. Of

course there are many items of expense involved in Junior Week

entirely beyond the control of those persons in immediate charge
of the events—such as, for instance, carriage charges and hotel

bills. But on the other hand the abolition of the Masque auction

and the extra charge for a dance program, besides a reduction in

the cost of the ball tickets themselves, certainly deserve serious

consideration by the respective committees having these matters

in charge.
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WORTHY OF CONSIDERATION.

AT
ameeting of the Faculty of the College of Civil Engineering
held not long ago a resolution was passed favorable to the

granting of univejsity credit to count towards the graduation of

those undergraduates of that college who are to have charge of

the new Civil Engineering magazine. This action on the part of

the Civil Engineering Faculty is commendable in that it is the

first to recognize that the training received on a magazine treating
of subjects relating to Engineering is as valuable to the students

of that college as the training received in the class-room, the

laboratory, or the library, for which three or more hours of

university credit are given. We see no reason why the worth of

all legitimate forms of student activity should not be recognized
in a similar manner if this activity follows along the lines of

study pursued by the student in his university work ; why the

labors of those chiefly concerned in bringing forth the Sun, the

Countryman, or the Sibley Journal should not be rewarded by a

proportionate amount university credit, if, say, their editors fall

respectively under the jurisdiction of the English, the Agricul

tural, or the Sibley Engineering departments in their university
courses ; why, to give a specific example, those members of the

Musical Clubs registered in the Arts College should not be given two

hours of credit, the same as the members of elementary and advanced

choirs obtain for similar work. Professor Young of the Depart
ment of Physical Culture has long since been granting university
credit to freshmen and sophomores for work done in all the various

branches of athletics, and in fact encourages them by this method

to strive for positions on the university teams. The results of

such broadminded action in the Departmeut of Physical Culture

are apparent to all in the tremendous strides forward and in the

sportsmanlike success of our athletic teams. With such precedent

similar action by the departments under which the other branches

of student activity naturally fall, granting suitable university

credit to those individuals who are really devoting much of their

time toward maintaining the high standards of these so-called

outside activities, would certainly be neither radical nor unusual.

The idea of university training, we believe, is to develop the
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individuality of the student by encouraging in all possible ways

those inclinations or activities in which, without any compulsion,

he indulo-es : and it is for this reason, more than all others, that

we bring up this subject for consideration. If credit were given

in all branches of undergraduate activity wherever it would be

practicable to do so, the result would be to encourage a greater

participation and to raise still higher the superior plane to which

Cornell student enterprise has already attained.

A VISION OF THE FUTURE.

THE
first inter-college cross country race for the Ehrich cup

which took place last month was an event of no small sig

nificance. The some two hundred entries proves the existence of

a healthy and extensive desire for open air sport ; the broad com

prehension which made the event possible is indicative of our

approach towards an ideal athletic state. The idea of pleasurable
outdoor exercise for the many is by no means a new one—it has

been dirmed much of late ; not so shop-worn, however, is its

practical embodiment in the American college. Cornell with her

intercollege baseball series, her interclass football, her intra-

collegiate cross country races, and behind it all, the directing
force of an enlightened department of physical training, is blazing
a trail and solving a problem. Following the line already laid

down it is apparent that intercollege track meets are not in the

distant future, and it requires no soaring optimism to foretell the

day when the non-participation in some sport on the part of the

average Cornellian will be the exception and not the rule,—that

day when as regular as meal-taking the student will don the

clothes that go with the game he has chosen and take his exercise

in the open air. Then indeed will we become sturdy en masse as

well as athletic individually, and the practice long prevalent in

English schools can no longer be held up to us as something to

take example by.
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ANENT BONFIRES.

BY PROFESSOR G. L. BURR, '8 1.

SPEAKING
of traditions, there is one so old, even at Cornell,

as almost to be respectable—if a tradition, the cast-off clothes

of an idea, can ever be respectable. I mean the bonfire when the

Freshmen burn their caps.

True, it was not caps we used to burn. In my day it was books.

Well do I remember that weird procession, at the end of our

Freshman year, when at dead of night, the engineers in the van,

we cremated on the Campus that nightmare of their waking hours,

Weisbach's Mechanics. But when, a decade later, I came back to

Cornell from my studies abroad, it was no longer the engineers

who led or Weisbach which was their victim. It was the Fresh

men as a whole who now wreaked their revenge on that all-too-

learned algebra concocted for their special needs by Professors

Oliver, Wait, and Jones
—

"

Gulliver, Fate, and Groans," as one

vindictive undergraduate dared to parody their names in that play

of "Instructor Pratt
"
which butchered so many of us to make a

student holiday.
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But it was no new ignominy peculiar to Cornell, this of

academic cremation. Back to the very birth of universities it

goes, this gleeful execution of judgment upon the heretic tomes

whose evil suggestion of progress has tormented our peace of

mind. True, between those old bonfires and ours there was the

difference that the Faculty then often took a hand and that then

they preferred to burn their tormentors before the mischief was

wrought. Surely nobody supposes that the mission of a university

has always been the search of truth. That is only a wild notion

of these last degenerate days. From time immemorial the usual

function of a university has been the custody of truth. To receive

it unquestioning from the fathers, as Heaven through Church and

State has revealed it, to guard it against all the seductions of

novelty, though Satan disguise himself as an angel of light, to

hand it down intact to the next generation : this is the time-

honored ideal of what has loved to call itself education. The

universities were scarcely in existence before, in the thirteenth

century, the Pope put into their hands the censorship of books.

And the penalty, as for all heretics, was to be burned—burned

alive, poor children of the brain. "

Mangled and burned by the

common hangman
"
ran the sentence of the old French courts.

Nor were the universities one whit loth to aid the executioner.

When the printing press was born, the University of Cologne,

overlooking its Rhineland cradle, could not wait, good alma

noverca, for those mandates by which mother church soon pro

vided everywhere watchful guardians for that enfant terrible, but

set up a censorship of her own ; and her academic sisters were not

slow to follow. It was the university towns—Paris, Louvain,

Liege, Ingolstadt, Leipzig—that presently saw those glorious
bonfires of the new theology which was to take to itself the name

of Protestantism. And the Protestants ? Yes, they made some

outcry. One Martin Luther, in particular, professor in the new

university at Wittenberg—new universities have every now and

then been slow to learn that all truth is old—said sharp things :

"It is no great trick to burn a book which you cannot answer
"

"If burning books be answering them, then the hangman is the

best theologian." Brave words these, but note the sequel. Already
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by 1520 Luther too is fighting the Devil with fire—that Devil

who likes nothing better, for he who fights with fire is the Devil's

volunteer. They have burned Luther's books ; he will burn

theirs. Who does not know the summons which the Wittenberg
students found at daylight on that December Monday morning

posted on the church door which served as bulletin board—the

boys, of course, had all been up at four for Martin Luther's

lecture-: "Let every man who loves the gospel truth be on hand

just before nine o'clock outside the wall, by the Church of Holy

Cross, where, in accordance with ancient and apostolic custom,

the impious books of the papal laws and the scholastic philosophy
shall be burned, since the audacity of the Gospel's foes has gone
so far as to burn the pious and evangelical books of Luther.

Come along, pious and studious youth, to this pious and religious

spectacle."
"Pious and religious spectacle," forsooth : the rest is easy to

guess. Not five years were up before the new university was

condemning to the fire whatever passed its own Lutheran ortho

doxy, and by ten it could proudly boast a thoroughness which it

had taken its Papist rivals centuries to reach. For, in the new

state churches of Protestantism, the theological faculties must be

Pope and Council and University in one. Theirs still to burn

these paper heretics ; and cheerily did they fulfill their function,
with now and then, a flesh and blood one thrown in. Oh yes, I

know there were rogues among them ; and the good, respectable
old world has jogged on with fewer wild oats because of these

intellectual policemen. Yet, as one glances down the long lists

of the censors or through that bibliography which a patient
German has given us of the books condemned to be burned, one

wonders if it might not better have dared sometimes to be young,

even at the risk of wild oats.

No ; wait ! "

Young," did I say? Is it youth, then, which is

tolerant ? Are students less conservative than faculties ? Ask

the records. Almost three years before that bonfire at Wittenberg
there was another. It was in March of 15 18. This time it was

the affair of the students. The book-peddlers had brought to

Wittenberg the answering theses of the indulgence-monger Tet-
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zel. "The students," wrote Luther to a friend, "since they are

wondrous weary of that old hair-splitting philosophy
"
—

yes, of

course—
"
but most eager for the holy Bible

"
—hm-m, let us hope

so—
"
and possibly out of regard for my good-will

"
—he knew his

students, after all, this Luther, but he might have guessed further

—

"
when they found out that the man had come from Halle and

was sent by Tetzel, forthwith they gathered about him and, strik

ing terror into him because he dared to bring such things here,

some bought copies, others snatched them, and the rest of his

stock, about eight hundred (when they had circulated a notice to

everybody for the cremation and the funeral of Tetzel's theses and

had come together in the square at two o'clock) they, burned."

Luther deplored it, of course—with a twinkle in his eye ; but it

is clear enough where the notion of that later bonfire came from.

And that later bonfire : was it not the boys who kept it up all

day, after Luther and the dons had gone home to breakfast ?

Scarce enough at Wittenberg must Eck's books and Eraser's have

been by nightfall. Forty years later, as the old reformers were

just leaving the stage, there was a conference of the leaders of

Lutheranism. The young men, relates that fire-eater Sarcerius,
all were ready to begin by condemning all the dissenters ; but the

old men held back.

No, no ; if there was a heretic to burn, you may be sure the

students were there to pile the faggots and to hoot the victim.

Faculties are reactionary enough ; but for sheer stupid dyed-in-the
wool conservatism, cheerily certain that we are the people and

that knowledge shall die with us and hating everything new be

cause it is new, commend me to the undergraduate. The only

thing in the world more conservative than an Upperclassman is a

Sophomore, and the only thing more conservative than a Soph-
more is a crowd of Sophomores. Freshmen—well, they come to

us, as everybody knows, with something of the verdancy of growth
still on them. By the year's end they are ripe for complacency
and the bonfire.

And yet I cling to my phrase. If the world could but dare to

be young ! Young were always the fiercest persecutors ; but

young, too, were the boldest heretics. It is youth which can be
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generous, brave, open-minded, progressive. But these are the

virtues of men, not of crowds. A man may lead a crowd ; but

men are few. Crowds are reactionary, even when they follow—

there is an inertia of motion as well as of stagnation. A man may

be in a crowd, but he is not of it. A man can stand alone.

PROFESSOR BURR'S PECULIARITY.

Professor George Lincoln Burr, who contributes the leading ar

ticle of the month, is, as everybody knows, the Librarian of the

President White Library, and is never so happy as when he is in

the midst of his priceless treasures. Once upon a time a Dutch

gentleman who has travelled extensively was visiting the Univer

sity, and in roaming about the buildings wandered into the Pres

ident White Library. There he found the Librarian, who wel

comed him heartily, as is his wont, and engaged him in a conversa

tion so interesting that the foreigner tarried for some minutes.

Coming out at last he met another Cornell professor, with whom he

happened to be acquainted. "That man in there is the most re

markable man I ever saw," exclaimed the visitor ; "He's just like

a European scholar, only he's good-natured !"

SUNSET.

At sunset time when valley, hill and dale

Glow in a transitory light,
It seems to me

I stand entranced on some great height,
And through those golden-crested clouds can see

A glimpse of heav'n, where grief is lost in song.

But as I gaze with longing eyes

The vision dies,
And in its stead life's duties, purple-winged, throng.

E. F. Young—Smith College Monthly.
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ATHLETICS FROM A RUSSIAN STANDPOINT.

BY E. A. GOLDENWEISER, G.

<<
\ \ 7HAT do you know about war? You never shot a gun,"

V V says Jimmie as he looks at my title. Jimmie is right.

It is a presumption on my part to write on a subject with which

I have so little personal familiarity. But I have an excuse—ex

cuses are cheap. Mine is that having been born and brought up

in a country where no athletics exist, I may be able to notice some

of the effects of their existence more vividly than those who have

watched baseball games ever since they could see.

The very first thing I noticed about the American students was

their vigorous appearance. Any one of them I thought could

lick an entire Russian university. Athletics are practically un

known in Russia. The only sport the students indulge in is

fighting the police ;
—they usually get the worst of such fights and

lose their taste for them before they have a chance to develop their

muscles to any considerable extent. Physical vigor, then, is the

first characteristic of the American student. If the old Latin

proverb—mens sana in corpore sano
—is true this fact is of prime

importance. And this is the first advantage for which the

American students are indebted to athletics.

But athletics have also a great moral influence on the students.

Team work on the athletic field is a fine training in responsibility
and solidarity. The man learns to forget himself and to think of

the university which, together with the rest of the team, he repre
sents. Personal feelings are forgotten and the teams work like

one man for the common object of winning a fair victory for their

Alma Mater. This is a fine sentiment—for the development of

which the American student is deeply in debt to athletics.

There is one further and less obvious result of athletic training
which I should like to mention. The spirit of athletics is the

spirit of democracy. Every man is judged exclusively by his

fitness for the task he undertakes. No prejudices are permitted to

interfere with the selection of the strongest team to represent the

university. And that is a valuable training for the students. More

than that, the familiarity with physical exertion obtained through
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the practice of athletics prepares a man to understand common

labor better than it is possible for a person who never was phys

ically tired in his life. And this latter is true about most of the

"

intelligent
"
classes in Russia. In theory, a man like this can

preach democracy—but he cannot understand the point of view

of the manual laborer whose life is a continuous struggle with just
that physical weariness, the existence of which is an abstract

notion for the Russian student and professional man. President

Roosevelt was reported to be shovelling coal the other day on the

"
Louisiana

"
to obtain a glimpse of .the stoker's existence. Such

an experiment would be physically impossible for. a man without

athletic training, and yet it is valuable because it enables the

chief magistrate to understand the needs of those who elected

him. Yes, athletics afford a fine training for citizens of a

democracy.

Such are some of the main advantages of athletics as they

appear to one who was a stranger to these activities until a few

short years ago. There are a few evils of the present system

which strike an outsider. The tendency toward profession
alism is one of them. An amateur sportsman plays for the

pleasure of playing and is able to take a defeat gracefully. Some

tendency to the contrary can be observed at present. Another

possible evil is the exclusion from games of students who have no

chance of representing their class or the university. Candidates

for teams monopolize the facilities offered by the university for

athletic exercise. This evil is being minimized by the develop
ment of inter-college games and minor sports. The ideal is of

course that any man who has a taste for athletics should have a

chance to gratify it
—whether he be a candidate for a team or not.

There is perhaps another possible evil, and that is the vulgarizing
effect of some of the rougher games on the participants as well as

on the onlookers. But measures are continually being taken to

avoid this evil.

All these evils are of a transient character ; they are a necessary

incident of a young and developing phase of life. The great ad

vantages of athletics, on the other hand, are permanent. The

physical, moral, and social training of the athletic field—are of
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the very essence of the system and will always have a beneficial

effect on the American democracy. In conclusion, then, I feel

like joining Jimmie when he exclaims : "Baseball, track, crew,

eleven, Cornell I yell, nineteen-twenty-seven." For that is the

year when Jimmie intends to graduate.

THE DEUTSCHER VEREIN.

BY RAYMOND W. JONES, '05.

THE
Deutscher Verein was founded in the fall semester of 1903,

in order to increase interest in the study of German, and to

supplement the work of the German Department by offering an

opportunity to acquire facility in speaking German and in under

standing it when spoken, and further by making the students of

the university acquainted with phases of German life, which can

not be taken up satisfactorily in class-room work. Similar clubs

have been formed in all the leading universities in the past few

years as a result of the growing importance of the study of modern

languages, and of the change of attitude towards the purpose of

these studies and the method of teaching them.

Forty or fifty years ago a knowledge of German was generally

ranked with piano-playing and dancing as a pleasing accomplish

ment, suitable for young ladies about to enter society, but possess

ing very little educational value. In the college curriculum it

occupied a very subordinate position. The number of courses was

very small, and the teacher who had charge of German was

frequently a teacher of Latin or Greek, who took up German as a

side line. He was familiar with no method of instruction, except
that employed in the ancient languages, and, following the path
of least resistance, he applied this method to the study of modern

languages. The student learned to translate a German text into

English and to explain- difficult constructions and that was about

all.

The inadequacy of such instruction soon became apparent.

German grammar because of its comparative simplicity is much

inferior to Latin grammar as a means of mental discipline.
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Furthermore German is used as a medium for the communication

of ideas by the millions of people, who constitute one of the most

progressive nations of modern Europe. Therefore grammar and

translation can be only a part of modern language study. The

student cannot fully understand the language and its literature,

unless he is acquainted with the character and the customs of the

people who use it, and he can never really appreciate the beauties

of German style until he can use German himself with some degree
of facility. Besides this there is the practical consideration which

appeals very strongly to the American mind, namely, that in

certain lines of work a speaking knowledge of foreign languages

may be found very desirable.

It was in line with the development and spread of these ideas

in recent years that the Deutscher Verein was founded. It aims

to give abundant opportunity to acquire the ability to understand

German when spoken. Unless the student has had this oppor

tunity he is in the awkward position that he is totally at a loss

when addressed by a German, although he may be able to get the

thought from the printed page without any difficulty whatever.

Lectures on topics of interest to students of German literature are

given by members of the German department, and from time to

time by other members of the Cornell faculty. Whenever it is

possible Germans travelling in this country are secured to address

the Verein. Ludwig Fulda, the German author, was induced to

come to Ithaca and deliver a lecture when he was making his tour

of America last year, and Prof. Meyer of the University of Berlin,

spoke before the Verein on German student life, when he was

here three years ago.

The student members furnish the program in a part of the

meetings. Debates are held, papers are read or selections from

standard authors are recited. Besides this the business of the

Verein is transacted in German, and in the social hour after the

meeting an opportunity is afforded through conversation and

games to gain practice in speaking.
A feature of especial importance is the singing of German

songs. The Germans are by nature very musical and singing
forms an essential part of their social gatherings. We notice in

this country how quickly a singing society comes into existence
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whenever a number of Germans settle in the same place. No

other nation has such a superb collection of songs and among no

other people is the art of song so intimately associated with the

best in life and literature.

One of the most important activities in which the Verein

engages, and the one which brings it most prominently before the

university at large, is the production of plays. It is the custom

of the Verein to give one standard German play each year in

December in the Lyceum, and to give one or more smaller ones

later in the year in Barnes Hall. For such performances it is not

considered wise to choose one of the great tragedies or any play

of a very serious nature, because it is impossible to find a suffi

cient number of students who speak German without an accent

and who at the same time possess histrionic ability. One can

easily appreciate the situation if one imagines a German club

attempting to play Shakespeare and the audience having to hear

Hamlet soliloquize, "To pe, or not to pe,
—dot iss de question."

The house would be convulsed with laughter. In a farce or a

light comedy, on the other hand, the humorous nature of the

situations helps over the difficulty, and the slight English accent

if anything rather tends to heighten the comic effect.

The Cornell Verein is very fortunate in having among its

members a large number of German-Americans who have very

decided dramatic gifts. Still when one considers that the Verein

cannot draw from the whole student body, as the Masque does,
but only from the limited number who have a considerable

knowledge of German the success which has attended its per

formances thus far is very creditable to the organization.
The benefits which are to be derived from participation in these

plays are very great. The players learn how to conduct them

selves freely and naturally when appearing in public, they learn

to control their voice and facial expression, they get rid of man

nerisms of which they were perhaps unaware before, and they
obtain an interesting peep behind the scenes, learning how stage
effects are produced, how the scenery is handled and how the

actors make up. But what is of the most importance in the

Verein plays, they learn an immense amount of colloquial Ger
man. After the members of the cast have been rehearsing for
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several months they not only know their own parts perfectly but

they are also very familiar with the other parts, so that they can

carry on a conversation very comfortably by merely using those

expressions which appear in the play.
The Deutscher Verein arose in response to a long felt need and

has already justified its right to existence beyond a doubt. It is

still a young organization and the progress which it has made in

only four years leads us to feel that its possibilities as a means of

instruction and entertainment are by no means exhausted as yet,

and that it is destined to fill a still more important place among
the various university activities.

ALMA MATER.*

1 Wo Cayugas Wellen lauschen 2 Wo der Menschen L,arni und Plagen
Hellen Melodien, Tief im Tal verweht,
Wo der Walder Wipfel rauschen Wo die stolzen Turme ragen

Und die Wolken ziehn : Hoch in Majestat :

(Chor.)
Hall es wider, dir zur Ehre
Laut und jubelnd hell :

Alma Mater, Traute, Hehre,
Gliick und Hetl, Cornell !

ABENDLIED.

1 Wenn des Westens Purpurglut
Fern durch Abendnebel dringt

Und des Tages Larmen ruht

Und in leisen Tonen klingt :

(Chor.)

Schweb immilden Abendstrahl,

Kling durch stille Dammrung hell

Uber See und iiber Tal,

Deiner Liebe Iyied, Cornell !

2 O du siisser Glockenklang,

Wie du lieblich uns umwebst

Und um Wald und Bergeshang
Auf den Abendschatten schwebst !

(Chor. )

Schweb im milden . . .

*Altna Mater and the Evening Song,

Department for the Deutscher Verein.

3 Alle Sorg ist nun vollbracht,
Aller Schmerz und Kummer schweigt
Wenn in stiller Sternenpracht
L,eis die Nacht herniedersteigt.

(Chor.)
Schweb im milden . . .

5 O willkommen, selge Nacht !

Schweigt ihr schon, ihr Glocklein hell ?

Seid in Liebe all bedacht,

Heimat, Vaterland, Cornell !

(Chor.) Schweb im milden . . .

translated by Dr. F. Pauls of the German

4 Leben, ach, wie bist du schon,
Wie so nahe, Gliick und Fried,

Klingt von deinen lieben Hohn,

O Cornell, dein Abendlied.

(Chor.) Schweb im milden . . .
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MILITARY DRILL-A LETTER FROM PROFESSOR

GOLDWIN SMITH.

To the Editor of the Cornell Era :

Dear Mr. Editor :—

I cannot help expressing to you my pleasure on finding

that military drill is not to be abolished at Cornell. Muscular

training is a fashion of the hour. But military training is, and is

likely long to be, indispensible to those who are charged with the

defence of public order and of the commonwealth. I always'

advocated it at Oxford and wished that athletic privileges should

be confined to students who could produce a certificate from the

adjutant of the university corps. In our case it was the sinister

attitude of the French Emperor that produced a national call to

arms. In your case there is no such special call, but there is a

general and permanent necessity. You are receiving a vast inflow

of alien immigration, some of it from questionable sources. Ap

parently you feel unable to close the gates. Your great cities will

soon be hardly American. Your public schools have done

wonders no doubt in the'way of assimilation, but their capacity
must be limited, nor will intellectual assimilation extend at once

to moral and political character. A large and increasing number

of the immigrants now bring with them from the scenes of

political and social conflict in Europe tendencies adverse to the

principals of American civilization. At more than one point there

has been disturbance arising from this source. It is surely to be

desired that at any critical moment calling for military action in

defence of public order the Republic should feel safe under the

protection, not only of a paid soldiery, but of her loyal citizens at

large.
Yours faithfully,

Goldwin Smith.

Toronto, January 8th, 1907.
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THE EVOLUTION OF JUNIOR WEEK.

BY R. J. SPENCER, '08.

^T^HE chief topic of interest now with the students and

1 villagers," announces the Era of February 14, 1873, u'ls

the approaching reception and hop of the Cornell Navy.
The committee has left nothing undone to make it fashionable

and elegant in all respects." This Navy Ball was the first social

event of importance to be given by the University and may be

considered the forerunner of the Junior Ball. The object was to

raise money for the crews. In describing the event two weeks

later the Era said :

"The ladies declared the music and dancing to be most enchant

ing ; the gentlemen pronounced the ladies and their costumes as

most fascinating and all said everything was superbly splendid.

Anything finer could not have been produced. The belles of

Ithaca vied with the fairest from several neighboring towns,
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and a more gorgeous affair has seldom, if ever, been witnessed in

Ithaca. ... 'A long pull, a strong pull and a pull altogether'

now on the part of the students and the good people of Ithaca will

place the Navy beyond possibility of failure, and can it once suc

ceed in launching a crew upon the regatta course, naught stands

in the way of Cornell's reaping the highest aquatic honors." This

last statement indicates that the writer may be considered good

authority. Although this ball proved a financial success, the

balls given the several winters following did not prove to be

paying ventures. The committees were evidently trying to accom

plish the impossible, for our writer tells us that anything finer

"
could not have been produced." At all events, the deficits of the

committee became so large that the custom was reluctantly given

up. For several years the University serenely continued its

existence without indulging in an annual grand ball.

In those days the only affair given by the Juniors was the

"Junior Exhibit". This was originally intended to be a literary

and musical entertainment. The Sophomores soon discovered,

however, that it afforded them an excellent opportunity to get

even with their old enemies. They attended the meeting in

numbers, intent upon lending anything but tranquility to the

occasion. In 1878, the Sophomores were so boisterous and car

ried on so much horse play that the exhibit was turned into a

farce. The next year when the "Ball and Ex." question came up,

the faction in favor of a dance to replace the Navy Ball won out.

Ten members of the class agreed to make themselves responsible
for the finances of the undertaking. Consequently in April, 1879,
the Junior class gave a complimentary ball to Seniors in Library
Hall. Since the ten members of the committee were forced to

shoulder a deficit, the two succeeding classes hesitated. Some

factions wanted a ball, others the exhibit and others a reception.
The echoes of the good times of the Navy balls continued to

disturb the social tranquility of the classes. The students, craving
similar good times, clamored ever louder with the lapse of years.

At last, the aching void was filled by the institution of the present

custom by the class of '83. One night early in February, 1882,
about fifty couples gathered in the Wilgus Opera House to enjoy
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the festivities of the first Junior
"
Promenade ". The order of

dances did not lack variety. It included : lancers, waltz, quadrille,

galop, Saratoga lancers, polka, the Newport, and a German. The

music was furnished by Dresher's orchestra from Syracuse. In

describing the event, the Era said :

" The costumes of the ladies were without exception elegant,
some were very costly but all tasteful. Miss L. Alden, of Utica,
wore a dress of pink satin and her sister Miss M. Alden, was

dressed in noire silk with lace trimmings ; Miss Baum, of Syra

cuse, formerly '83, wore a very striking costume of black and

gold, striped satin de Lyon, trimmed with black lace and artificial

flowers ; Miss Belknap wore white nun's veiling, lace and natural

flowers ; Miss Bennett, of Auburn, a toilette consisting of cream

satin skirt, and garnet velvet waist. . . !
"

After describing the

costumes of all the ladies present, the writer concludes :

" The experiment has proved a success in every way. . . The

Junior Ball has fitted very nicely into the niche made vacant by
the discontinuation of the annual Navy Ball and, in fact, we think

that it has more than supplied the deficiency. . . The class of '83
has added another to its many laurels by again instituting this

custom. Now it only remains for the succeeding classes to keep
it alive and make the Junior Ball the social event of the college

year."
The Junior promenade given by the class of '83 met with such

hearty approval that the custom was not allowed to die. All the

classes since have done their best to make the promenade merit

the distinction of being
"
the social event of the college year."

The dance given by the class of '84 was the last to be held down

town. The following year the dance was given in the University

Armory which had just been completed. The scheme of having
boxes surrounding the interior of the Armory was introduced in

1890. The dance given that year was termed
"
the best affair

given at Cornell in a long time." If we turn to the authority of

the Sun again for information, we find the following glowing

description of the ball of '91, which indicates that the committee

had triumphantly reached the goal of
" the best ever ".

"

Long and hard have the committee labored, but great was
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their reward, for no fairer gathering of matrons and maidens ever'

graced a ball room than that which did honor to '92 last night.

From East, West, North and South they came in unprecedented

numbers, and to greet them fittingly the Armory put on its fairest

draperies."
The account of the promenade in the Sun the year following is

equally exhilerating. The Sun has lost some of its lustre since

the days when Paul R. Longfellow was on the staff. The follow

ing is the poetic light which the Sun sheds on the history of that

memorable night :

"
It was nine by the clock in the Library Tower when Gart-

land's orchestra struck the first strains of the familiar
' Mia Bella'

waltz. As if by magic the floor, till then covered only by a throng

of quiet promenaders, and the boxes, each a gallery of beauty, be

came imbued with life, and in an instant a whirling mass of

dancers glided in kaleidoscopic changes through the mazes of the

waltz."

As soon as the classes felt confident of their ability to finance

this undertaking, they began to add "
the lesser affairs which pre

cede it." Thus from the "ball" as a center of festivity, the other

affairs evolved, in '88, the Glee Club gave a concert the night
before the dance, in '92, the Sophomore Cotillion was added, and

in '94 the Masque presented its first Junior week play, "The Pink

Mask". These affairs were given annually after the year of their

inauguration. The term "Junior Week", however, was not used

until the ball had thrown off most of the attendant satellite

attractions which make up the circle of the week's festivities. In

'93, the papers spoke of the "Junior Ball Concert" and the "week's

social festivities", but the term uJunior Week" seems first to be

used by a writer in the Sun in '94, who remarks that "Junior
week is almost over". The next year the term "Junior week" is

used in all the publications. The last feature that has been added

to the general festivities of Junior week, is the Ice Carnival which

was given for the first time in '05. The first carnival was a suc

cess, but the experience of last year's committee indicates that it

all depends on the weather, whether . . . Although the Ice

Carnival, Masque play, Sophomore cotillion, Glee Club concert
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and the Junior Promenade are the formal attractions of Junior

week, yet the theatricals, musicals and receptions given by the

various fraternities contribute some of the pleasantest features to

the week's festivities. Cornell shows her hospitality to her guests

better, perhaps, in this, way than in any other.

More than a quarter of a century has gone by since the first

words of this account were written. Junior week has come and

gone now so many times that it seems to be firmly rooted as a

Cornell custom. It has evolved from our midst among Cornellians

wishing a good time, and has withal taken on something char

acteristic of its Alma Mater
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THE VALUE OF PHYSICAL TRAINING.

BY PROFESSOR C. V. P. YOUNG, '99.

MAN,
it has been well said, is adapted to self improvement by

means of exercise. From infancy to old age there
is no

period in which the efficiency of mind or body, or both, will not

suffer if the organism is deprived of a suitable amount of mus

cular activity. It may be said in general, however, that from

the time maturity is reached the vital importance of such activity

decreases with each year of one's life.

Sensations are carried to the brain through the medium of the

senses, which in the infant are very imperfect. They are strength

ened and developed by use, and mental growth thus becomes pos

sible. If any of the five senses is lacking, or becomes atrophied

by disuse, the number of perceptions is lessened. So the con

verse is true, that by proper care and training of the physical or

ganism, of which the organs of sense are a part, these organs be

come better fitted to perform their several functions, and the

powers of perception are thereby increased.

All that is needed by the infant in the way of physical training,
aside from the care that is essential, is opportunity. Freed as

much as possible from the restraints of clothing and placed upon

his back, he will work his arms and legs about in sheer delight,

apparently at the power of movement. Soon, as the tiny limbs

develop, he will begin to creep and crawl and pull himself up to

objects, tumbling about in delight, again, at the power of locomo

tion. As the novelty of movement from one place to another

wears off, the handling of objects seems to furnish the incentive

to muscular activity, and he experiments with them in all possible

ways.

During the first six or seven years of the child's life, he should

be allowed to grow and develop without artificial aids or hindran

ces of any kind. If he is furnished with implements upon which

to exercise his constructive instincts, and unhampered in his play,
no possible scheme of physical training is called for, and none

should be attempted.
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After seven years, play still occupies the most important place
in child development—more important by far than the formal

school gymnastics that sometimes are made to serve as substitutes

for it. During this period games come to be of predominant in

terest, and, as evolutionists tell us, largely take the part of stages

represented in the earlier history of the race ; stages in which the

individual depended for his existence upon strength of arm or

fleetness of foot, and upon ability as hunter or fisherman. The

boy and girl who have opportunity to indulge this instinct, re

flective of earlier racial conditions and achievements, will be fonnd

to develop suitably. That they should so develop is more import
ant and will do more to insure a life of usefulness than any amount

of book learning that may be acquired during the period, and

parents should see to it, therefore, that school is not allowed to

encroach upon play hours. Time seemingly lost by observance

of this rule, is in the long run time gained, for it means vigor of

heart and lungs and bodily skill, which are the foundations of fu

ture attainment.

After twelve, play need not occupy so large a place, and in case

of defects of posture or carriage, prescribed exercises may fit

tingly be substituted. However, every adolescent should engage

each day in some form of muscular activity of considerable sever

ity, in order to maintain a proper equilibrium between growth

and development. Out-of-door exercise, if at all practicable, is

always the best. It is interesting to note, again, that the games

of this middle period of young manhood are reflective of the com

bats of savage tribal life, so that the tremendous interest of the

youth in athletic sports is more or less the expression of instinct.

After the body has once attained its growth, and the larger part

of life is confined to the more purely intellectual sphere, exercise,

while important, serves more particularly as a means of stimulat

ing body and mind to a higher degree of efficiency. Very little

change of an organic nature is likely to resnlt. The young man

or woman, however, who by reason of occupation or for other

causes, ignores nature's demand for relaxation and recreation at

stated periods, cannot maintain life as regards either its mental or

physical aspect in the highest state of intensity. The organs of
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respiration and circulation are the agents of supply and distribu

tion, and their natural stimulation is physical exercise. In an

active life there is a constant breaking down of tissue in brain and

muscle, with resultant waste products which, if not carried away,

accumulate and gradually poison the system. The inevitable re

sult is that the mind's aptitude for work is decreased, the power

of concentration is lost, the memory deteriorates and a feeling of

dullness and lassitude takes possession, all of which can be largely
overcome by spending an hour, or even less, each day in enjoy
able outdoor exercise.

In general it may be said that all forms of exercise which fur

nish unrestrained and easy motions are preferable to feats of

strength or endurance ; that extreme specialization in any form,
in the young, is to be avoided, because it over-develops the parts

exercised, and hinders rather than helps in the harmonious work

ing of part with part ; likewise, that excess of bodily exercise is a

detriment rather than a help to mental efficiency.

THE WANDERER.

"
Oh tell me, tell me, have you seen

A girl go by this way ?

Her eyes are deep as if from sleep
She half-awakened lay ;

Her hair floats golden in the breeze

Around her radiant face

As if the sun, his journey run,

Had lingered for a space

To fondly kiss a last good-night
And rest him from his race."

G. H. Soule, Jr., The Yale LiteraryMagazine.
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CORNELL ALUMNI CLUBS.

BY WILFRED PATTERSON, '95.

Editor, The Cornell Alumni Nems.

THERE
are about thirty active associations of Cornell Alumni

in various parts of the country, from Boston to Los Angeles.

They are all growing, but most of them are in the first period of

growth, and get together but once or twice a year for a reunion

dinner. Others have progressed further and maintain quarters

where members may drop in for a smoke and to read the college

papers. One of them, the Cornell University Club of New York,
has an entire house, including a restaurant which is open from 7

o'clock in the morning until midnight, and which is well

patronized by the members. The house also contains a billiard

room and a room affectionately known as "Theodore's,
"
as well

as sleeping-rooms for resident and non-resident members. Seven

or eight men live in the house regularly and the rooms are in

great demand.

It is only within the past generation that graduates of American

colleges have learned the pleasure and advantage of forming these

little centers of campus tradition in the cities where they find

themselves. So, although Cornell is a comparatively young insti

tution, her graduates have not been far behind others in organiza
tion. From the very beginning holders of Cornell degrees have

had a voice in the government of the University through the

election of alumni trustees. This fact has been an incentive to

meeting and discussion, and has probably been the germ of more

than one alumni association. Membership in them, however, is

by no means confined to holders of degrees. A man who was

" busted out
"
at the end of his first term at Ithaca is just as wel

come, provided he is a good fellow and has the proper Cornell

spirit, as is a man with a Ph.D.

Principally for the purpose of canvassing every year the vote

for alumni trustees, there exists a general organization of graduates

known as the Associate Alumni of Cornell University, organized
in 1872 and incorporated in 1903. It meets in Ithaca on Wednes-
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day of each commencement week. It has no official connection

with the various alumni associations throughout the country,

whose purpose is mainly the social benefit of their members.

To the student who is graduating in 1907, the man who left

college in 1887 may seem a mossy antique, but if he meets this

man in the fellowship of a Cornell club, he will be astonished to

find how young in spirit the '87 man is. He will be asked about

"

Teefie,"
" Hi

"
or

"

Piute," and will very soon find that he has

many interests and sympathies in common with Cornell men of all

classes. There is perhaps a closer and more general fellowship in

the alumni club or association than there is in the four years at

college. The undergraduate surrounds himself with class and

other barriers which he does not pay much heed to when he gets

out into the larger world. His association with men who knew

and loved the campus, perhaps before he was born, he will learn

to count among the greatest rewards of his college career.

The largest of the Cornell associations is that of New York.

Its origin is interesting. On the evening of July 14, 1875, two

Cornell graduates met on the steps of a business building in New

York City. One of them held a telegram announcing that the

Cornell crew had that afternoon won the intercollegiate regatta at

Saratoga, defeating twelve other crews. At that time there

were not many Cornell men in New York, but all who could be

found were rounded up and an impromptu celebration was held.

This was the beginning of a Cornell Club which has held many

similar celebrations. It was incorporated in 1889, and now has

an active and vigorous membership of about four hundred. The

club house is situated at No. 58 West Forty-fifth Street, and has

been the home of the organization for three years past. This

club has an interesting collection of Cornell photographs and

publications, including files of the Era, Sun and other periodicals
from the first number. Its membership dues are $20 a year

except in the case of men who have not yet been out of college for
three years, in which case they are $15. The club maintains an

employment committee, whose benefits are open to all Cornellians

seeking situations.

The Cornell Club of Philadelphia has recently been housed in
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permanent quarters at No. 109 South1 Juniper Street. This

organization, too, has a large membership. The Rochester alumni

have just formed a permanent clubv and expect to obtain quarters.
A similar movement is under way at Chicago. In the city of

Washington, 250 Cornellians are enrolled in the local association.

Cornell men form a large part, and in several cities the largest

contingent, of the University Clubs which exist in practically all

the important towns of the country. This is notably so in

Brooklyn, Buffalo, Pittsburg, Milwaukee and Chicago.
Cornell Clubs have been organized in foreign countries, includ

ing some far corners of the earth. For several years there has

been a Cornell Club in London which had a charter membership
of nearly fifty. Its members dine together periodically, and they

carefully and gleefully observe all the etiquette of a formal

English dinner. They engage a professional toastmaster and, in

deference to their English guests, they drink their first toast to his

Majesty the King.

SONNET: PRAYER.

At twilight's silent mystic hour of prayer,

When ebbs away the daytime's restless tide

Of selfish longings, vain words, anger, pride,—

We gaze the dusk-soft sky and know, somewhere

Within the silence, God awaits us there,

In His all-loving hand the plenteous balm

That can alone the fretted spirit calm ;

Then to His list'ning ear the old plea bear :—

"
O Father, less of self and more of Thee !

Help me to rise above my sordid mind,

Bear up my soul's weak wings to mount the skies ;

Make me to give my little all to be

A help to other lives ; thus shall I find

The peace wherein Thy changeless glory lies."

A. W. B., '09.
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CHESS AT CORNELL,

BY J. F. DARLING, '07.

There was a time, not so very long ago, when a person men.

tioning the subject of chess would have been obliged to describe

the o-ame in some detail. Now, I take it, everyone has heard of

chess and many know the moves at least.

The history of the game has a certain fascination both because

of great antiquity and because of the mystery which envelops its

origin. Persia, India and China, have been credited with its in

vention. Most probably, however, it is a modification of a game

played in India as early as 2000 B. C. With surprisingly few

changes, considering the great length of time involved, the

game has been passed on from one country to another, until at the

present time it is perhaps the only game played by all nationalities

under exactly the same rules.

For Cornell, the most important event of the chess year is the

tri-collegiate meet which is held annually at New York. The

Tri-collegiate League was organized by Brown, Pennsylvania and

Cornell. At one time it was proposed to unite this league with

the Quadrangular League which had been formed earlier by Co

lumbia, Harvard, Yale, and Princeton. Perhaps a yearly match

between the seven colleges would be impractical, but inasmuch

as both matches are played during the holidays in the same city,

the difficulties are not so obvious to outsiders as they apparently

were to the members of the C. H. Y. P. League.

There has been no match between the two leagues since 1904,

in which year the triangular team of three players won easily.

Cornell was represented on that team by Rand and Mitchell on

boards 1 and 2.

For several years the C. H. Y. P. League have played an an

nual cable match with Oxford and Cambridge for the Rice Tro

phy Cup. The cup, however, has always remained on the other

side of the water. Last year the Quadrangular League failed to

arrange a match with Oxford and Cambridge within the specified

time, and the Triangular League challenged under the rules gov-
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erning the competition for the trophy. On this team Pennsylva

nia was represented by three players, Brown by two, Cornell by

one. One of the Brown men being unable to play, a Pennsylva

nia man was substituted at the last moment. The match was

very close, and for a time it appeared that Oxford and Cambridge
were winning. The final result, however, was a tie score.

In the past Cornell's players have ranked high among ama

teurs. Karpinsky, Riedel, Rand and Mitchell made exceptionally *

fine records. The latter two players, representing Cornell, won

the match in 1903 and 1904, bringing back with them the Rice

Trophy. The following year Pennsylvania captured the prize

and again in 1906.
It is provided by the donor of the trophy that the college win

ning the trophy three consecutive years, or five times non-conse-

cutively shall become its owner. Thus it is seen that peculiar in

terest centers on the match this year as Pennsylvania has won

twice.

The trophy is a beautiful silver shield upon which the names of

the winning teams are engraved.

Last year Prof. I. L. Rice, of New York, in order to stimulate

interest in chess in the different Universities, gave chess tables to

several of them, Cornell being so fortunate as to secure one. This

table may be seen in the Trophy room in Barnes Hall. Each

year the name of the Cornell player making the best score in the

tri-collegiate meet is inscribed on a silver medal inlaid in the

table top.

The Chess Club at Cornell cannot be said to be in a flourishing

condition at the present time. It has always been difficult to get

the active interest of more than the few players who have good

chances for making a place on the team. Undoubtedly one

reason for this lack of support is that little is known of the

club either in regard to its organization or its aims.

/
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WHAT'S DOING
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W. S. Rowland, 07, the president of the Cornell Masque. S

? Since the production of the annual Junior Week play practically |
? requires that the caste train continually from early in the fall \
) until the evening of the performance, the position of the presi- *

s dent is one of no small importance.
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AND BY WHOM
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EvERETT Drennen, '07, the president of the Musical Clubs. &

The high rank attained by the clubs and their great popularity \
make their concert one of the most pleasing and entertaining \
events of Junior Week. %

*
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s
K. L. Roberts, '08, who wrote the score to

"

Panatella,"

the comic opera played by the Masque during Junior week. 3

Mr. Roberts is also the author of the words to the new Cornell I

football song
"

Carnelian and White," 5
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THEIR ACTIVITIES
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a

Ireland Davis, '08, the chairman of the Junior Promenade *

committee, upon whom much of the responsibility for the sue- h

cess of Junior Week devolves. An idea of the magnitude of the \
work of the committee may be obtained from the fact that the \
expenditures for the dance amount to between three and four %
thousand dollars. i
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THE MASQUE FROM BEHIND THE SCENES,

BY WM. S. ROWLAND, '07.

President of the Cornell Masque.

>^p0 the small boy there is nothing so attractive as seeing the

*■

preparations for a circus performance. Not even the joy of

witnessing the circus itself compares with the pleasure of seeing

the huge tent slowly rise from the ground, of seeing the clown

and the bare-back rider in their ordinary costumes, or seeing the

elephant take his.morning meal. And with the rest of humanity

there is a similar tendency, a particular desire to see themechanics

of a theatrical performance, to see the wind machine and learn

how the thunder and lightning are made. So it has seemed that

an account of the work of putting on a Masque performance

would be of interest to the readers of the Era.

The Masque is extremely fortunate in having at its service the

advice and energetic interest of Dean Crane and Professor Strunk.

In the selection of plays, in their adaption and production, the

assistance of these gentlemen is invaluable.

It has been said that in our college life we have working

models of most of the social institutions of the outside world.

Certainly the presentation of a full-fledged comic opera is an

instance of the reproduction of a very intricate social activity.
The first call for candidates is made early in the fall, and the men

are selected to compete for parts. The book, lyrics and music

having been chosen by the Masque Council, the aspiring Thespians
commence to grind. And surely the work is a grind. For after

the cast and chorus have worked for several months on the pro

duction, the clever situations, catchy music and side-splitting

jokes begin to pall. But the grind must be kept up, and the

work must be pushed with as much energy and enthusiasm as are

necessary to coach a football team.

The rehearsals commence under the direction of the stage-

manager, and on him rests the responsibility of perfecting the

company in lines and cues, so that the time of the professional

coach, who arrives about six weeks before the performance, may
be devoted to polishing the production and adding artistic
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finish. The rehearsals of cast and chorus are conducted separate

ly until a week or so before the performance, when the work of

combining begins. The ingredients (cast, chorus and orchestra),
must then be fitted carefully together, and the joints smoothed off.

This final polishing is a formidible operation. The entrances

must be properly timed, the lighting and mechanical effects must

be perfected, and the chorus must be taught to smile, persistently
and broadly, even though they are tortured by innumerable

whale-bones. For nothing so quenches the brilliancy of a comic

opera as a grim-visaged chorus.

While the work of the actual production of the opera is thus

progressing, there is much else to occupy the time of the business

manager and property man. . Costumes, wigs, properties and

scenery must be secured, decorations and lighting must be

arranged, contracts must be made for posters and programs, and

a mass of other business, appalling in its extent, must be attended

to. In fact, throughout the weeks of preparation and during the

actual performance, no one connected with the production does

more work and gains less glory than the managers and the

property man.

The work of preparing for the performance itself, culminates in

the dress rehearsal. This dress rehearsal differs from the final

performance chiefly in that there is a scarcity of grease-paint
and enthusiasm. The scenery may be lacking in some important

particulars,—also the heroine. What with interruptions and

repetitions, the dress rehearsal usually lasts until after midnight,
and with its completion the work of the company is practically
over until the night of the performance.
But for managers and property man there is no such let

down. Flowers and bric-a-brac must be procured to lend grace

and finish to the scenes. The manager is called upon to build a

fence to go around the pagoda for the third act, he trims a hat for

Lilly Millions, and in general makes himself a jack of all trades.

Last SeniorWeek, on the evening before the production of "On

and Off," the wigs which had been ordered from New York had

not arrived. Accordingly one of the assistant managers was sent

to New York on the eleven o'clock train. He arrived there about

eight o'clock the next morning, chartered a cab, procured the
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wies, and made the ten o'clock train for Ithaca. Arriving here at

half past seven on the evening of the performance, he hastened to

the theater where the members of the cast, painted and costumed,

were anxiously waiting for their crowning glory. The margin of

time was narrow ; a slight delay would have meant, at best, a

makeshift set of hirsute adornments. But Fate was kind and the

Masque has tabooed all jokes about the Lehigh Valley.

Finally, on the night of the performance, which is the culmi

nation of the work of half a college year, there gathers at the Ly

ceum, a crowd more gay, more glittering, and far more valuable,

than ever a Frohman or an Erlanger could hope there to attract.

And it is the influence of this crowd which does more than all the

exhortations of manager and coach to produce a snappy, brilliant

performance.

Meanwhile, behind the proscenium there is much excitement

and not a little anguish. "Chorus ladies" are vociferously strug-

ling with unwonted habiliments, and safety-pins are at a premium
The manager is going the rounds to see that all the necessary pre

parations are made, to see that the spot light is in working order,

that the changes of scenery and costume are in readiness, that the

properties have all been secured and are conveniently at hand.

At last the curtain rises, and if the audience gazes with wide

open eyes at the splendor and pageantry on the stage, be assured

that the members of the company are no less dazzled by the ap

pearance of the audience. For the audience is a factor on which

the average amateur has not reckoned. He is astonished and

often disconcerted when the audience laughs or applauds. But, as

the play progresses, he loses his stage-fright, locates his lady-love
iu the throng before him, and begins to enjoy life. Between the

acts there is still much work to be done. Scene and costumes

must be changed, and all without undue delay. But with the

start of the play the grind ceases. In the pleasure of the perfor

mance, the trials of a whole term are forgotten.
The curtain falls, and before it there is the rush for wraps and

carriages, while behind it, in a maze of boots, broad-swords and lin

gerie, the chorus hastily removes its complexion. And it is cer

tainly pardonable vanity if some of the members designedly leave

smudges of grease-paint, to make the Fair Ones at the Cotillion

ask questions.
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THE CORNELL GLEE CLUB,

BY R. A. CURRY, '07.

Leader of the Glee Club.

IT
is true that the average student looks upon our Glee Club as

an organization brought together for a good time, to sing Cor

nell songs and college swipes, and when it has enough of

them prepared, goes for a lark on a Christmas tour. The organiza
tion has however a higher purpose, and I shall give a brief descrip
tion of the work and enumerate the educational advantages offered

by its membership. We begin the collegiate year by calling on

candidates for the Clubs. There are between 150 and 200 men who

respond to the call, and after each man is tried-out and given an

opportunity to show his ability, a possible twenty-five are selected,
who are nevertheless uncertain of their position until they have

proved their worth. There is no course in the University,
whether in the class-room or on the field, in which the rules and

regultations are so strict as in the Glee Club. Promptness is

sacred with the men, it being an unusual occurance to see a man

late at a rehearsal.

The study of our music is a task which demands more hard

work and time than the outsider can realize. The men are re

quired to commit the songs note for note and word for word, and,

when put together, the study of expression must be well learned,

since, without this, many good songs are ruined and sound cheap.
In order to obtain a high standard of perfection, a system of

quartette-work is planed, which requires that every man appear in

a quartette and demonstrate that he knows the various songs. If

he has not learned them satisfacorily, he is either dropped from

the Club or fined.

After the music is learned in this manner, we proceed to put

the parts together, so as to make a complete balance of the four

divisions. In this way we are drilled until the later part of

December, when thirty men are selected for the annual Christmas

trip. Four alternates are chosen and held in readiness to be called

on, in case of sickness or any misconduct on the part of a chosen

member. These thirty men are considered fortunate, and so they
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are, yet their work is not mere pleasure. They go into a course
of

training, like the athlete, after a fashion ; for a man must be

strong physically to sing, just as the athlete must be in good trim

to play. Unless he is strong physically he is subject to contract

ing a cold, which makes him useless to the Club on a long and

trying tour. This fact was only too well shown in our concerts

this year. These trip men must work hard to get as near perfec

tion as possible. A responsibility is felt by each man and he

realizes that he has a part to play in holding up the reputation of

his "Alma Mater."

The Educational advantages that are offered are such as can

not be duplicated in any other way. In the four years on the

club a man will have traveled over 12,000 miles, visited the largest

cities of the Eastern, Central, and Southern States, and will have

been entertained by the best people in the land,
—Cornell Alumni.

He will have visited and been entertained by the undergraduates
of the leading Universities, like Harvard, Princeton, Yale, Penn

sylvania, Columbia, and he has helped in this way to secure a

closer bond of friendship between the men of these Colleges and

our Alma Mater.

This year's Christmas trip was the most successful one I have

experienced. Never before was such enthusiasm shown us by the

Alumni of the different cities. Their whole heart and ambition

seemed to subsist for the welfare of Cornell and our concert. Of

the seven cities we visited Cornell hospitality was so strong that

among them no distinction can be made. Great credit for the

success of the trip is due to the management of the Musical Clubs,
which with untiring energy, made it possible for everything to be

of the best. The Clubs traveled in two Pullmans and a baggage

car, where commodious arrangements were made that permitted
the men to hang up their clothes and keep them in excellent

condition.

Upon arriving at a city we were generally met by the alumni,
and undergraduates, who had some means of transporting us to

the hotel. The hotel-lobby soon afforded quite an unusual sight,
there being probably a hundred suit-cases, hat boxes, etc., strewn

over the floor. The hotels were our rendezvous until the per

formances began.
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The concert is a pleasure, for unlike professionals we go into

our work with the spirit that is found nowhere but in college life.

From the opening of the concert with our
" Alma Mater

" until the

last strain of our " Evening Song," people who have never been

interested in Cornell before, show our Glee Club the highest kind

of respect and appreciation. I am sorry to say, that here in our

own community, where Cornell spirit prevails, when the first

strain of one of our dearest songs is sounded,—
" The Evening

Song
"
—it ts the signal for the Cornell audience to put on their

cloaks and leave, which many do, before the song is finished. We

regard any Cornellian as disloyal, who will not stand in reverence

when "Alma Mater" is sung. Our "Evening Song" should be

respected just as truly.

THE GREAT NORTH WIND.

I sweep and drive from the frigid North,

From seas of white I speed ;

I leap each dale and lofty mount,

And swoop to the torrid mead.

I bare and scour each dizzy height,

I pack the snow in mounds ;

I snatch the trees with gay delight,

And flee with rampant bounds.

I frisk and dash high over all,

I like to be a-going ;

I love to act, it's Nature's call,

Great is the joy of doing.
E. A. S., '07.
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IMPRESSIONS OF CORNELL UNIVERSITY.

C RAMALINGA REDDY.

A Hindu Graduate of Cambridge University, England.

ONE
of the charming hostesses whom it was my good fortuue

to meet at Cornell, told me the following anecdote of a

French professor. He reached Ithaca on a rainy, unpleasant day ;

and with true Gallic vehemence exclaimed, referring to the place,
" This is hell

"

(the word does not sound so horrible in French,

explained my hostess). The next day the sun shone brightly ;

the professor responded with the sentiment,
" This is heaven." I

flatter myself that I am keener of eye than this professor. I too

arrived in Ithaca on a very dismal day ; it was snowing heavily
and a raw dismal wind was blowing. Yet still, as I looked out of

the railway carriage and noticed the general lie of the land I could

not help being struck with the great natural beauty of the situa

tion. Hills and valleys, the stretch of Cayuga lake, the wealth of

vegetation suggested by the trees with their sadly diminished

colour and thinned foliage could create but one impression in me.

The term
'
romantic ', so much misused in its application to

scenery, forms the aptest description of the view commanded by
the academic heights of Cornell. I felt the presence of highland

grandeur, and the impression was deepened by the gorges and cas

cades, discovered latter on a nearer view of the place. No uni

versity that I know of can boast of such a magnificent site. It is

difficult to imagine how any university could have a better one.

A sincere child of Cambridge (transmarius), I was delighted
that Cornell was far removed from city associations, that it con

stituted, in its rural aloofness, a world in itself, the sole center of

attraction,
"
Fair as a star, when only one

Is shining in the sky."

I wish this qualification were possessed more largely by other

American universities as well.

As I gazed around, a curious fanciful thought crossed my mind.
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How much more appropriate Cornell would have been as the scene

of Milton's Lycidas ! Here are all the charms of Arcadian scenery

which Milton describes, and shepherds, aye shepherdesses too.

Here the high lawns do appear under the opening eyelids of the

morn. (Ask not a Cambridge man how often this is the case near

his university : it is a rude question.) Here we could behold—as

in fact I did—the star that rose at evening, bright. And

Amarykis and Naera ; they are not such unlikely conceptions here

as in Milton's university. Applied to Cambridge, the poet's alter

native to
"

Serving the thankless Muse," has in it something as

real and heroic, as a resolve to get drowned in a dried-up well.

Lycidas would gain in realistic colour if transplanted to Ithaca.

But—O dream-destroying doubt—what about the rural dities?

Would they be as eloquent here as there ? Would not the oaten

reed be less likely to be in constant use in Cornell, than in Cam

bridge ?

Undoubtedly the predominance of
(
Stinks-men

'

(Stinks is our

slang for
'

Science ') differentiates the American from the historic

English universities. In Cambridge, too, there are men who

'
Stink

'
in their several ways,

—mechanically, naturally, or medi

cally—but the general atmosphere is still full of the fragrance of

classics and humanities.

One also witnesses at Cornell the salutary effects of Co-education.

Needless to say, it has improved the men vastly. I hope to be

forgiven for coming to the conclusion that the women too have

benefitted by it ; impossible as it may seem, the golden light of

womanhood has been gilded by the society of mere man. The

American girl has a charm all her own, free, frank, not self con

scious, self reliant, and capable of self support, tender and truly

womanly. In other countries, it seems to me, woman is cultivated

in the type, not the individual. She is not encouraged to foster

her individuality, rather the reverse is considered good form. Her

colour must be that of her environment, the social grade to which

she belongs ; like the tone of her dress, not
'

loud,' but what is

called harmonious, i. e., inconspicuous, indistinguishable, level

with the rest. In America, on the other hand, woman is afforded

as much opportunity as is man to give free play to her character
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and genius. Self expression is encouraged. Consequently their

countenances are alert with the glow of soul and personality.
The one thing which I have not found in my heart to recom

mend to my friends in England, is your new spelling ; but that,

of course, is due to blind prejudice.

CARPE DIEM.

HORACE, BOOK I, ODE XI.

Seek not, Leuconae, to know the day

The gods have set to bound thy life, or mine,

Nor try, through wise soothsayer's mystic sign
To wrest the secrets of the gods away.

Tempt not their wrath, to learn their yea or nay,

But whether many years shall yet be thine,

Or this the last when seas shall dash their brine

On hidden rocks,—keep thou thy peaceful way.

Let thine the better part of wisdom be ;

In present pleasure quaff thine unmixed wine,
And spare thyself long hopes, for short their stay.

See, while I speak, how envious Time doth flee !

Give then to-morrow's thought to-morrow's time

And pluck the flower of the passing day.

Beatrice Daw in The Vassar Miscellany.
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THE ENGLISH CLUB.

BY A. W. CRAVER, '07.

FOR
some time before the actual founding of the English Club

in the autumn of 1904, it had been the desire of a number

of instructors and students interested in English study to have a

place where they could meet occasionally with more freedom than

was possible in the class-room. They believed that some organ

ization with this object in view was not only desirable but almost

necessary, and would do much toward increasing the interest

taken by the students in the study of English literature. Such

was the avowed aim of the new club, and in the two years and a

half of its existence this end has been kept steadily in view,,

although the methods of attaining it have been changed slightly
from time to time.

During the present year the program has been exclusively one

of readings ; papers, critical talks and lectures, and discussions

(wherein so often nothing is discussed) are for the time being

relegated to the background. A serious effort has been made to

do away with some of the formalities and more intrusive mechan

ical details of management, in order to shorten the meetings and

to mar as little as possible the impression left by the reader.

The readers are chosen without reference to their connection

with any particular college or even with the University itself.

Coming as they do from different colleges and departments, and

looking at literature from many different standpoints, the selec

tions which they read are naturally of the most varied kinds and

appeal to a wide range of tastes. Ibsen and Emerson and Lamb,
Hawthorne and Thomas Nelson Page, Mary Austin, William

Henry Drummond, Longfellow, Matthew Arnold and Andrew

Lang, in prose drama, poetry, short story, descriptive sketch

romance and essay, offer a variety in which something may surely
be found to please even the most fastidious and exacting.
From the first the Club has been a recognition in tangible form

of an interest in English literature by no means as limited as

pessimistic critics would lead us to believe, and certainly not con-
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fined entirely to those who are studying it in the class-room.

Extremely gratifying, in fact, has been the experience of the

founders and those who have since collaborated in its management

in finding among students and faculty alike an interest in its

purpose and aims at once intelligent and sympathetic, which has

manifested itself not only in their attending the meetings, but in

their willingness to assist, so far as lay in their power, by reading

or otherwise, in carrying out its plans.
It has sometimes been regretted that the English Club is not a

more compact unified body of students, meeting to discuss writers

and their works and general questions relating to literature in

familiar, suggestive talk. Such an organization, however, is

necessarily limited to a few congenial members, and attractive as

it is in prospect and practicable as it may be under certain condi

tions, it is clearly impossible to form upon its lines a club which

is, to some degree at least, representative of the interests in

English study of a great university and which must accordingly
be able to adapt itself to a large and varying membership. Even

assuming, however, that such a plan were feasible and that so

remarkable a group could be assembled regularly,—as I imagine

they more often are in fiction than elsewhere,—we immediately
encounter another obstacle, quite as serious as the former. A

club like this, if it is to be anything more than a mere social

gathering masquerading demurely in academic garb, demands no

inconsiderable preparation on the part of each one who partici
pates in the discussions, more, I am inclined to believe, than the

majority of our students would have the time to make, even if

they had the inclination.

The existing English Club is much less ambitious than this

and it endeavors to appeal to interests wider and more varied than

such a club could affect. It does not strive to be learned nor

laboriously instructive, nor to usurp the function of the teacher •

rather it seeks to afford a place to which in the early evening one

can slip away for a few minutes out of the studious lamp-light to
listen to a story, an essay, a few poems. It looks for its members
not alone among the classes in English, nor among the Arts

students, but among all those who love the good in English
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literature and wish at times to hear it interpreted simply, without

striving for elocutionary effect, yet with sympathy and apprecia
tion and with the coloring, the vitality, that is imparted to it by

the voice alone.

I have not spoken directly of the value to the individual mem

ber of what the Club offers, since one can pronounce with no

sureness upon a question in which the personal element counts

for so much and is indeed the one powerful determining influence.

Each must settle its value for himself, and sometimes perhaps
even the enthusiastic devotee on coming to reckon up its advan

tages may be at a loss to know just what to put down to its credit.

It may have added few facts to his store of knowledge, have con

tributed little that is tangible to his mental equipment, yet if he

be at all susceptible to the influence of the best in literature, if he

feel the charm of the beautiful story, the apt word, the felicitous

phrase, he will assuredly not have gone away unrewarded ; he

will retain the sense of a certain delicate enjoyment and quiet
satisfaction and, on turning these same leaves in after years, of a

subdued retrospective pleasure, less sharply defined perhaps than

at the time of the first impression, yet far from being wholly

effaced and still preserving some of its earlier clearness of outline.

MERRILY WAGS THE WORLD.

Whirl, skirl, twist and twirl,

Merrily falls the snow ;

It eddies round in the fitful gust,

And sprinkles the pine-trees with diamond dust,—

Whirl, skirl, twist and twirl,

Merrily falls the snow.

Joy and tinkle, tinkle and joy,

Merrily ring the bells ;

The cutters speed o'er the firm white street,

The greeting is joyous as drivers meet,
—

Joy and tinkle, tinkle and joy,

Merrily ring the bells.
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HOW TO WRITE A JUNIOR WEEK PLAY.

BY K. L. ROBERTS, '08.

FOR
the benefit of those gentlemen who may desire to turn out

a Junior Week play for the Masque, I have been asked to

offer a few suggestions from my limited experience. The sug

gestions follow :

First, stand in front of a large mirror and say aloud :
"
I am

going to write a play." If you can regard with equanimity the

imbecile expression which follows the remark you are qualified to

proceed. Go at once to the nearest book store and buy large

quantities of manuscript paper, pens and ink. Take your pur

chases back to your room, spread them upon your desk, light your

pipe, cross your legs, and lean back in your chair. The play is

then well under way.

Before starting the menial drudgery of transcribing your great

work upon paper, make arrangements for leaving town suddenly

if the play is not a success. An easy way of doing this is to bust

about six hours work. Then bargain with the business manager

for good seats at the first production. I never knew there were

any good seats at a Masome production until this year.

After these minor details have been arranged, write the first

act. I never wrote a first act myself, but I have been told that it

is a mere bagatelle. Romeyn Berry told me so ; but Rym was

one of those rare genii who could turn out a passionate love son

net between two rubbers of bridge. I can't write love sonnets at

all, so our opinions would probably differ.

To resume : The songs are the first thing to be written. Keep

your eyes open for good song titles. While waiting for Sunday

dessert, for instance, one might get for a song title Just Because

IPs Sunday DonH Expect Ice-Cream ; or while in the registrar's
office, an obvious title would be, I Wonder Why He Didn't Paste

Me With a Shingle. When you are tired of writing songs, place
them forty-eight inches apart, and write enough dialogue to fill in

between them. Get a plot somewhere, and start it between the

fifth and sixth songs. Try not to let anyone know where the

plot starts. You yourself won't know where it ends.
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One of the prime essentials of a comic opera is to write the dia

logue so that four or five pages may be dropped at any point in

the play without being missed. If this cannot be done you have

violated a unity. To find out the meaning of
" violated unities

"

consult the stage manager. He sprung the expression on me

some time ago, but when I asked what it meant he didn't know

any more than I did. I think he has found out since then.

After you have filled in between songs, ask the Business Man

ager how many stage settings he can afford to pay for. When he

tells you, divide the manuscript into acts. Put in one more stage

setting than he can pay for. You can get a great many ideas

from the polished anathema of a Business Manager.

The play is now finished. Take it down and hand it to the

stage manager. He will tell you to come down to the rehearsals

and offer suggestions. You go to the rehearsals as requested, and

are addressed by the stage manager as follows :
"

Now, don't you

think we'd better do such-and-such a thing this way ?" You say,

"No; that wasn't my idea." Then the manager says: "Well,

we're not going to have it your way at all. You've got the artis

tic temperament, and didn't know what you wanted when you

wrote it." This ends your connection with the play, and you go

home at peace with the world.
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"

Thought once awakened does not again slumber.'1''

THE
Era takes pleasure in announcing the election of Messrs.

Robert J. Spencer, '08, Leroy R. Goodrich, '08, and George
F. Rogalsky, '08, to its editorial staff.

JUNIOR WEEK*

JUNIOR
WEEK, significant of much that is pleasant in life

has come again. Ushered in with the same old economic

dissertations concerning local trusts and monopolies, the hatchet

is flung aside when the lady appears and the week runs its brilliant

course to pass into regretful memory with one last blaze of color

and confusion. But in spite of it all, refractory committees, boiled

shirts and the rest of it, Junior Week is good not only as a change
but for its own enjoyable self. Things are put in order for once

during the year at least, (papers are put into the scrap-basket and
not thrown at it), the Cornell citizen overhauls his wardrobe, looks
twice at his shoes, and passes a strict censorship on his working
vocabulary,—then with his house in order he welcomes his guest.
And if the thoughts of some go fondly day dreaming and before
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he is aware an announcement is made or he is going about his

work in the future with more serious intent and with grimer de

termination,—"why not, why not?" as the man said in the play,
for the world must go on whether we like it or no. Yes, Junior
Week is welcome and we make our best bow to those who come

among us from Cornell, or Ithaca, or the ends of the states and

who make it all possible. And to the chaperones, our heartiest

welcome, who make many things possible.

A WELL WISHING*

NEXT
month,—the evening of March the seventh to be exact,

—our representatives in debate will meet those of Penn

sylvania and Columbia. As the result of last year's triangular

meeting much credit accrued to Cornell—we won both debates.

What will be the outcome of this year's meet remains to be seen,

but the fact is that no less in debate than in athletics, journalism
or whatnot we have been setting the pace of late—and it is not

the pace that kills, be it said. But the setting of a standard makes

imperative its maintainence. Now, debating may be said to be not

so much unpopular as non-popular among us and the interest it ex

cites is confined perhaps to too few. The general impression would

seem to be that it is an intricate something open only to the

studiously intellectual few rather than to the healthfully intelli

gent many. All of which the many would find to be popycock, if

the opportunity were only taken by them to find out.
" The

proof of the pudding, etc." But to come back to the point.
While a winning debate team may not advertise as much as some

other things, it reflects no less proportionate credit. Besides it is

a highly legitimate enterprise. But like all things debate needs

something more than sympathy and that something is financial

and moral support. The financial part consists, we understand,

of a voluntary subscription of twenty-five cents,
—

"
not an un

reasonable sum," as the debate people put it. The moral part

consists of the desire to encourage by attendance at the Lyceum

on the evening of the dispute,—not such a terrible ordeal as it

would seem ; in fact it is even enjoyable on occasion. We wish

for the debaters the best of success this year and to that end hope

that a majority will respond.
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DR. WHITE AND MILITARY DRILL.

WE
never before realized that there was so much to be said in

favor of our undergraduate soldier boy until the recent

publication of Dr. White's letter on the subject. 'Tis an ill wind

that blows no good and so with the incident that drew forth Mr.

White's expression. Perhaps the average undergraduate who
has

been inflicted (as he feels) with drill simply that the law might be

satisfied, has vaguely recognized that after all it was an excellent

thing for itself but he didn't know exactly why. That drill makes

better gentlemen in that it "sets up," reduces awkwardness and

generally polishes, so to speak ; that it makes better
men because

it rigorously disciplines ; and that it makes better citizens since it

induces a spirit of law and order and produces a force to secure it

are all respectfully submitted by Mr. White. Here then there is

no "jingoism" but plain sense and argument incontrovertible.

In this connection we are glad to be able to publish this month a

letter from Professor Goldwin Smith. The letter speaks for itself.

A CHANCE TO MAKE GOOD.

A

H^H T Barnes Hall may at last be instrumental perhaps in

bringing about the beginnings of a more extensive scheme of

social intercourse among Cornell undergraduates is the most wel

come development of the past month. Through the efforts of

the Christian Association under the direction of its general secre

tary and the action of the board of trustees, the university has

vacated Barnes Hall, has cancelled a burdensome debt and now

the whole building is free to be put to any legitimate use consistent

with the intention of its donor as expressed in his letter of gift.
In considering this matter, however, two things should be re

membered : first, that Barnes Hall is primarily and at all times

the home of the Christian Association ; second, that the building
is woefully inadequate as to space for comprehensive improve
ments. But neither of these facts carries the inference that the

Association is not deeply interested in the effort to make Barnes

Hall a more effective social center and to that end in putting all

available space to the best possible use. As some know, and
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more ought to know, this movement to put undergraduate life at

Cornell on a broader social basis owes much of its vitality to the

present secretary of the Association but, as has been said in these

columns before, this is not primarily Mr. Thayer's affair but is of

chief concern to every undergraduate, or ought to be, at least.

The heartiest of co-operation is needed and is asked for and we

are glad to see that the Vigilance Committee has taken the mat

ter up. The complaint has gone up for years that what is needed

is a student club house on the campus and the radiation of a larger
social spirit. Here then is the opportunity for a practical test, a

chance to make good and to prove the sincerity of the complaint.
As an ultimate solution of our social problem Barnes Hall is of

course out of the question,—it is utterly and hopelessly inade

quate,
—but as a temporary expedient and as a stepping stone to

better things, if a deserving spirit is shown, it can serve the pur

pose well. To the combined efforts of the Vigilance Committee

and the general secretary we wish the best of snccess.

THE COLLEGE JOURNALIST.

IN
an article entitled "American Undergraduate Journalism

"
in

last month's issue of the Journalist, "a magazine for all who

read and write,"—the author, Mr. Warwick James Price, discus

ses with much comprehension and not a little appreciation the

amateur endeavors of the college journalist. Beyond the fact that

the author ranks the three Cornell publications in the first class

in their respective fields—a matter of natural concern to Cornel-

liaus—some of his criticisms and conclusions in themselves are

far from being uninteresting. Commenting on the "

dailies,"
"from the viewpoint of the professional journalist, of most inter

est,"—Mr. Warwick has much to say in favor of their editorial

pages and their general enterprise. The chief criticism is (and
in our opinion justifiable) that the

"

presentation of the news is

'prosy' and the heads are almost without exception 'dry.'"

While granting that college journalism should not grow "yellow"

its present
"
conservativeness

"
is uninviting, and the author
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wishes that
"
more life and sprightliness might be put into those

(now too musty) captions." As for the leading college comic pub

lications much that is pleasant is said and there^is
but little ad

verse criticism. In looking over the list given 'of the names of

men who worked on the editorial staff of this class of publication

in their undergraduate days, and who have since achieved dis

tinction along journalistic lines, it is interesting to note that the

man
" whose clever idea gave

'

Spotless Town
'
to the advertising

world was formerly busied on Cornell's Widow." Commenting

on the distinctly literary magazine the author concludes, some

what interestingly, that "the young ladies generally write better

stories (and tell them better !) than the young gentlemen of the

institutions of learning devoted wholly to masculine needs."

Closing his article Mr. Warwick says :—
"

Undergraduate journal

ism is not only a creditable part of America's big university world,

not only is it an interesting expression of the university activity

of the country, but it is also an institution each year offering to

not less than 50,000 of the world's citizens of to-morrow, high

training in many phases of manual ability, mental skill and

moral character-building.

TODD, BLACKMER & CO.

A first class place to find all kinds of good Dry Goods*

The establishment is of long standing and most reliable.

Opposite Post Offioo.

Electrical Devices of every kind

and Supplies for Gas and Electric Lighting.

Table Lamps, Pocket Eights, etc.

Davis=Brown Electric Co., Inc.

Licensed Contractors and Electrical Engineers. Next door to Lyceumu
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EUROPEAN EXPERIENCES IN J 869.*

BY PROFESSOR CHARLES MELLEN TYLER.

<^ r~PO AN American," writes Washington Irving,
"

visiting
1 Europe the long voyage he has to make is an excellent

preparation. The temporary absence of worldly scenes and em

ployments produces a state of mind peculiarly fitted to receive

new and vivid impressions. The vast space of waters that

separates the hemispheres is like a blank page in existence.

There is no gradual transition, by which, as in Europe, the

features and population of one country blend almost imperceptibly

with those of another. From the moment you lose sight of the

land you have left, all is vacancy until you step on the op

posite shore and are launched into the bustle and novelties

of another world."

The elegant writer of this sentiment, however, crossed the sea

on a sailing barque, when a voyage to Liverpool took nearly two

months for the transit. In the days of slow passage one could

sympathize with Charles Lamb, who excused himself from writing

^Leaves from an unpublished journal.
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to a trans-Atlantic friend because it was so far to communicate

thought that it tired him. Now six days or less of sea voyage

bring the continents so near that the noise of New York is almost

echoed at once by the roar of London or Paris. In four days,

now, one is in the 'roaring 'forties' and catches glimpses of the

Skelligs or the head of Kinsale.

There is but little monotony now in a passage by steam. It

was varied for us by the sight first of a whale which seemed to be

engaged in a a mortal combat. The sword fish and thrasher are

said by old salts to attack in alliance their unwieldy victim, the

sword fish piercing him beneath his bulwarks, while his comrade,

the thrasher, hurling himself into the open, delivers sledge-hammer

blows from above on his head, as the whale comes up to spout

and take breath. It was a conflict rarely witnessed as we left

them far alee, it was evident from the color of the water thrown

into the air that the conflict would be of short duration. Never

have I seen so remarkable a phosphorescence as on this voyage.

As our ship plunged into the depths of water her sides were illum

inated with all the colors of the rainbow and far down beneath

the waters a million rubies and emeralds and sapphires glowed
with prismatic fires. I have in later voyages, hoped to renew this

miracle of delight but have never yet seen any display comparable
to this seen on my first voyage out. Now and then a huge por

poise or grampus would heave his unwieldy bulk above the waves,

showing his dorsal fin. The Inman steam-ship of that day was a

small affair compared with giant barques like the Baltic of the

present day, and instead of riding over the crests of great waves

serenely, took a plunge between them inevitably to the great dis

comfort of those whose stomachs were delicate.

I shall not inflict upon my reader an account of my travels.

Two or three incidents, however, are perhaps interesting enough
to recall. The first was a night spent in the House of Commons,
to the gallery of which we gained admission through the courtesy

of Mr. John Bright, whose personal letter I still retain as a

memorial autograph. It was a field night, to me forever memorable

because of a battle royal between Mr. Gladstone and Mr. Disraeli.

Sometimes in war a slight incident brings on a general engage

ment. Mr. Ward Hunt, the late Chancellor of the Exchequer
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under Disraeli, now in the opposition rose to indulge in criticism

of the budget. Mr. Gladstone with some heat repelled the insin

uations of the speaker, and this called up Mr. Disraeli to help his

his old staff officer. From this time nothing was heard but the

roar of the heavy ordnance. The line of battle was shifted from

the criticism of the Fisc to the Irisli Church- question, by some

remark of Gladstone, and at once Mr. Bright, Robert Lowe and

others, who had been sitting motionless as so many gods in the

niches of a pantheon, rustled slightly in their seats expectant of an

unusual conflict. Mr. Gladstone possessed a voice of large calibre;
his figure, and manner as well, reminded me of our Charles

Sumner. His accent was, to my surprise, not distinctly English,
and if he had been speaking in my old Boston home, not knowing
who he was, I should have put him down as one of our patrician
orators of the days of Webster and Everett. Under the barbed

attacks of the great commoner in opposition, he betrayed possibly
a shade too much of sensitiveness like that of an Arab steed, under

perfect intelligent self-control, but high strung and not conceal

ing a quiver of nervous excitement. But not for an instant was

he found at disadvantage in this duel where indeed no red blood,

but the precious ichor of mind was shed without stint. Mr.

Disraeli's manner was the opposite of Gladstone's. He languidly
rose from his seat, alternately placing his hands upon the rail, and

inserting them in the pockets of his divided skirts, and pro

pounding a question, followed it up with most caustic and

gracefully phrased allegations and criticisms, woven together in

subtle and apparently inextricable construction. His utterance

was somewhat disappointing, being characterized by those stammer

ings and caesuras which most English speakers affect, either as

supposedly indicative of a stoical ease in debate, or as an addition

to personal dignity. The manner, potent as it was to irritate and

vanquish an ordinary opponent, detracted as I thought from his

fame as an orator. But on reading the report of what he said, the

next morning, I was struck by the fact that his contention from

first to last was elegant in diction, compact in logic, and skilled

to the last degree in strategy. I was told that it was an unusual

encounter, worthy of the days of Pitt, Fox and Burke, and I
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congratulated myself on the opportunity of being present at

a collision of minds, rarely witnessed in the Commons.

On my arrival at Paris we found quarters at the Hotel Violet in

Place Violet leading from Rue Poissoniere. This hotel had been

a chateau of some nobleman in former days, and was now kept by
a German. Conversing with him, I remarked that the empire
seemed to be firmly based, and judging from the order that reigned,
the Emperor seemed to enjoy popularity, as the vivas which

greeted him, when he rode along the Champs Elysees, ap

peared to demonstrate. With a quick glance at me, placing
his finger upon his lips and looking furtively around to assure

himself that our conversation would not be heard by others, he

replied in a whisper :
" The Empire will not last a year." In

eight months the prophecy was realized, and the disaster of Sedan

so graphically described by Zola in Le Debacle ended the Napo
leonic dynasty, Sept. 2, 1870. A stranger to France, I had no

skill in interpreting the signs of revolution, but to my German

friend the air throbbed with portents, and his conviction was al

most one of mathematical certainty.
1 will not forget to speak of the conferences of Pere Felix de

livered at Notre Dame before Archbishop Darboy and his clerical

staff, and the general public. These orations were characterized

by remarkable eloquence, dealing with the relations of theqlogy
and modern science. Entering the cathedral and selecting a chair,
I observed many reading newspapers during the mass ; but when

Pere Felix ascended the pulpit there was a rustle of interest,
journals were folded and pocketed and the agnostics and atheists,
if there were any, gave the preacher profound attention. With a

voice of delicious timbre and using so pure and deliberate an

elocution, that a foreigner like myself could follow his thought,
he spoke for fifteen minutes and then resumed his ecclesiastical

hat and sat down while Archbishop Darboy exchanged comments

with his clergy, evidently gratified. The speaker rising again
and directly addressing the Archbishop, resumed his argument in

a strain of the loftiest oratory, once more exalting his audience to

the highest tension of admiration, until again after twenty minutes

covering his head and seating himself, the audience breathed a

sigh of relief. These deliverances and pauses succeeded each
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other for more than an hour and I have never witnessed a greater

triumph of logic and oratory, before an audience, many, if not a

majority, of whom, profoundly dissented from the speaker's theo

logical views. I think Pere Felix was a Jesuit and as Father

Hyacinth had been captivating public interest by his rejection of

Ultra-Montanism and papal infallibility, Pere Felix was invited

to deliver these conferences as an adroit, diplomatic and perhaps
liberal counterweight to the radical views of (Hyacinth) Loyson.

Pere Felix was, I should judge, about forty years old, handsome

exceedingly, with an aquiline nose, perfect head and distinguished
manners. The motley audience dispersed with various comments,

sympathetic, or dissident, but a unit in admiration of the man as

an orator.

Sadly have I to write that Archbishop Darboy who had a liberal

mind and who, as I have been told, called upon the protestant Dr.

Pressense to thank him for his work 'Primitive Christianity,' and

who was beloved of Paris and France for his sympathy and

benevolence, who perilled his life, like two Archbishops before

him, to allay the hostility of revolutionists,—this noble man was

shot with others in the yard of the Prison La Roquette by order

of the infamous Raoul Rigaud during the Commune, a few hours

before the Versailles soldiers under Marschal McMahon could

rescue them. On my third visit to Paris I made a pilgrimage to

this prison and on the spot where he fell, recalled his piety and

magnanimity.
The railway train from Florence to Rome was guarded by Ber.

seglieri, as there was occasionally a stroke of business on the part

of brigands. The American catching a view of the dome of St.

Peters from the campagna is under a brief illusion that he is

drawing near to Washington and the capitol. The usual places

were visited ; the only incident worth relating was the meeting,

outside the gates, of the carriage of the Pontiff Pius IX, in which

was seated with him Cardinal Antonelli engaged in earnest con

versation. We got out of our carriage, doing in Rome as the

Romans do, and removing our hats, received gracious bows in re

turn, while our coachman kneeled in the road and was rewarded

with a papal benediction.

I had a less pleasing experience later in Naples, visiting the
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Castel Sant' Elmo and the Carthusian Church of S. Martino to

see there the fine columns of lapis lazuli. I had no sooner entered

the nave when an Italian of martial aspect and superb figure,

accompanied by his wife, both distinguished in bearing, ex

changed words with each other as soon as they saw me. He then

rapidly advanced with his hand upon his poniard and took a close

survey of my person from head to foot, as if not quite sure of my

identity. Politely bowing to him I made a detour to the left to

proceed with my observation of the beauties around me. To my

surprise, resisting the earnest remonstrances of his consort, he

again stepped quickly toward me,
"
on hostile thoughts intent,"

as I could not doubt, and resorting to diplomacy I accosted him in

English, trusting that I might undeceive him if he fancied I was

some enemy whom he had known in military or civil life. My

English speech made him hesitate again. He evidently did not

speak English and his wife succeeded in drawing him again to

some distance from me, her manner and utterance becoming more

insistent. Meanwhile, affecting more indifference to the situation

than I really felt, I conversed with my fellow traveller and entered

one of the side chapels. I was conscious that another scene was

about to open and heard his footsteps again as he drew near. I

then deliberately faced about and we coolly took each other's

measure. The lady was still striving to convince him that he

was mistaken in his man, and an officer on guard at the door drew

near, his hand upon his sword hilt, when to my relief, the stranger
seemed at last to realize his mistake and slowly retreated along
the aisle, not, however, without looking frequently back, as if

loath to give up the affair. The soldier on guard, who had drawn

near to protect me if necessary, in broken English said to me,
" That man did regard you very much ; I did think he wras going
to stick you." I replied,

" Indeed he did regard me too much."

My supposition is that the Italian was an ex-army officer, hav

ing fought under General Delia Marmora at Custozza against the

Austrians a few years before, who possibly had been involved in

a feud with one of his countrymen, and as I wore the hat with

cord and wreath, which had gone with me through the campaign

of '64, it being almost identical with the Italian military

chapeau, and as in addition I was of a dark complexion, with black
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hair and eyes to match, he saw a likeness which revived his re

sentment. As in Jedburg, in Scotland, the suspected was hanged
first and tried afterward, so in Italy the poniard has often preceded

inquiry and evidence.

I took the train next day to Pompeii and met by chance Henry
W. Longfellow, the poet, his daughter and brother, and a princi

pal of a school in St. Edmondsbury, England. We lighted our

cigars and rambled through the exhumed city. The English pro

fessor, who was something of an archaeologist, pointing out the

hypocausta of the Baths, explained how the fires were placed
beneath and the hot water conveyed to the bathing receptacles.
On my return to the hotel, for the first time I reflected upon

my strange experience in the church of S. Martino, and resolved

to return to Rome before some other Italian should mistake me

for a foe.

When returning to Rome the Georgics of Virgil were forcibly

brought to mind as I observed from the windows of the railway
train the method of plowing in the agricultural districts—the

simple horizontal bar for a yoke for the oxen and the tough knee

of oak for a plow, a mere hook with a single handle and a sharp

point scratching the soil. The vines trained upon the poplar

trees, hanging in festoons, were just the same in appearance as

when Horace rambled over his Sabine farm. In my reveries the

bucolic poetry not only of Virgil and Horace, but of our English
rural poets, came back through the gates of memory. When one

is on Roman soil imagination transfigures even a poor farming

region. In every impoverished runlet of water the romantic

scholar discerns a Foitnt ofBandusia {sftlendidior vitro,'' and the

broad-horned oxen seem to have been kept over from the time of

Tibullus and Propertius. At Frascati or Tivoli you walk on

sacred ground where the Prime Minister Maecenas may have trod

with Horace, or Hortensius have conversed with Cicero at

Tusculum.

You live back in the days of Augustus and see in fancy the

Mantuan poet training his vines and writing his Georgics and his

"

cracking laconism," as Ik Marvel terms it, comes to your mind,
Laudato ingentia rura, exiguum colito ; praise big farms ; stick

to little ones.
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BY A. J. LAMOREUX, '74.

STUDENT
life at Cornell dates from 1868—less than 39 years

ago
—and my own personal recollections go back to the

autumn of 1870. It is not a very long period in the life of a

University, but it cuts a pretty large half out of a man's life.

In recalling the Cornell of those days, allowances must be made

for a great many things—the fact that the University had just

started, and that the town was small and unprepared to take

care of a large body of students. In addition to these drawbacks,

the students were more mature and not so well prepared for a

college course, in comparison with the undergraduates of today.

They came from all parts of the country, attracted by the an

nouncements that Cornell offered exceptional facilities to poor

students. It was Mr. Cornell's desire to make things easy for

them, and to place opportunities within their reach which could

not be found elsewhese. It was a generous ambition, but I think

he did not realize how little could be done with the means at the

University's disposal, and in so small a town. There were a great

many students in those days who were compelled to earn all their

expenses, and there was really very little for them to do. The

farm furnished work for a few, and others found employment on

the grounds, which were being graded, at 15 cents an hour.

There was nothing strenuous in the life of that time, and the

professors rarely needed assistance. The University Press gave

employment to those who were printers, while others found work

in town. As for the townspeople, it was a new experience for

them also, but it is pleasant to remember that they did all they
could, and often made generous sacrifices through their desire to

help. Still further, a considerable number of students found

work on neighboring farms, during the summer vacation, and not

only were they able to earn a large part of their expenses in this

way but made friends that were most helpful to them. It is

necessary to know and appreciate these circumstances to under

stand the situation during Cornell's first decade.
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A good illustration of the shifts adopted by students to cover

their expenses may be found in the case of two of them who

opened an office in town and took jobs of house-painting. Last

summer one of them was in Ithaca to attend the meeting- of the

American Association, and we put in a very enjoyable half day

wandering about town picking up stray threads of student ex

periences. And among them was the identification of houses he

had painted, and the old wooden building back of Library Hall

where his paint shop was located. He is now the vice-president
of one of our large universities and a prominent figure in the

scientific world, and I am inclined to believe that the experiences
of his student life in Ithaca, outside the lecture-rooms, were im

portant factors in fitting him for so successful a career.

Compared with the student life of to-day, that of the first decade

of our University history will seem unbearably dull and lifeless.

There was no gymnasium and no athletic organization, no inter

collegiate matches, no organized sport of any description until

toward its close. We had baseball and football, but they were

very tame exhibitions compared with those of the present time.

Baseball was played with bare hands and the pitcher's tricks were

then unknown. And as for football, no one thought of it as a

field of battle from which the players could not hope to escape

alive and sound. The play-ground was on Willow avenue and is

now covered with residences, and it was there also that we enter

tained the boys and girls of town with the out-door drills of a

company of "independent cadets," in-door drills were held in

"military hall" in the basement of Library Hall. The beginning
of our subsequent athletic organization unquestionably belongs to

the "Tom Hughes Boat Club," which was founded during my

residence here, but which had to give way later on to the more

ambitious purposes of the Cornell Navy. The organizers of the

Tom Hughes Boat Club planned to have two ormore clubs in the

University and to promote races between them. Their idea was

to give rowing opportunities to all, rather than concentrate them

within the narrow limits of a few chosen competitors for places in

racing crews. The possibility of sending a crew to compete with

another college was not seriously considered, simply because of the

difficulty in raising money. There were no
"

gate receipts," nor
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" observation cars
"
in those days to help us ; our only recourse

was to go around and personally ask for subscriptions. Goldwin

Smith once kindly offered to deliver a lecture in Owego for our

benefit, but a rainy night and lack of interest in the subject of his

lecture brought out so small an audience that we barely paid ex

penses. Our first intercollegiate victory, however, changed all

this, and there has been no difficulty since then in raising funds.

Of the appearance of East Hill in those days, nothing perhaps

but a photograph can give a satisfactory idea. Ithaca at that time

was nearly all down on the level. There were but comparatively

few houses on East Hill, and these were small
"

story-and-a-half
"

structures with very limited accommodations for students. Attic

rooms were the rule, rather than the exception. Eddy street was

a part of the Dryden road and had only three or four small houses,

and above that was open country. Stewart Avenue had no

existence, not even in dreams, and there was nothing between

Buffalo Street and Cascadilla Creek but two or three small houses

and some old mills. Below the campus were open fields, with

only a few scattering trees, except a small grove above Mr. Cornell's

residence, then under construction, and a fringe of trees along
Cascadilla Creek.

The University Buildings in 1870 were the Cascadilla, which

had been recently built for a sanitarium, the North and South

Buildings, now called White and Morrill Halls, and a large, ugly
wooden structure on the Campus, near the north wing of the

present Goldwin Smith Hall, which was used by the Civil Engi

neering and Chemistry departments for lecture-rooms and labora

tories. The Cascadilla was occupied by a large number of the

professors and their families—including President White, Goldwin

Smith, Dr. Wilson (registrar), Professors Fiske, Wilder, Boyesen
and Wait—and by a large number of students. The upper floors

of the North and South Buildings were also used for dormitoriesv
and very pleasant rooms they contained, too. At the corner where

East Avenue enters the Fall Creek road stood an old farm house,
and behind it a large orchard. Of course we all helped to gather
the apples, and liked the work immensely. On the hill above

was another orchard, and I remember helping to gather apples

•
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there and to take them over to the cider mill at Free Hollow, now

known under the more poetic name of Forest Home.

For a time after the University was first opened Cascadilla Creek

had no bridge and was crossed by sliding down one bank and

clambering up the other. The new bridge (not the present stone

structure) was in place in 1870, and my first work for the Uni

versity was on the grading between it and the Cascadilla. The

road up to the University was roughly graded and had a plank
walk on its lower side. There was another wooden bridge across

the little stream which runs between South Avenue and Sage

Annex, and there were always curious happenings about it when

"

gate night
"
came around, as it always did once a year. Once I

remember seeing its planks take legs and leave their accustomed

places, which were filled with rails, wagons, scrapers, wheel-

burrows, and all sorts of moveable things. And I saw, on the

same night, a pet bear walk out of the basement of one of the

buildings, climb the stairs to the
"

Chapel
"
on the upper floor of

the South Building, and take Dr. Wilson's chair—ready for the

morning's devotions. And then a lusty yearling came up from

Mr. Cornell's pasture and entered the bear's den. Professor

Comstock, then a student, was the bear's keeper, and if I am not

mistaken he had a hard time and a broken bone in getting the

bear out of the Chapel the next morning before the usual half-

dozen students came in to keep Dr. Wilson company during devo

tions.

It is worth noting that the beautiful elms which line the ave

nue between the bridge and campns were nothing but unsightly
sticks in 1870, that there were no residences on the road, and

that rail fences enclosed the fields on both sides. One of these

worm fences came down where Stimson and Boardman Halls now

are, and formed an angle just in front of the present Library. On

the site of the Library stood a small wooden tower where the

chimes were first hung, waiting for the completion of the Mc-

Graw Library, as it was then called. The walls of this building

were only a little above the basement in 1870, and when it was

completed the Library occupied the central part. I had the

pleasure of attending the lectures of Professor Hartt on geology

in the north wing of that building, and those of Professor Anthony
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on physics in the south wing about two years later.
Above the

campus the only building I remember was a small roughly-made

structure of two rooms, standing on the eastern slope of the hill,

now occupied by President White's residence, which was used as

a boarding-house for students on the hill. It was called
" The

Struggle" by some wag, and the title may have clung to it to the

end. The west wing of Sibley College was erected during my

first vears at Cornell, and the University had a printing office

there, at which "The Era" was printed for a time. The print

ing office was discontinued some years later because of difficulties

connected with its management.

And now just a few words about "The Era," which was then

the only college paper published at Cornell. It was published by

a board of five editors belonging to the Junior Class, who were

elected by their classmates near the end of their sophomore year.

The elections were always sharply contested, because the position

carried with it no small degree of honor in those days. The pro

fessors were always generous in their support of the paper as were

the tradespeople in town. As a rule, it earned but little more than

its cost, so that the workof editing and publishing was looked upon

as a labor of love. It was not customary to select an editor-in-chief,

though the board generally divided up the work among themselves,

which naturally gave some one man the editorials, another the busi

ness management, and another the
"
locals." All questions of policy

were decided by a majority vote. The paper, of course, exercised no

small influence in the student world, and so far as my personal

knowledge goes it always made good use of that influence. Its

record is a good one, and it has never, so far as I know, abused

the confidence given to it. It stood high in the field of college

journalism, and the experience gained in its preparation was help
ful. I happen to be the only one of our staff who followed jour
nalism as a profession, but I am sure that a year on the "

Era

board
"
was beneficial to the others as well as to myself.

There are many things in connection with student life in the

'70s which would be very interesting to the undergraduates of to

day, but time and space will not let me go into them. I wish to

say that the fraternity men did not live together at that time, and
that this helped to make the student body singularly democratic.
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The majority of the students lived in town, principally north of

State street on Cayuga, Tioga, Aurora and Farm streets, and the

cross streets in that section. Many of them boarded in student's

clubs, where one of their number catered and kept accounts for

his board. Of course a large percentage of them never completed

the four years' course, but this was very often the result of the

hard work forced upon them by the necessity of earning their ex

penses during the college year. The fact that so many of the

students of that day have won high positions and fame in various

callings is evidence not only of the character of the training they

received here, but also of the sterling qualities which they

possessed when they came.

HAIL CORNELL

By ALBERT W. SMITH, 78

Director of Sibley College.

Lo, at her feet the valley lies ;

She stands in changing shade and shine

Of brooding clouds and sunny skies

Amidst the hills of oak and pine.

Chorus. With sound of pealing bell,

With song and lusty yell,

We hail thee, hail, Cornell.

She sees the lake with mirrored shore,

Or swept by winds and flecked with white.

Beneath the stars she watches o'er

The city twinkling through the night.

Her bells ring out to Summer skies,

O'er Winter's snow, in Autumn's haze ;

And sounds of many waters rise

Where we exulting sing her praise.



MY KINGSTON EARTHQUAKE,

BY SCOTT HENRY PERKY, '07.

KINGSTON
is the only city in Jamaica ; the other important

places, except Spanishtown, are towns of two or three

thousand inhabitants. So although a large part of the

island was shaken, the cataclysm will undoubtedly go by the

name of the Kingston earthquake ; for there it seemed to be the

most severe. The destruction was infinitely greater than in the

rest of the island, and the long death-list is almost wholly con

cerned with the crumbled and charred ruins at the city's center.

The Main Street ok Kingston, Jamaica, after the earthquake.
e cross mark in the picture shows truck under which Mr. Perky was pinioned.

Kingston was an interesting city. I do not think it was pretty,
as some would have it. Approached from the harbor, it looked
like a village half hidden behind cocoanut palms—an appearance
the busy wharves and passing glimpses of the thoroughfares did

not bear out. Once entered, the city looked as large and busy and
noisy as could be wished with the clang of trolley bells, the clatter
of " buses," and the pounding of heavy dray carts. Looking down
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the narrow stretch of Harbor Street, which holds the principal
retail stores and is by far the busiest, one saw an array of brick

buildings of some two or three stories or more, some with arcades

and some without sidewalk. Each contributed its quota in form

and color to a cheap and motley scene. Two car tracks crowded

the street, and the narrow sidewalks were filled with people
—

largely colored—who were crowding at that busy moment in a

busy day the numerous stores, and stood looking into their

windows. It was this street of comparatively high buildings that

I saw come together overhead like a tunnel, and it was among

these people that the awful loss of life and the awful agony was

suffered.

I had been attending the opening meeting of the Agricultural
Conference for the West Indies. The room was nearly filled with

delegates and the members of Sir Alfred Jones' prominent com

mercial party just arrived from England. The governor welcomed

the noted Conference to its first meeting in Jamaica, and welcomed

the party out from England, whose presence was auspicious for

the prosperous future of the island. Sir Daniel Morris read an

able presidential address full of hope for the future of agriculture

in the British West Indies and of promise for Jamaica ; and the

capable Archbishop, in moving a vote of thanks, roused his hearers

to enthusiasm.

The Conference had reassembled for the afternoon session, which

liappened to be the salvation of many prominent men who would

otherwise have been crushed under the heavy walls of Myrtle

Bank Hotel. It is something that all but one prominent visitor

was saved. I did not attend, but was busy down in the town, and

three minutes before the disaster was standing in front of Myrtle

Bank waiting for a car to take me into the suburbs. The car I

took was nearly empty. As we went towards the business center,

a negro got on, but shortly paid his fare and got off. Perhaps he

has reason to thank his forgetfulness. Then, between Church

and King Streets, where the city is busiest and the walls highest,

the car grated and jarred and the wheels at one side seemed to sink

into the ground. Perhaps there was a dull boom, but what I

recall chiefly is the ominous silence with the reeling of walls

.towards each other everywhere along the street. I made the
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senseless move of springing to the side of the car ; and I suppose

that is what saved me. In the same instant day-light was shut

out, and I heard a dull thud, whether upon the car roof or my

head, I do not know.

I must have remained unconscious for some minutes, for when I

came to the air was cleared of dust and the sun shone brightly

upon a scene of awful desolation. I had the notion that I was a

whole story above the street and that there was a story of bricks

beneath me. The car roof had been crushed down and almost

buried beneath bricks, and my right leg was pinned under it. I

think that a car upright was laying across my neck and was re

moved as I was regaining conciousness. My head was bleeding

badly, and the hand with which I am now again able to write was

raw and torn. A boy—the hero of an episode of which I was

merely the victim—stood over me, terribly excited, but tugging

with his small strength at the freighted car roof and crying,
"
We'll get you out ! We'll get you out !

"
Two men came—one

black and one nearly white—and I asked him of my own color if

this were an earthquake.
"

Yes, and I have lost everything in

the world by it, and will have to get out of Jamaica."
A fire burst out a little distance away, and the wind fanned it

towards me. The two men and the boy at the upright they used

to pry with were not enough, and the store-keeper ran after a saw

within a store whose front walls were crumbled. About me were

some colored women to whom I appealed, but they were too

frightened to do more than look. The pain was hard to bear.

When the saw came—goodness knows where he found it !—it was

of little effect against the hard ribs of the car-roof, and I told them

to get back to the pry, and leave the saw for the softer material

of my leg if the fire came too near. But they all went away for

something, and I could have but little confidence that they would

return where death was so ripe and help and mercy were needed

everywhere. A groaning man was completely buried beneath the

bricks beside me. I appealed to a colored officer ; but he said his

business was with the dying, and I did not dispute it. Dangerous
walls were above me. .A large corner-post dangled in wires just
over my head. I wondered if a city-full had perished, so few were

in the street. Then two came back, whether with a better pry, I
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do not know ; but my head was clear for a moment, and I told

them what to do. I asked for a knife and cut off my trowser-leg,
and then put all my muscle into pulling while they pried. I don't

know how long it was, but at last I was freed, and although

miserably weak, I found I could stand. The boy threw my coat

over me, and I staggered away. Strong men were now coming
into the street, while I was in no condition to be heroic. I got out to

cross-roads some how, and have some recollection of brushing past
a stupefied and stricken multitude. Some dead and dying lay in

the streets. Wreck and ruin were everywhere.
But my suffering was as nothing to that of the mother who,

thirty miles away, felt the shock and saw the burning of Richmond

village, and heard that Kingston was a charnel house. It was

not till ten the next night that she heard my call from the road,
and would not believe the good news until she saw me, and again
doubted when she saw my paleness and my injuries.
Hundreds who escaped could tell as much as I have told, only,

few, I feel sure, could have come so near death. The chances

were a hundred to one against me, but that one must stand for

the
"
I am

"
in my philosophy.

That night I lay in a kitchen shanty, and thrashed about for

hours looking out upon the lurid sky over Kingston, and the next

day the city lay in dust and ashes, with ninety per cent of her

buildings in ruins and the people engaged in trembling search for

their thousand dead.

The first issues of the newspapers were small and poor enough,

but they cried out bravely, in bold type,
"

Kingston shall be re

built," and then proceeded with a long list of
"
Some of the dead."

Kingston will be rebuilt, and will be a fairer and more American

city. But some of its most enterprising citizens have been killed

and the English insurance companies threaten to take an ugly ad

vantage. If these last would practice a business-like charity,

Kingston would indeed rise like the fabled Phoenix and become

and important center for American and British commerce.

The island as a whole is not materially affected. The hurricane

of 1903 was more disastrous, for it swept away the crops and

threatened the people with privation. Today the real sufferers

are among those who so recently had comfortabe incomes.
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Too proud to beg, and educated to live at a much higher standard

than the ordinary native, these families—the most difficult to

reach with aid—are going to suffer bitterly for along time to come.

There is no place to go, and there is too little room for enterprise

to open a sufficient means of escape from poverty.

I should like, were there space, to tell of the influence of the

earthquake on the thoughts of the people, who just now, and

especially at Kingston, are yielding to the persuasions of fanatics,

and preparing generally for the day of judgment. Some are

preaching that this is a judgment against the white people, in that

so many were killed, and that the negroes should rise up and

drive out all the rest. One black man was overheard saying to

another :
"
Serves 'em right, for they treat us bad." Which is in

no wise the truth. I think, however, that only a small part of

the black population entertains these ugly sentiments.

The incident of Rear Admiral Davis and the governor has

caused widespread indignation in the island. Everywhere is felt

gratitude towards the Americans and dislike of the governor.

They say, "We are the dumping ground for poor English officials"

and hint that they would be better off under the wing of America,
since it is on America, after all, that Jamaica's prosperity chiefly

depends. They admire the gracious attitude of the American

President in continuing to offer assistance after being snubbed by
the two chief officials of the island ; and Rear Admiral Davis

comes in for his share of liking. The papers here are as full of

the incident as of the earthquake. The governor will probably
be relieved of his' office, and the incidents will only serve to

demonstrate how two great nations have drawn very near

together.
As I close this narrative and look out across our peaceful valley,

all green with the many greens of bananas and cocanuts, mangoes,
cotton trees and bamboo, all rippling with sunlight in the cooling
breeze, and hear the gurgling of the river in its stony bed and the

songs of men working down in the banana walks, and feel through
and through the beauty and tranquility of it all, I can doubt the

reality of the awful disaster and forget the proximity of a stricken

city, and would invite any friends, one and all, to join me in this
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most lovely of tropical islands. The stiff shock (about the fortieth)
I have just felt does not change my sentiments.

Just a word more. Those of you who know me and are

interested in my safety will be grateful to the little brown boy
who worked so heroically to save me. He saw the fire coming
and worked the harder. Perhaps he had no thought of a tidal

wave, though I was wondering whether it would be fire or water ;

but he was working too hard to think, and, as a life was at stake,
therein lay his heroism. I shall find him before returning
to Cornell.

ORATORY AND POLITICAL AMBITION.

BY JULIUS CHAMBERS, '7 1.

DOES
fame as an orator ever land a man in the Presidency ?

At this time, when several men in Congress and in the

Cabinet are grooming themselves for the Republican presi
dential nomination, it becomes highly interesting to mentally

speculate regarding the qualifications that chiefly contribute to the

attainment of success in such a laudable ambition as election to

the high post of Chief Executive of the United States.

Forensic ability has secured nominations from badly divided

conventions ; but never has a man famous as an orator attained

the White House !

Not going back any further than our own memories will serve,

most of us can recall Stephen A. Douglas. He was a much more

finished orator than Lincoln. He had seen Webster and Clay,

who had staked their fates on oratory, fail of success in their am

bitions to be at the head of this country. If Edward Everett had

tried to be President, nobody knew the fact. But the plain
" rail-

splitter" of his own state swept Douglas out of public life.

In the second contest of Lincoln, McClellan wasn't an orator.

In the struggle between Grant and Seymour, the oratory of the

Democratic candidate was of a mild character, but he had a fine

presence on the rostrum and talked with readiness and ease.

Horace Greeley would have been a fine orator had he possessed

a voice ; but the high falsetto key in which he always spoke at
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first amused and then annoyed his hearers. The silent man of

Appomattox was elected.

Tilden was a fine talker before a court of judges sitting in banc,

despite his insignificant figure. Whether or not he thought him

self an orator would be hard to guess. But a countryman from

Ohio, named Hayes, got the White House job. Hayes had been

a capable soldier. He never had been trapped, although he had

been "up against" several of the cleverest tacticians of the Con

federacy. He was rarely listened to with attention when in the

House of Representatives. Ben. Butler, "the holy terror," domi

nated that legislative body most of the time Hayes was there, and

was wont to
" sit upon

"
Garfield and Hayes whenever he pleased.

Blaine had been suggested at Cincinnati by Ingersoll, but was

defeated.

Garfield thought himself an orator, but he wasn't one in any

sense of the word. He could talk, as could Benjamin Harrison,

but at that time there were half a dozen cleverer men on the floor.

of Congress. Hancock was a soldier and never made a speech

during the campaign.
The Cleveland-Blaine contest of 1884 brought to the front the

most magnetic orator in public life this generation has known.

Webster may have been more ponderous, Clay may have been

more logical and scholarly ; but Blaine had a voice that was a

delight to the ear. He was keen at fence, quick to divine a thrust

and to anticipate it ; popular in the same sense as Clay—an all-

round brilliant character. And yet, he was defeated on the very

ground where he ought to have been invulnerable. A lot of fussy

parsons secured an appointment for an audience ; their spokesman

interjected into his
"
few remarks

"
a passing reference to

"

Rum,

Romanism and Rebellion
"
which Blaine didn't hear. A World

reporter was the only scribe who caught the words and printed
them. That the language was used never was denied ; but Blaine

was caught napping and failed to denounce the speaker's attack

upon a faith to which his own family belonged. He could and

would have rebuked Burchard in a way that would have made

capital for the candidate had he been up to his usual mental

alertness ; but his splendid oratory during that campaign didn't

save Blaine. Cleveland, who couldn't be described as an orator
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by his wildest admirer, was chosen President by a narrow popular

plurality of 23,005. The Electoral College stood 219 to 185.

But the orator was bowled out, which is what I set out to show.

Benjamin Harrison probably was the nearest approach to an

orator of any man who has gone to the White House in our day.

He was not regarded as a brilliant talker in the Senate, for he was

overshadowed by the traditions of the place. Conkling had left

the chamber years before ; yet, he was remembered. So was

Ingalls. But Harrison, while in the Senate never attempted an

oratorical flight ; he did not
" raise his voice

"
or speak with

impassioned fervor. He always was cold, calm, calculating as a

ratchet wheel. He was the same when President, and after he

retired to private life. Ingersoll understood him and told Harrison

the steely truth about himself. Thurman, who was on the ticket

with Cleveland, had a record for oratory of the old school, but he

went down to defeat. Candidates were reversed in 1892, when

Cleveland was chosen over Harrison, renominated, but oratory,

such as it was, got a black eye that time.

William McKinley wasn't an orator in any of the senses that

Ingersoll, Blaine or Conkling was. He prepared his speeches

with elaborate care and when addressing the House alway clung

to his notes. In my press gallery experience between 1878 and

1896, I probably heard McKinley speak at length a dozen or more

times. I heard his speech of acceptance at Canton. He always

impressed a listener with his earnestness and that is the best

that can be said for his oratory.

But, opposed to him, was a born orator. This country hasn't

known, in our generation, anything exactly like Bryan's wonderful

mastery of the human voice. Ingersoll had spurts of eloquence ;

Blaine had much of the sympathetic quality of voice ; but neither

man can stand comparison with Bryan as an orator. I listened

to the
"
Crown of Thorns

"

speech at Chicago
—a memorable out

burst from a dull sky that drove nearly every delegate in the

Convention Hall to him as a shower in an open field sends a

crowd scurrying to the nearest shed for shelter. And yet, during

a trip made with Bryan in his car, I heard many finer specimens

of true and emotional oratory than was that great and compelling

rampage at Chicago. I'd prize as one of my choicest possessions
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a stenographic copy of a ten-minute speech Bryan made from

a store box at Logan, O.,
—a wretched mining town in the south

eastern section of the Buckeye state. It touched the hearts

of every man, woman and child in the crowd.

But Bryan, the orator has twice walked the political plank !

The President is a speechmaker, beyond question. It is

improbable that he'd call himself an orator. He speaks with ex

treme, energized force. His gestures are tremendously forceful.

His speech at Philadelphia, seconding McKinley's nomination,

was marred by the fact that it was largely read. Had he found

time to memorize it, that address might have been described

as oratory. However, President Roosevelt's record in that art

may be made in the Senate Chamber, to which he confidently

hopes to go when his term as Chief Executive shall have

expired.
The list of orators who aspired to the Presidency hasn't been

exhausted by any means ; but with the exceptions of Clay,

Webster and Lincoln, I have only talked about men I have heard

speak or have personally known. To this class must be added

the ponderous, now jolly, now aggressive, Thomas B. Reed. Like

some of the candidates of the present hour, Reed thought he

could talk and hammer himself into the White House. He didn't

give dinners to get votes, because he hadn't any confidence in a

culinary campaign. But Joe Manley never could convince him

that he couldn't get delegates by dragooning the House of

Representatives or by putting another man in his Speaker's chair

that he might go upon the floor and "slam things" with his

ponderous voice and not less terrifying fist.

Reed got his lesson at St. Louis, on June 16, 1896, when

"Warwick" Hanna "
allowed" 845^ votes to be cast for Reed after

McKinley's nomination on the first ballot was assured. It

is doubtful if Reed ever knew how Hanna did the McKinley
trick.

Oratory didn't do it.



THE KING OF ITHACA.

BY PROFESSOR HENRY A. SILL.

ACCORDING
to Mr. Dooley, seven cities claimed the honor of

being Homer's birthplace : Ithaca, Utica, and five other places
in Central New York. When Professor Sandys, of Cambridge,
was here two years ago, he said nobody knew where Homer was

born, but everybody at Cornell knew who was born at Homer.

Those who don't should read the autobiography of the first Presi

dent of the University, who, like Ulysses, has seen many men and

cities but loves Ithaca the best.

As everybody knows, the map of the State of New York shows

the necessity of a classical education. Else how could one make ap

propriate local allusions in addressing a native son of Athens or

Babylon, of Cato, Ovid, Romulus, or Marcellus, of Corfu or Cor

inth, of Ilion or Palmyra, of Marathon or Smyrna ? In the Em

pire State, Rome has naturally outstripped Carthage, while Syra
cuse and Utica are connected, not by the pathless sea, but by eight
rows of steel rails, and Troy still stands, unstormed and unsacked,
with its topless towers unshaken by anybody's face.

Nobody knows how Ithaca came by its name. I learn on un

impeachable authority that it was not the fault of Simeon DeWitt.

Whoever the godfather of Ithaca may have been, he was able to

look ahead as well as behind, and some foretaste of the future

must have combined with the reminiscences of the past. For

Ithaca is described by the Homeric poets as a good place for goats
but also as a kindly nurse of noble youths. It was rough and not

fit for the driving of horses, yet not a very sorry place, though
narrow withal. The rain was on it evermore and all manner of

wood was there and watering-places unfailing were therein. It is

called
"

rocky Ithaca
"
and

" clear-seen Ithaca," and surely parts

of our Ithaca are rocky enough, and clear-seen it is, from the early

morning train on the D. L. & W., or from the hills between us

and the sunset, or from the inland sea to which our mariners go

down. There is a certain physiographical appropriateness in the

name.
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It is an appropriate name for a university town. It is a Greek

name, and every university, like everything else that moves in

the world, as Sir Henry Maine said, owes its origin to Greece.

For
" Mark Hopkins at one end of a log

"
in Garfield's famous de

scription of a good college, read
"
Socrates at the door of a gym

nasium
"
and you have the first university. To this day we talk

of academies, because Plato taught in the gardens of Academus,

and the Lyceum Theatre derives its name from the school of Aris

totle. You may believe that Plato has passed, but you can't ob

literate the Greek origin of the university spirit and university

methods.

The name of Ithaca has pleasant associations for anybody who

ever heard of Ulysses. He was originally a god, but he appears

in the Bible of the Greeks as a man of parts. He was a many-

sided person. His reactions were picturesque and unexpected.

He was not a bromide.

As King of Ithaca, Ulysses set a good example to rulers of

states and all politicians. He was
" kind and gentle with all his

heart
"
to his people and was

" minded to do righteously
"

by

them. When he came home from the wars and twenty years of

strange adventures by land and sea, he delivered his people from

the grafters who were oppressing them.
" For myself," he once

asserted,
"
I can see nought beside sweeter than a man's own coun

try," and when he found his country defiled, he cleaned it up by

the craft of his brain and the might of his strong right arm. He

was of those who have cleansed Augean stables and made mince

meat of dragons. In strategy and in tactics on the ringing plains
of windy Troy, we read that

"
none of the Achaeans toiled as

greatly as Odysseus toiled and adventured himself." He was

especially addicted to strategy and
"

very far outdid the rest in

all manner of craft."

He was an exponent of Physical Culture, without ever having
heard of the town or taken thought upon the subject. He was

good at the oar, at archery, at throwing the spear, and at sword-

play. He could swim in an emergency two days and two nights,
not equalling, however, the record subsequently established by
Beowulf. In Lisbon he wrestled a match with a man named Phi-

lomeleides and threw him mightily. At Scheria, when the young
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Phaeacian nobles had tried to show how much they excelled all

men in boxing, and wrestling, and leaping, and speed of foot, one

of them called him out on this wise :
"

Come, do thou, too, try

thy skill in the sports, if haply thou art practiced in any ; and

thou art like to have knowledge of games, for there is no greater

glory for a man while yet he lives, than that which he achieves

by hand and foot." When Ulysses said he didn't care about it,

just then, for sorrow was nearer his heart than sports, one of those

present observed that he didn't look as if he were skilled in games

but rather like a ship-master, with a memory for his freight and

the soul of a trader. Thereupon Ulysses, after expressing his

opinion of his interlocutor, leaped to his feet, clad even as he was

in his mantle and caught up a weight larger than the rest, a huge

one, and with one whirl he sent it from his stout hand, and the

stone flew hurtling and landed far beyond all that the others had

thrown. Having thus proved that he could put the shot, he chal

lenged them all to come and try the issue with him in boxing or

in wrestling or even in the foot-race and declared that he could

throw a spear further than any other man could shoot an arrow ;

but his host Alcinous solved an awkward situation by proposing

to listen to a bard and watch an exhibition of dancing.
"
And

Odysseus gazed at the twinklings of the feet, and marvelled in

spirit."
He loved every sort of skill and had an intense appreciation of

beauty. Of course he did, since he was the normal Greek man,

raised to the Tzth power. When he met the princess Nausicaa on

the shore of the sea, that had so sorely tried and marred him, he

told her that great awe came upon him as he looked on her.

Then he said
,
"Yet in Delos once I saw as goodly a thing:

a young sappling of a palm tree springing by the altar of Apollo.

. . . Yea, and when I looked thereupon, long time I marvelled

in spirit,—for never grew there yet so goodly a shoot from ground,
—even in such wise as I wonder at thee, lady, and am astonied,

and do greatly fear to touch thy knees, though grievious sorrow is

upon me." Look at the sculpture of Phidias and Praxiteles in the

basement of Goldwin Smith Hall, aud you will understand the

historical significance of the eye of Ulysses.
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He was not only Phidias and Praxiteles but also Pericles and

Demosthenes. Moreover, he was Solon and Themistocles and

Thucydidesand Socrates and Plato and Aristotle and Hippocrates

and Archimedes, but that is another story, or rather eight other

stories, of which you will get some idea if you look up these

names in the encyclopedia. As for Pericles and Demosthenes

and all the other orators, listen to these few brief words, which

Ulysses addresed to the young man who said he looked like a

ship-master :
" The gods do not give every gracious gift to all,

neither shapliness, nor wisdom, nor skilled speech. For one man

is feebler than another in presence, yet the god crowns his words

with beauty, and men behold him and rejoice, and his speech runs

surely on his way with a sweet modesty, and he shines forth among

the gathering of his people, and as he passes through the town

men gaze on him as a god." The orator was godlike, his winged

words were beautiful, he had power and popularity, even if he

were as small in stature as Douglas or as ungainly as Lincoln.

Ulysses had broad shoulders and hyacinthine locks. He was

somewhat constrained at the start of a speech but all right as soon

as he got under way. Antenor said of him : "Whenever Odysseus

full of wiles rose up, he.stood and looked down, with eyes fixed

upon the ground, and waved not his staff, whether backwards or

forwards, but held it stiff, like to a man of no understanding ; one

would deem him to be churlish, and naught but a fool. But

when he uttered his great voice from his chest, and words like

unto the snowflakes of winter, then could no mortal man contend

with Odysseus ; then marvelled we not thus to behold Odysseus'

aspect."

Politics, Athletics, Aesthetics, Public Speaking—these are good
interests to be associated with the patron saint of a university
town. Also, as we have seen, he toiled greatly and endured many

things. But there was more in him than that. He was above all

an Intelligence. He had understanding beyond mortals. His

mind was always playing around the problems of life, asMatthew

Arnold says we all ought to let our minds play. He had an insa

tiable curiosity, ever anxious to hear or to see some new thing, like
his descendants in the days of the Apostle Paul. He would never
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have gone down the hill when he could have heard Mr. White

talk about Cavour, or Director Smith discuss the results of the

development of mechanical power. He would have read the news

papers. He would naturally have assumed that the chief pur

pose of a university was the discovery of truth and the develop
ment of the intellect. He was Socrates the questioner and Aris

totle the encyclopedic scholar and Thucydides the scientific his

torian and Hippocrates the scientific physician. He was no one

sided specialist, though he was particularly interested in Geogra

phy and Political Science. He was the Greek. Mind, to which we

owe all the sciences, and the science of sciences, out of which they

grew. As such he yearned in desire

" To follow knowledge like a sinking star

Beyond the utmost bound of human thought."

When Tennyson pictured Ulysses as starting forth on new ad

ventures in old age, he followed a hint given by the poet of the

eleventh book of the Odyssey. In this passage we read that Ulys

ses is to leave home again, taking with him a shapen oar, and go

his way, until he shall come to men who know not the sea and

take his oar to be a winnowing fan. In other words, he is to direct

his last journey inland, until he gets far away from the sea, and

there he is to plant his oar in the earth. When Professor Edward

Meyer talked to the Savage Club, two or three years ago, he said

he had never understood this mysterious passage until he came to

Cornell. We may surmise that it was here, in an inland Ithaca,

that Ulysses planted his oar, which thus beeame a kind of sacred

object in the eyes of the inhabitants of the land.
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WHAT'S DOING

Harry G. Stutz, '07, who as President of the Debate Coun- <•

r cil and the Debate Union is at the head of the debating interests ^
\ of the University. Mr. Stutz has been prominent in debating $

1 throughout his entire college career. He has spoken on the '94
) Memorial Debate Stage, was a member of the team which de-
2 feated Columbia here last year, and will take part in the coming

contest against Pennsylvania on March 8th in Sibley Dome.

« tyT» » ♦ «**-«..»...
(<i-i*'yJ'*».
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AND BY WHOM

>«AM >;**'&'*•*<.

Harold J. Roig, '07, the leader of the Cornell team

which will uphold the affirmative of the question to be de

bated here thismonth against Pennsylvania. His experience
in speaking on the '86 and the '94 Memorial stages and on

last year's winning team against Columbia eminently quali
fies him for his position.

S

1
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CORNELLIANS AND

T**-*vt <V*»^"* «•»»<

sL. R. Goodrich, '08, who is to lead the Cornell debate team

against Columbia in New York City this year. Mr. Goodrich

has twice spoken on the '94 Memorial stage, was leader of the

successful team against Pennsylvania last year, and is at pres

ent Vice-President of the Debate Union and Council.

Lent
Vi
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THEIR ACTIVITIES
v

%

&l

or >

anffs

>»*«l>*i/''\»'V*'»»*C**

?
a

Victor F. Hammel, '07, the Business Manager of the Cornell |
Civil Engineer, the new monthly to appear this month from the $

College of Civil Engineering. The advent of this magazine \
among the Civil Engineers is almost entirely due to the energy f
and the initiative of Mr. Hammel. i

"'*—

^VmT ^*Qft-»>'l>J'«>-



A LETTER FROM PROFESSOR GOLDWIN SMITH.

SIMPLIFICATION OF SPELLING.

To the Editor of the Cornell Era :

Sir :
—My much esteemed friend, Professor Wilder, sends me a

paper on the Medical Profession and the Simplified Spelling,

showing that the movement in favour of simplification is still

active. The Simplified Spelling Board, it appears, is sanguine

enough to believe, and to hold that all whose mother tongue is

English believe, that if our language is not unfairly handicapped

it will become the dominant and international language of the

world.

I must confess that I do not specially delight in the idea of

rolling everything flat, and that I am not so eager as the Simplified

Spelling Board for a dominant language if it is to extinguish
national varieties of literature and of character as connected

therewith.

But how far would simplification of the spelling of a few hun

dreds of words go towards making the English language univer

sal and the dominant language of the world? Supposing even

that it would make the language perfectly phonetic, are there not

more serious defects than that of spelling? Would there not

still be lack of the power of declension and conjugation, of the

power of forming compounds, of cognate forms for cognate ideas ?

Would there not still be a scientific and philosophic vocabulary
almost entirely borrowed from the Greek and to all those who do

not know the Greek language totally inexpressive? The lan

guage of Shakespeare, Bacon, Hooker, Milton, Burke and Macaulay
has its qualities, and very high qualities they are in their way ;.

but regularity, either structural or phonetic, never can be one of

them. You cannot cancel the effects of English history.

Simplification of spelling might, in its way, be a gain. Sim

plification of the notation of time might very likely be a gain.
But it would have involved great confusion for some years and a
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jettison of our clocks. Simplification of spelling would involve

temporary confusion and considerable jettison of our books. It

surely is doubtful whether the change would pay.

Yours faithfully, Goldwin Smith.

Toronto, Feb. 6, 1907.

INTERCOLLEGIATE DEBATING.

BY HARRY G. STUTZ, '07.

President Cornell Debate Council and Union.

TO
the average undergraduate the word "debate" has at most

a doubtful significance. It savours too much of delving for

books on dusty shelves, of long hours spent in laborious

searching for dry statistics, and of ninety minutes of more or less

uninteresting
"

oratory
"
with the sole purpose in view of con

vincing three judges that one side or the other of some hypothet
ical proposition is the right one. He is willing enough to con

cede that debate has its value and he takes pride in including
victories in public speaking and debate in the list of ever in

creasing activities in which Cornell is preeminent. Further than

that, however, his interest is not likely to carry him.

In a university in which many men are very busy, and most

men moderately so, there is naturally a wide diversity of activity,
and consequently any single enterprise in which only a compara

tively small number of men are interested, must necessarily be

limited in its influence and attractiveness. In athletics it is

true, we vie with each other in support and appreciation Most

of us are built on normally healthy lines, and rejoice in physical
feats of strength and skill, and thus we have a common bond of

interest in the fortunes of our teams and crews. In our Glee

Club, too, we take great pride, for 'tis a blase soul indeed which

loves not music, particularly that of a Cornell Glee Club. Then

we have our publications, our clubs, our theatricals, and the

other enterprises which serve to interest the diverse tastes and

inclinations of our small world. To a part of this world debating
affords a profitable field of endeavor, and in its own sphere it has
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well lived up to the best traditions of Cornell, for its followers

have carried with them into the life outside that Cornell stamp

which is becoming more and more the hall-mark of success.

There is a common impression that the men interested in de

bating are generally found among the studiously intellectual and

that they are apt not to belong to that number of the fortunate

who are called
"
all-around men." We find difficulty in abstracting

ourselves from the idea that mental work, consistent study, and

intellectual concentration, can not consistently run side by side

with sociability, good fellowship, and the other attributes of the

so-called typical college man. If, of course, we use the term college
man in quotation marks, I agree with that proposition. But if

an
"
all-around

"
man means something more than a mere good

fellow, and involves not only a genial personality and a real sense

of comradeship, but also the possession of the ordinary amount

of grey matter and an enthusiasm for work worth while, the roll

of intercollegiate debaters at Cornell can boast of many a man

with these characteristics.

We are often told that only "the students" go in for debating.
In the sense that some of the men of the distinctly student type
are found in the ranks of its followers, that is true. As the plod
ders of the world are the back-bone of society, as the hundred

odd track candidates form the mass from which "Jack
''

Moakley
finally picks his intercollegiate winners, as the eighty disappointed
oarsmen who fail to make the Varsity crew form the background
on which the star of Cornell aquatic success shines brilliantly, so
there are scores of hard working, earnest, loyal, and industrious

Cornellians who form the backbone of debating and upon whose

support the success of our public speaking enterprises depend.
And among them we have the typical student.
But does the purely student type dominate our intercollegiate

teams? In other words, are there no so-called "all-around" men

who represent Cornell in our contests with Pennsylvania and

Columbia? A casual glance down the list of the past few years

quite proves the contrary. Was Ralph Kent an all-around man?

Varsity center, class president, Phi Beta Kappa and President of

the Christian Association are some of the honors you may find

opposite his name in the Cornellian. Truly a most cosmopolitan
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list. Yet he was one of our best debaters. There are Harold

Richardson,
" Charlie

" Tuck and "
Win

"

Taylor, class presidents

all, interested in politics, the Glee Club, Journalism, Cornellian

Boards, and members of many clubs and societies. There are

Floyd Carlisle and
"
Charlie

"

Dowd, and Manton Wyveil, each

interested in diverse and varied activities, yet all at one time or

another speakers on our debate teams. There is George Bogert,

whose outside interests varied from the Christian Association,

through the managership of the new Era and the Class Book, to

the secretaryship to President Schurman ; and Neal Becker, than

whom there are none more versatile in almost every line of

activity. And so the list runs on.

Now what did these men find to interest them in debating?

They enjoyed it because it is full of mental exhilaration, of keen

minded effort, of skillful strategy and of magnificent opportunity
for the development of powers of thought and expression. As

with most Cornell activities, debating has become a science, and a

successful science. Yet it isn't all serious, not nearly so much as

some of the athletic activities we are so fond of. It is a game,

and the side which plays the game best wins. Of course there

are at times a few serious minded souls who feel that in proposing

or defending a topic of current interest they are beyond the sphere of

a mere game, and that they cannot conscientiously speak on a side

in which they do not absolutely believe, and with which they are

not heart and soul in sympathy. But to the average intercollegiate

debater, the contest is a game of wits, of skill, of intellectual

combat, and of strategy and cunning.

From the outset, an intercollegiate debate is full of interest and

excitement that appeals to all red-blooded normally balanced men.

In choosing the subject to be discussed many hours are spent in

weighing the true interpretations of various words and phrases.

The keenest analysis by minds trained in analysis (I speak now of

the gentlemen of the faculty on the Debate Council, whose un

selfish and untiring efforts in the cause of debate have won for

them the lasting affection and esteem of all students interested in

such work) is brought to bear upon the question, and every possible

interpretation is dragged out into the lime light under their

merciless scrutiny. After the question is once determined and its
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meaning well defined, the actual work of preparing a debate

begins.
In this too, plenty of enjoyment may be found. Of course there

is a certain amount of necessary drudgery. Books must be read,

statistics collected and analyzed ; but if a team has a capable alter

nate, much of this can be avoided. The subject must be thorough

ly studied. With the material once collected, the task of

arranging it and planning the debate begins. To present the

most logical as well as the strongest and at the same time most

original line of argument is by no means an easy task. The

method of presenting a debate is almost as important as the

material presented. One plan after another is taken up, examined,

and discarded. The opposing team must always be taken into

consideration, and an interesting psychological problem presents

itself. What will be the plan of the other side ? What are their

arguments likely to be? For a debater must know not only his

own side, but also that of his opponent. And woe betide him if he

underestimates the strength and resource of that opponent. For

in the camp of the enemy the chances are that the same diligence,
the same alertness and the same vigor in the preparation of the

debate will be employed. Each one of the possible propositions
which the other team may advance are carefully considered and

an answer prepared for rebuttal. Then the work is divided up

and each man writes his speech. Logic, precision, and climatical

effect must be carefully kept in mind both in the contruction pof

the original speech and in giving to it the proper place in the

chain of argument. After a sound, strong, clear and at the same

time
"

foxy
"

argument has been prepared, the debate is ready for

presentation.
From the library and seminary room the scene shifts to the

Lyceum, or to the auditorium in which the actual contest is held.

The task of the debater then is to present his case to the audience

and to the judges in such a manner as to convince them of the

superiority of his argument, and to leave upon their minds the

more lasting impression. He will be as persuasive as his com

mand of the art of public speech will allow. He will gentlv
arouse their prejudices, if they have any. The skillful speaker
will be subtle, yet frank and candid ; forceful, but not pugnacious ;
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insistant, but not self-assertive ; aggressive, but not arrogant. He

will not, contrary to general impression, attempt to indulge in

high flown oratory and scream
"

spread-eagle
"

phrases'/nor exper
iment in high sounding and flourishing metaphors. That is not

the Cornell style. He will rather content himself with simply

talking to his audience, seeking rather to win their sympathies
and their approval than to gain a reputation as a speaker. He

will not sacrifice the welfare of his case by a vain attempt to .win

individual glory and renown. Team work and earnest endeavor

for the good of the whole team will cause him to banish from his

speech any attempts at gallery play. He will realize that he is

hut one factor in the winning of the debate, and that he is there

for one purpose only, namely, to do his share in presenting the

case which his side is arguing.
I do not mean to infer that a good speaker is not desirable. On

the contrary, appearance and delivery are very important factors

in winning debates, but their object is to present that debate in

the most convincing and pleasing style so that the strength and

logic of the question is clearly brought home to the judges and

the audience. And to secure this result a speaker will naturally

adopt that style of delivery and presentation which is likely to

prove most successful. And at Cornell we find the simple,

straightforward, yet at the same time dignified, presentation to

be the most productive of results.

I might speak of the rebuttal work, of the clashes of wit, of the

crossing of argumentative swords, of the ready answers to catch

questions, of the clinching by sharp masterful sentences of dis

puted points, all of which call out all of the resource, clear-headed

thinking and ready grasp of the essentials of the debate to a very

high degree. It is a rapid-fire, head-on, glorious rough and tum

ble, when all of the powers of thought and speech which the men

possess are constantly brought into action, and upon the posses

sion and use of which the result of the debate generally hinges.

Many debates have been won for Cornell on rebuttal work alone.

I remember the contest with Pennsylvania in 1905, when
" Bill "

Ransom, by one of the most powerful five-minute rebuttals which

has ever been heard in Ithaca, practically swept away the entire

argument of the negative side, and undoubtedly pulled a victory
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for Cornell out of the fire, as it were. It is true that he simply
left that impression, as die arguments were practically untouched,
but it was his masterly skill in rebuttal which left the impression,
and that impression won the debate. And there have been other

cases of a similar nature.

The record of debate at Cornell is one of which no one need be

ashamed. In the contests with Columbia and Pennsylvania we

have more than held our own. The men who go in for the work

find their reward in the work itself and in the training it gives
them. In perhaps no other activity is there such valuable train

ing for the making of useful citizens ; and that, after all, is the

reason for our being here.

THE WORLDLY WISDOM OF POLONIUS.

BY LANE COOPER, PH.D.

IN
my windfall of calendars for the new year there is one, a

'

Shakespeare Calendar,' representing the king of dramatists

in a singularly vacant mood, and having for its motto this precious
bit of counsel :

Give every man thine ear, but few thy voice ;

Take each man's censure, but reserve thy judgment.

Admirable sentiments, are they not ? Yet I marvel that the artist

who made this calendar did not choose for its legend the beati

tude, so much more popular, at the end of the same passage. The

passage, as everyone knows, continues and closes thus :

Costly thy habit as thy purse can buy,
But not expressed in fancy ; rich, not gaudy ;

For the apparel oft proclaims the man,
And they in France of the best rank and station

Are most select and generous in that.

Neither a borrower nor a lender be ;

For loan oft loses both itself and friend,
And borrowing dulls the edge of husbandry.
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This above all : to thine own self be true,

And it must follow, as the night the day,
Thou canst not then be false to any man.

Farewell ; my blessing season this in thee.

' To thine own self be true, Laertes !
'
How excellent ! There is

nothing like it in Scripture. It is a new and improved Golden

Rule, so applicable to the conditions of modern life that it is

quoted by many writers as if it were an utterance of Shakespeare
himself.

Unfortunately, it is not. It is a pronouncement made by one of

Shakespeare's characters, and a very despicable character at that.

It is the final and most bombastic utterance of the shuffling Polo-

nius in his discourse to Laertes on respectable self-seeking. Lis

ten (but reserve thy judgment) to Professor Dowden's opinion of

this discourse :

' The advice of Polonius is a cento of quotations from Lyly's

Euphues. Its significance must be looked for less in the matter

than in the sententious manner. Polonius has been wise with the

little wisdom of worldly prudence. He has been a master of indi

rect means of getting at the truth,
" windlaces and essays of bias.'*

In the shallow lore of life he has been learned. Of true wisdom

he has never had a gleam. And what Shakespeare wishes to sig

nify in this speech is that wisdom of Polonius' kind consists of a

set of maxims ; all such wisdom might be set down for the head

lines of copy-books. That is to say, his wisdom is not the outflow

of a rich or deep nature, but the little, accumulated hoard in a

long and superficial experience. This is what the sententious

manner signifies. And very rightly Shakespeare has put into Po

lonius' mouth the noble lines,

To thine own self be true,

And it must follow, as the night the day,

Thou canst not then be false to any man.

Yes ; Polonius has got one great truth among his copy-book max

ims, but it comes in as a little bit of hard, unvital wisdom like the

the rest.
"
Dress well, don't lend or borrow money ; to thine .own-

self be true."
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Apparently, the artist has not chosen well when he offers us as

vital wisdom the foolish phrase,
'
Give every man thine ear.'

But would Dowden's choice be any better ? Is this a great truth ?
^

If so, why should the great dramatist keep it, among all these

windy mouthings, for the very climax of the speech ? Because, as

Dowden suggests, coming from the lips of shallow senility the ex

pression is all the more empty for its intrinsic worth ? No. To

me, at least, this climax is unconditionally ignoble, the final sen

timent essentially more hollow than any of the maxims that lead

up to it. It is not degraded by rubbing shoulders with the flatu

lent assemblage from Euphues ; it is inconsequential in itself. As

I have hinted, it is directly antagonistic to the spirit of unselfish

ness ; an altruist would say immediately that Polonius had the

cart before the horse ; that ideal fidelity to others comes from en

tire denial to self.

Shallow and inconsequential, without doubt, is the reasoning
in these lines, as in those that precede them. Toward the middle

of the harangue we learn that
'
the apparel oft proclaims the man ;

'

an argument for putting all the money you can possibly spare

into your clothing. In the whole speech there is not a single word

about charity, even for the sake of appearance. But just as oft the

apparel does not proclaim the man ; in fact,

The man of independent mind,
He looks and laughs at a' that.

Similarly, the argument for never lending is that '
loan oft loses

both itself and friend.' Equally cogent is the formula at the end :

being true to yourself is the cause of your being true to others, as
the day is the cause of the night. The night and the day are, I

believe, a stock illustration in logic of a post hoc non propter hoc.

At all events, since the time of Corin in As You Like It, philoso

phy has taught us to believe '
that a great cause of the night is the

absence of the sun.' There is likewise good Scriptural authority
for the belief that if you want to be true to your fellows, you had

better not think very much about yourself.

Such, at any rate, seems to be the point in the following dia

logue, for the abruptness of whose introduction here I suppose I

must apologize, though the modern writer serves my purpose well.
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Lovers of Robert Louis Stevenson will remember a scene in The

Merry Men where the hero, Charley, is urging his sweetheart to

leave the desolate island of Aros, giving her father up to his own

evil devices :

"

Well, Mary, yon may be sure of this : you had better be any

where but here."

"I'll be sure of one thing," she returned :
"
I'll be where my

duty is."

"
You forget, you have a duty to yourself," I said

"Ay, man?" she replied; "will you have found that in the

Bible, now?
"

He might have found it in the Summary of the Law of Polonius :

This above all : to thine own self be true.

I would not inflict my Scotch sermon on the Era, or talk about

an interpretation of Shakespeare that is doubtless a commonplace
in the class-room, but for one consideration : outside the class-room

this swollen sentiment of Polonius is too often ascribed, without

qualification, to the mind that created Polonius. Now it is obvi

ously the stupidest of errors to impute to a creative dramatist,
about whose personal history we actually know so little, the exact

opinions even of his better characters ; not to speak of such char

acters as he might himself be the first to condemn. This also

seems like an academic commonplace, in the sanctum of the lite

rary critic a mere truism. Yet it needs to be published, now and

then, from the housetop and in the forum.

Accordingly, when you feel tempted to credit '

Shakespeare
'

with the maxim,

To thine own self be true,

or

Give every man thine ear,

or to accept either as the Shakespearian philosophy of life, please
recall that neither is Shakespeare's dictum ; but remember that

both are the unsubstantial bombast of a rash, intruding fool whom

the poet, meting out justice to each personage in his drama as each

deserves, makes die like a rat behind the arras, as the price of

eavesdropping.



CRICKET.

BY W. S. PEACE, '05.

THE
spectacle of fifty thousand enthusiasts wending their

way to Lords Cricket Field, the picturesque and historic

grounds of the Marlborough Cricket Club of London, to witness

the annual match between Oxford and Cambridge, once occasioned

the following comment from one of four Cornellians who were in

London at the time :
" There must be something in this game of

cricket after all."

What is there then about the game, which in England attracts

an attendance twice the size of one of our largest football crowds ?

What is the attraction which has induced Haverford College to

promote and to play it to the exclusion of our national pastime
—

baseball ? What is the fascination which induces many of Penn

sylvania's greatest athletes to forsake the track, the river, and the

diamond in order that they may play the game of their choice—

cricket ? What is there in this game that appeals to men like Os

borne and Newhall, of this year's Harvard football team, men ac

customed to the ginger, the energy and the fight which character

izes our most popular college sport ?

The answer to these questions, I think, is suggested by a bit of

conversation, which the writer recently had with an enthusiastic

cricketer, who, in his undergraduate days at Pennsylvania, was

one of the greatest plunging backs who ever represented the Red

and Blue. Said he,
"
I have dived headlong into the line to stop

Harvard's tandem plays, I have thrown myself before the interfer

ence of Cornell's backs to break up her end runs, but in my opin
ion it takes more nerve to face a speedy bowler in cricket than it

does to play the game which is generally supposed to require the

highest degree of pluck and courage." This I think, undoubtedly,
is one of the two reasons why the English game of cricket is so

popular with those who are acquainted with it. No one can be a

first class cricketer who does not possess the great essential—

nerve.

What is there, then, in batting the delivery of a speedy bowler

that requires so much nerve ? John Barton King, of Philadelphia,
is admittedly the most deadly and effective bowler playing cricket
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in the United States to-day. In delivering the ball Mr. King runs

a distance of some sixty feet up to the wickets, from which point
he hurls the ball at the batter's feet with tremendous speed. Not

only does the batter have to contend with the very great velocity
with which the ball travels, but in addition he must be prepared
for and take into consideration the fact that the ball, owing to

Mr. King's superb control, will swerve in the air as he wills, or,

owing to a twist which he has employed, will, upon striking the

ground, break sharply to the right or to the left according to the

nature of the twist delivered. One's natural inclination would be

to move aside, to avoid the danger which contact with such a mis

sile surely threatens. A good cricketer, a successful batter, how-

. ever, never steps away from the ball, rather he steps into it, so to

speak ; and that is what requires courage. Mr. King is simply an

example of the so-called "demon bowler." And the batter is not

the only player who has to exercise grit of an extraordinary char

acter. The battered hands and legs of the wicket keeper bear wit

ness to many a hard knock, while the fielders themselves field the

ball, and a mighty hard ball too, without gloves or protection of

any kind.

The second characteristic which makes cricket appeal to the

thinking athlete is the unusual amount of skill necessary in order

to be a batter of even average ability. In fact, the degree of skill

required is so great that it is absolutely a detriment to the game.

Without exaggeration one might say that a different stroke is nec

essary for each and every ball delivered and practically for every

ball played. That is, the cricketer may exercise no such option

as in baseball, where the batter picks his good balls, letting the

poor ones go by, but he must be prepared to meet and score, if

possible, from every ball bowled. Broadly speaking, then, one

can never learn too much about the art of batting in cricket ; on

the contrary the batter is always the student, never the past

master.

Cornell, by tieing for the Intercollegiate Cricket Championship,

has accomplished a feat of which she may well be proud. Espe

cially was the defeat of Pennsylvania meritorious inasmuch as the

Quakers had almost, if not quite, the most remarkable and power

ful eleven in her history.
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"

Thought once awakened does not again slumber."

THE FAMILY SKELETON.

THE
utterances of Director Young upon the occasion of the

Junior Smoker concerning the Athletic Council were refresh

ingly frank. And what is more to the point they were made by
one who knows. It is about time that we dealt with problems
such as this in a straight-from-the-shoulder fashion.

We doubt if the average undergraduate is much concerned

whether the council is self-perpetuating, popularly elected, or

selected at random by a Turkish pooh-bah. But that does not

mean that every undergraduate should not be interested, anymore
than every citizen should not be interested in his primary elections,

which, of course, he is not. The point is this : the fact that such

a non-representative, undemocratic institution as the Council

exists and administers our athletic affairs is hardly reflective of a

proper public spirit, nor of an intelligent public opinion. Not

that the council does not administer well,—that is not the point.
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Not that student managers are not often representative in fact if

not in theory,—for that is not the point. But that the present
method of constituting the council is wrong on principle—and

doubly wrong in such an institution as Cornell which has always
claimed a vigorous democracy. Nor can it be said that it is only

wrong on principle for it is too thoroughly understood to be denied
that injustice has been done individuals who have not been
"

affiliated," as Professor Young so aptly terms it.

It is somewhat surprising that in the light of past agitation over

this matter proper action has not long since been taken. That

nothing has been done is perhaps partially due to the fact that

attacks on the system have been construed as personal attacks on

representatives or at least have had the effect of such on them ;

and in part due to the conservatism (natural under the circum

stances) of the undergraduate members. A fair detached

consideration of the present system by the undergraduate mem

bers of the council would undoubtedly prove to them (if con

viction be needed) that there is much to be desired in the way of

a change.

A REASON FOR ITS EXISTENCE.

THE
acquisition of a club-house by the Cosmopolitan Club,

towards the accomplishment of which active steps are now

being taken, will mark the beginning of a new era of prosperity
and increased influence for that organization. Long since has the

Cosmopolitan Club proved its worth ; founded on broad humanis

tic ideas, its social and intellectual development have gone hand

in hand, until it stands to-day a tangible illustration of a real and

fine democracy. What perhaps started with a mere toleration has

developed into a genuine and ready appreciation of the best in

others. As a pioneer institution it has crossed the intellectual

frontier of provincialism and is blazing a trail through the forests

of national prejudice. That the club is only entering upon a vig
orous and successful life is apparent. With the acquiring of a

club-house it will be in a position to more successfully carry out

its ideas and to radiate a larger influence along its chosen lines ;
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with its mission of true democracy and fraternalism its growth

should not be an unimportant factor in the shaping of our univer

sity ideals, and perhaps, in a larger field, play a humble, but by

no means ineffective part, in determining the destiny of nations.

VALE.

THESE
are crisis hours for the ardent and anxious

" frosh."

" To be or not to be, that is the question,"
—

"

rough-house
"

or no
"

rough-house
"
in undergraduate parlance. Everybody

votes for a turbulent time, including the
" victimized

"
freshmen.

And if the truth were known there would be found, we suspect,

more than one dignified faculty member that way down in his

secret heart of hearts admits that a good old-fashioned freshman

banquet is
"
a thing of beauty and a joy forever." But the forces

of law and order will, we suppose, prevail ; constituted authority

must be recognized, and a prosaic serenity take the place of the

usual dignified riot. Still, the world will go on. As for the ban

quet proper we hope that it will go on. It is a worthy institution

and as the years go by will become better appreciated. In the

meantime a half a loaf is better than none.

THE COLLEGES AND THE WORLD'S WORK.

IN
a recent magazine article {World''s Work for February) intro

ductory to a proposed series of articles dealing specifically
with our different universities and colleges, the writer calls seri

ously into question the character of the educational work now be

ing performed by institutions of higher learning. The assertion

is made that our educational methods produce results of secondary

importance,—of a sterilizing, non-vital character ; that there is not

emphasized sufficiently within the institutional bounds the needs of

our complex, evolutionary society. Our universities seem rather to

be bureaux of information than sources of inspiration where the

student would be impelled to think for himself along original lines

thus developing his individuality. As it is he becomes a mere

receptacle into which a more or less unassimilated mass of fact is
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emptied. The question seems to be :—does a man "find" himself

while an undergraduate and come to a realizing sense of things?
Or is it not until after graduation that coming into contact with

the realities of life his vital forces first become aroused, and

throwing off the conservatism of his undergraduate days, he realizes

with quickened appreciation the work of the world? A recent

utterance of Professor Burr seems to fit in here :—
*
—

*
—

* "for

sheer stupid dyed-in-the-wool conservatism
"

says the professor,
"

cheerily certain that we are the people and that knowledge shall

die with us and hating everything new because it is new, com

mend me to the undergraduate."

AN OPPORTUNITY TO CONTRIBUTE.

THE
Era was glad to hear, through the columns of the Sun,

that the Cornell short-story writer is
"

catching up
" with the

Cornell engineer. We were also highly gratified to learn that

there is a great wealth of talent for short-story writing existing in

the University which needs only the proper amount of
"

forcing
"

to induce a general blossoming out. We also read with pleasure

that stories by undergraduates have already been accepted
"

by

magazines of the type of Harper's and Century, though there is

no reason why more specific reference should not have been made.

But while not doubting for an instant the validity of the Sun's

discoveries, we should be better satisfied if presented with some

tangible evidences of this renaissance. In all seriousness, the Era

would welcome the opportunity to publish some contributions

from the short-story field, and incidentally, in this connection,

feels constrained to express its surprise at learning that it is no

longer the policy of the publication to encourage the stricter forms

of literary expression. Only a few months ago a prize was offered

for the best poem submitted and, in truth, it must be said, that

but few have been received. It has always been the policy of the

Era to encourage undergraduate literary endeavor in all its as

pects ; and we take this occasion to repeat that we shall be glad

to publish any contributions that shall be deemed worthy.
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IN
an interesting article entitled "American Undergraduate

Journalism" in the January number of The foitrna list, War

wick James Price, after discussing the college daily, the college

weekly, and the college comic paper, writes in part concerning

the college literary monthly, as follows :
—

" This magazine's essays

(speaking of the Yale Courant,) dealing with present-day collegi
ate matters, are typical of a comparatively new phase of this en

tire question, even while they fall somewhat below the standard

set in this sort by the Era of Cornell and the IllustratedMaga
zine of Harvard. Time was when our undergraduate essayist had

to write of 'Julius Caesar as a Historian,' or of
' The Weather of

the Odyssey.' That day has fortunately passed. It is eminently
fit that academic subjects should be considered in academic insti

tutions, but also it is highly encouraging to see the growing ten

dency among these essayists to write out of their own hearts upon

topics of live, present-day interest. It is well to revere venerable

conventions, but it is better—especially for the writer himself—

that there should be thoughtful consideration paid to such 'closer'

subjects as
" The University Graduate in an Emergency," lately

carried by the Occide7it (of the University of California,) or "The

Development of Government," (in the Tennessee University Mag

azine") or
"

College Education as an Asset," (in the Cornell Era.)
"
Both The Illustrated Magazine (Harvard) and the Era (Cor

nell,) are excellent types of the thoroughly up-to-date undergrad
uate monthly. There is some verse—though seldom fiction,—

there is the essay of the modern type just dwelt upon, there are,

too, many evidences of attractive make up, of which not a few

magazines out of the world of professional journalism might well

take lessons. The Era proudly records the facts that within one

year such methods as these have trebled its circulation and mul

tiplied its advertising nearly five fold."
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EPOCHS OF FAITH.

BY PROFESSOR NATHANIEL SCHMIDT.

IN
the history of the human race, there are periods especially

marked by the quickening of religious faith. They are

always preceded by important changes in the physical environ

ment, the social organization, and the interpretation of nature.

Each new tool and occupation, each new domestic relation and

form of government, each new secret wrung from nature's close

reserve, prepares the way for a modification of man's religious be

liefs and practices. It is in the spiritual life that the great

revolutions take place, and the instrument of these revolutions is

invariably a richer and a purer faith.

It is instructive to look back upon some of these epochs of

faith. The earliest tombs are eloquent testimonies of a new de

parture in the religious life of the race. They apparently belong

to the beginning of the neolithic period. Man had for long ages

been a religious being, and had already passed through many a

significant spiritual experience giving new directions to his

thought and new forms to his worship. The roots of animism,
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totemism, tabuism, fetishism and magic seem to go back to the

very origin of religion. Paleolithic man must have gone through

many revivals, reformations and spiritual movements the records

of which we are not yet able to decipher. But the first tombs

tell the story of a tremendous forward stride when the mind of

man ventured the grand affirmation that the mighty dead might
be preserved alive by sacrifice. It was an act of valorous faith, a

leap into the dark, which brought as its reward the twin ideas of

deity and immortality. Henceforth man had gods in his own

image, and his life projected itself beyond the chasm of death. It

would be difficult to overestimate the importance of these concep

tions in elevating man's moral nature, and in widening his intel

lectual horizons. If they have been an ignis fatuus blinding the

eyes and leading the moral instincts astray, they have also

irradiated existence with the light of the ideal. But there would

have been neither human gods nor a hope of survival after death,
had not man learned to chip his flints into finer tools, to make and

preserve fire, to divine the secret of fatherhood and the strength
of tribal union, and to listen at nature's heart for the answers to

a thousand childish questions. This outburst of religious faith

crowned the progress already made toward civilization.

It was an important step man took when he first looked up to

the radiant orb of day and said "Thou art my father," and dared,
in the silent night, to say to the waning and waxing moon,
"
Thou art my mother." Hitherto the ancestral spirits, when

they ventured away from their resting-places, as the double within
in dreams and trances does, had flitted about, manifesting them

selves, now in trees and waters, now in winds and lightnings, or
other terrestrial phenomena. Now the glorified ones went in

splendor across the sky. Man had celestial parents, and they could

be depended upon. They had their vicissitudes. But there was a

wonderful order and regularity in their life. The concept of law

entered in, and a new sense of dependence upon cosmic powers of

great magnitude. But this significant efflorescence of religious
faith would never have come, had not man learned how to drop
the seed in the ground and turn the turf over it in hope of a har

vest, to live in states in subjection to powerful rulers, and to

watch the mysterious movements of the celestial bodies.
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From the eighth to the fifth century B. C, a spiritual movement

of unprecedented strength and deep significance seems to have

swept over the world. It was everywhere characterized by a re

action against the popular cult, an emphasis on morals, and a

tendency toward monotheism. In China, Kongfutze and Laotze

reduced worship to a minimum and made the regulation of moral

conduct the chief concern of religion ; in India, Nataputta Maha-

vira broke with Brahmanism and proclaimed redemption through

the perfectionment of character, and Gautama Buddha rejected all

gods, sacrifices, prayers and cultic performances and held out the

hope of salvation from eternal life through righteousness and

world-wide sympathy ; in Iran, the prophets, speaking in the name

of Zarathushtra, declared Ahura Mazda to be the only god and laid

especial stress on truthfulness and the duty of cultivating the soil ;

in Palestine, Amos and Hosea, Isaiah, Micah and Jeremiah made

Yahwe independent of Israel, scorned the sacrificial cult, and

defined the divine requirements of man as consisting in justice,

mercy, and humility ; in Greece, Xenophanes and Heraclitus,

Socrates and Plato, were prophets of monotheism, universal

reason, harmony and freedom, and the eager search for truth.

But this rich outpouring of spiritual life would have been impos

sible, had not mines and forests and fertile fields been exploited,

and wealth created social inequalities, senseless luxury, pride of

birth and oppression of the poor, conquering kingdoms crushed to

the wall tribal organizations and tribal ideas, and the maturing

mind sought to know itself as well as the outside world.

Nothing could be farther from the historic truth than the judg

ment often passed upon the age that gave birth to Christianity.

It has been represented as morally depraved and spiritually sterile.

In reality, it was an epoch of faith. It was instinct with religious

life. It was rich in spiritual movements. Among these may be

mentioned Mithraism, Gnosticism, Manichaeism, Hellenistic

Judaism, Stoicism, Essenisin, Epicureanism and Christianity.

The Orphic and Eleusinian mysteries, and the Egyptian cult-

societies, also reveal the intense religious interest of the period.

All the lands from India to Spain, from Scythia to Abyssinia

participated. Powerful personalities gave direction to these streams

of spiritual life. The names of Jesus, Paul,
"

John ", and Origen,
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Menahem, John the Baptist and Banus, Hillel and Jochanan ben

Zakkai, Aristobulus and Philo, Menander, Valentinus and Marcion,

Bardesanes and Mani, Lucretius and Atticus, Seneca, Musonius

Rufus, Epictetus, Dio Chrysostomus and Marcus Aurelius suggest

some of the religious forces strengthening, lifting and purifying

man's faith in this period. Yet it is impossible to reflect upon

this wonderful manifestation of religious vitality without observing

how effectively it had been prepared by the growth of material

prosperity, the conquests of Alexander and Caesar, the spread of

Hellenic civilization, the establishment of the empire, the develop

ment of democracy, the establishment of brotherhoods, the easier

communications between distant parts of the world, the intense

application of such scientific principles as were perceived and also

their abandonment, because of a realized insufficiency, for new

paths thought to lead to esoteric knowledge.

In the first half of the sixteenth century one generation wit

nessed a most remarkable revival of bold and intuitive religious
faith. It came in the wake of the discovery of America, the ex

ploitation of the Indies, the fall of feudalism, the rise of the

bourgeoisie, and the humanistic renaissance. It affected a large

part of Europe. It was as marked in Ignatius of Loyola and

Francis Xavier as in Luther and Melanchthon, as significant in

Denck and Tiziano, Castalio and Servetus, as in Zwingli and

Calvin and Oecolampadius. But the more radical movement was

not sufficiently prepared by the social development to embody
itself immediately in the organized life of the nations ; and the

older protestantism which won the day lost the spiritual initiative

of the reformers. Hence the reformation looks more and more

like a prelude and a promise, pointing to a greater epoch still to

come.

Never have the preparations for such a quickening of the spirit
ual life been more extensive and important. Almost the whole

earth has been explored ; the resources of the planet are utilized

on a large scale ; many of nature's forces have come under man's

control ; industry, commerce and transportation have been revolu

tionized ; democracy is fast becoming recognized in principle ; the

political organization of the human race is in process of realiza

tion ; science has utterly changed our estimate of the universe
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and art is interpreting in terms of beauty a world differently
conceived.

It is obvious to every thoughtful observer that we are approach
ing a crisis in the religious life of mankind. The tendencies of

thought are unmistakable. The trend of events permits no other

interpretation. The remnants of primitive ideas and practices
are fast disappearing. Polydemonism and polytheism are giving

place to conceptions implying the unity of creative power. New

mythologies are not developing, and the old myths vanish as

science advances. Human sacrifices are extremely rare, animal

sacrifices are disappearing, the very notion of securing favor by
sacrifice is losing its influence. Magical conceptions surviving in

the cult are giving way to a symbolism seeking satisfaction for

the artistic and ethical instincts. Less importance is attached

every year to sacred days, sacred places, sacred washings, sacred

meals, sacred anointings. Sacred books are valued more and more

for the religious aspirations, sentiments and thoughts of past

periods which they reveal to us, but not as standards of our own

faith and practice. The emphasis is being placed, not on dogma
or cult, but on the ethical contents of religion.
All this points to a coming faith whose grand outlines may

already be discerned. This faith will seek for that which is uni

versal in man's religious life, not rooting up or tearing down one

form of creed and cult in order to impose another, but building

everywhere upon the extant spiritual foundations. It will recog

nize that all religion has the same natural origin, and it will revere

each prophet of the soul whose hand has turned aside a fold of the

veil and revealed some new aspect of the eternal truth. It will

honor and trust in reason, while careful to keep its light trimmed

by cultivation of heart and will. It will recognize the sovereignty

of ethics, but understand that duty includes love, compassion,

sympathy, and that the righteous deed flows from the righteous

disposition, born of the spiritual life of man, nourished by inspira

tion and example, and strengthened by the exercise of virtue. It

will be vital, touching life on every side, growing with the growth
of man's mastery over nature, the perfectionment of his social re

lations, the expansion of his knowledge, the increasing delicacy

and power of his artistic sense, and his deepening consciousness

of the mystery of existence.
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UNIVERSITY FINANCE.

Prepared in the office of the Treasurer of Cornell University.

EZRA
CORNELL founded Cornell University by a donation

of Five Hundred Thousand Dollars, and the gift of his

farm of two hundred and seven acres. From this beginning the

property of the University has increased, until on August ist,

1906, it amounted to over twelve and three-quartermillion dollars,

excluding the property of the State colleges. The permanent

endowment amounted to nearly eight million dollars, of which the

largest item consisted of the profits on the sale of the timber and

lands located by Ezra Cornell under the College Land Grant Scrip,

purchased by him of the State of New York.

By the Agricultural College Land Grant Act, signed by Presi

dent Lincoln on July 2nd, 1862, and generally known as the

" Morrill Act
"
the United States Government granted to each

state thirty thousand acres of public land for each Senator and

Representative in Congress for
"
the endowment, support and

maintenance of at least one college where the leading object shall

be, without excluding other scientific and classical studies, and in_

eluding military tactics, to teach such branches of learning as are

related to agriculture and the mechanic arts, in such manner as

the legislatures of the State may respectively prescribe, in order to

promote the liberal and practical education of the industrial classes,
in the several pursuits and professions of life."

New York received scrip entitling it to locate 989,920 acres of

land, being over one tenth of the total grant. By chapter 585,
Laws of 1865, tne proceeds were devoted to Cornell University.
As there was no public land subject to entry within the state of

New York, and as, by the terms of the law, no state could locate

land within the limits of another state, New York offered the

scrip for sale. Other eastern states in a similar position were

making similar offers, and the price per acre of the scrip fell from

the government price of $1.25 to $.60. At this time the State

accepted the offer of Mr. Cornell to purchase the unsold balance of

the scrip at sixty cents per acre on condition that he locate the
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land as an individual, and add the net profits derived from the sale

of the land to the endowment of Cornell University. Under this

agreement Mr. Cornell located over five hundred thousand acres,

and shortly before his death conveyed the unsold portion thereof,

together with thirteen hundred fifty-nine and forty-one hundredths

acres additional, to Cornell University.
From the sale of the scrip the State derived $603,002.87, and

the University holds its perpetual five per cent bond for this

amount plus $85,573.25 premiums received on the sale of securi

ties when the fund was converted into the bond.

The following is a statement of the result of Ezra Cornell's pur

chase and location, as given in the report of Hon. S. D. Halliday,
Chairman of the Land Committee of the University, to the Board

of Trustees, on October 28th, 1905, which report embodies the

history of that part of the federal land grant allotted to the State

of New York :

RECEIPTS.

Land $4,385,708 22

Timber 2,211,616 59

Trespass collected 20,063 9°

Hay sold 4,136 14

Rent on farm land 758 05

$6,622,282 90

College Land Scrip Fundf 688,576 12

Land unsold at $5.00 per acre 166,112 45

Total, sales and land unsold $7,476,971 47

EXPENSES.

Paid for Land Scrip $309,200 00

W. A. Woodward, account location exp 160,831 42

Woodward suit expenses 25,085 52

Taxes 640,070 66

Land examination 43,577 50

Interest 329,Q39 7^

Salaries 146,219 93

Commission on sales J4,597 87

Traveling expenses 7,893 62

Maps, books and stationary 1,888 28

Stamps and postage 1,149 x3

Surveying 762 24

Attorney's fees and expenses 3,647 41

Exchange 640 72

»
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Profit and loss I>520 59

Location not through Woodward account 845 50

Legislative investigation J>584 5°

Paid Viles and Davis for land sold which was afterwards

decided to be within R.R. limit, and C.U. 'sentry can

celed Moo 00

Ad ertising 94 50

Contingent and unclassified expenses 22,135 71

Total expenses $1,712,184 80

Total sales and value of unsold lands $7,476.97! 47

Expenses 1,712,184 80

Net Profit to date, figuring the 33,22249 acres of cut

over lands still unsold at an average of about $5.00

per acre $5,764786 67

This sum was a gift by Ezra Cornell to the University ad

ditional to his original endowment.

Other permanent invested funds of the University are :

Barnes Library Endowment Fund :

Gift of Mrs Harriet Barnes Newberry and A. Victor Barnes in

memory of their father, the late Alfred Cutler Barnes.

Established 1904 $ 5,000 00

Mrs. A. S. Barnes Shakespeare Prize Fiend :

Gift of Mrs. A. S. Barnes the income to be appropriated as a

prize to rhe und rgraduite student, who shall present the

best essay upon the writings of Shakespeare. Established

1887 1,000 00

Philo Sherman Bennett Fund :

Gift from the estate of Mr. Bennett through Hon. W. J. Bryan,
the income to be used for a prize for the best essay discussing
the Principles of Free Government. Established 1905 400 00

Class ^86 Memorial Prize Fund :

Gift of the Class of 1886, the income to be awarded annually as

a prize in Junior Oratory 1,886 00

Class 'p/ Memorial Fund :

Gift of Class of 1891, the income to be used for the relief of sick

students. Established 1891 501 88

Class 'p./ Memorial Prize Debate Fund :

Gift of the Class of 1894, as a foundation of a prize in debate 500 00

Class 'pd Me?norial Fund :

Gift of the Class of 1896, as a nucleus for a fund which shall be

used for the establishment of a University Club 751 88

Class ^py Memorial Fitnd :

Gift of Class of 1897, for furthering the plan of a University
Club

IjIl8 4I
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Class 'p<? Memorial Fund :

Gift of Class of 1898 to be added to the fund for the establish

ment of a University Club 325 93

Cornell Infirmary Fund :

Gift of Messrs. Dean and William H. Sage, the income to be

used for the maintenance and needs of the Cornell Infirmary,
established by them as a memorial to their father, Henry W.

Sage, and consisting of his former residence. Established

1897 100,000 00

Caroline Corson French Prize Fund :

Gift of Professor Hi am Corson in memory of his wife, Caroline

Rollin Corson, the income to be awarded in the form of a

medal as a French Prize. Established in 1902 as a Dante

Prize, and converted to a French Prize in 1905 1,161 39

Hiram Corson Brozvning Prize Fund :

Gift of Professor Hiram Corson, the income to be awarded in

the form of a medal as a Browning Prize. Established I902__ 1,051 80

Fayerweather Fund :

Gift under the will of Daniel B. Fayerweather. Established

1892 323 529 59

R. P. Flower Library E7idowment Fund :

Established in 1901 by a gift of Mrs. Sarah M. Flower of

$10,000, the income to be used for the purchase and binding

of books and periodicals for the Russell P. Flower Library,

founded by Governor Flower for the Veterinary College by a

gift of $5,000 in 1897, $1,000 remaining unexpended at the

time of his death is added to the endowment n,ooo 00

Fuertes Medal Fund :

Gift of the late Professor Estevan A. Fuertes, the income to

provide two medals, to be awarded annually ; one to the stu

dent graduating, who has maintained the highest degree of

scholarship during his four yean- ; the other to the graduate,

who may write a meritorious paper on some engineering sub

ject. Established in 1893 — 1,000 00

General Fund :

Consists of the endowment of not less than $100,000 available

for maintenance of Rockefeller Hall, required as a condition

precedent to John D. Rockefeller gift - 106,000 00

F. W. Guiteau Student Loan Fund :

Gift under the will of Frederick W. Guiteau, the income to be

used in advancing and assisting needful worthy young men

in pursuing their studies. Established 1904 27,282 56

Guilford Essay Prize Fund :

Gift under the will of James B. Guilford to establish a prize, the

object whereof shall be the promotion of a high standard of

excellence in English prose composition. Established 1902.. 3,000 00
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Lucy Harris Book Fund :

Gift of George W. Harris, as a memorial to his wife, Lucy
Thurber Harris, the income to be expended each year in the

purchase of English Poetry of the Victorian Era, and of

biography and criticism connected therewith. Established

1893 1,000 00

Law School Fund :

Gift of Douglass Boardraan, the income to be used for a Law

Prize. Established 1887 2,000 00

Library Endowmeiit Fund :

Gift of Henry W. Sage for endowment of Library. Established

1891 300,000 00

Susan E. Linn Sage Professorial Fund :

Gift of Henry W. Sage to endow the Chair of Ethics and Phil

osophy. Established 1885 50,000 00

Susan F. Linn Sage School ofPhilosophy Fund :

Gift of Henry W. Sage to enlarge the basis of the Susan Linn

Sage foundation and establish the Susan Linn Sage School of

Philosophy. Established 1891 200,000 00

Loomis Laboratory Fund :

Consists of the endowment of the Loomis Laboratory turned

over to the University by the Trustees at the time the Labora

tory was transferred to Cornell. Established 1899 118,176 79

Luana L. Messenger Prize Fund :

Gift of H. J. Messenger in memory of his Mother, for an an

nual prize to the student writing the essay giving evidence

of the best research and most fruitful thought in the field of

human progress, or the evolution cf civilization. Estab

lished 1902 IOOO OQ

Frank William Padgham Scholarship :

Gift of Amos Padgham, to found a scholarship in Sibley Col

lege in memory of his son. Established 1892 3,00000

John MetcalfPolk Prize Fund :

Gift of Wm. M. Polk to found a prize in the Medical College
atN. Y., in memory of his son. Established 1905 10,000 00

Professorial Pension Fund :

An mymous gift of $150,000 with interest thereon to found after

11 years a pension fund for full professors, excluding pro
fessors in the Medical College in New York City, or in State

or National institutions at Ithaca or elsewhere. Established

1903 _

177,200 35

Professorial Pension Income Fund :

Consists of the payments of professors admitted"to the benefits
of the Pension Fund, with accrued interest g 73Q QO
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Sage College Endowment Fund :

Gift of Henry W. Sage. Established 1872 109,30000

Dean Sage Sermon Fund :

Gift of Deaa Sage in 1872, as an endowment of Sage Chapel,
and increased by recent gifts of Mrs Sage 60,000 00

Wm. C. Seidell Book Fund :

Gift of Mr. and Mrs Gerrit S. Miller, the income to be used to

purchase books for poor young men working their way

through the College of Civil Engineering. Established 1905 1,00000

Sibley College Endowment Fund :

Gift of Hiram Sibley. Es1ablished 1884 50,000 00

H.K. White Prize Fund :

G ft of Horace K. White, the income to be awarded as prizes
to meritorius students in Veterinary Science \ 500 00

Women''s Guild Fund ;

The gift of women interested in the University, the income to

be used to aid needy sick students. Established 1882. ______ 6,334 94

WoodfordMedal Fund ;

Gift of Trustee Stewart L. Woodford for prizes in Oratory.
Established 1870. 2500 00

The income of the University for the college year 1905-1906,

excluding the State Veterinary College, and for the work under

the State appropriation for the promotion of agricultural knowl

edge amounted to over one million dollars, and was derived as

follows :

Tuition $ 266,704 15

Summer Session 15,662 46

Laboratory and other fees 62,662 25

Total from students 345,028 86

From general invested funds 384,989 57

Sage College and Cottage 12,021 72

Rents of Bldgs. and Cottages 13,258 50

Infirmary 3,085 55

Congressional Industrial Fund 25,000 00

Agricultural Experiment Station I9,9QO 39

Miscellaneous 558 63

Departmental receipts not from students 7,334 90

Ordinary income at Ithaca 811,178 12

Medical College in N. Y. City 166,823 29

From Medical College Endowment 6,639 56

From special Invested Funds 10,005 39

Unusual receipts 30,797 84

$1,025,444 20
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In addition there was received from the State $25,000 for the

maintenance of the State Veterinary College, and $50,000 for the

extension work in Agriculture.

Rockefeller and Goldwin Smith Halls were practically com

pleted during the year, although at the present rate of $50,000

per annum it will be several years before the cost of the latter

building is liquidated. These buildings made necessary the en

largement of the University Heating Plant at a cost of over

$16,000, and expenditure of nearly $5,000 for grading and addi

tional walks. Expenses were also made to the amount of about

$34,000 for unusual purposes, including changes in Library base

ment to furnish additional book space and to housing the circulat

ing library recently established, the installation of the Underwri

ter's fire pumps in connection with the water works system so

that a pressure of from ninety to one hundred pounds made be had

at short notice on all University mains, and the construction of

seven-box fire alarm system automatically ringing alarms upon the

large bell in the University tower, and connecting with the City
fire alarm system. The schedule of disbursements for the year,

again excluding the State items, is as follows :

Salaries $ 409,223 80

De artment Appropriations 118,355 67

General Expenses 95,477 31

Fellowships and Scholarships 26,061 10

Sage College and Cottage 15,614 88

Summer Session 19,882 55

A, ricultural Experiment Station 13,927 90

Library 35,236 37

Formal Expensrs at Ithaca 734,779 58
Me ical College at N. Y 181,60494
Rockefeller and Goldwin Smith Halls

204403 53

Unusual Expenses 54,969 90

$1,175,757 95

The continued growth of the University and the increase in

number of students calls annually for some extraordinary expense,
and it is doubtful if in any year these items will fall much below

that of last year, so until Goldwin Smith Hall is paici for, the en

tire income of the University is mortgaged to cover regular
expenses. To meet present needs it is necessary to use for current
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expenses the five percent of general income, which by University

Statute should be set aside as an insurance fund against unfortun

ate investments or other losses.

The departments of the University are calling for increased ap

propriations, and are obliged to practice the strictest economy.

As the receipts from students pay less than half of the cost of in

struction, it will be seen that no financial relief is obtained from

increase in the number of students, and if Cornell is to continue

to grow and to maintain her place in the University world, a

considerable addition to its permanent endowment must soon be

secured.

THE PINE TREE'S SONG.

A maiden came in life's glad spring,
To hear the song that the pines would sing

When the words in their boughs were murmuring.
The song that the pine trees sang that day

Was a fairy-song of mystery,

A song of wondrous mystery,

With hints of joys that were to be.

That was the song that the pines had sung
—

To her who came when life was young.

A woman came when life was old

To hear the tale that the pine trees told

When the winds blew thro their branches cold.

The tale that the pine trees told that day

Was a sad, sad tale of memory,

A tale of haunting memory,

Of dearest hopes, crushed bitterly.

That was the tale that the pines had told

To her who came when life was old.

—G. M. Harris, Northwestern Magazine.
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THE EZRA CORNELL CENTENNIAL.

BY PROF. C. H. HULL.

ON
the twenty-sixth of April, the University is to celebrate the

one hundredth anniversary of Ezra Cornell's birth. We all

know, of course, that the Founder was not born in April,

but we rightly regard that as a mere detail. No man may grow

famous without surrendering some of the intimate privileges of

obscurity. The community that appropriates his priceless hours

will not hesitate to shift his birthday at its whim. To its demands

even the most exalted must submit. Albert Edward first saw the

light in bare November ; but it is not until the English hedgerows
are glorious with pink and white May that the holiday of Edward

VII falls. And if we likewise, recalling the bleakness of many a

Founder's Day in Januaries past, have rubricated this secular

anniversary upon a friendlier sheet of the calendar, it matters

little. What matters much is not that we piously choose to

celebrate the Founder at this time or at that, but that our piety
be at all times honest and real. Ours is, however, a shifting

community, scarcely conscious of wishing its
"

days to be bound

each to each by natural piety." The personal links between us

and Ezra Cornell are few. The most reverend of our present
seniors was not yet born when the Founder was laid to rest ; and

even among the faculty those who knew or have so much as seen

him must be a dwindling minority. What, then, can he mean to

us, this Founder of ours ?

At its foundation, Cornell University was designed to embody
certain educational ideas believed to be both novel and useful, and

it was in prophetic realization of the revolution in American

education which they were expected to work that The Cornell

Era received its name. To what extent these ideas originated
with the Founder, to what extent they were suggested by the first

President, we may not be altogether sure. But we may be sure

that even if Ezra Cornell did not wholly originate them, he wholly
approved them. In that sense, at least, they are his. It may be

admissible, then, as the University approaches the one-hundredth

anniversary of his birth, to ask what some of those ideas were.

The reader of a "Report of the Committee on Organization,
Presented to the Trustees of the Cornell University, October 21st,
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1866," and of the "
First General Announcement," issued in 1868,

will perhaps find three general ideas prominent in the University's

plans : first, the education given shall be practically useful ;

second, it shall recognize the equal value of all good studies ; third,
it shall be made available for poor boys.
It was, then, first of all, a foundation idea at Cornell to educate

men who might speedily assist " in developing the resources and

aiding in the general progress of the country." To this end,

every effort was made "that the education given be practically
useful." The constant policy was to be

"
to give mental discipline

to every student by studies which take practical hold upon the

tastes, aspirations, and work of his life." Accordingly, depart
ments—they are now grown to be colleges—of agriculture and of

mechanical and civil engineering were established at the outset.

These were not the whole of the University ; the studies of the

old-fashioned college were also provided for. But it was the

" division of special arts and sciences ", comprising these more

practical studies, and not the semi-orthodox "division of science,

literature, and arts in general
"
whose presence served, in the

opinion of Cornellians, to render the new University illustrious ;

and in the judgment of its critics to put it outside the pale of

academic respectability.
The second fundamental idea was a correlative of the first ; all

good studies
—Cornell was to teach no others—should be recognized

as of equal dignity. "The idea of doing a student's mind some

vague general good by studies that do not interest him
"
but are

pursued solely because they have been traditionally esteemed

superior to others, was to be given up from the outset, and each

student granted a free election either among the studies that did

interest him, or among a variety of courses compounded from such

studies.

The Founder intended, in the third place, that his University

should provide for students who needed to support themselves by

their own labor. Voluntary corps of students were to be organized

by the University Steward for systemized and remunerated work,

two or three hours per day, in the shops or upon the farm.

" There is ", said the Report on Organization
—and all who re

member the early campus will confirm this assertion,
—

"
a large

amount of labor required at once. There are trees to be felled,

roads and paths to be cut, depressions to be filled, elevations to be
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graded down. There will be much work requiring mere physical

ability, and there will be much requiring scientific guidance. . . It

will also be of use to the students in their muscular development,

and we believe can be made to give substantial, aid to many

pecuniarily."
All this and more the Founder summed up in his favorite

phrase—"an institution where any person may find instruction in

any study."

Undeniably forty years of experiment have deflected the Uni

versity's course, in some details, from the lines originally marked

out. For example, the plan of student labor under a University

Steward reads strangely now. But it was an especial favorite

with the Founder, who seems to have regarded manual labor as in

itself of great moral value, quite independent of its usefulness as

a means of support, and even, at one time, to have contemplated

making its performance obligatory upon all students. The com

pulsory scheme was abandoned, however, on the ground that it

" would impose fetters on the student body, very dangerous to that

character of breadth and freedom which we hope to establish."

And the voluntary labor corps were soon abandoned in their turn.

The customary explanation of this is that intellectual and

physical exertion make their ultimate demand upon the same

springs of energy, which do not flow with sufficient copiousness
to satisfy them both save in a few exceptional men. The Founder

made a mistake, it is said, in gaging the energy of the average

by his own. The ordinary man had to choose which master he

would serve. If the faculty, he neglected work and was dropped
from the gang ; if the steward, he neglected study and was

dropped from the college. In either case, he ceased to be a

"laboring student." This explanation leaves something to be

desired, for physical exertion has always made heavy demands

upon many of our students, on some in work and on some in play,
without fatally impairing their standing at the Registrar's office.

The mind which animates " the student body
"

plays curious

tricks ; perhaps the underlying difficulty was rather psychological
than physiological. At any rate, the labor scheme broke down.

There are hundreds of working students at Cornell still ; but

their labor is individual, not institutional.

The equal dignity of all good studies has found its expression
not merely in equal courses leading to equal degrees ; but also,
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what is far more significant, in the admission of all students,

whether of agriculture or of Greek, of engineering or of philosophy
to equal participation in the intellectual and social life of the

University, to the same class rooms, and to the same clubs.

Even the establishment of separate colleges has not changed this

condition. And many other institutions have assimilated their

practice to it, though some still maintain a sort of annex, tolerated

but not academically approved, for their students of
"

practical

subjects." Let us take care that the theory of equality, originally

emphasized at Cornell lest the arts which style themselves liberal

should play the Pharisee towards those that are called practical,
be not in practice perverted to justify the students of practical
arts in despising the arts that they fancy to be unpractical. The

equality of all good studies comprehends them both, and the con

spicuous persistence at Cornell of the first foundation idea, the

idea of giving an education practically useful, should not narrow,

even in our thoughtless moments, our intellectual magnanimity.

Otherwise, we may find ourselves surpassed in devotion -to our

'own ideals by some of our imitators.

For not merely in the Cornell of today does the spirit of the

Founder live, but also in a score of other schools up and down

the land. Indeed so largely has the practice of the time assimi

lated a part, at least, of the foundation ideas of Cornell, that

their origin is in some danger of being obscured— not merely

elsewhere, but even here on our own campus, the meaning of

" the Cornell era
"

may be forgotten.

It is fortunate, then, that at the celebration we shall hear of the

Founder from those whose experience entitles them to speak for all

parts of the University : from President White, the Founder's

coadjutor, our co-founder, speaking for the faculty ; from Joseph

Benson Foraker, '69, and David Starr Jordan, '72, graduates of

classes that saw the Founder face to face, speaking for the alumni ;

and, on behalf of the Trustees, from Andrew Carnegie, whose

career has inclined him to sympathetic appreciation of Ezra Cor

nell. From these men we shall learn of the Founder, and may

conjecture how we can best help to fulfil his purposes. For after

all themeaning of the celebration will lie not in what it reveals

to us about Ezra Cornell—his fame is secure—but in what it re

veals to us about ourselves.
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THE PETRARCH LIBRARY.

BY CHESTER MURRAY, PH.B.

BETWEEN
Padua and Ferrara in Northeastern Italy there rises

an isolated group of low mountains known as the Monti Eu-

ganei. Nestling against the side of one of these is a little village,
famous for its wine, Arqua. by name, generally known as Arqua

Petrarca, from the fact that Francesco Petrarca spent the last years

of his life there in retirement. In front of the little village
church stands Petrarch's tomb— -a stone sarcophagus supported by
low pillars of red marble and bearing a commemorative inscription.

Higher up in the village, commanding a delightful view of

village, hill, or valley from almost every window, stands the

house in which Petrarch lived, still in a good state of preserva

tion and containing a number of interesting relics of its first

occupant.

Petrarch's name is great not only as being that of one of the

greatest figures in Italian literature, but also as being that of one of

the greatest scholars of his day and one of the prime influences that

produced the movement known as the Renaissance. He is often

spoken of as the "first modern scholar." His life roughly occu

pies the first three-fourths of the fourteenth century, as he was

born in 1304 and died in 1374. His father, having been exiled in

consequence of the religious and political strife of the times, settled
in Avignon in France, whither the Pope had removed from Rome

in 1305. Young Petrarch early showed a great love for the

classics—so much so, indeed, that when sent to Montpellier and
later to Bologna to study law, he neglected his work shamelessly
to read Cicero and Virgil, to the great regret of his father, who,

although himself an excellent student of the classics, would

gladly have seen him become a lawyer. After the death of his

father in 1326, he settled in Avignon where he met a lady called

Laura and became enamored of her in the fashion of the times,
which consisted in adoring her at a distance until she became

for him the type of idealized womanhood. The identity of Laura

is uncertain, although there is no doubt that she actually existed.

In fact Petrarch himself tells in detail of his first meeting her
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and describes his grief when he learned of her death from a

friend. At any rate he composed in her honor innumerable

poems, praising her virtues and her every feature, with the curi

ous exception, however, of her nose—an omission which has

given rise to all sorts of speculations in regard to that important
member. He travelled and studied extensively, acquiring great

renown as a scholar and a man of letters. So popular did he

become in Italy that he finally abandoned France, his adopted

country, and took up his residence in Italy, moving from place to

place and finally settling in the little village of Arqua where he

was found dead in his room one morning. His claim to fame as

a writer rests upon a large number of poems in Italian, mostly in

honor of Laura, and a number of letters, poems, and philosophical
treatises in Latin. An able scholar and a fine student of the

classics, he wrote Latin with an astonishing purity and facility.

In his Italian poems he displays a skill, delicacy, and perfection
of style, united with an exquisite and unerring taste, which have

made him the model of all the great literatures of Europe.

Such, in fact, is the beauty of his language in his poems that it

has always been a matter for regret that he wrote no Italian prose

at all.

As is well known, there has recently come into the possession

of the University an absolutely unrivalled Petrarch library, col

lected through long years at great expense by the late Willard

Fiske, formerly professor and librarian at Cornell. To Mr. Fiske

the University also owes the Dante Collection of over 7,000

volumes, almost unequalled in the largest libraries of the world,

which has been in the possession of the University for some time,

and the Icelandic library, which came with the Petrarch library.

The Petrarch library, containing over 5,000 volumes, is re

markable not merely for its size, but also for its comprehensive

ness and for the fact that it contains a large number of exceedingly

rare and costly works. The collection falls naturally into two

divisions. The first division consists of editions and translations

of the works of Petrarch, works falsely ascribed to Petrarch,

anthologies with notes, imitations of the poems, romances and

dramas in which Petrarch and Laura appear, pictures of Petrarch

and Laura, and water-colors, wood-cuts, photographs, bronzes,
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etc., relating to Petrarch and Laura. The second division con

sists of works upon Petrarch, poems and speeches in his honor,

histories of literature, studies, essays, monographs, and treatises

of various kinds concerning Petrarch and his age, works upon

Laura, works upon the persons with whom Petrarch was in any

way connected, and bibliographies. The collection includes,

besides, a number of valuable manuscripts and several autograph

letters of the most eminent writers and scholars who have

busied themselves with Petrarch.

Of all of the very oldest editions of the Italian poems, the

Canzoniere, which are exceedingly rare, the collection contains

copies. The oldest edition is that printed in 1470 at Venice,

which was followed very closely in point of time by editions

printed in various places. A Roman edition of 1473 is especially

interesting from the fact that of 350 copies originally printed

only one, and that one incomplete, is known besides the Fiske

copy. Of the many other very rare editions of the fifteenth

century only three are lacking : the 1477 edition of Naples, and

the Venice editions of 1482 and 1488. From the beginning of

the sixteenth century on, nearly all the editions are represented

by copies, many of them rare and some of them not even men

tioned by the bibliographers. Of an Aldine edition of 1501 the

collection possesses one of twelve copies printed on parchment,
in addition to two copies on paper. Another very rare edition is

one printed at Bologna in 1516. Of the numerous translations of

the Canzoniere nearly all are represented. As rarities may be

mentioned an undated English translation of all the "Triumphs"

by Henry Parker, Lord Morley, which is known to have been

printed before 1555 ; Mrs. Hume's "Triumphs of Love, Chastitie,
and Death

"
of 1644 ; and the "

anonymous 1777 edition," which

Mr. Fiske has shown to have been the work of Dr. John Nott

The other Italian poems, the Rime, are represented by

copies of nearly all the complete and partial editions. Very in

teresting is the Pickering "diamond edition" of 1822, which is

the smallest printed edition. The very smallest edition, produced
at Venice in 1879, was not printed but made by the phototype
process. The collection also contains many rare copies of the so-

called Nozze, which are reprints of individual poems, letters,
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etc., of Petrarch, prepared for wedding celebrations and dis

tributed to the relatives and friends of the bride and groom.

Of the Latin works of Petrarch, the first complete edition is

generally thought to be the one printed at Basel in 1496. Of

this edition the library possesses three fine copies, one of them

still in its original binding. This was followed by numerous

editions all of which are represented by copies. In individual

editions of the Latin works the collection is unusually rich. Of

the older editions the following are very rare : the Viri pro-
clarissimi of 1473 5 trie ^ta solitaria, undated, but probably
of about 1473, lacking the first seven printed pages, which were,

however, replaced by manuscript of the fifteenth century ; the

Contemptus Mundi, undated, but probably from about the same

period as the preceding ; the first dated edition of the De Rem-

ediis utriusque Fortunae (1492), and an earlier undated edi

tion ; an edition of the Epistolae Familiares of 1492, by Se_

bastian Manilio, whose text, in spite of his complaints about

the poor manuscript which he was compelled to use, served as a

basis, with only slight corrections, for all succeeding editions,
until in 1859 Giuseppe Fracassetti published a new text based on

the most careful observance of the modern rules of text criticism

with the aid of the best existing manuscripts. The De Remediis

is represented by translations in full into Italian, Spanish,

French, English, Dutch, German, Hungarian, and Bohemian, and

in part into still other European languages, which testifies to its

extreme popularity, especially during the sixteenth century. Of

these translations, one of the most important is the Dutch, which

is not to be found in any of the Dutch libraries and was appar

ently unknown to the bibliographers. Petrarch's Latin poem

Africa, an attempt to make an epic upon the second Punic War,

was very much admired during the life-time of the poet but after

wards became neglected, so that it is represented by only a few

special editions and translations.

The biographies and works on Petrarch are very numerous.

The oldest biography is that of Boccaccio, written about 1345,

but first published from the manuscript in 1828. The sixteenth,

seventeenth, and eighteenth centuries produced numerous biogra

phies, each based more or less upon the ones preceding it and
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offering little that was new. Quite different was the case with

the Abbe de Sade's Memoires pour la Vie de Francois Petrarque,

which was published in 1764-67, causing a great stir. The best

biographies are the works of Germans during the nineteenth

century. Among them may be mentioned those of Blanc, Geiger,

and Koerting.

A large number of books contain the so-called "Laura literature."

Very early various persons began to compose poems representing

Laura's answers to Petrarch, closely imitating Petrarch's verse

and style, but without his grace and finish. In fact, during

Petrarch's life-time, one of his closest friends, Stefano Colonna,

wrote a collection of verses purporting to be direct answers from

Laura to all of Petrarch's poems addressed to her.

Still another large body of literature, consisting of editions,

translations, discussions, dramas, and poems, deals with Boccaccio's

story of the "patient Griselda," of which Petrarch was so fond

that he translated it into Latin. This story was so popular that

it was used as a basis for dramas in nearly all the modern lang

uages from the latter part of the fourteenth century down to recent

times. Among the treasures of the Fiske library is an Italian

manuscript of a drama on the subject which antedates the earliest

printed Italian drama bearing upon it. The story of Griselda also

formed the subject of a large number of lyric and epic poems in a

great many different languages.

Among the manuscripts which the collection contains are five

of Petrarch's Italian poems, one of them dating back to 1374 and

the other four being of the fifteenth century; a fifteenth century

manuscript of one of the Latin works ; an unpublished manuscript
containing the

"
Griselda

"
with numerous variants and at the end

numerous literary notes and a list of editions of the "
Griselda ";

and the manuscript of an unpublished commentary to Petrarch's

Italian poems.

The significance for the University of so magnificent a special
library need hardly be pointed out. As has been indicated above,
it contains not merely the works of one of the greatest lights of

Italian literature, and perhaps of the world's literature, but also
works on his age and on all the eminent men in any way connected

with him. Added to the Dante library, it offers an unrivalled op-
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portunity for study and research in any subject connected with

the classical period of Italian literature. It is in general greatly
to be regretted that so few students avail themselves of the oppor

tunity to become even slightly acquainted with the masterpieces
of the world's literature represented by the Italian Collections.

The study of Italian, it is true, cannot in any way be classed with

what is generally known as the "bread-winning" subjects, but it
does offer the student of literature admirable opportunities for

general culture in the study of its classic literature, and is even

becoming more and more important to the general student on ac

count of the works on history, political economy, and the sciences

which Italians are producing in our own times. It is hoped that

the new library will find the use and appreciation which its

richness and its completeness merit.

A LETTER FROM PROFESSOR GOLDWIN SMITH.

SIMPLIFIED SPELLING.

To the Editor of the Cornell Era :

Sir :—Even if we could simplify spelling, only the least of the

defects of our language I fear would be cured. But even this

would I fear be difficult. What should we do with such words as

"
the

"
and

" thee ";
" be

"
and

" bee ";
"
to ",

"
too ", and

"
two ";

or with such words as
" bear

"
and " bare ";

"
tear

"
and "

tare ";
"

pear
"
and

"

pare ";
" dear

"
and "deer"; "hare" and "hair";

"there" and "their"; "seen" and "scene"; with others that

might be named ?

The most remarkable feat of phonetic spelling was that of the

French postmaster who, when a friend of mine named Coxe gave

his name at the office for the forwarding of letters, was found to

have spelled the name "Quaques."

Yours faithfully, Goldwin Smith.

Toronto, March 12th, 1907.
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HOW DID THE TOTEM POLE COME

TO CORNELL?

BY PROFESSOR B. E. FERNOW.

IN
the summer of 1898 Mr. E. H. Harriman, now notable by

his gigantic railroad enterprises, arranged an expedition of

scientific men to cruise in Alaskan waters with a view of ascer

taining whatever of new knowledge might be gathered upon such

a trip in the various fields of natural history. The party was

made up somewhat like Noah's, two of a kind, two geologists,

two botanists, two ornithologists, two ichthyologists, two poets,

two artists, and so on, besides one forester.

The party made rich hauls of all kinds of natural history

material, but none of more human interest than a collection of

totem poles which formed a most curious cargo of our returning

ship. On Kadaak Island, I believe it was, some mining prospec

tor told us of the existence of a deserted Indian village, some

1500 miles away, in which there was to be found a large collection

of totems. We kept this information in mind on our return trip,

and carefully scanning the horizon as we got near the indicated

portion of the coast, we were successful in locating the spot on

Cape Fox. Anchoring in the open water in sight of the deserted

village, our party landed and found indeed a well-built line of

wooden houses stretching for 500 yards along the shore, each with

a magnificent totem pole in front. The reader no doubt knows

that these totem poles are somewhat of the same nature as a coat

of arms of the European nobility, denoting the family to which

the Indian living in the house belongs. At the same time there is

a religious meaning attached to them, since ancestry worship is

the religion of the Thlinket Indians who inhabit the shores of

Alaska.

When first we passed through the various houses, most of them

nailed up and only accessible through the windows, the command

went out that nothing was to be removed ; but after investigating
for some time and studying conditions of houses, totems, and

surroundings, the experts of Indian lore decided that the village
had been abandoned on account of an epidemic disease, and that
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the Indians, according to their habit, would never return. Hence,

it would be wise and in the interests of anthropological science

to remove some of these emblems of religious practice to civilized

places for exhibition. There were represented in the party a

number of universities, each of whom would probably gladly place
such a pole among its collections. Mr. Harriman very generously
offered to transport as many as were desired.

At that time the writer, having only lately come to Cornell,
had no knowledge as to whether the University had an anthro

pological department or had any means of taking care of such a

bulky exhibit. Moreover his conscience was not quite clear as to

the propriety of removing these holy emblems. He therefore

occupied himself in other ways while most of the rest of the party

were busy digging up totem poles. In the evening long after

supper the party assembled at a Welsh rarebit, and some five or

six of the younger men boasted of their prowess in having moved

one of the totems found within the- houses and carried it with

great labor to the seashore. These interior totems are short ones

about eight feet in height, beautifully painted, and not weathered

like those on the outside. The writer smiled at the self-satisfac

tion in their effort of this group of men, boasting that he could

have done the feat all alone by himself. This brought forth a

challenge from Mr. Harriman himself and as we were going to

continue digging up several more of the large ones the next

morning was set for the writer's performance. Knowing some

thing of the mechanical means for moving loads, knowing how to

swing an axe, and how to use a lever and rollers, he soon had his

apparatus in place and to the chagrin of the on-lookers, in an

easy manner, which was desirable under the hot rays of the sun,

delivered his load to the shore. This easy success stimulated

him, as the lion who has licked blood, to greater feats. He

waived the admonitions of his conscience and considered the pos

sibility of Cornell's desire to be presented with a totem pole of

as large a size as could be had, in addition to the small one. He

therefore started to dig out one of the large poles, proposing to

bring it to shore himself as well. Fortunately for his success,

the ship's crew which had been assisting in the removal of the

other poles finished their work and with block and tackle offered
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to assist in the removal of this last ; the writer thus escaped the

possible, nay probable consequences of an ill-considered boast.

In this way Cornell ought to have secured two totem poles, one

interior, and one exterior. But, as she would have then been a

favored party, it was legislated, as is often done in Albany when

a specific law for the city of New York is made without mention

ing the city, that no University was to have more than one pole,

and the writer had to choose between the two, selecting the one

of most interest.

It turned out that the other pole which was given to the Uni

versity at Seattle became the means of an unpleasant after-clap.

It made known the existence of this village with its totem pole

collection and another party started to secure some of the relics.

In addition to the totems before and in the houses, a number of

graves were found in the woods also having special totems. One

of these consisted of a bear sculptured in marble, sitting on a

chief's grave. This attracted the attention of the pirates and was

taken to Seattle. Soon after the Indians, hearing of the desecra

tion, came to Seattle and secured the return of this particular one.

It appears that after all the Indians had not so abandoned the

village as to have lost all their interest in what they had left

behind.

The fate of the totem at Cornell was by no means a natural one.

First, there was nobody taking special interest in it, next, it was

too bulky to have it placed in the museum. The suggestion to

place it in front of the museum was met with the objection that

it would soon be ruined by the students cutting their names into

it, etc., which the writer did not for a moment believe. It was

therefore left lying through the fall and winter behind McGraw

Hall in order to tempt the student body to disfigure it if they were

so ruthless. Then the six feet of base which gave it stability
when standing up was cut off and the pole with much trouble was

lifted into the museum and laid on its back. Finally some in

telligent interest was developed and it was placed in its present

position, I think by Prof. Rowlee, and given a preservative coat

ing. What should be done with it now in addition is to restore

the original colors of the different emblems and perhaps attach a

tablet explaining its meaning.
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AMERICAN POETRY IN THE FUTURE,

BY JOHN S. GALLAGHER, '07.

CO much has been and is being said about the dearth of good
^

poetry in America that it is only natural that there be

speculation as to that which we shall have in the future. In

determining the character of that which is to come, it is necessary

that the present be studied in connection with the past.

There is more good poetry being written to-day than a super

ficial glance will show. It is not appreciated but the fact remains

that it is good. The trouble arises, it seems, from the fact that

our poets are either behind or ahead of the taste and standards of

the reading public. We have ambitious attempts on the part of

some poets to follow the old standard of objective poetry, at the

same time with equally ambitious attempts on the part of other

poets to follow the growing standard of subjective poetry. The

result has been two classes of poems of which one follows the

classics, the other Nature. Of these, the first has had its day ; the

extinction of Stephen Phillips not long ago marked its passing.
The second has not yet risen to its full strength and significance.
The public has, in general, discarded objective poetry and has not

yet learned to appreciate the poetry of personality which is Nature

poetry. So we are in the period of transition. Walt Whitman

was the voice crying in the wilderness that the path of the new

poet might be made straight.
The expression of personality is not new to poetry. On the

contrary, it has been for some time the element that has rendered

popular such poets as Burns, Byron, Wordsworth, Bryant, Poe,

Emerson, and Whitman. The eclipse of Scott by Byron was

indicative not only of the rise of a greater poet but also of a greater

force in poetry. Scott stood for objective poetry, that is, artistic

and impersonal verse ; Byron for subjective and highly personal

verse. Lord Byron's popularity has been unparalleled in the

history of literature and seems to indicate that something aside

from his winning manners, his wit and versatility was the cause.

Back as far as 1725 the personal note had begun to be heard in

literature more clearly than ever before. Through the succeeding
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century it became louder and more resonant until in Scotland it

reached its greatest fullness in the poetry of Burns, and in England
in that of Byron. The distinguishing characteristic of the verse

of these poets was its expression of the character of the maker.

The poet stood revealed in all his independence, in all his weak

ness. The soul was seen to be strong and daring, but the flesh to

be weak and timid.

The revolutionary ideas of these two poets were startling ; yet in

their own day both were, for a time, greatly admired for their

sentiments as well as their skill. This was before people realized

what their teachings meant. In their own life-time a reversal of

opinion in regard to them took place. It was seen that their

revolutionary ideas upon religion and morality had as necessary

concomitants lives of the grossest immorality. In spite of all this,
Burns and Byron stood for a new or, if not a new, a revived spirit
in poetry. They were bearers of the passionate, lyric fire that

was kindling in the hearts of poets.

The poets of the Romantic Period of English literature were

subject, almost without exception, to melancholia. She was their

muse, from her came inspiration, to her were poured out the

passionate utterances of aching hearts. Byron speaks of,

"
.... all this giddy waste of years,

This tiresome round of palling pleasures."

The flamboyant soul of these poets, now leaping on high, now

dying to a dull glow is lost, at last, in the darkness of pessimism.
There is little hope in the poetry of the Romantic Period.

Wordsworth was an exception. He had less passion but more

optimism. He was often dry and discursive but generally calm

and hopeful. He was not understood by the more brilliant poets.

Byron, in speaking of " The Excursion," says,
"
And he who understands it would be able

To add a story to the Tower of Babel."

Wordsworth built up a complex system of poetry of which Na

ture was made the foundation. He rebelled against the influence
of the classics and against the poetry of passion.
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So then we find two forces at work in poetry, that of passion
and that of Nature. Both of these have exerted an influence up

on American verse and will continue in the future to have the

effect they have had in the past. America has had Bryant,

Whittier, and Longfellow, Poe, Emerson, and Whitman. We

may safely say that the poetry of the future in America will be

largely subjective and that the great poet will unite in his work

the lyric and the Nature poem. His lyric, unlike that of the past,

will come from strength, not from weakness, from hope, not from

despair. His attitude towards and his understanding of life will

come from his close touch with nature.

The poet of the future will be optimistic, strong, patient, and

uncomplaining. His lyrics will sing with the joy of living, they

will come from a fearless life. Just as certain books of the Old

Testament are lyrics from life so will his songs be from life.

A SONG.

Oh, the wind in the cracks full merrily blew,—

Heigh-o! The winter time ! .0, heigh-o !

And it spluttered and blustered the whole night thro,

And it rattled the shingles ! O, heigh-o !

The ghosts were abroad, and the spectres, too,

Grey-blue in the moon-light ! O, heigh-o !

Shivered the stars with their crystal spars !

Like twinkling snow-flakes cold, heigh-o !

And the folks in the farm-house toasted their toes

By the blaze of the fire-light ! O, heigh-o !

And the hobgoblins huddled there too, I suppose,

Back in the flickering darkness, O !

Outside the jack-rabbit sat in the snow,

Close by his thicket ; O, heigh-o !

And his shadow was long, for the moon was low,

Sing, ho, for the winter-time ! O, heigh-o !

—C. S. Head, Northwestern Magazine.
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CORNELLIANS AND

£^»v«'

Dean L. Kelsey, '08, the recently elected President of the |
Cornell University Christian Association, under whose regime 3
the transformation of Barnes Hall into the long desired student

club house will take place. Mr. Kelsey is also editor-in-chief

of the 1908 Cornellian, which is to appear about May 5th.

______________-__■arm
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THEIR ACTIVITIES
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E. S. Brown, '07, who is to captain the University Baseball |
Team this Spring. By his consistent playing on the team for \

i several years past, Mr. Brown has eminently qualified himself for \
2 his position as leader this year. %

\
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WHATS DOING

nr^rj^j^f'

H. M. Rogers, '07, the Captain of the University Track Team.

Mr. Rogers has taken an active interest in track athletics through- ^
f out his college career, and last year won the intercollegiate quar- |

ter mile championship at Boston. §

. < ../» * . »*»._i»»._.
2a___
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i

J. J. Deshon, '07, pitcher on the University Baseball Team,

who will be the mainstay in the box this year. His work on the

team during past seasons has been of the first order, and upon %

him much of the success of the team will depend. *

■ « «»/* 9 . «*".->»»-,.>w J
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TRACK ATHLETICS.

BY H. M. ROGERS, '07.

PROBABLY
never before, in the history of track athletics

either at Cornell or at any other university, has there

existed the deep interest in this branch of major sports which is

manifested here today. This interest is undoubtedly due to the

unparalleled success achieved by our teams during the past few

years.

It is, however, difficult for the onlooker to realize that the

victories of our teams have not been partially due to accident, to the

force of circumstances ; yet to the careful observer it is plain that

this success has been due to hard and conscientious work, and has

come as the result of many years of slow but progressive and

healthy development.
A brief sketch of the records made by Cornell teams might be

of interest here.

Beginning with the fall of 1899 and the coming of "Jack"

Moakley, there has been a steady rise in track athletics, evidenced

by the winning of five out of seven dual meets with Princeton.

It was not until 1903, however, that Cornell began to be a serious

menace to the
"

big three," Yale, Harvard and Pennsylvania. In

that year the University team took third place with 15 points ;

this drew the eyes of the athletic world to Cornell, and great

things were predicted for her, yet to those who were not in close

touch with the situation, the Intercollegiate victory in 1905 came

as a great surprise.

Since 1899 four dual meets have been held with Pennsylvania,
each resulting in a victory for Cornell. These victories, together
with the steady advance shown at the yearly Intercollegiate meets,
are evidence of the gradual rounding out of our teams. That our

first Intercollegiate victory in 1905 was not a mere "flash in the

pan" was proved by the second victory in 1906, which was even

more decisive than the first.

The development of a successful track team is a slow and

gradual process. What is true of team development is true also

of the development of the individual participant in track events ;
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a well balanced team requires the greatest amount of skill and

patience in the handling of the individual. He may be, and often

is "

green material," and it may require years of hard work to mas

ter his defects to any degree. He must be taught self-confidence,
that he may not become excited in the race and so use poor judg
ment ; he must learn to fight to the finish, for the race is often

won or lost in the last few yards. Steady work and the deter

mination to improve at all costs, invariably bring success in

track athletics.

For the individual this may mean many months of hard and

consistent training to prepare for one short race or for an event

which will require the extreme efforts of body and mind for a few

brief moments. Inexperience often leads to defeat ; yet defeat

should not discourage, for it is only through defeat that we learn

our defects. One can see his faults only after he has been through

the mill. He may come out
"

bruised," but never beaten if he

but learn the lesson which competition teaches. I refer to this

in particular, for nowhere in the collegiate world is hard and con

tinuous work more necessary than at Cornell. At rival Universi

ties the material is usually more experienced, and better means

are afforded for reaching the centers of track competition. Also,

our teams are handicapped by the lack of adequate gymnasium

facilities.

For these reasons our teams work under a considerable disad

vantage, to overcome which they are put to greater efforts and

require a longer season for training.
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LOUIS A. FUERTES-A SKETCH.

BY E. A. SPEARS, '07.

A
MAN who interprets any phase of nature, whether it be land

scape or animal life, and whether he does it in prose, song,

or with brush, is a man who is doing a work that is decidedly

worth while. This is true since such men further the apprecia
tion of the charm of nature which is coming everywhere to be

more and more understood.

Mr. Louis Agassiz Fuertes is one of these men. He has ever

been interested in bird-life, even when in the Ithaca High School.

At times people smiled at him, for what could be more trivial than

to travel about through bushes and in the swamp to watch insig
nificant birds. If you saw a bird once, they said, and heard it

sing, you knew all about it. But the broad smiles of friends didn't

dampen the enthusiasm of Mr. Fuertes. He knew that people just
didn't understand, that was all.

To him birds were a delight, for he loved to watch them as they
searched for food, he loved to listen to their songs and to imitate

them. Contrary to the opinion of many persons, he found that

there was much to learn about these feathered creatures. Among
other things he soon discovered that some species so closely re

semble other species in coloration and otherwise that it was

difficult to distinguish them. Knowing that the best way to see

a thing is to draw it, he began to make drawings to fix in

mind the shapes and the quality of color, and other characteris

tics. The immediate result of this was that he became an expert
in distinguishing birds, but the more important result was that he

became what the eminent Dr. C. Hart Merriam calls the foremost

bird artist.

It was not until his sophomore year, however, that he began se

riously to think of making the study of birds his life-work. To

most minds it was out of the question to suppose that one could

make a living through the study of birds. Tradition has it that

Dean Estevan Fuertes of the College of Civil Engineering wished

his son to become a
"
C.E." Since the son did not take to the

idea, the
"
Governor

"
remarked that if one wasn't good enough to
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become a
"

C.E." he wasn't good enough to become anything.
However true this may be, the son turned out in a way that made

his father proud of him.

With his taste for birds and drawing, Mr. Fuertes began to

study with Mr. Abbott H. Thayer, the well known artist, under

whom he beame a proficient workman with the brush. The close

friendship between teacher and pupil has remained to this day.
A couple of years ago at the American Ornithological Union, Mr.

Thayer had an exhibition to illustrate his discovery—the law of

protective coloration in animals. Mr. Fuertes helped him manip
ulate the exhibition, and during the talk Mr. Thayer would "sing
out now and then," as my informant tells, all innocently and

unconsciously,
"

Loui, do so and so, Loui, do that," whereupon the

people would smile.

In 1897, when Mr. Fuertes graduated, he illustrated "
Bird.

craft," and from that time he has been a constant illustrator of

bird books and magazines. Bird lovers will be reminded, among

others, of his illustrations, in the
"
Handbook of Birds in North

America,"
"
Coues' Key to North American Birds," Van Dyke's

"

Upland Game Birds," and the excellent plates in "
Bird Lore,"

and the
"

Reports of the New York Forest, Fish and Game Com

mission."

His method, artist fashion, is to make sketches often. When

he sees a bird " in the field
"
he will make a few strokes of the

pencil to catch a certain pose ; or if it is a dead specimen—and it

must be added that he never kills a bird unless it is necessary
—he

may make a sketch, or even a painting, of merely a bill or a foot.

He does this since the bare parts of some birds lose their color

soon after death. Complete sketches of some live birds are diffi

cult to obtain, therefore it is necessary to draw from dead spe

cimens, or prepared skins. These he props up, the smaller ones

on the table, and the larger ones he ties in the desired position on

the floor. A propped-up bird, especially if it is merely the skin,

scarcely appears as in nature, and it is here that long observation

of the various poses and habits of birds comes in, as well as do the

sketches. The defects in the position of the propped bird is rem

edied by the use of sketches and by the man's knowledge of how the

bird appears in nature.
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Photographs also are useful. He has always been fortunate in

having an expert photographer along on his "

big
"

trips. When

down at the Bahama Islands studying the rare flamingoes it was

Frank M. Chapman, the well-known bird sharp. Mr. Fuertes

himself takes but few photographs having, as he says,
"

only a

little hand camera which doesn't amount to much."

Whenever possible he draws the live bird and for this purpose he

has a ten-power field glass a foot and a half long, more or less ?

The bird is observed at a distance, since a hawk, for example, that

has been approached and has dropped its prey, while on the alert

and ready to fly, is a different bird from one that is free and undis

turbed. It is the natural pose that Mr. Fuertes is after.

His ability to infuse the breath of life in his birds is the essen

tial feature of his success as a bird artist. As a fellow said upon

looking at one of his original paintings :
"
It looks as though that

bird was going to fly right out of the paper." Audubon's famous

bird pictures are now much prized, but they lack, too often, this

essential which makes a drawing the best. All of Audubon's

birds are active and flashy, while in nature all birds are not of

that character. This is not true of the work of Mr. Fuertes. He

draws the flashy redstart brim full of activity, while he draws the
"
slow moving cuckoo

"
so as to give it that appearance. He fol

lows Nature faithfully and as closely as he knows how. His

backgrounds are always appropriate and often beautiful. His

groupings, likewise, are according to Nature. For example, when

he represents several birds of prey on one plate, those that fly high
in the air are placed at the top of the page while the ones that

skim close to the ground are represented in that manner.

Whoever has seen Mr. Fuertes give any of his pleasing
"
stunts"

knows that he is an able imitator of bird song. He declares that

they are mere imitations but those that are familiar with the

swinging song of the veerie or the inspiring call of the hermit

thrush are always for the moment transported to the haunts of

these birds. Not long ago a friend heard Mr. Fuertes at a scienti

fic meeting in New York. He reports the occasion to me as

follows :
"
A fellow was talking about and whistling some thrush

songs, when Frank Chapman had occasion to call on Louis for a

hermit song. Loui sorter hesitated while they were clapping and
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then said he didn't know about it, it didn't always work, it was

just the way you happened to strike it. Then after somebody

gave him a glass of water, he proceeded to give as divine and

pure a hermit song as any we heard about Black Creek Lake. I

guess it almost phased the other fellow by comparison."

Although Mr. Fuertes is a very busy man he takes an interest

in University affairs. He occasionally favors the community
with pleasing "stunts", and he has likewise favored various

organizations, such as the Sigma Xi, by exhibiting his drawings
which are a treat to all who have an eye for the beautiful. He is

easy to talk with and one is soon impressed with the idea that he

is
"
one of the fellows." When we observe the modesty of the

man and at the same time consider the work he is doing we at

once appreciate the fact that he is a first rate Cornellian.

CORNELL'S MISSIONARY OPPORTUNITY.

BY LESTER G. CHAPIN, '08.

A
SHORT time ago Mr. Helm spoke at Barnes Hall, on Galen

M. Fisher, his work, and Cornell's opportunity. So few

heard him that he wrote out the gist of his talk, that Cor

nellians might know better what they are supporting.

In indicating the far reaching influence of Mr. Fisher's work it

was shown how Japan is vitally influencing the great peoples of the

far East. For the past four or five years Japan
has been sending

increasing numbers of political and technical advisors, education

al experts and teachers to China.

China in establishing government reforms has
desired to raise a

a force of her own young men to be leaders. To do this she has

adopted the effective method of sending her brightest young men

abroad for study. As a result there is at present an army of

15,000 Chinese students studying in Japan, mostly in Tokio.

Mr. Fisher has had large part in organizing the successful work

of the Y. M. C. A. among these men.
The movement has received
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the endorsement of the prime minister of Japan, and of the Chi

nese minister.

The success of Japan in the late war has been one of the effect

ive causes in stimulating the new national consciousness and in

dustrial progress in India. Japan's achievements have indicated

graphically and convincingly to India what her own people can

do, and her influence on India suggested something of the contri

bution Japanese Christianity might make to the Christian move

ment there. Because of this the Y. M. C. A. of Japan, under the

leadership of Mr. Fisher and his Japanese associates, cooperating
with the Y. M. C. A. of India, sent two of the leading Japanese
Christian clergymen on a preaching tour to the great educational

centres of India. One was a Congregational pastor, a Yale Di

vinity School man ; the other, the president of an Episcopal acad

emy and of a Government college, was a Johns Hopkins, Ph. D.

These two men coining, tactfully, helpfully, sympathetically,
as Orientals to Orientals, and speaking of the large place of Chris

tian influence and principles in the progress of Japan, made a pro

found impression throughout India.

Mr. Fisher's work with the Y. M. C. A. of Japan touches the

great strategic centers of the empire, its cities and its student com

munities. To influence these centers is to affect the life of the

entire nation, and we Cornellians are assisting in this work. May
our assistance indeed be real !
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"

Thought once awakened does not again slumber."

THE
ERA takes pleasure in announcing the election of Walter

Ledyard Todd, '09, and Loring K. Warner, '09 to its editor

ial staff. Competition is open at all times and new men will

be added as they show sufficient ability.

WITH
this number of The Era the prize poem contest an

nounced last October has ended. The poems will be

handed over to the committee of three professors, who will

decide upon which in their opinion is the best poem submitted.

Their decision will be announced in the near future. We take

this opportunity to thank the competitors for the interest they

manifested in the contest.
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IN HONOR OF THE FOUNDER.

ON
the twenty-sixth of this month we celebrate the one

hundreth anniversary of the birth of Ezra Cornell. That the

celebration will be fitting and purposeful there can be no doubt,—

it is distinctly a Cornell affair. That it will be the most eventful

and unique happening that has as yet occurred in the history of

our institution is entirely probable. That it will serve to present

more clearly the lesson of the founder's life and bring us into a

closer intimacy with the greatness of his purpose and to a truer

appreciation of the wonderful success that has attended the prac

tical outworking is reasonable to expect and earnestly to be hoped.
The debt we owe the past is ever great and never really paid.

The most we can give—and that but little—is a full measure of

respect and appeciation. And on the twenty-sixth there will be

an opportunity to offer up praise and revere a memory. If our

sense of obligation be blunted it will be sharpened then. On that

day the beneficence, the iron purpose, the clear vision of the

founder all will be attested to by men themselves worthy of high

praise. And on that day by a tangible presentation of the Cornell

idea will the undergraduate body do honor to him who gave it

distinct utterance :—
"
I would found an institution where any

person can find instruction in any study." The idea that all

work done in the cause of human progress is worthy of the best

and the highest is being worked out among us and on the Cornell

campus each profession takes its own proud place giving way to

none.

To Ezra Cornell much is due,—to repay in a feeble way what

we can, is our privilege and honor.

AN ADVANCE.

THE
excellent course of University lectures given in Barnes

Hall by professors in the President White School of History
and Political Science, and by professors of other colleges

primarily for the benefit of the students pursuing the technical

and professional branches, indicates a distinct advance in our edu-
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cational system. Aside from the fact that they were highly in

teresting and instructive to all students, they mark the beginning
of a distinct tendency towards a general coordination of the work

of the various colleges. Heretofore there was nothing which

brought the engineer and the Veterinary man together
—nothing

was common to the lawyer and the Agricultural student. But now

the technical student has his curiosity aroused by hearing of the

Statesmanship of Cavour ; he who pursues a professional course

notes the pros and cons of Socialism and Individualism ; even the

self-sufficient Arts man finds he cannot afford to miss The Effect

of Power upon Human Progress. Thus each student is elevated

to look beyond the horizon of his own narrow field of study—

he becomes broadened, more sympathetic, more tolerant,—truly ed

ucated. Not only were the lectures of a highly scholarly char

acter, instructive and timely to the technical student, but even

those pertaining to the work of the general student were of great

value, since often the latter by a too close study of detail fails to

obtain that general perspective which must necessarily be given

by a course of lectures covering various subjects and various and

extensive periods of time. The course is an admirable one, one

which has in every way fulfilled the purpose for which it was

given—and much more. We hope it will be continued in the

future.

WE
listened with interest to Professor Young's statement of

his views in regard to the formation of the Athletic Coun

cil and the election of assistant managers. Certainly condi

tions might be improved. We have no critcism to pass upon the

present managers of our teams and. the members of the Council.

We realize the problems they confront, and we congratulate them

on the success they have attained. But we feel very strongly that

no better method could be devised for inducing the support of the

entire student body than this proposed one. The objections urged

against it have some weight, it is true ; but we have recently

succeeded in cleaning our class elections of "dirty" politics and

there should be no more difficulty in the case of these managers-
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The competitors might still be retained, and the elections held

upon three candidates who have done the best work. In that way

the most efficient man would probably get the office, and a long

step would have been taken toward greater democracy, cleaner

politics, and more interest in athletics. We are decidedly for the

proposal.

THE
new Freshman Banquet has come and gone. We believe

it is an unqualified success. Nothing but the best of good

nature was shown on both sides. No one was hurt, and we

believe the Freshmen have obtained all the benefits of a good class

spirit. It is a matter of congratulation to the University and the

undergraduate body that the question has been so well settled and

that everybody is satisfied.

THE
basketball season is over. Cornell occupies this year the

same position she has held for so long. And in consequence

we have heard expressed by many of the student body the

usual "knocks' that greet an unsuccessful team. Personally,

we disagree. We followed the team carefully, and while we found

times when they were listless, on the whole, we believe the men

put up the best game they knew how. In two or three games

they finished with a spurt in which they clearly out-played their

opponents. Where then is the trouble ? We believe in the first

place, it lies in the lack of adequate coaching. What the team

needs and must have is a coach who knows every point of the

game, is himself a first class player and can devote his whole time

to the team. This year but for the kindness and Cornell spirit
shown by one of the best friends of athletics we would have had

no coach. And that man's time was more than filled in caring
for other interests. In the second place, we need support. That

can only be gained by having a winning team, but no team will

win in the face of constant criticism. Let the team have a coach

all to itself, let the student body and the reporters for various

newspapers support rather than discourage the team, and they
will be successful. We look forward to a better season next

year.
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A NEW FIELD.

THE
play to be given soon by the French society of the Uni

versity suggests that a similar field of activity might be as

successfully and as profitably pursued by the English Club.

For several years past, Les Cabotins and the Deutscher Verein

have presented French and German classics, very creditably in

deed, and this year we hear that the Spanish Club also intends to

give a play in the Lyceum. These plays*, while perhaps intended

primarily for the students of the modern languages, by their very
nature and by the finished manner in which they are performed
attract larger and more appreciative audiences from year to year

and react beneficially upon the University community as a whole.

That there is as much need for the presentation of old neglected

English classics to the students of English literature, as there is

need for the presentation of French classics to the French stu

dent, is apparent. With the exception of an occasional Shakes

pearean play, practically none of these old dramatic works are

ever staged to-day except by local college dramatic societies here

and there ; yet the students in Cornell following branches of

English literature are fully as numerous as those in French and

German courses. They study the age of Shakespeare, hear the

plays of Marlowe, Jonson, Middleton, but they cannot by mere

reading gain as deep nor as lasting an appreciation of these

classics as would be given by a good stage presentation of some

of the dramas in question themselves.

Yet a revival of the old classics would not be of an educational

value to the student of English literature alone, but their pre

sentation, together with the German, French, and Spanish classics

already given, might exert a possible influence upon the stage as

a whole, as is suggested by the following extract from an editorial

in the Chicago Record-Herald :
—

"
It is strange that in the discussion of ways and means of ele

vating the stage
—a discussion that has gone on for a decade and

has led to endowment schemes of various kinds—the possible in

fluence of the college dramatic society has hardly been mentioned.

Yet colleges have done considerable good and are planning to do
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more in the future in the direction of cultivating love and appre

ciation of dramatic art.
" The production of Greek tragedies and comedies by Oxford

and Cambridge undergraduates are treated as notable events in

England. Critics from London and other centers attend these

performances and write elaborate essays concerning them. They

are patronized by the general public as well as by the relatives

and friends of the student-players. In the United States, Greek

plays are occasionally given by Vassar and Smith students, while

French and English classics are presented every year at Harvard

and Yale.
"

Primacy in this respect is claimed by the Yale Dramatic

Association, for whose benefit a $75,000 playhouse is to be erected.

The auditorium of this theater will seat 1,200 persons, and the

stage will be adequate to the best works of the classical and

modern repertory. The need of such accommodations may be

inferred from the character and variety of the plays which have

been given in recent years by the Yale undergraduate amateurs.

Among them are comedies by Sheridan, Goldsmith, Shakespeare,

neglected Elizabethan works, dramas by Pinero and other moderns.

This spring the Yale society will produce Ibsen's
'

Pretenders,' a

play that has not been seen in this country on any stage.

"We hear too much of college sports and too little of college

art, of college interest in the drama and music. Yet it is clear

that the colleges could do a great deal toward creating and

developing a taste for the higher forms of the great arts, and that

their influence would survive the term of academic life. Graduates

would cherish their memories and associations and would prqtest

against tendencies that degrade dramatic art, frown on insipid
and vulgar plays and encourage earnest, progressive, artistic

actors. If we need to
c

organize the theater,' in Matthew Arnold's

phrase, for cultural work, the colleges have no small part to assUme
in this work."

TODD, BLACKMER & CO.

A first class place to find all kinds of good Dry Goods.

The establishment is of long standing and most reliable.

Opposite Post Office.

Electrical Devices of every kind

and Supplies forGas and Kleclric .Lighting.

Table Lamps, Pocket Lights, etc.

Davis=Brown Electric Co., Inc.

Licensed Contractors and Electrical Engineers. Next door to Lyceum.



FOUNDERS OF UNIVERSITIES

BY PRESIDENT JACOB GOULD SCHURMAN

'
I "HE man who founds a university or the man who founds a college or a de-

■*■
partment in a university erects an imperishable monument. Hundreds of

years have passed since the establishment of the colleges at Oxford, but they per

petuate to the latest generation the memory of the wise and generous men whose

endowments called them into existence, and every additional professorship, or

residential hall, or library, or fellowship or scholarship has added a new name to

the roll of worthies whom England keeps in fresh and grateful remembrance. No

other investments have proved so safe and lasting. And though our own Repub

lic is little more than a century old, it exhibits the same attitude of mind and heart

—the same pious and reverent gratitude
—

to the founders and benefactors of its

colleges and universities. Happily, too, these institutions themselves have shown

the same prudent and careful management of their endowments.

It is just and proper that the founder or helper or friend of a college or

university should be held in grateful and pious memory. For he has established or

strengthened an institution dedicated to truth and knowledge, to learning and re

search, to art and culture, ends which along with virtue and piety are the highest

that the human mind can conceive, ends that the human mind must always keep

before itself as the goal of its noblest civilization. The greatness and the dignity

of the cause ennoble and immortalize the generous man who served it. It is per

haps an infirmity of human nature that teachers who give their lives to the cause

are, except in rare instances, soon forgotten ; the fact is there is no sensible object

to recall them after the generation of their pupils has passed away. But mem

ory, which waits on objects of sense, never loses contact with founders and bene

factors; for the buildings they erected, the chairs they endowed, the funds they

conveyed, are a constant tangible and visible reminder of the part they took in the

establishment or development of the institution which to the annual graduating

class is personified for all the years to come as Alma Mater. And to share with

Alma Mater the unalloyed affection, the genuine gratitude, the enthusiastic devo

tion of successive generations of undergraduates, old students, and alumni is, whether

in experience or in anticipation, the highest bliss which mortal philanthropist can

ever know. This, however, is the portion of the founders and benefactors of

our colleges and universities.
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MY FATHER.

BY MARY E. CORNELL.

SITTING
in my steamer chair on the deck of an outward

bound steamer one summer morning, feeling rather forlorn

because I was fast leaving behind my home and friends, I was

somewhat startled and very much interested by hearing a young

man standing directly before me say to his companion :—
"
Ezra

Cornell made my father. He was one of the noblest hearted men

who ever lived."

I waited with some impatience for another sight of the stranger

who so honored my father ; and my astonishment was great when,

presently, he returned with a book and seated himself in the chair

next my own. I could not refrain from telling him of the

conversation I had overheard, and how it cheered me to hear such

words spoken of my father ; and then he told me how, as a young

boy, his father had gone to Ezra Cornell for work, and the many

kindnesses shown him by the great-hearted man who never turned

Note on frontispiece, Ezra Cornell. This picture was regarded by Mr. Cornell

and his family as his best photograph. It was taken about j868 or 1869, soon after

the University opened. The origirjal is in possession of Mrs. C. H Blair, his

daughter. The autograph is reproduced from the book containing the proceedings
at the dedication of the Cornell Library, (Ithaca, 1866), loaned by Mrs. Alonzo B.

Cornell.
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a deaf ear to anyone who desired to get on in the world by honest

labor,—how he had started him in the telegraph business, which

had been the means of making his future.

Most people thought him very stern. He had no patience with

meanness or dishonesty of any kind, but he had a quiet humor

which was ever ready to appreciate a joke. I remember the

embarrassment of some students who came to him in the early

days of the University to ask if they might have a few apples
from the University orchard. He threw them into great confusion

by looking at them very sternly, and asking them how many they

had already had. They owned up to
"
a bushel or two

"

; and

then, with a twinkle in his eye, he told them to help themselves,
—

that he thought perhaps they were entitled to the "few more"

they asked for as a reward for their honesty.
The University was his delight. In those early days he was a

very familiar figure as he drove from one end of the Campus to

the other, having an eye upon every smallest detail of the work

of building and grading and bringing things into shape. There

were few students in those days, and he took a personal interest

in each one of them. I have heard the wife of one of the

professors who came from abroad to help build up the new

University tell how he used to cheer up her homesick heart, as

he met her on the Campus, by stopping and giving her a word of

friendly encouragement.

All children loved him. They instinctively knew that he was

their friend.

There was never a philanthropic work started that he was not

ready to help it on.

During the Civil War he took a personal interest in the family
of every soldier who went to the front from his own town. No

one will ever know how many women and children were looked

after and cared for by him while the husband and father was

fighting for his country, nor how many widows and orphans
received not only material aid, but the loving sympathy which

meant so much to those in sorrow.

He passionately longed to make it easier for poor boys to get
an education than it had been for him. It was one of the real

sorrows of his life that he had been unable to go to college.
He had a deeply religious nature, though he rarely talked of
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spiritual things. He was a "birthright" Quaker; but when he

married a
" world's woman

"
the society to which he belonged

sent one of their members from De Ruyter to tell him that he had

been turned out of the society for "

marrying out ", but that he

would be reinstated if he would say that he was sorry. I have

often heard him tell how indignant he was that they should for a

moment think he would say he was sorry "for the best deed he

ever did."

I remember hearing my mother tell how. many years later, she

made the acquaintance of the old man who had walked forty
miles in the winter snow to "turn him out of meeting", and how

she had asked him if he was not sorry for having done it,

laughingly telling him that, had he not done so, she might have

been a good Quaker long before ; and his quick reply :—
"
I fear

thee would have made a very fresh-water Quaker."

At heart he always clung to the religion of his forefathers ; but

the good in all forms of religion appealed to him, and his own

religion was lived, not spoken. He truly loved his neighbor as

himself, and did to all men as he would that they should do unto

him.

EZRA CORNELL.

The measure of a century away,

'Mid kindly Quaker folk,
To act his portion in the world's great play,
A soul awoke.

He trod the boards uY allotted span of life,

Then passed beyond our ken.

He took his part amid the toil and strife,

But strove that men,

All men, might profit. (The great purpose scan !)
The angel who records

"

Wrote him as one who loved his fellow man,"—

In deeds, not words.

And when his last act in the drama came,

And the dark curtain fell,

He left to us the fruitage of his fame ;

He left to us the high reach of his aim ;

He left to us his greatly honored name
—

Beloved Cornell. J- L. H-
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Old Quaker Church, near New Britain, Columbia County, N. Y., in which

Ezra Cornell's father and mother were married in 1805. From a photograph itt

possession of Mrs. Alonzo B. Cornell, Ithaca.

THE EARLY LIFE OF EZRA CORNELL.

BY WILLIAM BOUCK CORNELL, '07.

ONE
hundred years ago, on the eleventh day of January 1807,.

Ezra Cornell, the founder of Cornell University, was born at

Westchester Landing, Westchester Co., N. Y. His ancestors

were of Puritan origin and members of the Society of Friends

or Quakers, with whom sobriety, integrity, industry and frugality
were dominant characteristics. Ezra was the eldest of eleven

children, and as such learned the discipline of industry and self-

denial taught where meager income struggles to maintain a large
and dependent family.
The Cornells lived in Westchester until 1819, when they

removed to a farm which the father, Elijah Cornell, had purchased
at Crum Hill, three miles east of DeRuyter, in Madison County.

Here, at the age of twelve years, Ezra at once became, by his

zealous labor, one of the main supports of the family. He was
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never idle as boy or man, and while fond of ordinary sports of

youth and a leader in all he entered, his ingenious and practical
mind led him, even in boyhood, to constant endeavor in useful

directions.

He was an eager student and availed himself of every oppor

tunity for learning within his reach ; his father being a man of

superior education for his time, assisted Ezra very materially in

the early struggle for knowledge. So great a luxury was school

ing in those days that, at the age of sixteen, aided only by his

brother, one year younger, Ezra chopped and cleared four acres

of heavy beech and maple woodland, and plowed and planted it

to corn, as a condition precedent to attending school during the

winter term. This desire for learning did not cease with school,

but all through life Mr. Cornell devoted his spare time to reading

and investigation.
Mr. Cornell was endowed with rare talent for mechanics and

practical work. His first year after school was spent at farm

work and in his father's pottery ; the next he worked at carpentry,

learning the trade in assisting in the construction of a new factory

for his father. Upon the completion of this building, with no

help but that of his younger brother, he cut the necessary lumber

and built for his father's family a two story dwelling, which at

the time was the best residence in DeRuyter, and even now after

eighty-three years is in a good state of preservation.

At the age of eighteen, Ezra left home in the quest of business

and after a couple of years work at Syracuse and Homer, came to

Ithaca, then a little village of about two thousand inhabitants.

He entered Ithaca in April 1828, having walked from his home at

DeRuyter, a distance of forty miles.. Without a single acquaint

ance, with no letters of introduction or certificate of character, he

came to Ithaca to earn his living and establish a home. How

well he succeeded is a matter of history.

The first labor performed by young Cornell in Ithaca, was as a

carpenter in the construction of a dwelling, known as the Blood-

good house, at the corner of Geneva and Clinton Streets. Shortly

after reaching Ithaca he entered the employ of Otis Eddy, in that

gentleman's cotton factory, which occupied the site of the present

Cascadilla Place building. About a year later he was hired by
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Jeremiah S. Beebe, as millwright and machinist in the extensive

mills at Fall Creek. It was while in this employ that Mr. Cornell

conceived and carried out the idea of constructing the well known

Tunnel, which conveys the mill race to the mills below Ithaca

Falls, thus doing away with the dangerous and expensively main

tained wooden flume which used to pass around the face of the

precipice. The Tunnel was built in 183 1, and has been in

constant use ever since. Mr. Cornell also supervised the construc

tion of the old Beebe Stone dam in 1838, which was recently

superseded by the modern dam in the construction of Beebe Lake.

He remained with Col. Beebe about twelve years until the latter

withdrew from active business, when Mr. Cornell was left without

employment, the mill property being converted into a woolen

factory.
Thus it came, that in 1841 he was forced to look for business

elsewhere. Fortunate indeed for himself and those dependent

upon him, was this seeming hardship, for it was while seeking
business that this practical man was thrown into contact with

those who were just then experimenting with the magnetic

telegraph, entirely at a loss as to how to utilize the magnificent

instrumentality. It was Mr. Cornell's quick comprehension as to

how to construct the telegraph lines that first united their interests^
and he speedily became indispensable to the development of the

vast enterprise, and at the age of thirty-six he left the narrow

path of his early life and entered into a career, not only vastly
successful for himself, but of equal benefit to mankind.

On March 19, 1831, Ezra Cornell married Mary Ann Woodr

daughter of Benjamin Wood, of Dryden, N. Y., and shortly there

after built himself a home on a plot he had purchased just north
of JFall Creek, on the Eake road, opposite Percy Field, where
he lived for more than twenty years, and where his nine children

were born. The old house still remains, but in sad repair ; it was

well known for years as
"
The Nook."

This brief sketch of the life of the Founder of Cornell Univer

sity, up to the time of his becoming associated with the telegraph
interests, is of necessity but a mere recital of a few facts connected

with that busy life, but in them one may readily see the promise
of the successful career which was in after years the reward of

that indomitable man, Ezra Cornell.
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The First Telegraph Instrument and The First Message. Instrument

used as the receiver, at Baltimore, of the famous message "What hath God

wrought!"
—the first message transmitted by the magnetic telegraph,—in May,

1844. Preserved in the museum of Sibley College, where this photograph was

taken.

EZRA CORNELL AND THE MAGNETIC

TELEGRAPH.

The following two letters of Ezra Cornell, never before published, were written
about thirty-five years ago to Mr. John Horn, of Montreal, in response to inquiries
addressed to Mr. Cornell regarding his connection with the telegraph enterprise.
They form part of a large collection of letters, pictures and documents on the

early history of the telegraph which Mr. Horn accumnlated, and which were ac

quired a few years ago by the University Library. The letters give briefly, and

in Ezra Cornell's own words, the story of his part in the construction of the first

telegraph line between Washington and Baltimore.

Cornell University,

Ithaca, N. Y., Nov. 6, 1871.

Jno. Horn, Esq.,

Dear Sir :—Yours of 15th September has been lying on my

desk since its arrival, awaiting attention.

I don't know now what to write you, as I don't know your aim

in reference to the matter.

It is true that I know much of the early history of the Telegraph

which has not been published, and, as it would not harmonize

with the laudations of Professor Morse now so popular, I have

thought perhaps it not best to hurry it up for public attention.

I will enclose you a photograph of myself and await further

developments in reference to early history of Telegraph.

Yours Respectfully, Ezra Cornell.
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Ithaca, Nov. 20, 1872.

John Horn, Esq.,

My Dear Sir:—Your letter of the 17th inst. came to hand

this morning asking
"
a few words in reference to your (my) early

connection with the Telegraph."

This being the third request of like import that you have made

within the past two years, I propose to reply upon the same, prin

ciple that the girl justified marriage with an unpleasant suitor,
"
to get rid of him."

I can place only a brief space of the early history of the Tele

graph on the pages of a single letter, and having my mind pre

occupied with more important matters at present (the develop

ment of the Cornell University) I scarcely know what incident to

select, as likely most to interest you. I must be brief and general.

After obtaining an appropriation from Congress of $30,000 to

build an experimental line of Telegraph, in the summer of 1843

Professor Morse decided to lay the line from Washington to Balti

more, and let the contract to F. O. J. Smith of Portland, Me. for

placing the leaden tube containing the conductors in the earth

two feet below the surface between those cities at a cost of $100

per mile. On investigation Smith found that it would cost him

much more than $100 per mile to execute the contract, and sought
means to cheapen the cost of doing the work. At this juncture

of the enterprise he appealed to me for aid. I invented a machine

and built it for him by which the pipe could be laid at about $10

per mile. Smith engaged me to go to Baltimore and take charge

of the work of laying the pipe by the machine. On my way to

Baltimore I stopped at New York to see Professor Morse to learn

how soon the pipe would be in Baltimore so that I could com

mence work. While visiting the works where the pipe was

made, with Professor Morse, I noticed defects in the pipe which

I thought would render them useless. I called the Professor's

attention to the defects ; he replied that Dr. Fisher (one of his

assistants) tested the pipes in a manner that proved them to be

reliable—he explained the mode of testing the pipes, which I also

condemned as an unsafe test and suggested a safe test. Profes

sor Morse adhered to his plan and sent the pipe on to be laid. I

received the pipe at Baltimore and laid it with the machine

beautifully. The pipe proved defective and worthless as I had
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foreseen, and Professor Morse proved the defects in the first mile

of pipe laid ; before he discovered the defects, however, I had got
the pipe laid as far as the Relay House ten miles from Baltimore,
and there I broke the machine for laying the pipe purposely to

conceal from the public the failure of Professor Morse's plans for

working the telegraph.
At the Relay House, Professor Morse convened his assistants

and contractor Smith, Gale, Vail, and Fisher, and canvassed the

situation, which appeared as follows:—$22,000 of the appropria
tion expended, $8,000 only remaining, work all a failure, the wires

only of value in further prosecuting the enterprise, and they in

the leaden pipe where they could not be used, Professor Morse

and his three assistants drawing salaries from the fund at the

rate of $6,500 per annum.

At the close of this conference Gale and Fisher resigned.

Vail declined to resign, but had nothing to do, but draw his

salary at the rate of $1,000 per annum. The work was all placed
under my charge as Assistant Superintendent, and from that time,

December, 1843, I went forward with the work to the completion
of the line working successfully in May, 1844, without assistance

from Morse, Vail or Smith. We found the instruments as de

fective as the pipe and insulation, and could scarcely make shift

to work this line of 40 miles with the instruments made by Vail

and under his superintendents, with a battery of eighty grove

cups
—but with much adjusting and tinkering we managed to use

them. They failed, however, entirely when placed on a

hundred mile circuit between Philadelphia and New York, and

new and other instruments had to be provided. The line from

Washington to Baltimore is the only line and that only 40 miles,

upon which the Morse instruments would work.

From the day of the break-down at the Relay House to the day
of his death, I am not aware that Professor Morse made a suggestion
or a hint that resulted in any improvement, invention, or further

development of the Telegraph ; but in several instances we were

misled by his suggestions, resulting in loss and much embarrass

ment to the enterprise.
If I have omitted any special point upon which you desire

information, you must call my attention to it, and I will respond
as I find time.

Yours Respectfully, Ezra Cornell.
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"The Nook" just north of Fall Creek, on the Lake Road, opposite Percy

Field. Built by Ezra Cornell shortly after his marriage in 1831 and occupied by

himself and family for more than twenty years. Here his nine children were

born. From a photograph, 1907.

THE LIFE OF EZRA CORNELL, 18414865,

BY CHARLES EZRA CORNELL,

Life Trustee of Cornell University.

A
HISTORY of the life of Ezra Cornell, from the time of his

first association with the telegraph until the founding of

Cornell University, would read like romance to those not

acquainted with the struggles of those constructive years of that

period of American development. Thrown out of employment in

1841, after unsuccessfully seeking work near home, he purchased
the rights to sell an improved plow in the states of Maine and

Georgia. In the spring of 1842 starting out on his new under

taking, he sought out Hon. F. O. J. Smith, of Portland, Maine,
Member of Congress, Editor of the Maine Farmer, and a man of

great influence in his own state. Convinced of the merit of Mr.

Cornell's plow, Mr. Smith readily became an advocate for its sale,
and commended its use to the readers of his paper. Very cordial

relations were soon established between Mr. Cornell and the

editor, which naturally led to closer ties in the coming years.

In the autumn of that same year, Mr. Cornell went from Maine
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to Washington. Thence journeying on foot, as there were no rail

roads and the stages were very primitive, he went south through
the state of Georgia, and back to Washington, covering a distance

of over fifteen hundred miles, walking an average of about forty
miles per day. As the poverty of the country prohibited the

ready sale of even seeming necessities, he returned to Ithaca quite

discouraged with his new enterprise.
The following spring, 1843, ^le aga*11 started for Maine, for the

purpose of closing out his plow interests. He made the journey
from Ithaca to Albany, a distance of one hundred and sixty miles,
on foot, in four days time, thence, by rail, to Boston, thence, on

foot again, to Portland, one hundred and two miles, which he

covered in two and one-half days. In writing of this trip after

wards, Mr. Cornell said, "Traveling on foot has always been a

source of great enjoyment to me. If I had the time to spend in

pleasure travel, I should prefer to walk Nature can

in no way be so satisfactorily enjoyed, as through the opportun

ities afforded the pedestrian."
On reaching Portland he immediately called upon Mr. Smith,

to renew their friendship of the previous year. He found that

gentleman trying to explain to a plow manufacturer, some imple

ments which he needed in the construction of a telegraph line.

Mr. Smith greeted Mr. Cornell with delight, as the very man he

wanted in his dilemma. He explained to Mr. Cornell what he

wished to accomplish, and the latter, taking a piece of chalk,

sketched out on the rough board floor the draft of a machine,

which he assured his friend would not only dig the trench

required, but would lay the wire, enclosed in a hollow pipe, and

cover it up with soil, all in one operation. At the urgent request

of Mr. Smith, Mr. Cornell consented to undertake the construc

tion of such a machine, and immediately began work on it. The

machine was completed on August 17, 1843, and on August 19,

Prof. S. F. B. Morse was, on invitation, present to see it put in

successful operation.
Thus began the association of Ezra Cornell with those interests

which were destined to revolutionize the conduct of the world's

business. For the next twenty years the history of the develop

ment of the telegraph and the life of Ezra Cornell became one, so
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intimately were they woven. He was the constructive element

of that vast enterprise which has grown to be one of the most

potent factors in modern business affairs.

The successful operation of the first line of telegraph, between

Baltimore and Washington, built under federal appropriation,

afforded satisfactory evidence of its practicability for the pur

poses for which it was intended, and Mr. Cornell, now most

thoroughly convinced that its utilization for public purposes

would bring profitable patronage, determined to devote himself to

the development of the telegraph as a business enterprise, and

accordingly spent some time at Washington familiarizing himself

with its practical workings.
After a brief visit at home, from which he had been absent

nearly a year, he proceeded to Boston for the purpose of bringing

the telegraph to the attention of moneyed men, but being unsuc

cessful there he went to New York and constructed a line for

demonstration in that city. By great personal effort, a few people

were finally induced to risk small amounts in the venture, and

the
"

Magnetic Telegraph Company
"
was formed, being the first

of its kind incorporated for the proposed business. Other

companies followed slowly, each being organized only after the

greatest labor. One was built from New York to Boston, in 1845,

another from New York to Buffalo, of which the section from

Albany to Buffalo was constructed that same year. The section

from New York to Albany was completed by Mr. Cornell in 1846,

by private contract ; this was the first work Mr. Cornell was able

to conduct for his own personal advantage, and he realized from

it a profit of about six thousand dollars. Afterwards he built a

line in Canada, and then erected one from Troy, New York to

Montreal.

These several contracts proved highly profitable and enabled

Mr. Cornell to undertake greater work on his own account. He

organized the Erie and Michigan Telegraph Company, between

Buffalo and Milwaukee, also the New York and Erie to connect

the former line with New York City through the southern section

of New York State.

Many local lines were built all through the rapidly growing
west, and the rival interests created a bitter warfare, threatening
ruin to the entire industry. Various attempts had been made to
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bring these interests together, but nothing was accomplished until

Mr. Cornell and some of the other principal owners of telegraph

properties succeeded, in 1855, in consolidating the lines, and the

Western Union Telegraph Company was organized, by a combina

tion of these local companies. Mr. Cornell was one of the

organizers of the Western Union Telegraph Company, was one of

its earliest directors, in which capacity he was identified with its

management for twenty years, and for more than fifteen years he

was its largest individual stockholder.

From the commencement of his career in telegraph matters,

Mr. Cornell showed his faith by investing every dollar of his

earnings in the business, and declined to part with his holdings,
until the building of the University required him to realize on

his telegraph stock to provide means for this great undertaking.
What Ezra Cornell suffered and how great were his labors,

both with hands and brain during this period of nearly twenty

years, is almost beyond belief. He traveled nights and worked

days, hesitated at no exposure ; heat, cold or storm did not deter

him. The wiry vigor of his manhood enabled him to bear this

most severe test, and there was probably no harder worker in any

walk in life in those days than Ezra Cornell, and for a portion of

that time, none poorer.

His industry and integrity were of the highest order, but these

did not buy bread. Money he had not, and his humble home

was kept from suffering only by the strictest economy and good

management. His faith in final success seemed to some almost

fanatical, but it was well founded, and as the day dawned at last,

after the frightful nightmare of pinching poverty and endless

struggle, it found the man worthy of the awakening. The fortune

that was his was not for selfish ends, it was God-given unto a

stewardship for the benefit of his fellowmen. To relieve suffering,

to comfort and help the weak, to assist others to a self-sustaining

basis, to inspire to noble deeds, to uplift humanity, was his desire,

and so quietly and unostentatiously did he render assistance that

it may be truthfully said of him that his "right hand knew not

what the left hand did."

Mr. Cornell was always interested in agricultural affairs, and a

great lover of fine stock, partially to satisfy this desire, he pur-
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chased, in 1857, Forest Park farm for a home; it consisted of a

tract of about three hundred acres, comprising all that area on

east hill between Cascadilla and Fall Creeks, east of University
Avenue, excepting the city cemetery, but including the Jennie
McGraw Fiske property, and all east to the Forest Home road east

of the new Athletic Field, the greater portion of which afterwards

became the home of Cornell University. The house, remodeled
several years ago, is now occupied as a residence by his second

son, Franklin C. Cornell. Here Mr. Cornell gathered together a

magnificent herd of shorthorn cattle, several of which he pur

chased in Europe when he was there in 1862 ; this herd had a

national reputation, and was maintained for a number of years

after Mr. Cornell's death, until the encroachment of the University
made its disposal advisable.

In 1862, desirous of doing something to benefit the village of

his adoption and to encourage the rising generations to mental

improvement, Mr. Cornell presented to the citizens of Ithaca the

Cornell Library, at the corner of Tioga and Seneca streets. This

property represents an expenditure of approximately seventy

thousand dollars, and was dedicated with impressive services on

December 20, 1866. An indication of its appreciation by the

present generation is the fact that the circulation of the Library
for the year 1906, as shown by the report of the Librarian, was

forty-two thousand volumes.

The Ezra Cornell who was known to almost every inhabitaut

of Ithaca, and widely known throughout the county, was a man

to attract attention anywhere. He was six feet tall, with a mag

nificent constitution strengthened by a life of hard labor and frugal

living, rather spare in figure, with fine muscular development.
His features were rugged, with high cheek bones, firm jaw, and a

prominent forehead indicating marked alertness of the perceptive

faculties. He wore a sparse beard, and always dressed plainly but

neatly. Though naturally reserved, he had a most cordial and

kindly manner, with a well developed sense of humor, and a most

sympathetic nature. Many kind deeds known only to the recipi
ent and the doer followed the path of Ezra Cornell, and many a

burdened heart he made lighter with cheering word or ready gift.

As a public servant, Mr. Cornell served two years in the Assem

bly and four years in the Senate of the New York State
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Born Apr. 25, 181 1.

Died Sept. 2, 1891.

Legislature, with credit to himself and honor to the State. Dur

ing this period began his acquaintance with Andrew D. White,

the honored first president of Cornell University.

Space permits only the scantiest outline of some of the events

in the life of Ezra Cornell during this arduous period from 1840

to the founding of the University, but it were only just to add>

and could the man himself tell, he would say, that the fruition of

the vast endeavors of the struggling, indomitable man was made

possible and sweeter by the faithful cooperation, the encourage

ment, the sympathy and the patient suffering and self-denial of

his devoted wife, and the noble sacrifices and assistance of his

eldest son in caring for the family while the father was on his

mission.
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THE PROPOSAL FOR A UNIVERSITY.

BY ANDREW D. WHITE.

From
"

My Reminiscences of Ezra Cornell."

Reprinted by Permission

I
WAS one day going down from the State Capitol, when Mr.

Cornell joined me and entered into conversation. He was, as

usual, austere and reserved in appearance, but I had already found

that below this appearance there was a warm heart and noble

purpose ; no observant associate could fail to notice that the only

measures in the Legislature which he cared for were those pro

posing some substantial good to the State or Nation, and that

political wrangling and partisan jugglery he despised.

On this occasion after some little general talk he quietly said,
" I have about half a million dollars more than my family will

need ; what is the best thing I can do with it for the State?" I

answered,
"
Mr. Cornell, the two things most worthy of aid in any

country are charity and education ; but in our country, the

charities appeal to everybody ; anyone can understand the impor

tance of them, and the worthy poor or unfortunate are sure to be

taken care of. As to education, the lower grade will always be cared

for in the public schools by the State, but the institutions of the

highest grade, without which the lower can never be thoroughly

good, can be appreciated by only a few. The policy of our State is

to leave this part of the system to individuals ; it seems to me,

then, that if you have half a million to give, the best thing you

can do with it is to establish or strengthen some institution for

higher instruction." I then went on to show him the need of a

larger institution for such instruction than the state then had—

that such a college or university worthy of the State would

require far more in the way of faculty and equipment than most

men supposed,
—that the time had come when scientific and

technical education must be provided for in such an institution,— -

and that literary education should be made the flower and bloom

of the system thus embodied.

He listened attentively, but said little. The matter seemed to

end there ; but not long afterward he came to me and said,
"
I

agree with you that the land-grant fund ought to be kept together,
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and that there should be a new institution fitted to the present

needs of the State and the country ; I am ready to pledge to such

an institution five hundred thousand dollars as an addition to the

land-grant endowment." ....

As may be imagined I hailed this proposal joyfully, and a

sketch of a bill embodying his purpose was soon made.

THE INCORPORATION OF CORNELL UNI

VERSITY.

BY HON. HENRY B. LORD,

Member of New York State Assembly, 1S64-1865.

"

The Cornell bill was advocated most earnestly in the House by Mr. Henry B.

Lord ; in his unpretentious way he marshalled the university forces, and moved

that the bill be taken from the committee and referred to the Committee of the

Whole." Andrew D. White: Autobiography.

IN
compliance with your request I will, as briefly as possible, give

you my recollections of the circumstances of the passage of the

act chartering Cornell University. This act became a law in

April, 1865. The story of the desperate and unscrupulous oppo

sition ic encountered from the moment of its introduction in the

Senate by Ezra Cornell to its final passage is so fully told in Prof.

Hewett's "History of Cornell University" that I can add little

to it.

Under the provisions of the Act of Congress of July, 1862, com

monly known as the Morrill Act, from the name of its author,

Senator Morrill, of Vermont, scrip representing 990,000 acres of

the public domain—30,000 acres for each representative in Con

gress of the State of New York—was issued and forwarded to the

Comptroller of the State. This scrip was to be disposed of by that

officer at his discretion as to time and price, and the money so real

ized he was required to invest in securities not yielding less than

five per cent. The interest on the fund was to be paid over to the

institution or institutions designated by the Legislature as benefi

ciaries. The principal was to be held forever by the State as trus

tee for the beneficiaries:

A few years previous to the passage of the Morrill Act, an insti

tution called the People's College had been founded at Watkins

in Schuyler County at the instance of Charles Cook, a man of abil-
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ity and influence, who had formerly been a Senator of the State.

He was possessed of large means and he promised to bestow upon
the People's College an ample endowment. Upon the passage of

the Morrill Act, Mr. Cook, backed by a powerful influence includ

ing well known and highly esteemed friends of education, applied
to the Legislature of 1863 to designate his institution as the benefi

ciary to enjoy the benefits of the Morrill Act. There was little

opposition made to this application. But, as the People's College
had been nominally in existence for a term of years, and had never

attained a higher rank than that of an academy, the Legislature
affixed to its grant certain conditions relative to accommodations

for students, faculty, and necessary library and apparatus. These

conditions were made pre-requisites to be fully complied with be

fore any monies should be paid over to the People's College, and

two years from the passage of the act by the Legislature was fixed

as the period within which the conditions should be met.

Month after month passed without any movement on the part

of Mr. Cook or the friends of the People's College to place that in

stitution in a condition to avail itself of the legislative grant.

The assembling of the Legislature of 1865 drew near. Anticipat

ing the forfeiture of the grant, through the neglect of the People's

College to comply with its terms, Ezra Cornell, early in the ses-#

sion, came forward and offered to give five hundred thousand dol

lars to an institution to be established at Ithaca, provided the in

stitution should be made by the Legislature the beneficiary of the

fund created by the Morrill Act.

The first President of Cornell University, Andrew D. White,

was at that time a colleague of Ezra Cornell in the Senate from

the Onondaga District. He at once became deeply interested in

Mr. Cornell's measure. The bill introduced by Mr. Cornell was

largely shaped by his advice and suggestions. This bill embodied

Mr. Cornell's offer and his application for the transfer of the fund

created by the Morrill Act to the institution which he proposed to

establish at Ithaca. After the introduction of the bill, Mr. White

lent the powerful influence which his consummate ability had ac

quired to its support through all its stages to its final passage.

The opposition to Mr. Cornell's bill arose from two sources—

the friends and agents of the People's College, and the friends and

agents of most of the denominational colleges of the State ; the
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former seeking to retain the hold of that institution on the fund,

the latter seeking its division among themselves. A persistent
and bitter fight was made against the bill. But all efforts to pre

vent its passage by the Senate were unavailing, and all the efforts

of the opposition were directed against its passage by the House.

To succeed in this no pains were spared
—no means left untried.

When the bill came down to the House it was referred to a

special committee consisting of the committees on Education and

Agriculture. The Chairman was Sanford of Oswego, who was at

the head of the Committee on Education. This special committee

soon appointed a day for a hearing, which I attended. The

opponents of the bill had secured the services of a lawyer of great

ability, especially noted as a master of the vocabulary of abuse.

On this occasion he fully sustained his reputation. For an hour

he poured out on Mr. Cornell a stream of invective, apparently
inexhaustible. He and his clients were

"
wise in their genera

tion." On the merits of the case Mr. Cornell and the friends of

the bill were impregnable and his opponents knew it. Their only

hope lay in aspersing their motives and thus exciting a prejudice
which might affect the measure they advocated. Nothing showed

the quality of the man more clearly than the manner in which he

"received this attack. Calm, serene, and dignified, all the oppro

brious epithets showered upon him
"

passed by him as the idle

wind."

It soon became evident that the Committee to which the bill

had been referred intended to kill it by putting off, under various

pretexts, a report upon it. No other resource seemed open to its

friends except the somewhat desperate one of moving that the

House order the Committee forthwith to report the bill for con

sideration and that the Committee be discharged. This is an ex

pedient reserved for extreme cases.

Here I will relate an incident, which is entirely outside of any

record of legislative procedure. I was then serving on the Com

mittee of Ways and Means. To that committee a bill had been

referred providing for the first appropriation for the erection of a

new State Capitol. Sufficient opposition had developed against
that bill to cause some nervousness on the part of its friends. My
associates on the Committee of Ways and Means were all in favor

of the bill chartering our University. Some of them were able
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men of great influence in the House (one, Abram B. Weaver, was

a charter member of our Board of Trustees and afterwards as

Superintendent of Public Instruction an ex-officio member). All

proposed to unite with me in notifying certain influential friends

of the Capitol Bill that the Committee of Ways and Means could

and would hold back the Capitol Bill as long as the joint Com

mittee held our University Bill. This notification was made.

Precisely how much influence this action had, I, of course, cannot

say. But I do know that when I moved after a few prefatory
remarks that the House direct the Joint Committee forthwith to

report the bill chartering Cornell University for consideration,
several friends of the Capitol Bill, among whom the Senator from

Albany was conspicuous, were most busily engaged in bringing in

their friends to vote for the pending motion which was carried by
a decisive majority. By this vote the temper of the House was so

clearly shown that the fight was virtually ended. When the bill

came up on its third reading, the opposition was feeble.

That the friends of the People's College might be deprived of

every cause of complaint, six months from the passage of the Act

was allowed it in which to comply with the conditions imposed

upon it. This period passed without action on their part and the

transaction was closed.

FROM AN ACT OF THE N. Y. LEGISLATURE

ESTABLISHING CORNELL UNIVERSITY.

Chapter 585 of the Laws of 1865.

§4. The leading object of the corporation hereby created

shall be to teach such branches of learning as are related to

agriculture and the mechanic arts, including military tactics ;

in order to promote the liberal and practical education of

the industrial classes in the several pursuits and professions
in life. But such other branches of science and knowledge

may be embraced in the plan of instruction and investiga
tion pertaining to the university as the trustees may deem

useful and proper. And persons of every religious denom

ination, or of no religious denomination, shall be equally

eligible to all offices and appointments.
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The First Breaking Ground for Cornell University.—Opening of the

Quarry, on the slope west of the present University buildings. From this quarry
the stone for Morrill Hall uas cut about 1867.
This plate was made for the Twenty Five Year Book, 1893, but was rejected as

a failure and not inserted. Evidently some attempt at retouching has been
made : it has been hardly successful. The origir al picture is now lost and the
plate cannot be improved.

[illustration on opposite page ]

CORNELL UNIVERSITY IN i 868.

FROM THE TWENTY-FIVE YEAR BOOK, 1 893.

The view is from the cupola of the Clinton House, looking toward Bast Hill
On the crest of the hill, at the left-hand upper corner of the picture, may be seen

Morrill Hall (then called "South University »), the one building completed Just
to the right of it the temporary shelter of the chime is nearly hidden by the trees
Near the right-hand upper corner appears Cascadilla Place, built for a watercure
establishment, but given to the University at its opening, and of the utmost ser
vice in its early years. To the right of this, in the background,;the

"

Giles Place"
(now Cascadilla Cottage, the residence of Professor Corson). On the left of the
picture, beyond Cascadilla gorge, the village burying-ground is seen, and cross

ing it, the footpath, then as ever since the favorite short-cut to the Campus'
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Chair occupied by Ezra Cornell at the opening of the University.

Preserved in the the President White Library, where this photograph was taken.

ADDRESS OF EZRA CORNELL AT THE OPENING

OF THE UNIVERSITY

IN THE HALL OF THE CORNELL LIBRARY,

ITHACA, N. Y., OCT. 7TH, 1 868.

R. Chairman, Citizens, and Friends :

I fear that many of you have visited Ithaca at this time

to meet with disappointment. If you came as did a friend recent

ly from Pennsylvania, expecting to find a finished institution,

you will look around, be disappointed with what you see, and re

port as he did, "I did not find one single thing finished."

Such, my friends, is not the entertainment we invited you to.

We did not expect to have
"
a single thing finished," we did not

desire it, and we have not directed our energies to that end. It is

the commencement that we have now in hand. We did expect

to have commenced an institution of learning—which will mature

in the future to a great degree of usefulness, which will place at

the disposal of the industrial and productive classes of society the

best facilities for the acquirement of practical knowledge and

mental culture, on such terms as the limited means of the most

humble can command.

M
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I hope that we have laid the foundation of an institution which

shall combine practical with liberal education, which shall fit the

youth of our country for the professions, the farms, the mines, the

manufactories, for the investigations of science, and for mastering
all the practical questions of life with success and honor.

I believe that we have made the beginning of an institution

which will prove highly beneficial to the poor young men and

the poor young women of our country. This is one thing which

we have not finished, but in the course of time we hope to reach

such a state of perfection as will enable anyone by honest efforts

and earnest labor to secure a thorough, practical, scientific or

classical education. The individual is better, society is better,

and the state is better, for the culture of the citizen ; therefore, we

desire to extend the means for the culture of all.

I trust that we have made the beginning: of an institution that
o o

shall bring science more directly to the aid of agriculture, and the

other branches of productive labor. Chemistry has the same great

stores of wealth in reserve for agriculture that it has lavished so

profusely upon the arts. We must instruct the young farmer

how to avail himself of this hidden treasure.

The veterinarian will shield himself against many of the losses

which are frequent in his flocks and herds, losses which are now

submitted to as matters of course by the uneducated farmer, and

which, in the aggregate, amount to millions of dollars every year

in our own state alone. .

The entomologist must arm himself for more successful warfare

in defense of his growing crops, as the ravages of insects upon

both grain and fruit have become enormous, resulting also in the

loss of many millions of dollars each year.

Thus, in whatever direction we turn, we find ample opportunity

for the applications of science in aid of the toiling millions. May

we not hope that we have made the beginning of an institution

which will strengthen the arm of the mechanic and multiply his

powers of production through the agency of a better cultivated

brain ? Any person who visits our Patent Office at Washington,

and contemplates the long halls stored with rejected models, will

realize that our mechanics have great need of this aid.

The farmer is also enriched by increasing the knowledge and

power of the mechanic. Mechanism, as applied to agriculture,
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was the great motive power which enabled the American farmers"

to feed the nation while it was struggling for existence against

the late wicked rebellion, and it will enable them to pay the vast

debts incurred by the nation while it was crushing that rebellion.

This is an inviting field in which we must labor most earnestly.

The mechanic should cease the fruitless effort
"
to bore an augur

hole with a gimlet."
I desire that this shall prove to be the beginning of an institu

tion which shall furnish better means for the culture of men of

every calling, of every aim ; which shall make men more truthful,,

more honest, more virtuous, more manly; which shall give them

higher purposes and more lofty aims, qualifying them to serve their

fellow-men better, preparing them to serve society better, training
them to be more useful in their relations to the state, and to better

comprehend their higher and holier relations to their families and

their God. It shall be our aim, and our constant effort to make

true Christian men, without dwarfing or paring them down to fit

the narrow gauge of any sect.

Finally, I trust we have laid the foundation of an university—

u
an institution where any person can find instruction in any

study."
Such have been our purposes. In that direction we have put:

forth our efforts, and on the future of such an institution we rest-

our hopes. If we have been successful in our beginning, to that^

extent and no further may we hope to be encouraged by the award

of your approval. We have purposed that the finishing shall be

the work of the future, and we ask that its approval or condemna

tion shall rest upon the quality of its maturing fruit.

To take the leadership of this great work we have selected a

gentleman and a scholar, who, though young in years, we present
to you to-day for inauguration, with entire confidence that the
"

right man is in the right place."
We have also selected a faculty which I trust will very soon

convince you that we have not thus early in the enterprise com

menced blundering. They are in the main young men, and they
are quite content to be judged by their works.

Invoking the blessing of Heaven upon our undertaking, we
commend our cause to the scrutiny and the judgment of the-

American people.
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MEN AND WOMEN OF THE EARLY DAYS OF

THE UNIVERSITY.

BY PROFESSOR J. M. HART.

"

Professor Hart has set himself vigorously
to elevate the instruction in rhetoric, and

especially in e'ementary English, in which he

found the prevailing instruction in the second.

ary schools of the state very deficient. His

services in this direction, both within the uni

versity and in the public schools, have effected

a revolution in the character of instructi-n in

this study."

W. T. Hewett :

Cornell University : A History.

THE
character and labours of Ezra Cornell have been depicted

in full by one intimately associated with him and conversant

with all his plans and purposes
—by President White. I shall

not be so ill-advised as to try to add anything to the portrait. Yet

I may be permitted to narrate from my own experience a little in

cident which, in my eyes certainly, threw a searching cross-light

upon Mr. Cornell's peculiar temper. The occasion was a memo

rable night in October, 1871. Then living down-town, I heard a

rumour, which no one seemed wholly able to verify, that Chicago
was burning up. Walking along Tioga street, a little after nine

o'clock in the evening, I saw a light in Mr. Cornell's office. The

house then occupied by him was a large old-fashioned double

house at the corner of Tioga and Seneca streets ; the site is now

covered by the Savings Bank. Remembering that Mr. Cornell

was a director in the Western Union, I decided to venture to apply

to him for information. In those times Ithaca had no daily news

paper, no Associated Press agency ; was nothing more than the or

dinary country town. Breaking in upon Mr. Cornell at such a late

hour had much the air of bearding the lion in his den. But I

made the venture, rang the house-bell, and was ushered in without

ceremony. Mr. Cornell was seated at his desk, reading what

seemed to be legal documents. To my explanation of the intru-
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sion he answered briefly, but with friendliness :
"
Sit down. Yes,

young man, Chicago is burning up. No, it's burned down. The

Western Union office is gone with everything else, churches, hotels,

railroads. The reports that we get are confused ; but I fear we

haven't learned the worst. It's very, very bad."

All this in an even tone, wholly free from excitement, yet sug

gesting an emotion that had no need of utterance. I felt awe

struck, as in the presence of a spirit able to overlook the misery

of the moment and forecast the future. The man who could

estimate a Chicago fire with unflinching eye was not the man to

falter in upbuilding a university.

The question has been raised : We hear much about the Pilgrim

Fathers, will no one tell us about the Pilgrim Mothers? Well,

we Cornellians are not likely to overlook the trials and achieve

ments of Ezra Cornell and Andrew Dickson White. But has any

one done quite justice to Mrs. Cornell and Mrs. White? Yet few

women known to me have been better fitted by nature for their

respective positions. Mrs. Cornell, as the wife of a great man,

too rugged, too self-contained, too insistent upon his high ideals to

be lavish with petty suavities
—Mrs. Cornell was the embodiment

of frankness, kindness, cheerful affability, deeply loved by all

who had the privilege of knowing her. In her society one was

comforted into forgetting the buffets of life, even faculty jangles
and freshman French, and chaffing and laughing with the unre

straint of the home-circle. When, in 1890, I returned to Cornell

after a separation of eighteen years, and saw Mrs. Cornell once

more in her home and received her almost motherly welcome

back, the years seemed to be obliterated and I was young again.
The quiet unobtrusive daily services rendered by Mrs. Cornell in

establishing the university, we "aborigines" know and still better

feel, although we may not be able to set them forth in words.

And what I have said of Mrs. Cornell I may say also of Mrs.

White, though with a difference. The wife of our first president
did not recline upon a bed of roses. Let us not blink the fact,
the early years of the University were years of storm and stress.

Nothing had got beyond the experimental stage. No professor
had had time to adjust himself comfortably to his colleagues or to

his president. The original faculty, we should never forget, was

gathered from north, south, east, and west, strangers to each other,
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little more than strangers to the president who had appointed
them. There was no tradition of discipline or of education.

Every man had his own views, and the president's might run

counter to them all. Naturally there was confusion, perplexity,

hasty action followed by repentance at leisure, or
—at the best—a

pretty lot of ironical blunders. Through this tangle of jarring
elements Mrs. White moved with a serenity that nothing seemed

able to disturb. My recollection of her, as clear as if it were

fashioned only yesterday, is that of a woman no longer young

though not yet in middle-age, a lady of distinguished presence,

most refined in manner, cultured in speech, endowed with a

memory that never forgot names or faces, and with a tact that

never failed. Her mission it was to make every professor and

instructor feel the touch of that mysterious gift—urbanity ; to say

and do the right thing at the right time and in the right way.

One learned from Mrs. White how not to be hasty or rough or

fretful, in brief, the virtue of self-restraint.

A word or two upon the faculty as it was in 1868-72. Numbering

between twenty and thirty, it was made up almost wholly of young

men. The president was considerably under forty. Only three pro

fessors were over forty : Evans (Mathematics), Wilson (Philosophy),

Russel (French and History). The others were about or perhaps

a trifle under thirty. Were I forced to sum up the characteristics

of this faculty in a single epithet, I should use the old-fashioned

word "

bumptious." Every man was ready to fight and die for his

own belief, but with a certain sub-consciousness that the other man

might perhaps be right after all. Faculty meetings were not con

ducted according to parliamentary rules, answers were shorter and

sharper than now, there was a keener desire to get at facts and waive

formalities. The debater must be ready for something of a rough-

and-tumble, there was no time for posing. Yet, in spite of its

crudities and blunderings, life was very pleasant. One learned to

know one's colleagues far more intimately than is possible now ;

one was not lost in an army of colleges, departments, instructors,

assistants ; the individual counted for more. On the other hand,

the teacher knew his students better. There were scarcely any

barriers between student and professor, and intercourse was frank

to a degree which to-day would be inconceivable. Among my

pleasantest memories is that of the freedom with which some of
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my students would tell me all sorts of things about themselves

and their fellows, as if they were talking, not to a professor, but

to an elder brother. And, indeed, I was not much older than

some of them. This freedom had in it nothing- of the tell-tale.

On the contrary, it sprang from a well-founded confidence that

what was told thus in private would never get any farther.

One more professorial trait I may record. Although we were

all intimates and—official differences of opinion apart
—the best

of friends, still there were wheels within wheels. In one of these

inner circles, numbering perhaps half a dozen, the custom estab

lished itself of our addressing each other as Brother. The trait is

worth noting as an additional evidence of youthful exuberance.

The most abiding impression made upon me by the faculty

collectively was that of alertness and enterprise, what now goes

by the slang term of "push"; the Germans call it more hand

somely Strebsamkeit. These young professors, whatever they

might have already accomplished, were bent upon doing more

and better. Their attitude was that of reaching out into the

future. And, at the risk of appearing invidious, I may add that

some of them bore the hall-mark of genius. Notably three :

Cleveland, the professor of engineering, cut off in 1873 ^n *ne

very flower of young promise ; C. F. Hartt, professor of geology,
who lived a few years longer, long enough to lay the foundations

of the survey of Brazil ; and Crafts, professor of chemistry, who

still lives, full of honors, in his native Boston. To these three I

am tempted to add a fourth, Willard Fiske, librarian and professor
of German, who, if he had not precisely the originality of insight
of the others,was a marvel of book-lore and book-collecting ,

witness

his unrivalled Dante-Petrarch-Icelandic collections in our library.

The memory of such chosen spirits hovering before me, I may

be pardoned for lapsing into the tone of the laudator temporis acti.

[ILLUSTRATION ON OPPOSITE PAGE.]

THE FOUNDER AND THE ORIGINAL FACULTY,

FROM THE TWENTY-FIVE YEAR BOOK, 1 893.

These photographs of the Founder and the original Faculty of Cornell Univer

•sity were taken (with the exception of those forming the topmost row in the pic
ture) by Purdy and Frear, at Ithaca, in the first year of the University, and were

thus grouped by them. The photograph of Professor Agassiz used in the £ roup
was from a painting, and is here replaced by one more satisfactory.
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THE TEN LECTURERS.

BY PROFESSOR GOLDWIN SMITH.

"

Professor Smith entered at once into our plans heartily . . . came to us . . .

lived with us, . . . lectured for us year after year as brilliantly as he had ever

lectured at Oxford, gave his library to the University, . . . and steadily refused

... to accept a dollar of compensation. Nothing ever gave Mr. Cornell more

encouragement than this ; for
"

Goldwin," as he called him in his Quaker way,
there was always a very warm corner in his heart." Andrew D. White.

I
HAVE survived four successors

in my Chair of History at Ox

ford, and I am afraid all my fellow-

lecturers at Cornell. Two or three

of my fellow-lecturers I did not

meet. Of those whom I did meet

my memory grows faint. On my

arrival at Cornell I found Agassiz

giving his course, and I had the

great pleasure of his society for

a fortnight, during which we were

both stopping at the Clinton

House. He was a charming com

panion and a not less charming

example of the simplicity of

scientific greatness. Ithaca was

religious, and Agassiz was afraid

that his science might hurt its

susceptibilities. In the first of his

lectures that I heard he happened
to have to reconcile science with

the belief in a universal deluge.
He did it by saying, "Why, when the Mississippi overflows,
what do we hear? We hear that the whole country is under water."

One Sunday, returning with a large collection of natural history
which he was bringing home from a pond, he had the misfortune

to encounter the piety of Ithaca just filing out of church. It was

said that he never used a bank, but spent what he had collected

and then replenished his purse by going on another lecturing
tour. He stood firmly by his theory of the diversity of species
against the inrush of Darwinian evolution. But this I apprehend
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did not hinder him from being a pioneer of science in his own

way.

Lowell is a name well known to everybody. It is needless to

rehearse his titles to fame, of which the u

Bigelow Papers,"

seriously influencing public sentiment as they did, though in a

playful way, are perhaps the greatest. I had made his acquaint
ance at the time of the war, when I had the delight and benefit,
never to be forgotten, of being for some time the guest of Eliot

Norton, at Cambridge. Lowell, I need not say, was a fervent

Unionist. I, too, was a Unionist and had come charged with

greeting and assurance from the English friends of the great cause.

But I think he rather eyed me askance as a Britisher, taking, as

most Americans unfortunately did, his notion of British sentiment

from the Tory and Secessionist Times. I saw him again some

years afterwards in England, where he was as Ambassador, per

fectly reconciled to the Britisher and a great favorite in British

drawing-rooms. I am not quite sure that though he was patriot

to the end, he did not contract a slight preference for the objects

of his former aversion. At Cornell, of course, his lectures were

excellent, but the delivery was not so happy. He seemed a little

afraid of his own good things. This defect when we met in

Eno-land he had overcome. He had won renown as an after-

dinner speaker, and almost vied with Lord Granville, the happiest

of after-dinner speakers, when I heard them both at a Royal

Academy banquet.

The figure which has left the deepest impression on my mind,

however, was that of George William Curtis. Why did this man

never get beyond journalism and the platform ? Why did he

not become a political leader, a powerful statesman, a pillar of the

commonwealth ? He had all statesmanlike qualifications. He

was full of political knowledge, he was an admirable speaker,

both as to matter and manner. In character he was the purest

and most high-minded of patriots. Why was all this to a great

extent lost to his country ? It seems because he happened to live

in a district in which the other party had the majority. It is

true that as a force in politics he was felt beyond the influence of

his journal. He played a great part in what was called the

Mugwump insurrection against party corruption and the vile
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domination of the "Boss." He played the leading part in the

reform of the Civil Service. But he was not to his country half

what, if he had gone into public life, he might have been. The

extreme localism of the people of the United States in the choice

of their representatives makes the Britisher feel that on
one point

at least he has the advantage of them.

Of the other Americans on the list of lecturers my memories

are faint, amounting to little more in any case than a general

recollection of pleasant intercourse. Bayard Taylor, whose sub

ject was German poetry, lectured well. I need not say that he

was a worshipper of Goethe, even putting him, I think, in his

heart above Shakespeare. Dwight, Green, and Gould I do not

remember to have heard, though I have specially pleasant recol

lections of personal intercourse with Gould.

James Anthony Froude and Edward A. Freeman, my fellow-

countrymen, afterwards lecturers, showed, I fear, in their de

livery lack of the cultivation of the graces of the platform in which

Americans are supreme. Froude's language could never fail to

charm, nor could his narrative power. But as a historian, neither

accuracy nor impartiality can be said to have been his forte. Im

partiality, indeed, he may be said almost to disclaim, so far as his

history of Henry VIII is concerned. His most fervent admirer

owns that he set out with a polemical purpose. In him Cornell

had before it a curious epitome of the vicissitudes of religious

opinion in England. Beginning life as the son of a highly ortho

dox Anglican clergyman, he had become a fervent disciple and

collaborator of the Romanizing Henry Newman. Breaking away
from Newman when Newman went over to Rome, he had become

a free-thinker and forfeited his Oxford Fellowship by his writing.

Finally he became a disciple of Carlyle, and his writings, like Car-

lyle's, are instinct with the worship of force, which both alike

persuaded themselves was moral.

Though Froude succeeded Freeman as Professor of History at

Oxford, there was an almost ludicrous contrast between them.

Freeman lacked Froude's grace of style and liveliness of narra

tion. As a writer he is diffuse and somewhat pedantic. But he

was a profoundly learned, thoroughly conscientious, and strictly
accurate historian, perfect master of his period. Socially, it must
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be owned, he was rather grotesque. He was a Saxon Thane

transported into the nineteenth century, thoroughly kind-hearted

but extremely blunt and brusque. At an antiquarian banquet a

wit proposed a toast to him as
"
the man who was most familiar

with the manners of our rude ancestors." He moreover made the

mistake of fancying that in the society of Americans he was con

forming to the rude simplicity of Republican manners. His

name in the list of lecturers nevertheless does honor to Cornell.

GOLDWIN SMITH ON EZRA CORNELL,

From
"

The Early Days of Cornell."

Reprinted by permission.

EZRA
CORNELL, our Founder, was a character more often

produced, I take it, in the American democracy than in any

other commonwealth. Raised by his own industry, intelli

gence, and vigor from the ranks of labour to wealth, he retained the

simplicity of his early state and aspired, not to social or political

rank, but to that of a great and beneficent citizen. His first ques

tion on finding himself wealthy was how he could do most good
with his money. He resolved on founding a University for the

special benefit of poor students. His idea was that a young man

might support himself by manual labour and pursue his studies

at the same time. This proved an illusion. The experiment was

tried, and I remember seeing a notice to those who desired employ
ment in tending masons, but the result was a failure. After all,

we draw on the same fund of nervous energy for the labour of the.

hand and for that of the brain. Only in a man so vigorous as

Ezra Cornell could the same fund supply both. A general invita

tion to young men of the artisan class in England which in the

fulness of his benevolence Ezra Cornell put forth, had it been

accepted, might have brought trouble on his hands.

I see the old gentleman in his familiar buggy or sitting in the

chair of state at Cascadilla on Founder's Day. His figure and face

bespoke force and simplicity of character. His will undoubtedly

was strong, and as he could not be familiar with Universities, it

would have led him astray had there not been at his side the best
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of advisers in the person of Andrew White, whose self-sacrificing

devotion to the enterprise for which he left his elegant home and

his ample library at Syracuse, with the salutary influence which

he exercised over the Founder's policy, well entitle him to be

regarded as our co-founder. In the early days I have no doubt he

had much to endure in the way of anxiety and vexation as well as

in that of discomfort.

Cornell rendered the most vital service to the University by

locating the scrip given to the State of New York by the Federal

Government in pine lands, while other States sold their scrip at

the market price. That measure, while it entailed difficulties and

struggles for a time, was in the end our financial salvation.

Ezra Cornell had been advised to place the University at Syra

cuse on the ground that the social attractions of a city would make

it easier to obtain professors. But he refused, it was said, for the

reason that he had once in his humbler estate waited all day long
on the bridge at Syracuse to be hired, and at last had been hired

by a man who cheated him of his wages. If this was a legend it

was well invented. But it has been truly said that there is no

pleasure more intense than that of being great where once you

were little ; and that pleasure must have been enjoyed by Ezra

Cornell in a high degree when he saw his University rising above

the lowly home of his early days.

Eminently plain, frugal, and abstemious in his own habits,
Ezra Cornell would fain have impressed the same character on

the students of Cornell. If he saw a boy smoking he would go

up to him and ask him if he had fifty per cent of brain power to

spare. In this austere opinion he had on his side an eminent

professor at Oxford who told me that he marked a decline of

brain power in his pupils, and that for it he blamed the weed.

Perhaps for us Eton boys who had nothing like fifty per cent

brain power to spare, it was as well that we were forbidden to

smoke. It is to be feared that Ezra would hardly have smiled

on athletics in their present high development. The fashion had

its origin in a social element to him quite alien, that of the

wealthy youth of the English Universities

Now Ezra Cornell sleeps in his grave of honour. His epitaph
in the Memorial Chapel, like that of Wren in St. Paul's Cathedral,
might be Circumspice.
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"Cascadilla Place."—"The old pile claims our veneration as the cradle of

University life." From an early stereoscopic
(<

view," loaned by Professor George
L. Burr.

THE FIRST FOUNDER'S DAY,*

BY SAMUEL D. HALLIDAY, '70.

Now Chairman of the Executive Committee of the Board of Trustees.

A
FEW months later (after the opening of the University), and

on the nth of January, 1869, there was a large social function.

It was the first Founder's Day and the Founder and his wife had

invited a large number of guests to a reception in the Cascadilla

parlors. It was by all odds the greatest and the most important
social event that had ever occurred in Ithaca up to that time. It

was in fact a sort of inaugural ball.

A terrible blizzard prevailed that night, but that did not

prevent the assembling of a very large company. Not only was

the large Cascadilla parlor jammed full, but the spacious halls

and stairways all around the building were full of people. A

large cake with sixty-two tapers all lighted was presented to the

Founder. When the large dining-room was thrown open there

was a crush and everybody seemed to proceed on the theory that

"
the Lord helps those who help themselves." There were no

Singletons or Albergers in those days and catering had not

become a fine art ; much less did the caterers know how to serve

*( From Chapter I of Life at Cornell published in the Ithaca Daily fournal,

June, 1901.)
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and take care of so large a crowd. I do not recall that there were

any ices or ice-cream, but large roasted turkeys, uncarved, were

placed every few feet along the many tables. The refreshments

were very much in the nature of an old-fashioned New England

Thanksgiving dinner. In time, however, everybody was served,

but not with that ease and facility with which even greater crowds

are taken care of today. It seemed as if everybody in Ithaca was

there, and in fact, nearly everybody had been invited. Later in

the evening when the older people had departed, probably twenty

or thirty young people remained and engaged for a while in a

dance.

A few days thereafter there came from the ministers of Ithaca

a joint protest. It was gotten up largely by the Rev. T. F. White

of the Presbyterian Church, and was signed by some half a dozen.

They spoke of their respect for the Founder and their interest in

the institution, but they solemnly declared that they would not

have honored the occasion with their presence if they had known

the reception was
"
to wind up with a dance." One expression in

the protest I distinctly remember. It was to the effect that

"

dancing was opposed to vital godliness." If that is true, what a

godless set of people we have gotten to be in these later days ! I

think that every one of those ministers is now dead, but if they
were to come back to earth and should look down upon one

Junior Ball, what a horrified set of people they would be ! And

they certainly would be struck dead if in that throng they saw

not only boys and girls, not only young ladies and young gentle
men, but also grave, gray-haired, and dignified professors whirling
through the mazy scene to the tune of " There'll be a Hot Time

in the Old Town Tonight."
The protest, however, did not produce any serious or marked

results, except to revive the hue and cry that some portion of the

clerical press was indulging in at that time, to wit, that
"
Cornell

was a godless institution."
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EZRA CORNELL'S LETTER TO THE ERA.

(From the first issue of the Era, November 28, 1868.)

Editors of
' '

The Cornell Era ;
' '

Gentlemen :—In reply to your desire for my views respect

ing your contemplated enterprise of a University paper, I will

say that such a sheet conducted in the interest of morality, truth
and industry, as applied to the development of character, man

hood, and scholarship in the student, will be a source of much

good, and will afford much pleasure to the friends of education.

I therefore recommend the enterprise as worthy of support and

heartily approve of the undertaking.
Yours respectfully,

Ezra Cornell.

EZRA CORNELL AND SIBLEY COLLEGE.

BY PROFESSOR GEORGE S. MOLER, '75.

IN
the early days of Sibley College the writer remembers with

what interest Ezra Cornell would come into the machine shop
and watch the boys at work. He would usually perch himself

upon a high stool near some of them and ask them questions
about what they thought of that kind of training, and how they
liked it. And so in that way he soon gained the good will of

every boy in the shop for they felt that he was their friend and

had an interest in their welfare.

In those days the shop was in the square room in the extreme

west end of the Sibley building and the number of machine tools

in it was very limited, so to provide some lathes and other ma

chine tools until newer ones of modern types could be obtained,

Mr. Cornell brought to the University a second hand lot of ma

chines, the whole equipment of an old machine shop, and placed

them at the disposal of Sibley College. A part of these were

either too massive or were too nearly worn out to be of much use,

but Professor John E. Sweet, who was then the foreman of the

shop, put some of them in commission and made them useful.

Mr. Cornell continued to manifest his interest in the develop

ment of Sibley College by driving to the campus quite often, and

visiting it until failing health compelled him to remain at home.
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"South University," now Morrill Hall. The first building erected on the

campus. From an early stereoscopic
"

view," loaned by Professor George L. Burr.

EZRA CORNELL AS THE FIRST STUDENTS

KNEW HIM.

BY A. J. LAMOUREUX, '74.

"The young men who came here were accordingly of an adventurous type,

earnest, self-centered, determined. Some came to work and they worked as best

they could here while studying. The influences about them were democratic and

helpful. We had the silent old Quaker Founder alive then, and it was no unusual

thing to see h m among the boys, standing over them like a fond and anxious

father."

—Joseph C. Hendrix, '73.

FAMILIAR
as we students of the University's first years were

with the face and figure of Ezra Cornell, I do not know that

any of us ever became sufficiently intimate with him to form

a correct estimate of his character. We knew very little of his

private life and business associations beyond what was said of him

in connection with the foundation of the University. What we

saw was a tall, gaunt, silent, reserved man, whose facial lines were

rarely broken by a smile, or whose stern expression rarely showed

traces of animation. But, were we to conclude that this surface

appearance correctly portrayed the inner man, as some of us were

inclined to do, we should be very far from the truth. He had the

hard features and reserve of his Scotch ancestry
—the reflection of

bare hills and lowering skies, perhaps—but they covered a warm
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heart and tender sympathy, or he would not have hastened to give
a part of his fortune to an institution of learning with the express

understanding that it should provide facilities for poor students.

His own education was so limited that he once confessed to a

friend that he always hesitated to mail a letter before submitting

it to his wife for correction. He had worked his way up through

years of grinding poverty, and he knew what it was to be poor,

consequently he must have had an active sympathy for the student

working his way through college. Before his fortune was made,

he lived in a little red house in
" The Nook

"
at the lower end of

Fall Creek gorge, where one room served as living-room, bed

room, and kitchen, and the attic above as sleeping-room for the

children. (I am sorry the University does not own that little

house with its humble furnishings, for it would be a whole course

of lectures in one small picture.)* One little table, only large

enough for two, was all they had to eat from, and that little table,

I am told, has been lovingly preserved. The years spent in "The

Nook" were years of privation and hard work, but they had in

them the making of a great fortune, and of a future governor of the

State of New York. In speaking of them in later years, Mr.

Cornell said to one of his acquaintances that he had seen the time

twenty years before, when he could not get credit in Ithaca for

a bushel of potatoes, or a bag of flour. So great was his faith in

the future of telegraphy that every cent he could raise was put

into stock, regardless of the hardship and discredit that such a

policy would entail. And then, when his foresight was justified

and his fortune made, his first thoughts were for the town where

his credit was once rated at less than the price of a bushel of po

tatoes, and for the penniless student struggling for an education.

I am not familiar with the private life of Ezra Cornell, but I

think it can be said that his fortune was made without a single

trespass upon the rights and fortunes of others, which cannot be

said of the predatory rich of a later period, and that his benefac

tions were carried out with careful consideration and for helpful

purposes. He had the Scotch antipathy to waste and inconsiderate

giving, but he spared neither himself nor his fortune where his

judgment approved the urgings of his conscience and sympathy.

*See illustration, page 362.
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Perhaps no better illustration could be given of what was, in my

opinion, the dominating trait of his character—the desire to be

helpful to others—than the following incident told me by an old

lady still living in Ithaca, who had it from Mr. Cornell's grandson.

The two, Mr. Cornell and his grandson, were passengers on one of

the Hudson river steamers between New York and Albany. There

was a poor woman on the same boat, who had been kept pacing

the deck incessantly by a fretful child. She seemed to be com

pletely spent with fatigue and want of sleep. When the little

boy was put to bed in the evening, Mr. Cornell told him that he

would be outside for a while, and that he should go to sleep and

not wait for him. When the boy woke up the next morning he

discovered that his grandfather's berth had not been occupied, and

later on he learned that Mr. Cornell had spent the night walking

up and down with the child so that the exhausted mother could

rest and sleep. He had first secured the child's confidence, and

then persuaded the mother to let him take her place for the night.
The incident, if correctly related, gives us the true key to Mr.

Cornell's character—a keen human sympathy with the needs of

others, and a desire to be helpful to them. He would never have

endowed a school of theology or philosophy, but a school of agri

culture, or manual training, or domestic economy would have

appealed to his sympathies at once.

I should like to emphasize the fact that Ezra Cornell's fortune

was made without
"

hustling," that he never swindled, nor robbed,
nor drove any man out of business in gaining it, that he made no

offensive nor ostentatious display of it, that he never used it to

oppress others, that he was never ashamed of his early poverty,
and that he built no fences around his benefactions. He was

cruelly assailed during the last years of his life for founding a

"

godless
"
institution of learning, but time has thrown the mantle

of oblivion over all that and has given us a better and wider

appreciation of the helpful things he sought to do.

ILLUSTRATION ON OPPOSITE PAGE.

Cornell University in 1872.—From the Twenty-Five Year Book,|i893. This view is from near

the site of the present Boardman Hall. It was taken in May, 1872, and was distributed by The
Cornell Era as a gift to its subscribers. Morrill Hall (then

"

South University"), McGraw

Hall and White Hall appear at the left, Sibley College in the background, and at the

right the temporary wooden building used as a chemical laboratory and familiarly known for

years as the
"

Old Lab." Sundry farm buildings of the University may be seen behind.
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THE MANAGEMENT OF THE LAND GRANT.

MR CORNELL'S SERVICES.

BY PROFESSOR WATERMAN T. HEWETT.

Abridged from Cornell University ; A History.

Reprinted by Permission.

AFTER
the charter of Cornell Uni

versity had been formally granted,
the difficulty of realizing any sum

commensurate with the magnificent
amount of land received from the

state faced the trustees. It was then

that the sagacity of Mr. Cornell and

his great devotion to the cause which

he had espoused were fully manifest

ed. He surrendered himself and all

his powers during the nine years of his

life which remained, to the one grand

thought of realizing the highest possible proceeds from the sale

of this land.

During the year 1865, most of the Northern States received

their land scrip, which was practically a certificate authorizing

the selection of the amount of land specified in the scrip from any

of the public lands of the United States not mineral, and not other

wise disposed of. Most of the states, in order to realize immedi

ately the value of the national grant, sold the land scrip issued to

them in great blocks to speculators.
The amount realized from this sale was in some cases as low as

forty-one cents per acre, and the entire amount of the national

land grant realized an average of $1.65 per acre. Mr. Cornell

saw that if the states could retain their lands for the present until

the demand for desirable government land had been exhausted,

the price of the land must inevitably increase in value. In his

report of 1864, the Comptroller stated that he had received the

land scrip of the State of New York, consisting of 6,187 pieces of

160 acres each, amounting to 990,000 acres of land. In the course
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of a few months sales were made to the extent of 475 pieces, equal
to 76,000 acres, at the rate of eighty-five cents per acre. The

total amount received on all sales was $64,440. He reported that

the sales of the scrip had almost entirely ceased, in consequence
of other states reducing the price. Therefore it became an im

portant question whether the price should also be reduced here

and a sacrifice made to induce sales, or the land be held as the

best security for the fund until the sales could be made at fair

rates. In 1866 the Comptroller reported, "A sale of 100,000 acres

has been made to the Hon. Ezra Cornell for $50,000, for which

sum he gave his bond properly secured, upon the condition that

all of the profits which should accrue from the sales of the land

should be paid to Cornell University."
On April 10, 1866, the legislature passed an act to authorize

and facilitate the early disposition by the Comptroller of the land

scrip donated to the state. Mr. Cornell made a contract with the

people of the State which was sanctioned by the legislature, by
which he agreed to purchase all of the agricultural land scrip then

in the possession of the State. He promised to pay thirty cents

per acre and to deposit stocks or bonds for an amount equal to an

additional thirty Cents per acre, the estimated market value of the

land scrip at that time. Mr. Cornell also entered into obligation
at the same time and by the same instrument, with ample securi

ty, to locate the lands with the scrip thus purchased, in his own

name, and to pay the taxes and all expenses of such location, and

to sell the land in twenty years and to pay all the net proceeds

over and above the expenses and the sixty cents an acre above re

ferred to, into the treasury of the State of New York. The

amount originally received for the land scrip was to constitute the

College Land Scrip Fund, and the amount realized from the sale

of the lands, over and above sixty cents per acre and the expenses,

was to constitute a separate fund to be called the Cornell Endow

ment Fund, the income of which should be devoted forever to

Cornell University
The energy with which Mr. Cornell prosecuted his great pnr-

pose, and the hardships which he voluntarily assumed in locating

the forest lands of the University are illustrated in a letter which

he wrote August 24, 1866 :
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"
I have just returned from a trip of three days in the pineries

of the Chippewa, sleeping two nights in such rude camps as we

could construct of pine boughs, by the application of half an

hour's labor. Yesterday morning we were aroused from our

slumbers by the howling of a pack of wolves of a dozen or more,

counting by the noise and the varying voices. They remained

with us an hour and then moved slowly on until their howl was

lost in the distance."

He proceeded with the location of the land. The labor in

curred in this vast undertaking for the good of the University

cannot be overestimated. It was necessary for him to spend a

whole summer in the wilderness; to employ skilful and experi

enced assistants ; to encounter great exposure and fatigue ; and

to spend large portions of his private fortune in surveying,

locating and paying taxes upon these lands during a long series

of years. The work was done as systematically as though the

resultant gains were to be his own private possession.
The trustees realized that Mr. Cornell's fortune, large as it was,

would be inadequate to meet the demands of the task which he

had undertaken. The entries of land had been filed in three

great states, which afforded the promise of most immediate re

turns, viz., in Wisconsin, Michigan and Minnesota. The balance

of the scrip could not be located in these states and it would be

necessary to select lands further west or in the southwest. Such

a division of the University domain would render its efficient

management difficult. College land scrip had been selling in the

two preceding years for less than sixty cents per acre. In view

of these facts, the Trustees united in a request to the State Com

missioners of the Land Office to authorize Mr. Cornell to sell the

balance of the college scrip at not less than seventy-five cents per

acre, or to locate it as he might deem best. Mr. Cornell was en

abled to dispose of all the remaining land scrip for $357,651,
realizing about ninety-four cents pel acre

Cornell University has realized an average of over seven

dollars per acre for its lands. This is certainly a splendid tribute
to the vision of one man.
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THE TIME OF TRIAL.

LATE PRESIDENT CHARLES KENDALL ADAMS

In an address,
"

Cornell University ; Its Significance and Its Scope,"
Delivered March 31, 1886.

WHEN
the University was opened, its possessions, including

the Federal grant and the gift of Mr. Cornell amounted to

about $1,100,000. . . . While the Trustees and Mr. Cor

nell were waiting for the pieces of pine lands to bring some return,
the University had to live on its million of dollars. Large expendi
tures were made for buildings. Flocks of students, smitten with

the liberal ideas of the institution, thronged its doors and crowded

its limited accommodations. Numerous professors were appointed
in a confident hope that a sale of lands would soon bring relief.

But the hard times of '73 came on, and for eight years, Cornell

University, though the world knew nothing of it, was silently
carrying on a hard fight against bankruptcy. During that period
the Trustees were confronted with this : either sell the lands for

next to nothing, letting their best professors go, if need be, provid
ed only, the institution could be tided over into the fair future,
when a pine tree would be worth something in the market, and the

treasury could be replenished.

Surely, it was a heroic fight, more heroic than the world has

ever supposed. For, again and again, the Trustees with Mr. Cor

nell at their head, found no way of paying the salaries and the

other bills, excepting by plunging their hands deep into their own

pockets. At one time, simply as individuals, they gave $170,000,
on security that was worthless in the market. At another time

they contributed $150,000 as an absolute gift, simply to tide over

the emergencies of the hard times. At length the resources of

Mr. Cornell gave out, and after he had broken his fortune in pay

ing the taxes on these lands ; and worse than all else, had broken

his health in the service of the University, and in his anxiety for

it, he said to the Trustees :
"
You must take this land off my

hands for I can carry it no longer." And as he was going down

into his grave, still burdened with this great load, almost his last

words were,
"
Don't give up my policy. The lands will yet be

worth three millions of dollars."



ANDREW DICKSON WHITE, LL.D., L.H.D., D.C L„

(1832 ).

CO-FOUNDER, FIRST PRESIDENT AND BEST FRIEND OF CORNELL UNIVERSITY.
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THE CHARACTER OF EZRA CORNELL.

PRESIDENT WHITE'S ESTIMATE.

FROM
"
MY REMINISCENCES OF EZRA CORNELL."

BY ANDREW D. WHITE.

Reprinted by permission.

FOR
several years it fell to my lot to discuss a multitude of

questions with him, and reasonableness was one of the most

striking characteristics : he was one of those very rare, strong
men who recognize adequately their own limitations. True,
when he had finally made up his mind in a matter fully within his

province, he remained firm ; but I have known very few men,

wealthy, strong, successful, as he was, so free from the fault of

thinking that, because they are good judges of one class of ques

tions, they are equally good in all others. One mark of an obsti

nate man is the announcement of opinions upon subjects regard

ing which his experience and previous training give him little or

no means of judging. This was not at all the case with Mr. Cor

nell. When questions arose regarding internal university man

agement, or courses of study, or the choice of professors, or plans
for their accommodation, he was never quick in announcing or

tenacious in holding an opinion. There was no purse pride about

him. He evidently did not believe that his success in building up
a fortune had made him an expert or judge in questions to which

he had never paid special attention

There was in his bearing a certain austerity and in his conver

sation an abruptness which interfered somewhat with his popu

larity. A student once said to me,
" If Mr. Cornell would simply

stand upon his pedestal as our
'
Honored Founder,' and let us hur

rah for him, that would please us mightily ; but, when he comes

into the laboratory and asks us gruffly,
'
What are you wasting

your time at, now?' we don't like him so well." The fact on

which this remark was based was that Mr. Cornell liked greatly to

walk quietly through the laboratories and drafting-rooms, to note

the work. Now and then, when he saw a student doing some

thing which especially interested him, he was evidently anxious,

as he was wont to say,
"
to see what the fellow was made of," and
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he would frequently put some provoking question, liking nothing

better than to receive an equally pithy answer. Of his kind feel

ings towards students I could say much : he was not inclined to

coddle them, but was ever ready to help any deserving young

man.

Despite his apparent austerity, he was singularly free from

harshness in his judgments, even regarding his assailants. There

were times when he would have been justified in outbursts of bit

terness against those who attacked him in ways so foul and ma

ligned him in ways so vile ; but I never heard any bitter reply

from him. In his politics there was never a drop of bitterness.

Only once or twice did I ever hear him allude to any conduct

which displeased him, and then his comments were rather playful

than otherwise : on one occasion, when he had written a gentleman
of great wealth and deserved repute as a philanthropist, asking

him to join in carrying the burden of the land locations, and had

received an unfavorable answer, he made a remark which seemed

to me rather harsh. To this I replied,
"
Mr. Cornell, Mr. is

not at all in fault ; he does not understand the question as you do ;

everybody knows that he is a very liberal man."
"

O," said Mr.

Cornell,
" it is easy enough to be liberal ; the only hard part is

drawing the check,"

Of his intellectual characteristics, foresight was the most re

markable. Of all the men in the country who had to do with

the college land grant of 1862, he alone had foreknowledge of

the possibilities involved and courage to make them actual.

Clearness of thought on all matters to which he gave his atten

tion was another striking characteristic ; hence, whenever he put

anything upon paper, it was lucid and cogent. There seems at

times in his writings some of the clear, quaint shrewdness so well

known in Abraham Lincoln ; very striking examples of this are

to be found in his legislative speeches, in his address at the

opening of the University, and in his letters.

Among his moral characteristics, his truthfulness, persistence,

courage and fortitude were most strongly marked. These quali
ties made him a man of peace. He regarded life as too short to

be wasted in quarrels ; his steady rule throughout his business

life was never to begin a lawsuit or have anything to do with
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one, if it could be avoided. That hysterical joy in litigation and

squabble, which has been the weakness of so many men claiming
to be strong, and the especial curse of so many American

churches, colleges, universities, and other public organizations,
had no place in his strong, tolerant nature. He never sought to

punish the sins of any one in the courts or to win the repute of

an uncompromising fighter. In his peaceful disposition he was

prompted not only by his greatest moral quality—his desire to

aid his fellow-men,—but by his greatest intellectual quality—his

foresight; for he knew well "the glorious uncertainty of the

law." He was a builder, not a gladiator.
There resulted from these qualities an equanimity which I

have never seen equalled. When his eldest son had been elected

to the highest office in the gift of the State Assembly, and had

been placed, evidently, on the way to the Governor's chair—

afterward attained—though it must have gratified such a father,

he never made any reference to it in my hearing; and, when the

body of his favorite grandson, a most promising boy, killed

instantly by a terrible accident, was brought into his presence,

though his heart must have bled, his calmness seemed almost

superhuman.
His religious ideas were such as many excellent people would

hardly approve. He had been born into the Society of Friends,

and their quietness, simplicity, freedom from noisy activity, and

devotion to the public good, attached him to them. But his was

not a bigoted attachment ; he went freely to various churches,

avoiding them without distinction of sect, though finally he settled

into a steady attendance at the Unitarian Church in Ithaca, for

the pastor of which he conceived a great respect and liking. He

was never inclined to say much about religion ; but, in our talks,

he was wont to quote with approval from Pope's
"
Universal

Prayer
"
—and especially the lines,

" Teach me to feel another's woe,

To hide the fault I see ;

The mercy I to others show,

That mercy show to me."

On the mere letter of Scripture he dwelt little ; and, while he

never obtruded opinions that might shock any person, and was as
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far removed as possible from scoffing and irreverence, he did not

hesitate to discriminate between parts of our Sacred Books which

he considered as simply legendary and parts which were to him

pregnant with Eternal Truth.

His religion seemed to take shape in a deeply reverent feeling

toward his Creator, and in a constant desire to improve the con

dition of his fellow-creatures. He was never surprised or

troubled by anything which any other human being believed or

did not believe: of intolerance he was utterly incapable. He

sought no reputation as a philanthropist, cared little for approval,

and nothing for applause ; but I can say of him, without reserve,

that, during all the years I knew him, "he went about doing

good."

EZRA CORNELL'S ESTIMATE OF ATTACKS MADE

UPON HIM.

" Don't make yourself unhappy over this matter—it will turn

out to be a good thing for the University ; I have long foreseen

that this attack must come, but have feared that it would come

after my death, when the facts would be forgotten, and the trans

actions little understood : I am glad that the charges are made

now, while I am here to answer them."

—Quoted by Andrew D. White in his
" Reminiscences of Ezra

Cornell."

EZRA CORNELL.

REV. RUFUS P. STEBBINS, D.D.

MEMORIAL ADDRESS, FOUNDER'S DAY, JANUARY II, 1 875.

His character, not his wealth, made him great. His wealth only
enabled him to reveal the greatness of his character. He made

wealth worth, and riches righteousness. He redeemed money-

getting from greed, and its use from prodigality and vanity. His

wealth served him ; he never became its servant. The poorest need

not despair, for he was one of them and attained. The richest need

not be proud, for he was one of them and was humble.



EZRA CORNELL.

JANUARY JJ, J807-DECEMBER 9, 1874.

His last photograph, taken in the early summer of 1874, at the request of some

of the students. Mr. Cornell's family did not know
of it until aft* r his death in

December. Original in possession of Mary E. Cornell, Ithaca.
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FOUNDER'S HYMN.

BY JUDGE FRANCIS MILES FINCH.

The
"
Chimes" are still. Alone,

As falls the yearns last leaf
The great belPs mo7iotone

Slow hymns our helpless grief

Bountiful heart ! bountiful hand !

Bountiful heart and hand !

O ! Father and Founder ! O ! Soul so grand /

Farewell, Cornell! Farewell !

From Slander's driving sleet,

From Envy *s pitiless rain,
At rest, the aching feet !

At rest, the weary brain !

Laboring heart ! laboring hand !

Laboring heart and hand !

O ! Father and Founder ! O ! Soul so grand !

Farewell, Cornell! Farewell!

So calm, a7id grave, and still,
Men thought his silence pride,

Nor guessed the truth, until

Death told it—as he died.

Lowly ofheart ! lowly ofhand !

Lowly ofheart and hand !

O ! Father and Founder ! O ! Soul so grand !

Farewell, Cornell! Farewell !

"
True ", as the steel to star ;

With eye whose lifted lid

Let in all Truth—though far
hi clouds and darkness hid,

Confident heart ! confident hand !

Confident heart and hand !

O ! Father and Founder ! O ! Soul so grand !

Farewell, Cornell! Farewell !
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"
Firm ", as the oa&s tough grain,

Yet pliant to the prayer

OfPoverty, or Pain,
As leaf to troubled air.

Kindliest heart ! kindliest hand!

Kindliest heart and hand !

O ! Father and Founder ! O ! Soul so grand !

Farewell, Cornell! Farewell!

Untaught,—and yet he drew

Best learning out of life,
More than the Scholars knew,

With all their toil and strife.

Conquering heart ! conquering hand!

Conquering heart and hand !

O ! Father and Founder ! O ! Soul so grand !

Farewell, Cornell ! Farewell !

The spires that crown the hill,
To plainest laborfree,

Where all may win who will,—

His monume7tt shall be !

Generous heart ! ge7terous ha7id !

Ge7ierous heart and ha7id !

O ! Father and Founder ! O ! Soul so gra7id !

Farewell, Cor7iell ! Farewell !

Brave, ki7tdly heart, adieu!

But with us live alway
The patie7it face we k7tew,

And this memorial day.

Bountiful heart ! bomitiful hand !

Bountiful heart and hand !

O! Father and Founder ! O! Soul so grand !

Farewell, Cornell! Farewell!
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JUDGE FINCH'S REMINISCENCES OF

EZRA CORNELL.

EXTRACTS FROM AN ADDRESS ON THE LIFE AND SERVICES OF

EZRA CORNELL, DELIVERED ON FOUNDER'S DAY,

JANUARY IITH, 1887.

Reprinted by Permission.

"From the first he had been the counselor of

the Founder and had shared with him his hopes,

and borne with him his trials. He was closely

united by ties of college and fraternity with the

first president. He was the friend of the second

founder. From the first conception of the

University to this day he has been intimately in

touch with its growth and progress."
—E. W. Huffcut.

I
HAVE come among you to-day from a sense of duty which I

found it impossible to resist. Since it was my fortune to be

one of those who watched at the cradle of the University,—

sometimes when the nights were dark, and enemies gathered and

danger approached in the shadows,—and to stand by the side of

the Founder, giving such help as occasion permitted or anxiety

prompted, it seems appropriate that those memories of his life

which I may have unconsciously stored away, whether familiar

to the many or known only to the few, should have the repeti
tion of this memorial occasion, or the preservation of such record

as it is yet possible to make.

However vain the wish, one cannot repress a longing that

events might have been so ordained as to have given to his open

and observant eyes a view of what has already been accomplished
in the upbuilding of this University whose completion and suc

cess became the dominant purpose of his life. Doubtless, some

such wish was often his. Once at least I traced its presence in an
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expression of momentary regret. I remember riding with him

over these hills when but a single building was slowly rising,
and our way led through tangled grass, over uneven ground,
amid the stone and timbers of construction, and when, after some

moments of silence, with a patient and far-off look in his eyes, he

said that I was more fortunate than he, since I might reasonably
expect to see how the scene would look after the changes of

twenty-five years, while for him there was no such hope. Less

than that quarter-century has gone and I can see the change ;

but I am sure that he saw it then. In that moment of thoughtful
silence every building took its appointed place, and he counted

them already by the score, and voices and footsteps broke the

stillness in the fields One can almost see the hope and

the purpose shining out of his young eyes as he stood upon this

very hill, after a long day's walk from the parental roof, and

looked down upon the village that was to be his future home. . . .

I have sketched one side of our Founder's character. If I left

it here you would see him imperfectly, as many saw him in his

life ; a tall, strong man with a grave stern face, reticent, and

almost cold in his manner, looking at you with eyes of deliberate

blue, steady beneath a brow unfurrowed and framed in by the

gathering gray of hair as determined as his will. To a stranger,

sometimes he seemed hard and repellant, likely to be proud, or to

deal out rebuke with savage force. That was not in the least the

man. No kinder heart than his ever beat, and it made him tender

to distress and generous beyond measure ; not merely on a large
scale and in the public eye, but silently and in the shadow of his

daily and private life. To relieve suffering, to lighten the

burdens of poverty, to open the way to despairing effort, to in

stinctively find the need that pride concealed, to fill his days full

of kindness and charity, was as natural to him as for the flowers

to bloom or the corn to ripen. . . . While writing these words an

incident, unknown to me before, has been communicated by one

whom many in this assemblage will remember with an esteem

and regard as lasting as my own
—the Reverend Doctor Torrey,

who in the early days of the University was resident here as

Pastor of the First Presbyterian Church. He had been preaching

to his congregation, among whom the Founder was an attentive
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listener, upon the duty of aiding young men of slender means who

desired to enter the Ministry to secure the necessary and adequate

education, and quoted the remark which happened to linger in

his memory that
" these were Poverty's jewels, taken in the rough

and polished for the crown of Christ." At the close of the

sermon a collection was had for the benefit of the Board of Edu

cation of the Church and among the gifts of money large and

small was found a little card upon which and over his initials was

penciled in the Founder's hand :
"
Select for me one of Poverty's

jewels that it may be wrought out—the diamond for the crown of

Christ." When, after the selection was made, he was told the

name of his jewel and the expense to be borne for seven years

while its purity and light were being slowly developed, he simply
said in his brief, terse way,

"

Right ; I agree to that ;
"
and

silently fulfilled the promise till the need of it ended. For any

young man struggling to obtain an education his heart beat

warmly and his help was never withheld.

No man was firmer in his friendships. His confidence once

given was never withdrawn until hopelessly betrayed. Long
after selfishness and greed had grown visible to other eyes they
were unseen by him or softened by charitable interpretation,
and he resented a suspicion of his friends as a personal injury to

himself.

But among the Founder's traits, what to me was the strangest
of all in so strong and earnest a nature was his serene patience
and forgiving temper under persistent and bitter falsehood, de
structive and stinging slander, and a jealousy reckless of the truth.

. . . We who know that his fortune was lessened and perilled by
the demands of the burden he had assumed have little need at this

day of speaking in his defence ; and yet before my own lips are

sealed and I follow him into the dark which I hope but borders

the light, I desire to say one thing with all the force and weight
which it is possible for me to command. Day by day and almost

hour by hour I became familiar with all that he planned and all

that he did in the management of his self-imposed trust. None

of his accounts or of his correspondence with his chosen agents
were withheld from my scrutiny, and if ever man had a full and

complete opportunity to find and know the uttermost truth that
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opportunity was mine : and I am glad to declare that never, in

word or deed, in act or intention, did I discover the least faint

trace of a selfish purpose, or a shadow of a personal benefit sought
or gained. Thoroughly and absolutely pure and without alloy
was the true gold of his nature and his life.

But the time came when the Founder's work was ended.

There came at last the hardest trial of all, to unloose his hold

upon the helm and commit the wheel to other hands. That he

did it sadly, reluctantly, and with pain is almost true, but he did

it patiently and with unhesitating trust in his children and his

friends. I recollect the shiver and the chill with which I. became

conscious of the first surrender. With one of his sons we were

seeking safety from a menacing danger, and searching anxiously
for a rift in the cloud or a light in the dense darkness, and he,

folding his hands upon the table and laying his head upon them

said only—
"
You must do the best that you can : I am not well !

"

—The words were simple, but how much they cost him we shall

never know. From that time on, he grew steadily weaker, yet his

patience and placid resignation continued to the end. It was my

privilege with the aid of the Trustees, who generously lent their

own means to the emergency until the land securities could come

into effective use, and with the first Treasurer of the University,
'

to place in the Founder's hands as he sat in his sick room, every

bond he had given the State, every obligation it held against him,

and assure him that all his promises were fully and exactly ful

filled. He went to his death with his benevolent and marvellous

Trust accomplished and complete.
I have thought that the duty which I owed to this occasion was

not at all an effort of logic or of learning, if such were within my

power ; not even a defence of the New Education or a study of

your relations to it, however I might love to break a lance in the

fray ; but an effort to paint the Founder as I knew him in his life,

in outlines accurate and true, and in colors as vivid as I could find

surviving among the dull browns of daily toil ; in order that you

who knew him not, who have come later upon the scene, may

interweave among your younger labors and fresher ambitions the

face and the step of the grave but kindly man who made your

places and purposes possible ; and in the hope that the story of
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his life may be handed down from one to another and never for a

day be forgotten. I trust that through all vicissitudes and

changes, however the New may supersede the Old, and Time and

Death blur or efface the Past, there may yet remain, as the center

of every aim and ambition, as the stimulus to every useful effort,

as the atmosphere of the University, the memory of Ezra Cornell.

ANECDOTES OF EZRA CORNELL.

BY MRS. ALONZO B. CORNELL.

The Old Cornell Mansion.—This house was situated at the southwest cor

ner of Tioga and Seneca streets, where the Ithaca Savings Bank now stands. In

it Ezra Cornell lived during the early years of the University, and in it he died,
December 9, 1874. From an old stereoscopic

"

view,
"

in possession of Mrs. Alonzo

B. Cornell, Ithaca.

About 1865, while the Cornell Free Public Library was being
built, Ezra Cornell was one day sitting in the house which then

stood opposite, looking out of the drawing-room window and

watching the progress of the new building. His little three-year
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old grandson, Edwin, the youngest son of Governor Cornell, was

on his knee, prattling about the long ladder that reached from the

sidewalk to the roof of the tower, and wondering how the masons

could carry the plaster so far on their backs. His grandfather
said,

"
Would you like to go up that ladder, Eddie, and see what

they are doing?" The little boy was delighted, so his coat and

cap were quickly put on and up the ladder they went, Ezra Cor

nell placing Eddie's little feet on each round before him. They
climbed in this way to the top, looked around for a few minutes

and then returned round by round. "
When you are old enough

you will climb the ladder of learning step by step, my little man,

and grow to be great and good," said the grandfather.
" This

building is for little boys and girls as well as grown men and wo

men." Just then a little colored boy ran by, and Eddie said,
"

Grandpa, is the building for colored boys, too?
" "

Yes, yes, for

colored boys, too—for all."

In one of the debates in the State Senate, after Ezra Cornell

had founded and endowed Cornell University, a speech was made

by a man from Havana regarding the alleged
"
land grab

"
that

Mr. Cornell was making in order to enrich himself and family.

Ezra Cornell asked for a committee to investigate his actions.

The committee was appointed ; Governor Seymour, one of its

members, said he was ashamed to be called to such a proceeding.
The subject came up one afternoon while Mr. Cornell was at his

home, and my sister and I were in the room. During the conversa

tion he was silent for some time and we could see that he was

under severe emotional strain, until presently his eyes filled with

tears which rolled down his face. "Girls," he said, "I am

willing to abide my time—perfectly willing to abide my time."
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REMINISCENCES OF EZRA CORNELL*

BY PROFESSOR BURT G. WILDER

"For the professorship in this department

Professor Agassiz had recommended to me Dr.

Burt Wilder ; and I soon found him, as Agassiz

had foretold, not only a thorough investigator,

but an admirable teacher."

Andrew D. White,

Au lobiography .

WITH
his notification of my appointment, under date of

October 7, 1867, Andrew D. White, then just elected

president of Cornell University, inclosed an invitation to

visit him in Syracuse to "talk over
"

my department, adding that

it was
"
not of cast-iron." At Dr. White's, November 8, I met Hon.

Francis M. Finch, later of the state appellate court and Dean of

our Law School, then secretary of the Board and confidential legal
advisor of Ezra Cornell. Judge Finch invited me to visit Ithaca

and entertained me from Saturday till Tuesday. Sunday evening
we spent at his office in the Cornell Library Building. Then and

there I first met Ezra Cornell.

Of him I had previously seen no picture and heard no descrip
tion. As a millionaire, telegraph-promoter, state senator and

founder of a university, he had been vaguely prefigured as

aldermanic, bustling, loud-spoken and dictatorial. How unlike

the reality ! He reminded me at once of Abraham Lincoln as I

had seen him during the Civil War. His features were finer, but

of the same distinctively American type ; there were the angu

larity, the height, the slight stoop, the quiet manner, and the

* Based upon the writer's diaries of the period.
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habitual gravity of expression illumined upon occasion by flashes

of kindliness or humor. His reception put me quite at ease, and

for an hour we conversed upon what was then uppermost in the

minds of the leading men of Ithaca. Learning that I had planned
to leave the next morning, he said that if I would remain over he

would take me to drive and would telegraph the cause of my

detention to Professor Agassiz, for whom I was then working.

Promptly at ten o'clock, on Monday, the nth of November,
Mr. Cornell called at Judge Finch's office in his well-known buggy,
which I remember as comfortable but far from new. Until four,

with an hour for dinner at the Clinton House, he drove me in and

about the city. It is worthy of note that our first objective was

an enormous exposed boulder near Buttermilk Creek at the base

of South Hill, presenting glacial grooves of unusual distinctness ;

of this he gave me photographs for Professor Agassiz. Near the

Inlet canal-boats were building, and some Italians were carving
stone forMr. Cornell's new house. Perhaps the best exemplification
of the duality of his nature was offered by his indifference to the

impression made by his rather shabby vehicle, horse, and even

hat, as contrasted with his genuine and superior artistic pleasure
in the execution of carvings for his projected residence. At

Cascadilla Place he remarked that it probably would be used for

University purposes after the creek was bridged.
That six hours unbroken association with Ezra Cornell was a

high privilege, not then fully appreciated. Would that a Boswell-

ian spirit had moved me to record every honest, kindly and

weighty word. Forty years, however, has not effaced the general

impression of his goodness, modesty and force ; of his rare powers

of observation, reflection and expression. There was nothing

coarse or trivial ; and he made no harsh comment upon the crit

ics and adversaries that had begun already to manifest their jeal

ousy or open hostility.

THE FIRST FOUNDER'S DAY

On the evening of January n, 1869, Mr. and Mrs. Cornell gave

a reception in the large parlor which then occupied two stones of
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the west central portion of Cascadilla Place.* Despite the bliz

zard then raging, the attendance was large from both
" Town and

Gown." Among other incidents chronicled in the local papers

was the presentation, by President White, of the prizes offered by

him for the best work in Physiology :- Fifty dollars to Edson

Hamilton Scofield ; twenty to William dishing Barrett ; and ten

to William Jones Youngs. At the request of Mrs. E. G. Putnam,

wife of the then business-manager, the writer presented to Mr.

Cornell a large frosted cake, bearing sixty-two lighted candles.

The address and response are here reproduced partly by reason of

their commendable brevity, but mainly because the latter illus

trates Mr. Cornell's readiness and command of language and the

former gives the estimate of him still entertained by the speaker :

"
Mr. Cornell :—A lady friend of yours, a fellow-traveller, and I

need not add an admirer, wishes me to make this birthday offer

ing. A very giant among cakes, it typifies your immense benefac

tions. White as snow, it is not purer than your purposes. Full

of the good things of this world, may it represent your lot here

and hereafter. And though the sixty-two tapers now stand for the

past of your life, would they were rather the omens of the years

to come in which you might live to reap in rest and peace that

which you have sown in toil and strife. Their flame is surely an

emblem of the gratitude which will ever burn in the hearts of all

who have known Ezra Cornell."

Mr. Cornell replied :

"
Mr. Professor :—I thank you for the very complimentary terms

in which you have presented this handsome gift, which you say is

from a lady friend. In reference to the donor, I can only say, God

bless the ladies. This splendid cake surpasses in beauty and ex

cellence all presents I have received from ladies, excepting those

which have been presented to me from time to time by the lady at

my side, my good and beloved wife. I again thank you for this

handsome present."

* This portion has been since converted into suites of rooms ; it then corre

sponded nearly with the present dining-hall, but had two tiers of west windows.

For a fuller account of this reception and of the futile cleric protest against danc

ing under University auspices, see the initial chapter of
"

Life at Cornell," by
Hon. S. D. Halliday, '70, in the Ithaca fournal for June 4, 5, 6 and 8, 1901. (Re
printed in this issue of the Era, page 389.)
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THE MASTODON OF SIX-MILE CREEK

On the 20th of May, 1871, Mr. J. P. Allen brought me some

teeth, which, altho much worn and decayed, were clearly those of

the Mastodon, an extinct animal resembling the elephant. He

had found them in the banks of Six-mile Creek near his home at

Brookton (then Mott's Corners) about six miles east from Ithaca.

Four days later Mr. Cornell accompanied a party comprising,
besides the writer, President White, Charles Frederic Hartt, Pro

fessor of Geology and Paleontology, John J. Brown, Professor of

Physics, and John Henry Comstock, '74, now Professor of Ento

mology, then my very efficient laboratory-assistant. We all took

a hand at digging in the muddy alluvium, and exhumed several

more teeth and some bones.* Mr. Cornell probably shared the

cost of the expedition with Dr. White.

MR. CORNELL'S INTEREST IN NATURAL HISTORY

He was interested in the "Silk Spider of South Carolina"f

and shared my belief (since realized elsewhere) that silk drawn

from the living spider could be woven into ornamental or useful

fabrics. He advised some public lectures upon the subject and at

the first, on the evening after the reception above mentioned,

introduced me to the Ithaca audience that has since been almost

surfeited with lectures upon nearly every conceivable topic. He

was president of the Farmer's Club, and at his request, June 15th,

1870, I read before it a paper on "The Methods of Improving

Domesticated Animals by Breeding." My diaries record the

attendance of Mr. Cornell at two of my regular lectures, and seven

visits to my laboratory. At one he brought me a rare spider. At

another he witnessed the removal of the brain of a dog. Upon a

third occasion he had an animated discussion with Professor Hartt

upon some point in the local geology.

*These, with other mastodon remains from Centre Lisle, about twenty-five miles

from Ithaca, may be seen in the McGraw Museum, south-west corner. A brief

note upon the discovery was published in the American fournal of Science and

Arts for July, 1871.

fFound by me near Charleston, during the Civil War; see "How My New

Acquaintances Spin," an illustrated article in the Atlantic Monthly for August,

1866.
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THE LAST INTERVIEW

On the 29th of August, 1874, by appointment, and accompanied

by President White, Mr. Cornell came to my laboratory to see the

dissection of a cat, with especial reference to the location, structure

and action of the lungs. For some time his failing health had

limited his activity and alarmed his family and fellow-trustees.

He asked few questions, but observed closely and with evident

concern. I never saw him again alive. But I knew that he

continued to labor for the University to the utmost limit of his

waning strength ; indeed, then as always, he worked as if he were

making a fortune instead of giving one away. The pathetic end

is graphically and affectionately described by Judge Finch in his

Founder's Day Address of 1887.
I have already likened Ezra Cornell to Abraham Lincoln.

Both would be instinctively selected as eminently dependable.
With both there was the care-worn look of heavy and unceasing

responsibilities. Now, after the event, we may perhaps claim that

each, while confident of the ultimate triumph of the cause to

which he was devoting all his energies, foresaw his own untimely

fate, yet labored to the end.

Ezra Cornell was human, and upon comparatively small matters

his judgment may have been at fault. But no conviction of mine

is deeper or more enduring than that of his great generosity, his

absolute integrity, and his single-minded devotion to the welfare

of Cornell University. He founded a common sense college ; and

such an institution constitutes one of the noblest visible monuments

that man can devise.

From the ranks our Founder great

Rose, and led the generous van ;

Helpt the city, served the State,
Made the lightning slave to man.

Cold to stranger, warm to friends—

Dauntless heart, prophetic soul—

Wealth he sought for noble ends

And self was ne'er his goal.
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Learning, long for him delayed,
Fain would he make free to all ;

Creed nor sex his bounty stayed,
Nations answered to his call.

Patient, tolerant and wise,

Labored he with failing breath ;

Died, as every hero dies,
Still faithful unto death.

Oh Cornellians,
"
True and Firm

"
!

Note his motto's grand intent ;

Make his work of yours the germ ;

Be your lives his monument.

Why he is to you endeared

Sound aloud in every clime,
That his name may be revered

Until the end of time.

CORNELL in 1870.—The view is of Morrill and McGraw Halls, looking north

along the west front. Note the clock and chimes in the tower of McGraw Hall,

where they remained for almost twenty years, until the present Library was built.

From a photograph in possession of Mrs. H. L. Estabrook, Ithaca.
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EZRA CORNELL,

BY PROFESSOR CHARLES MELLEN TYLER.

1
NEVER knew Mr. Cornell intimately. I can only contribnte

a fragment of objective psychology. I came to Ithaca in

December, 1872, and observed on the streets his tall and lithe

figure ; noted the abstraction of manner ; sometimes conversed

with him for a moment to find him preoccupied with intense and

silent purpose. Time enriched my estimation of his character,

and now, in retrospect, all of us can discern his moral and mental

greatness, as his fabric of purpose has reached a present great

fulfilment, and is expanding to proportions to which we can set

no limit.

Mr. Cornell was an idealist. Financial success was never his

objective. Extending telegraph lines meant not for him the

gain of riches, but the advent of a new era in civilization and

progress. The arrival of wealth roused within his brain dreams

to become realities for humanity, ideals which slumbering, only

awaited the coining of good fortune to kindle in the soul an

altruistic fire which could not be extinguished. He must have

been profoundly an idealist when standing upon the wind swept

heights above the city and gazing beyond the hills and down

Cayuga water, he looked out from the belvedere of his imagina
tion and saw generations coming thither to seek higher culture.

Henry Clay returning home from Congress, once checked his

horse on a summit of the Alleghanies and gazed westward wrapt

in thought and when asked the cause of his abstraction replied,
"
I hear the footsteps of coming generations."
As the poet is a creator and gives to

"

airy nothings a local

habitation and a name," Mr. Cornell shared with the poet the

creative sympathetic imagination. He saw, with the mind's eye,

stately halls rising in succession, throngs of earnest youth moving

along the corridors and with confidence prophesied the coming of

thousands. But it was not a sentimental but a practical sympathy,
for he contemplated methods by which poor scholars could work

their way through the courses of instruction.

In power of imagination and in unfaltering purpose to cast

ideas into visible and permanent form, and in humane sympathy
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with poor young men eager to gain an education, Mr. Cornell

must be classed with great men.

Cornell University was a new conception and has revolutionized

higher education, and stimulated at first—I will not say, jealousy-
criticism at least, on the part of the old colleges of the land.
It is just to say that Mr. Cornell had a noble friend and wise

co-adjutor in Ex.-Pres. White, whose bold and wise originality
helped to give shape to Mr. Cornell's conceptions.
As Blucher and Gneisenau were inseparable in the Prussian

wars, Mr. Cornell found in Mr. White an able marshal and

strategist.
I attended Mr. Cornell's funeral, in the house which then stood

where now exists the Ithaca Savings Bank. A large throng of

lamenting citizens attested the sense of the public loss. Too soon,

the patient, thoughtful, meditative, upright great man passed

away. I believe he looks down from the serene heights of

immortality, and beholds the unfolding grandeur of his ideas.

REMINISCENCES OF EZRA CORNELL.

BY ISAAC P. ROBERTS.

AS
I came to Ithaca only a short time before he was taken ill,

my acquaintance with Mr. Cornell was slight. I remember

him at the time that he was planning and working to make

certain that the University should not in the future lack for funds

to complete the great task which he had begun, the plans of which

he had had in mind ever since the first stone was laid. Never but

once did I converse with Mr. Cornell except as he was viewing
the locations for the proposed buildings which were to house the

various departments. With the confidence of a prophet he pointed
first to one elevation and then to another, naming over one by one

the buildings which were to adorn them in the future. In the

face of discouragements which would have appalled most men he

was calm and confident, and in his far-reaching vision he seemed

to see these buildings as really as he would now were he permit
ted to visit that rolling plateau which he always loved so much.
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His discussions were not set forth in the idle words of a vision

ary. One could readily understand his plans for the future, for

they were expounded with a dignity and assurance which could

come only from an abiding faith that, come what might, the fru

ition of all his sacrifice and toil would follow in good time, and the

dream which he had dreamed would come true.

When I visited him the last time he was reclining on his couchy
and we all knew that the end was at hand. He realized this too,

yet it was marked by no great change
—there was the same kindly

forgiveness for those who had done their utmost to thwart his

plans, the same abiding faith in the successful outcome of his

life's great work, the same peaceful resignation to the inevitable.

He most of all must have wanted to live, to see the realization of

his beneficent conception and gather the full fruits of a life that

had been spent in planting. Yet in all our conversation there was

never a word of doubt. He seemed like one who wraps the

drapery of his couch about him and lies down to pleasant dreams-

The most valuable lesson of my life I learned from Mr. Cornell.

At first I chafed and fretted over the slow progress of the College
of Agriculture. There was little money and few students, and the

majority of educators were doing what they could to discourage
the introduction of technical training into the university curric

ulum. But this great silent man, Ezra Cornell, made me realize

that the race is not to the swift, but to the patient, hopeful, per
sistent worker.

So when the prophet Uad passed away I took the great lesson.

which he had taught me to heart, and by reason of this inspira
tion, caught from the man who did things and waited patiently
for his reward, I was able to struggle on through many toilsome

years, until at last I saw the plans of our Honored Founder for

the College of Agriculture realized beyond our greatest expecta
tions.
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THE PUBLIC SERVICES OF EZRA CORNELL.

BY PROFESSOR JAMES LAW.

"With especial gratitude should be

named Dr. James Law, of the British

Royal Veterinary College, whom I had

found in London and called to our

veterinary professorship. Never was

there a more happy selection. From

that day to this he has been a tower

of strength to the University, and

has rendered incalculable services to

the State and Nation."

Andrew D. White :

Autobiography

EZRA
CORNELL was a noble product of the peerless

nineteenth century. Never before had the spirit of progress

been so active and widespread. Never had Nature been so

successfully entreated to uncover her latent powers ; never had

such powers been so effectively applied to useful work for

humanity. New cosmogonies, new physics, new chemistry, new

doctrines of human rights, had opened up new avenues of enter

prise where capable men achieved great material successes. In

the world's work steam had superseded wind and water, had in

great measure annihilated distance, had brought widely separated

peoples into close relations, and had unprecedentedly stimulated

trade and manufacture. Light had been used to do printing and

artistic service, and the elusive magnetism had been coerced to

convey thoughts and speech to distances with practically instan

taneous effect. Morse had demonstrated the principle of the

telegraph, but there was still lacking the ingenious and practical
mind to overcome the difficulties of connection and isolation over

long distances. Here the resourceful Ezra Cornell came in to

introduce practical efficiency and economy into the work of the
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great inventor. For this work, Mr. Cornell had been admirably

fitted both by inheritance and training. Derived from an ancestry

that sturdily maintained the right of private judgment, and the

supremacy of the individual conscience in religion, that crossed

the ocean and faced the dangers of the American wilds in their

search for mental liberty, and while even there had to resist the

persecution of their brother exiles in the same cause, he inherited

that basis of love of truth which is fundamental to all real

excellence. In his veins ran the blood of the shrewd, inventive

Connecticut Yankee. This manifested itself in his own ambition

to learn, and confidence in achievement, which made him, at

twenty, a skilled workman in a variety of crafts, and at thirty-six

the fit helper for such a man as Morse.

His school education was scanty. His one lesson in geography,
he said, was in giving the boundaries of the State of New York

which was said to be limited on the West by
"
the u7ik7iown

regions." But if the school instruction failed him, he was a

voracious reader, devouring every technical book available, and,

with his extraordinary aptitude, acquiring much knowledge and

skill in many different fields. Then his practical training was

strangely varied. He became skilled in agriculture, in pottery,

in house-building, in lumbering, in machine construction and

repairing, in cotton manufacture, in grist and plaster milling, in

engineering, in agricultural implements. Entering a new factory

as an employe, he soon mastered its system, and made himself indis

pensable as a supervisor and in making economical improvements
in its methods. Into every new field he brought the strictest and

most effective business methods. The classical scholar might call

him uneducated, but he had worked out for himself an education

which men in general might envy, and which, with his extra

ordinary capacity, especially fitted him to secure for himself a

great success in his chosen field. Such was the man who proved
the mainstay of Morse in establishing his infant telegraph enter

prise, and who covered those unknown regions of his school days
with the lightning-bearers of language and thought.
When his faithful labors were crowned with opulence, not the

result of watered stock, of cornered product, of stock exchange
manipulations, of trust promotion, but every dollar representing
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a sound business value, his humanity stirred within him and found

vent, among other things, in the gift of the Cornell Library, in

the collections of thoroughbred stock for the profit of local agri

culture, in his benefactions to those who had rushed South to

fight the country's battles, and to others who at home were wag

ing a brave fight to build up small local industries. When sent

to the legislature he proved himself a wise and worthy member

and senator and speedily gained the esteem and cooperation of his

colleagues. His influence was enlisted in favor of improved agri
culture as the solid basis of all national prosperity, and he success

fully advocated a veterinary sanitary police as the best means of

protecting the increasing herds from destructive epizootics which

would rob the soil of its true source of fertility. It was character

istic of the sound judgment of the author, that this bill provided

for an honorable indemnity to the owners for stock which were

killed to stop the progress of infection. This provision, founded

in abstract justice and a deep knowledge of human nature, has

been abolished by a succeeding legislature, so that, although the

remainder of the Act is administered at considerable expense to

the State, its actual effect is now to extend infection in place of

restricting it. Stock owners who detect or suspect infection in

their herds, now too commonly sell them at market rates, thus

planting the disease in many new centers, rather than accept the

alternative of an absolute loss of their property.

My own relations to Mr. Cornell were very agreeable. His

strong, confident bearing, tempered by a kind, fatherly expres

sion, drew respect and esteem, the interest manifested in our voy

age from Europe, our experiences and impressions of the new

country, and our facilities for the work to be taken up in the bud

ding university, established at once an entente cordiale which suf

fered no subsequent eclipse.

For a man of his native strength, and who had achieved such

a remarkable success, Mr. Cornell maintained an extraordinary

equanimity. Distrusted, suspected of ulterior motives with pur

poses of self-aggrandizement, charged with irreligion
and infidelity,

met by attacks in the legislature and the appointment of an in

vestigating committee, he went quietly on, strong in his conscious

ness of rectitude. He could not ignore the assaults, but they did
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not embitter him against his fellows, nor turn him from his chosen

course. They wrung from him the remark that
"
no one need ex

pect gratitude for what he does for the public," but he went on

placidly serving the public as before. In face of every detraction,

in the darkest days of the University, he set aside 96 per cent, of

his income to ward off threatened disaster. His faith in himself

and in the future was phenomenal, and to the end he cherished

the hope that he would live to secure other large sums with which

to build up the University. To a flippant would-be socialist who

bantered him by saying he thought
" he should have just about

one-half of Mr. Cornell's means," he instantly pricked the bubble

by the retort that "it would be great fun getting it back again."

Fortunate in the choice of Andrew D. White as the president,

he could safely leave him to care for all academic questions, but

in financial matters he foresaw the great advantage of holding the

nation's gift of land for a better market, and, securing the right of

holding this, at his own expense on behalf of the University, he

very largely increased the endowment of the institution in this

way. The full value of this was only realized after he had passed

to his reward, but the event proved a splendid eudorsemeut, as had

the growing value of his telegraph stock justified his hopes so

long before.

The career of Ezra Cornell furnishes a splendid example to as

piring youth, and his best monument is in the institution which

bears his name, diffusing from its halls to coming generations that

knowledge which is power, that skill which is success, that art

which is refinement, and that humanity which is godlike. May

this ever stand the consummation of his ideal,
"
An institution in

which any person can find instruction in any study."

EZRA CORNELL'S DEBT TO HIS SON.

Ezra Cornell's debt to his eldest son, Governor Cornell, in the

making of his fortune, is expressed as follows in a letter written

to Mr. Otis Wood, father of Otis E. Wood of Ithaca :
"
Next to

and along with my wife, I owe more to my son, Alonzo B., than

to any other for his cooperation, advice and financial ability."
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EZRA CORNELL AS A CITIZEN OF ITHACA,

BY HORACE MACK.

Assistant to the Treasurer in the Land Office.

LOOKING
backward more than a half century, I recall the tall

figure of Ezra Cornell as he came occasionally to my father's

place of business. It was at that forming period of the

telegraph when the separate, independent lines were building,
whose consolidation some years later constituted the Western

Union.

Other prominent Ithacans took active part in organizing and

constructing the minor lines, and, as regards the telegraph, I

always associate the names of John James Speed, Jr., and William

P. Pew with that of Ezra Cornell.

Mr. Cornell took up the telegraph enterprise only a few years

subsequent to his term of service with Jeremiah S. Beebe, for

whom he constructed the famous Tunnel at the head of Ithaca

Fall, in 1832. Mr. Beebe soon recognized Mr. Cornell's unusual

capabilities and in time entrusted him with the management of

his extensive milling interests. I knew Mr. Beebe well. The two

men were as unlike as possible, in figure and temperament. Mr.

Beebe was short in stature, but well rounded in face and form.

His spirits were always bubbling with irrepressible jollity.

These characteristics were quite in contrast with the greater

stature and the quiet deliberative manner of Ezra Cornell.

When the consolidation of the telegraph lines had brought a

competence, and more, to Mr. Cornell, our citizens were not to

wait long for the assurance that his struggles through many years

had a higher purpose than mere selfish gain.

His apparent desire was to expend largely of his wealth and

remaining strength in the service of Ithaca, his chosen home.

His sympathies were therefore readily enlisted in projects for the

development of our natural resources and the improvement of

existing conditions.

Investigations, carried on through several years, had convinced

some of our citizens that a salt deposit underlay the Cayuga basin

and that a deep boring to test the matter should be made.
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In 1863, a subscription amounting to five thousand dollars

was secured, Mr. Cornell's name heading the list with $500.00.

I remember his remark at the time, that, though we failed in

efforts to get salt, he would give that sum to ascertain how far

beneath us lay the Tully limestone. Unfortunately for Ithaca,

through some misguided action by the subscribers, the boring,

though about to begin, was postponed indefinitely and our salt

industry thus delayed a quarter century.

The "

Draining of the Cayuga Marshes" had been the subject
of Legislative action since 1830, and is a problem still unsolved ;

while the removal of
"
Obstructions at the Outlet of Cayuga

Lake" has been a vital local question since 1858. To these

matters as relating to the health and prosperity of the place, Ezra

Cornell gave largely of his time and effort.

It was about this period, (1864), that Mr. Cornell made an

exhaustive investigation of the conditions existing at the "Out

let" and introduced a bill incorporating the Cayuga and Ontario

Canal Co. His speech, before a committee of the Senate, in

advocacy of this bill, demonstrated not only the commercial im

portance of such a canal, but also its value in diverting the waters

that entered the Erie Canal "
from foreign sources

"
and were

finally discharged into the Cayuga Outlet.

Although Mr. Cornell's advocacy of the canal bill was masterly
and exhaustive, it was defeated, chiefly by the opposition of the

mill-owners along the Oswego river who knew the value of

Cayuga Lake as a storage reservoir.

Mr. Cornell continued his efforts to gain for Ithaca some relief

from the destructive effects of the frequent floods. In 1870,
during a time of high water, at his request I made soundings over
the drowned area west of the present Fair Grounds, that he could
more clearly show to the Legislature, then in session, how greatly
Ithaca was suffering from the abnormal conditions at the foot of

the Lake.

While no substantial relief was ever secured by these many

appeals to the State, no citizen can withhold his veneration for the

memory of the noble man, who while caring for his great Uni

versity and aiding several local Railroad enterprises, could find
time thus to plan and plead for the material interests of the com

munity at large.
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EZRA CORNELL'S COURTSHIP.

BY OTIS E. WOOD,

Brother of Mary Ann Wood (Mrs. Ezra Cornell.)

JUST
as young Ezra was reaching his majority, he fell in with

the then quite prominent factory man, Otis Eddy, whom he

followed from DeRuyter
"

Quaker Basin
"
to Ithaca to build

his great three story Cotton Factory which stood for nearly fifty
years where Cascadilla now stands.

Quaker Basin had four prominent young persons at this time—

Ezra Cornell, Ben Smith, Welthy Russell and Mary A. Wood.

Ezra was a tall, lean, not homely young man, of large mechanical

ability, having built, at sixteen, a house on
"
Crum Hill

"
for his

parents. Ben Smith was a dapper young fellow of small but

artistic mechanisms. Welthy Russell was a fascinating young

Quakeress, much the same to Quaker Basin, in her well-appointed
home life, that Emily Howland was to the Scipio "Society of

Friends." Welthy was the "
best girl

"
of young Ezra. Mary A.

Wood was the helpful mullum i7i parvo of her mother's large

family, "spinner and weaver" for her large household. These

qualifications attracted young Ezra as substantial additions to her

beautiful face and form.

About this time Welthy exhibited to Ezra an unimportant but

beautiful device of a "frame," made by Ben Smith, with the

bantering remark—"

Ezra, does thee think thee could do as well

as Ben Smith has done this?
"

It is fair to assume that his larger
mechanical aspirations were so shocked that he "side-tracked"

Welthy for Mary A., who became his wife.

About 1869 Welthy made the almost annual pilgrimage of the

DeRuyter Quakers to Scipio. Having heard and being proud of

Mr. Cornell as a DeRuyter boy they came by way of Ithaca to see

how he was progressing among the crude rail fences and corn-hill

appointments of his young University. During the interview

with Welthy the Founder ventured the remark: "Welthy, does

thee think Ben Smith could and would have done as well as this?
"
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EZRA CORNELL,

Extracts from an Address to the Students of Cornell University on Ezra Cornell

Centennial Day, April twenty-sixth, 1907.

BY ANDREW CARNEGIE.

THE
subject of our address sprang from a sturdy race of Puri

tans who had been strict Quakers for generations. The

union of his parents was blest by eleven children, all of whom

reached adult age, and were noted for temperance, industry and

frugality,—excellent citizens. The father lived to the advanced

age of ninety-one. The mother was a model of all that a noble

woman should be, and the children had superb constitutions.

Ambition stirred within Ezra Cornell, and at eighteen he set

forth to establish himself upon an independent basis. After some

trials he finally heard of Ithaca as a promising point because it

was connected with the Canal. There he went and, as the whole

country knows, Ithaca became his home, and is destined as such to

remain famous. Cornell and Ithaca are inseparable. With a few

dollars in his pocket he walked from his father's home to Ithaca,

forty miles distant-—a second Dick Whittington, for Cornell also

became the foremost citizen.

He was an ardent Whig and plunged into the 1840 campaign,
in which he was prominent. Later he was a delegate to the con

vention at Pittsburg, which organized the Republican Party

(1856). No doubt I saw his tall figure among the delegates, for

even while a telegraph-messenger boy I was a keen free-soiler and

ever on the lookout for the celebrated delegates who were then

the gods of my idolatry.
He came into contact with the men who were nursing that

mysterious infant, the telegraph, much troubled to know how the

stranger from a strange world was to be nursed. It was an

uncanny visitor, whose evident connection with occult forces

staggered those in whose charge it lay. Cornell was then in his

thirty-sixth year, just in his prime.
We must not fail to note here that but for the mechanical and

scientific genius of Cornell, as far as we can judge, Morse and his

party would not have succeeded, and we should have had to wait

until one of Cornell's stamp had been discovered.
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Mr. Cornell, had become thoroly convinced that the new medium

was specially adapted to the needs of commercial business, and

hence that it would prove profitable. He plunged into the work

with all his resolute enthusiasm and all his means, including what

he could borrow. Where others faltered he drove on, firm of

heart and sure he had divined rightly.
Short lines were built in many parts of the country, and at last

men entered upon the Telegraph Age in earnest. Lines were

erected in every direction, subscriptions being obtained in the

towns and villages connected with them.

The chief burden fell upon Cornell, as nothing approaching
the needed capital could be obtained in the towns along his great

Western line. Here again he displayed in the darkest hour that

sublime confidence in his own judgment that amounts to genius.
He persevered, investing not only all he had made in the Eastern

lines, which he had built upon profitable contracts, for he was a

great manager, but obligating himself deeply beyond. In 1848,
his enterprise was completed, Buffalo was connected with Cleveland,

Detroit, Chicago and Milwaukee. Then followed his line thru

the Southern counties of this State. Later came connection with

Pittsburg. Well do I remember that among my first sights upon

arriving in Pittsburg from Scotland, just entering my teens, was

the erection of telegraph poles thru the town.

From 1848 till 1854 there was bitter competition among the

various small short lines. The great West proved the most

profitable field. The people of a village there supported an office,
which small towns in the East failed to do. Bankruptcy for

most seemed imminent when there was formed the first "Trust,"
I think, in our history, the Western Union Telegraph Company,
which embraced most of the smaller companies and, admirably
managed as it has been, now covers the whole land. At its head

to-day stands General Clowry, President, my fellow ex-Telegraph-
Messenger-Boy, whom Cornell knew and often noticed.

Cornell was the most prominent man among the originators of

consolidation. He had watched over the new invention of its

infancy, supervised it during its growing youth, and conducted it

to maturity ; was the largest stockholder in the Western Union
and one of the few millionaires then known. This was before
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the new species, the multi-millionaire, had made its appearance.
His fortune, immense in those days, exceeded two million dollars,
all made out of nothing but hard work, speculation having no

place in it. Cornell money was clean money, the reward of labor.

It is a remarkable fact that this man of unconquerable faith in

the invention, never faltering for a moment, made more out of it

than all the original owners of the patent combined from their

interests in the telegraph companies. He invested all his savings
in the one enterprise—put all his eggs in one basket and then

watched that basket. He held on to all his stocks, while they lacked

faith and were discouraged by the obstacles which only aroused

Cornell and gave him the giant's strength.
Even when in want of funds for ordinary expenses he would

not sell. Here our hero shines out again as a born leader of men,

one among a million, who compels success, "snatching from the

nettle danger the flower safety." For all time he ranks as the

"Great Pioneer Telegraph Builder.''

In 1857, at the age of fifty, finding himself owner of a compet

ence, he determined to distribute some of his surplus for the good
of his fellows, and rightly feeling that his beloved Ithaca was

entitled to his first benefaction, he decided upon establishing a

Free Public Library as the best gift that can be bestowed upon a

community. I shall not be expected to disagree with our hero

upon that point. Such was the opinion of my father, who was

one of the founders of the first library in my native town, and I

rejoiced when I read that this object appealed above all others to

Cornell. He had to borrow the books he read in his youth, and

only such as have had to do this can fully realize the necessity for

and blessings of the Free Public Library. They may be trusted

to place it first of all benefactions. To Cornell is to be awarded

the credit of being one of the foremost to establish on this wide

continent a library free to all the people.

A proof of breadth of view, remarkable in his day, was the ap

pointment as Trustees of the Library, holding title and managing

all, of some of his strongest political opponents, and of the minis

ters of the different churches, Catholic and Protestant alike. Co

lossus-like, he spanned the narrow gorge of prejudice, political and

theological, and set the best men of Ithaca of all parties and all
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sects co-operating for the public good. Quite common this now,

and growing into the general rule as man develops, but in his day

it needed the bold pioneer among the horde of smaller men who

only follow a leader. Such men marvelled at Cornell's display of

such unheard of catholicity. The idea of taxing the community

for the maintenance of a library had not then developed. Such

would no doubt have been considered decidedly socialistic, for why

should property of those who had a library, and did not need one,

or who did not want books, be assest for the benefit of those who

did want to read books? Much water has run under the bridges

since then, and I venture the prediction much more is to run in

the same direction. Cornell, therefore, erected a partly-rentable

building in which the library was placed. The rents maintained

the library. To-day communities gladly furnish sites and tax

themselves for maintenance, so clearly is this seen to be a wise use

of public revenues. The world does move, and moves rapidly,

impatient tho we often are at its seeming immovability.

Peter Cooper was the first apostle of the "Gospel of Wealth"

in this country and perhaps in any country, and Cornell one of his

first disciples. It is a cult which, I believe, is sure to grow.

More and more are thoughtful men to regard surplus wealth only

as a sacred trust to be administered during their lives for the good

of their fellows instead of being hoarded.

A few words may not be amiss here summing up what Cornell

stands for.

First.—It was the first Eastern University to give full liberty
of choice between studies. Before its day with two or three ex

ceptions in the West, all University students, without reference to

their aims, tastes or abilities, were required to take mainly one

simple, single, cast-iron course. Cornell completely changed this.

Large liberty of choice was given, and the result was magical.
Second.—Before Cornell obtained its free charter, with the ex

ception of the State Universities of the West, all in the land were

sectarian and denominational. Its charter provided that no pro

fessor or officer should be chosen with reference to his religious or

political views, and that a majority of the Trustees should never

be of any one religious sect. This latter provision may some day
create embarrassment, when all Christian sects agree upon just
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what Christianity is and unite, which seems sure to come sooner

or later. This, however, is unlikely to disturb our generation.
Third.—Another claim to our regard is that until Cornell ap

peared there was a great gulf fixt between the higher institutions

of learning and the common school system. Instead of these be

ing combined into one unbroken, ascending path, they were dis

connected. Cornell from the very start determined to remedy
this disastrous break by pushing its roots down into the school

system. It establisht a free four-year scholarship in each Assem

bly District of the State open to public competitive examination,

so that from the beginning there has been a body of young men

and women which numbers to-day not less than six hundred, the

vast majority coming from the hard-working poor but worthy

class, enjoying free University education in any branch desired,

and this not as a charity, but for proven merit. From infant

school to Cornell University and thru it, all free as the wind, not

one cent to pay. What other land can boast of anything approach

ing this ? What would not a scholar so developed do for such a

country ?

Fourth.—We come now to another feature of Cornell's unique

organization, that of women students. Here again it stood in the

van. Its Founder in his scheme favored their admission, but it

was then thought best not to proceed. In 1872, however, a

young lady won the scholarship in her district and made her ap

pearance. She was cordially welcomed. At the opening of the

session both Founder and president favored co-education, and then

came Mr. Sage with his magnificent gift of the splendid Women's

College which bears his honored name. There was much search

ing of heart among the people then about this forward step, but

there is none to-day. A brilliant success highly creditable to

both sexes, the product of a more manly man and a more

womanly woman.

Another Cornell idea must not be overlookt. It was first

among Universities to admit its graduates to full and effective

participation in its government. The Alumni here, both men

and women, have a large representation in the Board of Trustees,

with excellent results. Cornell is the University of Triumphant

Democracy.
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Business men and methods are sharply criticized in our day,

not without reason, but we do well to remember that the man of

affairs is essential, and that business ability ranks high in import

ance when working for some such purpose as Cornell and Sage

were in this instance. Not for self-gain was he inspired, but for

a noble public need. His gains are still at work
here and this

stream of benefaction flows for ever. Universities more than

most institutions have been favored by the gifts of business men.

It dignifies the lives of Harvard, Yale, Cornell, Stanford, Hop

kins, Clarke, Brown, Dartmouth, Williams and others to have

their wealth transformed into seats of learning. Their very

names arouse the enthusiasm of thousands of our leading men

who were students in the past, and of thousands of students of

to-day, and hundreds of thousands yet to come will cheer them.

In the memorable struggle with the Land Grant problem, we

note the rare foresight which distinguished Cornell, the indomita

ble will and abiding faith in himself against all doubters, and,
above all, we feel the throbbing heart which prompted him to

greatly dare for the object of his love, his University. If any

student of Cornell in a crisis be ever in want of example to inspire
him to hold fast and fight on to the end, knowing no such word as

fail, he can find no better in the pages of history than that of the

Founder and the Land Grant campaign, fought against the

earnest advice and even remonstrances of his best friends.

He stands in history here, recalling Coriolanus' proud boast,

"Alone I did it."

Ex-President White judges that the most remarkable of all his

traits was his foresight. He was apparently the most sanguine
of men in regard to the future of his country. He had faith in

her destiny which he saw was to become the mightiest and freest

Empire the world had ever dreamed of, a Continent under one

flag. Hence his belief that the telegraph would prove profitable,

that his railroad projects would prosper, and that the Land Scrip
would become valuable as population increased. All his ducks

were swans. To make this transformation is an invaluable

quality in any man. He knew much better than not to count

his chickens until they were hatched. He counted his over and

over long before a hen cackled, and a few extras were sure to
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arrive in due season. Philosopher as he was, he knew that even

if they never were hatched at all he had thus at least enjoyed the

pleasure of
*

the count, which was something to the good. If we

do not anticipate many a splendid brood, we may seldom have the

pleasure of counting at all. It is good policy to secure the count.

Be king always, students, in your dreams. Have faith in your

star, as Cornell had. Rejoice in coining triumphs. Count them

over often in anticipation. Stand to your guns, certain of victory
at the finish as he was. You cannot find a character more worthy
of imitation in every respect, unselfish, courageous, truthful, gen

erous, and reverent man as he was, and although not quite ortho

dox in his day, ever mindful of the great truth that
"
the highest

worship of God is service to man."

Ezra Cornell at last saw Cornell University fairly launched, his

ideas adopted and bearing good fruit. The next enterprise that

attracted him was to bring Ithaca well into the railway system,

and into this serious task he launched with his usual enthusiasm

and incurred heavy responsibilities, again against the remon

strances of friends, who pleaded with him to take the rest he

needed. His reply was that he was good for twenty years yet,

like his father, "and would make another million out of the rail

roads needed for the University endowment." Never was man

more completely absorbed in an undertaking than he in his Lmi-

versity. It was his first care from the day it began, and, as we

see, his last care to the end. Of this we may be well assured, no

University bearing the name of man ever received from its

• founder a tithe of the labor bestowed upon this by Cornell, who

contributed not only his fortune, but consecrated himself to it,

and just as his abilities were sorely needed he was prostrated, on

June 9th, 1874, by an attack of pneumonia, which proved fatal.

On December 9th, he breathed his last, in his sixty-seventh year.

Ladies and Gentlemen, Faculty, Students and Alumni of Cor

nell, let us be grateful that there has come to us the knowledge

of such a man, and resolve that this light shall not shine upon us

without creating within our breasts the firm resolve to revere the

memory, emulate the virtues, and follow as closely as we can the

example of one who all his mature life
"
went about doing good

"

—Ezra Cornell.



Ezra Cornell.—From a photograph in possession of Mary E. Cornell, Ithaca.
The date of this picture is not known, but it was probably about 187 1, as the pict
ure in the Horn collection is a duplicate. (See Mr. Cornell's letter, page 359.),

THE MEMORY OF EZRA CORNELL.

BY DEAN T. F. CRANE.

IT
is almost forty-two years since I first met Ezra Cornell and I

can still see the tall, spare form and the blue eyes in which

lurked shrewdness and humor. For the three years before the

opening of the University I saw him constantly, and for a time

acted as his secretary. He was very kind to me, as he was to all

young men, and I have tried to show my gratitude by my devotion
to the enterprise he inaugurated.
As time passes, one trait of his character asserts itself in my

memory
—a trait which seems to me almost divine. In his pur

pose to benefit mankind he was moved from his course by no

storm of obloquy, nor was he checked by ingratitude or indiffer
ence. Thought of self had no place in his mind, and his life was
marked by an almost austere simplicity.
The number here who knew him personally is fast growing

smaller and soon he will become a memory like John Harvard
and Elihu Yale ; but the students of Cornell University who owe

to him such an inestimable debt of gratitude should hand down
to each other a vivid portrait of the Founder's moral traits which
it needs no legend to ennoble.
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Thought once awakened does not again slumber."

The constructive work of the Founder will last forever. Ezra

Cornell, in simply doing unto others what others had been unable

to do for him in his youth, opened new paths in education and

gave new ideas to his countrymen. His noble character has been

an influence in the lives of those of the old Faculty who had the

privilege of personal acquaintance. His name will live in the

memory of every boy whom he has helped along the road.

—Former Professor James M. Crafts.

ON BEHALF OF THE MANAGEMENT.

WITH
this issue of The Era the present board lays down its

pen. To go back a little, in June of last year The Era

made certain promises. Those promises we hope we

have fulfilled ; whether we have is not for us to venture state-
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• ment. If, however, The Era following the line of development

laid down last year has continued to evolve, then we are not

unsatisfied. If it has widened the circle of its friends, interested

its readers to a reasonable extent, and secured for itself, more or

less firmly, a permanent place in Cornell undergraduate life, then

will the effort expended not have been without purpose. In any

event it has been a labor of love and is its own reward. So much

for the past,
—just a word as to what is to come.

If The Era merits anything of praise this year
—

(and we do not

venture opinion)
—we have no hesitation in predicting that it will

be at least fifty per cent, better next year. Plans effecting this im

provement have already been decided upon and they will be put

into operation,—that is, of course, provided the generous support

given this year is increased in the future. But that is a practical

hint and, editorially at least, we don't like to talk business. Suf

ficient to say that the new Board will do the work.

And so with the kindliest feeling toward all, contributors, read

ers, and advertisers, and university public at large, the present
Board steps down and out, glad indeed for the respite but regret

ting that the work is done ; severing connection in fact but never

in spirit with Cornell's oldest publication.

The results of the Prize Poem Contest, announced in these pages
last December, will be published in the June issue of The Era.

TODD, BLACKMER & CO.

A first class place to find all kinds of good Dry Goods.
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WHAT AGASSIZ DID FOR CORNELL UNIVERSITY.

[From an address,
' '

What We Owe To Agassiz,
' '

delivered at the request of

President Schurman, upon the Centenary of Louis Agassiz, May 28, 1907, in

Barnes Hall.]

BY PROFESSOR BURT G. WILDER.

NO
general statement can improve upon the words of our first

president at the unveiling of the tablet, June 17, 1885, as

recorded in the official report published by the University, page 5.

In opening the proceedings, President White alluded to the

great services rendered by Professor Agassiz in the early days of

the University. He stated that among those of whom he took

counsel frequently regarding the organization of scientific in

struction and the claims of candidates, Agassiz was most helpful.*
"
At the opening of the University in 1868, Professor Agassiz

^Referring to a candidate for another Natural History chair, Agassiz wrote me,

July 21, 1868 :—
"

He is clear-headed, energetic, devoted to his studies, honest and

unselfish, qualities of the utmost importance in a Faculty which, besides teaching,

will have to shape the character and future of the higher education in the largest,

wealthiest, and most influential state in the Union. Every mistake made there

the first year will be felt for a generation."
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was present and made one of the speeches* upon the occasion,

entering most heartily into the new enterprise, pledging it his

support, and giving most valuable hints on its proper line of

development. Immediately after he began a course of twenty

lectures before very large audiences, including nearly all of the

student body. They made a deep impression upon all who

heard them, and gave a strong impulse to scientific study and

research which has literally remained a power for good in the

University from that day to this."

Dr. White omits to mention that, as one of the numberless

ways of returning his salary to the University, directly or indirect

ly, he offered three prizes of $20.00, $10.00 and $5.00 respectively,

for the best sets of notes upon Agassiz's lectures. A committee

consisting of Professors Crafts, Hartt, Law and the writer awarded

the prizes to G. H. Crafts, Luther Sommers and Frederic Schoff,

B.C.E., '71. These books I have been unable to obtain, but books

have been kindly sent by Rev. W. H. Niles, '72 and A. J. Rogers,

'71. Dr. L- L- Seaman has given me his Card of Admission to

the lectures.

With the view to ascertain by direct testimony (1) to what

extent our earlier students were attracted by the name of Agassiz
or by reading his Inauguration Address, and (2) the nature

and extent of the influence of his lectures upon individuals, upon
the University at large, and upon the community, a Circular of

Inquiry was sent a few weeks ago to all matriculates of the first

two years whose addresses were then on file with the Registrar.

Responses upon one or both of these points have been received

from more than thirty. The writers include architects, bankers,

clergymen, congressmen, engineers, lawyers, merchants, natural

ists, physicians, trustees of this University, professors and other

teachers from the Atlantic to the Pacific. f

The replies show that his hearers were profoundly impressed by

^Printed in the second University Register, in the Ithaca Journal for Oct. 11,

1892, and in the present number of the Era.

fBut that he had already departed for Australia an emphatic response to the
Circular would doubtless have been received from President David Starr Jordan,
'72. His sentiments respecting Agassiz, however, have been recorded already in

an article in the Popular Science Monthly for April, 1892.
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Agassiz's knowledge, sincerity, enthusiasm, dignity and courtesy.
The following extracts are representative.

"
His lectures opened

up a new line of thought."
"
No other had such power to make

alive the records of Nature." "
His influence cannot well be appre

ciated by those who were not here at the time." "An intellectual

giant. His explanatory drawings were marvellous." u

Among
the students of the first year no other subject is so apt to be

mentioned." "
His lectures and his presence were an uplift to the

community."
"
His obvious honesty encouraged me to be honor

able myself."
"
He made us feel that the real prosperity of the

country is based upon high ideals, manhood, work and the

common good of all." "
His lectures caused widespread discus

sion, and impressed the community as a type of the instruction at

Cornell."
"

They were elevating and inspiring. They were the

dawning of the future influence at Cornell, and of its appreciation

by the citizens of Ithaca." " The influence of his lectures was

indescribably strong, and his presence, in both the student and

the general community, stimulated, guided and made good-
natured the physical and religious discussions then at their

height." To the question whether the islands of the Pacific

would ever become a continent he answered,
"
Do not take me

for a prophet." When asked if all* mankind sprang from one

pair, and again if there was any geologic evidence of the existence

of man before Adam, he shrugged his shoulders and replied, "Ah,

I wish I knew."

At the close of his last lecture many students requested his

autograph, and he denied none. According to one alumnus,
"
his

lectures did more for the University than any other one thing."

The circular elicited one personal experience with Agassiz

which exemplifies both his charming ways with the young and

the degree in which his estimate of the advantages of this region

for Natural History study anticipated the later and detailed ob

servations of our resident staff.

Charles F. Millspaugh, (C. U., 1871-3), now Curator of Botany

in the Field Columbian Museum of Chicago, was then an Ithaca-

born lad of fourteen.
"
On a certain Saturday," he writes, "I was

passing down Willow Avenue, barefoot, fishing-rod on shoulder.

I was startled at seeing a man in black trousers and frock coat, on
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his knees in the middle of Cascadilla Creek. Judging him de

mented I must have uttered some sound in affright, for as I was

shying to the farther side of the roadway he looked up, beckoned

me with his finger, and called,
"
Come here, little poy, I show you

something.' His pleasant voice finally overcame my fears and I

waded out to where he still knelt. Putting his hand on my

shoulder he pressed me down upon my knees beside him and

pointed to a minnow that was industriously pushing little pebbles

together in a heap. As we knelt there Agassiz explained the

purpose of the little laborer, and gave me many other facts con

cerning the habits of that and other fish. Later I accompanied
him on many a tramp along the streams and through the wood

lands. I have never forgotten their delights or their instructive-

ness. I well remember his once remarking,
'
I was never before in

a single locality where there is presented so much material in so

many branches of Natural History as here in this beautiful

valley.'
"

Agassiz's connection with Cornell led several to pass by nearer

institutions in our favor. Among those who were mainly at

tracted by his name and presence was John Henry Comstock,
who entered in the second year. Will anyone familiar with what

has been accomplished here and elswhere in these thirty-eight

years by Comstock and those whom he has taught, trained and

inspired, set a limit to the direct and indirect value of his services?

This single outcome of the association of Agassiz not merely
attests the wisdom and foresight of our first President in securing
him and Goldwin Smith and the other early non-resident lec

turers ; in my judgment it alone has been more to our advantage
and lasting credit than all the athletic victories that have been

or ever will be achieved.

Particularly should this day be remembered by that apparently
diminishing number of collegiate teachers who hold that the

kingdom of scholarship cometh not with observation nor with the

assumption of millinery. In this country Agassiz wore no

decorative ribbon of any kind, altho he possessed that of the Red

Eagle of Prussia and that of the French Legion of Honor. Altho

impressive in aspect and dignified in manner he was extremely
simple and unpretending in his ways, and did not like to make an
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appearance different from that of ordinary people in his neighbor
hood. He was of a joyous disposition and upon occasion he could

be merry as a child. But for his merriment time and place must

be fitting ;
"
Dulce est desipere in loco." He upheld the dignity

of scholarship, and regarded University property and University
time as consecrated to the loftiest service.

While Agassiz's benefits to Cornell University were chiefly in

the way of guidance, inspiration and encouragement,* this with

other American scientific and educational institutions, are in

debted to him for a very practical service which may even be

stated in dollars and cents.

In 1868, Agassiz was mainly instrumental in persuading Con

gress to remit the tax upon alcohol used in such institutions. The

tax upon each barrel is about $90.00. It is estimated in our

Business Office that, during the thirty-nine years our average con

sumption has been about twelve barrels. This means that, largely
thru the efforts of Agassiz, we have been saved a total expenditure
of more than $42,000.00.
In the spring of 1871 he wrote me that he proposed to

"
devote

one large room in the Museum to the Anatomy and Embryology
of Domesticated Animals," and inquired upon what terms I would

make the collections and preparations in time not required by my

university duties. With the approval of our president there was

made an arrangement under which, during the two years before

the death of Agassiz, specimens were obtained, prepared and

studied with advantage to this University in various ways. At

that period we could not provide for even the preservation of such

collections. The specimens for Agassiz were prepared in the

presence of my students ; they were employed in my class-

instruction ; and I not only made a sorely needed addition to my

salary but learned many new facts, and was authorized to pub

lish all results as my own, merely crediting Agassiz with plan

ning the investigation.
The two following paragraphs from Mrs. Agassiz's

u

Life," (pp.

662 and 570 respectively) naturally associate themselves with the

*Referring to some note-books upon my own lectures thatwere submitted to him

he*wrote, Feb. 7, 1869, "I wish this evidence might be reproduced in some of our

journals that the opponents of lectures to younger students might
take warning."
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dual subject of Agassiz and Cornell. The first contains a direct

reference to his (and her) sojourn here at the opening. In the

second may be recognized a close parallel to the action of our own

Congress in passing the Morrill bill for the endowment of the

"

Land Grant Colleges
"

during the Civil War.

u
New efforts in behalf of education always attracted him, and

this drew him with an even stronger magnet than usual, involving
as it did an untried experiment—the attempt to combine manual

labor with intellectual work. . . . Besides the enthusiasm which

he brought to his special duties, he found an added pleasure
at Cornell in the fact that the region contained another chapter in

the book of glacial records he had so long been reading."
In an appeal to the people in behalf of the intellectual institu

tions of the United States during the early years of the war

he says :
u
A well known fact in the history of Germany has

shown that the moment of political danger may be that in which

the firmest foundations for the intellectual strength of a country

may be laid. When in 1806, after the battle of Jena, the Prussian

monarchy had been crushed and the king was despairing even of

the existence of his realm, he planned the foundation of the

Uuiversity of Berlin, by the aid of Fichte, the philosopher."

ADDRESS OF PROFESSOR AGASSIZ.

[From a stand erected near the present site of the Library Building, on the
Campus of the Cornell University, at the inauguration of that University, the
memorable words following were spoken October 7th, 1868.]

"
Mr. Chairman, Gentlemen of the Board of Trustees of Cornell

University, my fellow Professors of the Faculty now organ-

izing andgoing into operation, Ladies and Gentlemen:

T AM very sorry to appear before you without having had time
1 to shake from my feet the dust of a journey of six thousand
miles. I feel that my thoughts are hardly worth your atten

tion, for I am full of recollections of the Rocky Mountains.
"
I wish this were a fitting time and place to speak of nature, its

beauties and its instruction, for I should know then that I was uoon
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my own ground. But this is an occasion of great importance and

personal impressions ought not to disturb these ceremonies cere

monies which make a lasting impression, not only upon those who

have witnessed them, but upon the whole country. Here is rising
an institution of learning such as never existed before. I have

been a teacher long enough to know what schools, colleges, acad
emies and universities are, and what they can do, and what they
have done, but I trust that this University will do something
more. It starts on a firm basis ; it starts with a prosperity which

the world has not contemplated before. Here we plant, for the

first time, an institution that is to come into life free from all the

trammels which have heretofore hindered the progress of the hu

man intellect. This University has a beginning without a relig
ious qualification. The professor of chemistry is not to be asked

what his creed is, but whether he is a good chemist ; the profess
or of anatomy is not to lay before the community his sectarian

productions before he is allowed to go into the dissecting room

and teach his students the structure of the whole animal kingdom.
And yet there was a time, and there are still numberless institu

tions where the student and the scholar, the man who has devoted

a whole lifetime to study, must first bow to another authority be

fore he is allowed to teach what he knows well. This University
is independent of these impediments. It will go to its work free,
from all such hindrances, and the professor will feel that unless

he is the right man and can stand his ground outside as well as

inside of the lecture room he can have no place in the University.

Here, then, is a chance for teachers which has not existed before.

A number of my colleagues are apparently much younger than I

am ; they have learned better methods than those under which I

was taught ; they have seen the difficulties and the imperfections
under which the generation now passing away has labored. They
break soil on a fresh ground. There is no proscription here. No

absolute authority imposes appointed text-books on the student or

on any special department of learning. The teacher will come

before his class with his own thoughts, with what he brings in

his own head rather than in stereotyped print. The students will

select their studies and attend the instruction of the man of their

choice.
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"
These are the great advantages with which this University

starts into life, and, let me say, I trust the example here given
will react upon the educational institutions throughout the coun

try. Do you believe the colleges that carry on instruction by rote

can exist long by the side of an institution in which everything is

life and progress? No; if it is true to itself they will be forced

to emulate it. I hope I shall live to see the time when all the old

colleges will draw fresh life from this young University, when

they will remodel their obsolete methods and come up to the

mark.

u
And yet, gentlemen, I must say that I do not completely belong

to this institution ; I am bound by the strongest ties to the oldest

institution of learning in the country [Harvard], and I know

what efforts are making there to improve the university system,

and bring it up to the highest educational standard. I know,

therefore, what are the obstacles which long continued usages

may put in the path of even the best efforts, and it is from my

own knowledge of these difficulties that I congratulate the Trust

ees of Cornell University upon the facilities opening before them.

"
One word more to the students in particular. They also have

a work to do in this new undertaking. Let them be an example
to the students of other institutions where the personal discipline
is far more stringent than here. Here the young men are to be

treated like men and not like boys at an early age, perhaps at too

early an age, some may think. We appeal, therefore, to them to

show themselves worthy of this confidence, and thus help in

emancipating their fellow students throughout the world. The

students of this University are in a position to do this.
"
I say, therefore, in conclusion, that to-day a new era* for public

education opens, and that, henceforth, the name of Cornell will

stand in history as one of the greatest benefactors, not only of

America, but of humanity."

* This suggested the name of "Cornell Era
"

tho' it was first called
"

Cornell

Cadet.
' '
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DEAN HUFFCUT'S SERVICE TO THE LEGAL

PROFESSION.

BY FREDERIC C. WOODWARD, '94.
Professor ofLaw in Northwestern University.

NO
one who studied law

under Professor Huffcut

doubts that he was one of the

most remarkable teachers of his

generation. He possessed, in

full measure, the aptitude for

vicariousness, the intellectual

wealth, the power of vital trans

mission and the willingness to

be forgotten, which a high

authority has recently declared

to be the essentials of a teacher's

success. And added to these he

had the qualities of heart that

make a great teacher beloved

by those who sit at his feet,
that make them feel, in after years, that what they learned is not

so important as that they studied with him.

But it is of his service to the legal profession at large that I am

asked particularly to write—a service which, it may be, is not so

fully appreciated.
Aside from the immeasurable influence exerted through

hundreds of former students who bear the imprint of his inspir

ing personality, Professor Huffcut served the profession chiefly by
his contributions to legal literature and by his advocacy of higher
standards and advanced methods of legal education.

His writings consist of treatises on the law of Agency, includ

ing the law of Principal and Agent and the law of Master and Ser

vant, and on the law of Negotiable Instruments, an annotation for

the use of American students and practitioners of Anson's Principles
of Contract, collections of selected cases in Agency and Contracts
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(the latter in collaboration with Professor Woodruff), and numer

ous contributions to legal periodicals. The comprehensive and

illuminating notes in his edition of Anson, with the citation

of carefully selected American cases, have made that admirable

treatise as useful in America as it is in England. The work on

Negotiable Instruments has greatly assisted the profession in

learning the effect of the Uniform Negotiable Instruments Law

which within recent years has been so generally adopted. But

the treatise on Agency is undoubtedly the best known and most

widely admired of his works. The precision of thought, the

nice sense of proportion, the richness and lucidity of style, which

marked everything that he said or wrote, are here exhibited at

their best. In reviewing the book, the Harvard Law Review

said :
"

Many doctrines in the law of Agency are vague and ill-

defined, and it is a delight to find an author who in setting forth

those doctrines is clear and explicit without allowing himself to

yield to the scholar's enthusiasm of indulging in metaphysics." A

great legal scholar has frequently declared it to be
u the ideal

treatise for the student's use." It has been a model for other

writers.

Professor Huffcut's service to the profession at large in the

cause of legal education was performed chiefly through his partici

pation in the work of the American Bar Association's Section on Le

gal Education, and of the Association of American Law Schools.

These two organizations, as every lawyer knows, have effected a

tremendous advance in standards of legal education during the

past fifteen years. In both of them he was a conspicuous leader,
faithful in attendance at the annual meetings, energetic in com

mittee work, convincing in discussions on the floor. In 1901—2

he was chairman of the Section of Legal Education ; from 1901

until 1903 he was Secretary-Treasurer, and in 1903-4, President

of the Association of American Law Schools. The clearness of

vision and breadth of view which characterized his participation
in the work of these associations, together with the singular
charm of the man, gave him a large influence—an influence which

was frequently exerted with telling effect. By those who labored

with him in both organizations, his loss will be most poignantly
regretted and most deeply deplored.
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We who were at the law school in the early nineties well

remember the regret with which we saw Professor Hughes return
to his practice in New York. We recognized in him the elements

of greatness ; we felt favored of fortune if we had been permitted
to study under his guidance for a single year ; we were satisfied

that there never would be such another. Imagine, then, our sur

prise and delight, when we discovered that his successor was

likewise a man of genius. A brilliant orator, a profound lawyer,
a strong and gentle-hearted man ; in him, as in Professor Hughes,
was easily recognized the capacity for high service, not only to

the University, but to the profession and to the State. Our con

fidence was more than justified. For sadly unfinished as his

service seems, it was performed faithfully, and well. Widespread
and benign are the results of his labor ; deeply cherished are the

memories of his friendship in the grateful hearts of those who

loved him.

The death of Dean Huffcut is a most deplorable event. The

news came as a great shock and occasioned profound sorrow.

During the fifteen and more years of my acquaintance with

him I had an ever-increasing regard for him. He was a man

of brilliant intellect, kind heart, high ideals and strong
character. It was upon my invitation that he came to Chi

cago and took a professorship in Northwestern University
Law School, which position he later resigned to accept the offer

of the authorities at Cornell. I came to know him well and to ad

mire him much. He was an excellent teacher of law, a good

lawyer and legal writer, an accomplished public speaker, an inter

esting converser, a man of pleasing personality who made himself

a master in the social circles, a good citizen who despised the ways
of small politicians and desired to see the government adminis

tered by men of the highest character and intelligence.
In the American Bar Association he took an active interest,

especially in all matters which related to legal education. He

had served as Chairman of the Section on Legal Education, and

been President of the Association of American Law Schools. His

influence in the Bar Association was always on the side of higher

standards both on the part of the law schools of the country and

of the Boards of Law Examiners.

I wish I could express in fitting words my appreciation of his

character and the sincere sorrow of my heart that he has passed

into the unseen. In his death Cornell has lost a gifted teacher,
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the State of New York a high-minded citizen, and the legal pro
fession an honored member.

Henry Wade Rogers,
Dean of the Yale University Law School.

The services that Dean Huffcut rendered to his profession were

as varied as his own versatile intelligence. President Jordan
never made a happier choice than when, in defiance of tradition,
he called the young Minneapolis lawyer of thirty to a professor

ship in the Indiana University law school in 1890. Leaving here

soon after to go to Northwestern and then to Cornell,' for nearly
seventeen years Professor Huffcut exercised a substantial influ

ence upon legal education as teacher, writer, and administrator.

His small book upon Agency is one of the best students' text

books ever published. He was closely identified with the organ

ized efforts of late years [to raise the standards of professional train

ing in law in this country. In 1902 he was chairman of the

Section of Legal Education of the American Bar Association, and

in 1904 president of the .Association of American Law Schools,
the two bodies foremost in this endeavor. In addition to his law

school work he kept in close touch with the active professional
life of the New York bar, and in 1905, as chairman of the com

mittee on grievances of the State Bar Association, he rendered an

important public service in the interest of proper standards of

judicial conduct by the part he took in considering the charges
against Judge Hooker of the Supreme Court. Of the work of the

last months of his life, as legal adviser to Governor Higgins and
Governor Hughes, others will speak from a fuller knowledge, but
there seems little doubt that the Public Utilities act, the most im

portant piece of constructive legislation passed by a state legisla
ture in recent years, will be a worthy monument to Dean Huffcut's
care and skill in its drafting, and to the patience and lucidity
with which he explained and defended it in committee.

James Parker Hall,
Dean of University of Chicago Law School. \

Had he but felt with more keenness how much his profeslons
wanted him to live on—how much to them his past had promised
for his future—how great a void is now left in the sphere where

he moved so fraternally—could he but have had some one in those

latest moments to press upon him the claims of the rest of us to a

continuance of his useful and genial fellowship, he could hardly
have consummated the resolve to leave us. It is not for us now,

perhaps, to estimate in cold phrases the measure of his contribu
tions to the sum of professional activity and progress. Nor does
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it matter to those who knew him. To lose him is something
which stifles reflection upon the loss. Among the personal forces
which count as marked units of leadership in the movement of

the profession he stood as one of a small company, national in

influence. Since the formation of the Association of American

Law Schools, seven years ago,
"
his voice did count as much as

any man's in the disposal of new policies." From Cornell to In

diana, from Indiana to Northwestern, and from Northwestern to

Cornell once more, his ever-widening circle of experience and

friendship created new spheres of influence and trust ; and each

year paid tribute to his unique union of talents,— -of affection with

moral independence, of originality with tact, of scholarship with

eloquence. It was just upon the evening of his death that we

received word from him, here at Northwestern, that he would be

present at Commencement in June to deliver the Annual Address,
and to receive the honorary degree of Doctor of Laws.

John H. Whigmore,
Dean of Northwestern University Law School.

b -

(Tt was my good fortune to attend one of the lectures of Dean

Huffcut at the Cornell Law School. He impressed me at once

as having the teacher's gift in a very high degree. He stimulated

his class by his interesting way of putting questions and exciting
discussion, and his summing up of the results of the discussion

was marked by clearness and force. He had a rare power of

exposition.
His services to legal education were not confined to the class

room. At the meeting of the Section of Legal Education of the

American Bar Association and of the Association of American

Law Schools he was one of the most useful and influential mem

bers. He had already made several contributions to legal litera

ture, and we looked for many years of distinguished service by
him as a teacher, writer, and counsellor in matters of legal educa

tion. His death is a most serious loss.

James Barr Ames,
Dean of Harvard University Law School. \

Ernest Wilson Huffcut was preeminently a Cornell man. He

did not drift here. He was not sent here. Cornell was the col

lege of his choice. He entered just as he came of age, and of the

twenty-six years of his majority he passed twenty-one as a mem

ber of the University. Few men have touched the life of Cornell

at more points. An editor of the Era and of the Review, a

Woodford speaker and a commencement orator, president of the
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Cornell Congress and of the Athletic Council, secretary to the

first President, instructor in English and professor of law, dis

criminating historian of the University, and the first of her alumni

to become dean and director of a college, he showed himself

always gladly loyal to alma mater, always adequate to the increas

ing burdens which she laid upon him. But his interests were

never bounded by the immediate duties of his position. In happy

exemplification of the ideals of President White, his mentor and

life-long friend, he freely devoted his powers of mind and pen to

public service. The prevailing opinion of the Supreme Court in

the pregnant Insular Cases was largely shaped—as existing evi

dence clearly shows—by his published argument, j And reference

may be made also to his services in connection with the impeach
ment of Mr. Justice Hooker. There is nothing discreditable to

Cornell, at least, nor to Huffcut as an exponent of her ideals, in

all that dreary business. But it is, after all, his influence within

the University that wexhere shall [chiefly miss, an influence that

made always for clear thinking, for high standard of personal and

professional conduct, for conscious and persistent pursuit of the

intellectual life.

Charles Henry Hull,

Professor of America7i History, Cornell University._j

ERNEST WILSON HUFFCUT.

May 4, 1907.

"

Sweet after toil is sleep
"
—

So, after thy toil, peace !

God will thy refuge keep
And bid thy labors cease.

Sweet be thy longed-for rest,
Thou who hast wrought too hard,

For He who worketh best

Thy dreamless sleep will guard.

Sweet, thine escape from care,

Thy "going out to sea
"
—

Sweet be the haven there

His love provides for thee !
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THE PHILIPPINE PUBLIC SCHOOLS.

BY PROF. E. W. KEMMERER.

THE
people of, the United States thoroughly believe in the

American public school system. They look upon popular
education as the corner stone of democratic government.

When, as the result of the Spanish war, the Philippine Islands

came under American control, and we decided, in consonance

with our national sentiments and traditions, to administer the

Islands for the benefit of the Filipino people, and to extend to

them the rights of self-government as rapidly as they should prove

themselves capable of wisely exercising them, the establishment

of a system of free public schools became inevitable.

No systematic attempt had been made by Spain to provide
secular primary instruction for the Filipino people down to 1863.
Prior to that time primary education was limited to the teaching
of the friars and their assistants, and, to quote the words of Leroy,
consisted

u
one may say with a rough approximation to fairness,

of the catechism and the little instruction in the Philippine
dialects which was necessary in order for the pupils to read the

catechism, and the few religious books that were translated into

the dialect." In the year 1863 an elaborate scheme of secular

primary education was adopted for the Philippines. It provided
for the establishment of free public schools in all the principal
towns of the Christianized parts of the Islands. School attendance

was compulsory between the ages of 10 and 12, and the curricu

lum was to include
"
Christian doctrine and principles of morality

and sacred history suitable for children," reading, writing, practi
cal instruction in Spanish, elementary arithmetic, geography,

Spanish history, instruction in agriculture and vocal music. It

was provided that instruction should be given to boys and girls

separately, and that there should be one male and one female

primary school teacher for each 5,000 inhabitants. The elaborate

plan adopted was very incompletely carried out. Adequate school

opportunities were brought within the reach of only a compara

tively small proportion of the children of the Islands. The

official figures show that there were less than two thousand

teachers to a total population of upwards of seven million people
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when the system was at its highest development. Entirely inade

quate wages were paid to the teachers, and, with few exceptions

they were an inefficient lot. Most of the friars were opposed to

the teaching of Spanish, fearing that it would result in emancipat

ing the people from their control, and accordingly the much

heralded primary instruction in Spanish was largely a farce.

Reading and writing was taught by means of the catechism,

church dogma and the lives of the saints formed a prominent part

part of the instruction. The instruction in practical agriculture

amounted to little or nothing.

The insurrection of 1896 against Spain found the masses of the

people without the rudiments of a primary education. It is true

a considerable number could in a mechanical way laboriously read

and write the native dialects, but their accomplishments were too

limited to be of any practical use. There are no reliable figures

showing the amount of illiteracy in the Islands at the time of the

American occupation, but the following census figures for 1903

will throw some light upon the subject ; it should be noted that

they represent the situation about five years after the American

occupation and therefore include many persons whose ability to

read and write was obtained in schools established by the American

government. In 1903 a little less than one quarter of all the

inhabitants 10 years of age and over could read, but not write, in

English, Spanish or a Malay dialect, and a little over a fifth

were able to both read and write. Only one and six tenths per

cent of the entire population had received superior education.

The ability to read and write, moreover, was largely limited to the

native dialects. The Census authorities estimated that less than

10 per cent could speak Spanish or English. As late as Septem

ber, 1905, the superintendent of education said in an official

report that
"
of the 7,000,000 Christianized inhabitants of the

Phillipines, at least 6,500,000 are helplessly illiterate," contemp

lating by literacy
"
at least enough knowledge of a written speech

to read the simple language of a newspaper and to set down and

accurately keep accounts."

Immediately after the American occupation, the military
authorities began to re-open the old schools and to organize new

ones. By the summer of 1899, thirty-nine schools were opened in
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Manila alone with an enrollment of nearly 4,000 pupils. Officers

and soldiers in the army were detailed to the work of teaching,
and schools were continued even during the insurrection, wherever
conditions would permit. The people took kindly to the schools,
and they were no small factor in the work of pacifying the Islands ;

in fact it was with this purpose in view that the military authori

ties had favored their establishment during the period of the

insurrection. General Mac Arthur, in recommending a large ap

propriation for school purposes said : "This appropriation is

recommended primarily and exclusively as an adjunct to military

operations calculated to pacify the people and to procure and ex

pedite the restoration of tranquility throughout the archipelago."
One of the first tasks undertaken by the Schurman Commission.

after arriving in the Islands, was the investigation of the needs

for public instruction. In its report to the President this Com

mission recommended the prompt "establishment of an adequate

system of secularized and free public schools."

President McKinley in his instructions to the first Taft Com

mission said : "It will be the duty of the Commission to extend

the system of education already inaugurated by the military

authorities," and in doing so to
"

regard as of first importance the

extension of a system of primary education which shall be free to

all, and which shall tend to fit the people for the duties of citizen

ship and for the ordinary avocations of a civilized community."

In January, 1901, the Philippine Commission passed "an act

establishing a Department of Public Instruction in the Philippine

Islands." This act together with its amendments constitutes the

organic school law of the Philippines at the present time. The

act provided that the English language should be made as soon as

practicable the basis of all public school instruction, and, to the

end of promptly carrying out this provision, authorized the general

superintendent
"
to obtain from the United States one thousand

trained teachers" at salaries varying from $75 to $125 a month.

The plan inaugurated contemplated the ultimate establishment of

free primary schools in every town of the Islands, and the placing

of at least 3 years of primary instruction within reach of every

child between the ages of 6 and 15 in the Christian provinces.

By September 1901, nearly eight hundred American teachers
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had been appointed and most of them were at work. They were

scattered from one end of the Islands to the other. Many of the

towns in which teachers were located were garrisoned with

American troops, but as the Islands became pacified the troops

were withdrawn. In a number of cases the teacher was the only

white person within a range of miles. The teachers did not know

the native dialects, and almost none of them were familiar with

Spanish ; the natives on the other hand did not understand

English, except a few words some of them had picked up from

American soldiers. The teachers were expected to teach English,

and were compelled to use English as the medium of instruction.

It is needless to say that the universal language of gesture played
a prominent part in their first teaching. But even here they

experienced difficulty for in the Orient where everything pro

verbially
"

goes in the wrong direction," common gestures often

have exactly the opposite meanings they have with us. Some of

the teachers in these early days
" built their own schoolhouses,

made the benches, and then taught the children for months with

out books, slates, or maps. Others taught under a spreading tree

or in their own houses. One superintendent, on opening a

schoolhouse, found it inhabited by 45 goats."
Too much credit cannot be given these pioneer teachers for the

energy, tact, and self-sacrifice with which they met and overcame

these apparently insuperable obstacles. The teachers have as a

rule gained the confidence of the natives in spite of differences of

race, customs, and religious ideas, and have by precept and

example wielded an influence among the natives which can hardly
be overestimated. There is no question but that the American

teacher has been a most potent factor in the pacification of the

Islands.

Much of the time of the American teacher from the first was

given to the work of instructing Filipino teachers, the purpose of

the administration being to train up an efficient force of native

teachers and to turn over to them the work of instruction as

rapidly as possible. This work has at present so far progressed
that all the primary teaching is now in the hands of Filipinos,
and a large part of the intermediate teaching. There are now

over six thousand Filipino teachers (including apprentice
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teachers) in the public schools of the Islands. The number of

American teachers at present in the employment of the bureau is

855. Part of this number are engaged in secondary and intermedi

ate instruction, and part in supervisory work. Regular teachers

for the Philippine service are obtained by appointment "from

eligible lists certified by the Bureau of Civil Service as the result

of examinations held in the United States and in the Philippines."
The report of the Director of Education for 1906 says that special
instructors in science, agriculture and the trades are greatly
needed.

The schools of the Islands are divided into primary, intermediate

and secondary schools. The school department very wisely at

first paid particular attention to the development of primary in

struction. But now that primary schools have been widely

established throughout the archipelago, more attention is being

paid to schools doing more advanced work.

The primary course
"
as at present conducted

"

says the Direc

tor of Education,
"
includes three years of instruction in reading

and writing English, two years in number work, ciphering, and

keeping of accounts, and one year in elementary geography
"
in

addition to some special instruction in personal hygiene, agricul

ture, civics and other subjects of practical importance.

Supplementary to the primary schools intermediate schools are

being established in all the principal towns. The intermediate

course covers three years. It includes more advanced work in

the common branches, an elementary course in Philippine civil

government, and
"
three years of elementary science instruction

carried on so far as possible according to the laboratory method ;

the first year in plant studies, the second year in animal life, and

the third year in human anatomy and physiology." In March,

1906, the total attendance of pupils in intermediate classes, includ

ing provincial high schools, was over 9,000.

It is planned to have a provincial high school in the capital of

each province. In 1906 seventeen provinces had high school

courses. The total enrollment for March was 308 students. The

work of these high schools is in part technical, and in part liberal

and college preparatory. Five different courses of study requir

ing from three to four years each are at present offered. They in-
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elude inraddition to the college preparatory course, a course in

commerce, a course in teaching, a course in agriculture, and a

course in arts and crafts for the training of workmen.

There are also special schools including a well equipped normal

school, and a trade school ; and a movement is now on foot look

ing toward the founding of a Philippine University.
There is no feature of our work in the Philippines so encour

aging as that of the public schools. The Filipinos have from the

start shown themselves eager for an education. Filipino parents

are anxious for their children to attend school, and the children

are, as a rule, zealous in the pursuit of their studies. From the

beginning they have crowded the schools, and last year it became

necessary to raise the minimum age limit from 6 years to 7, 8, 9, or

even 10 years, in some localities, to prevent overcrowding. By July,

1904, there were over two hundred and fifty thousand pupils
enrolled in the primary schools of the Islands, and in March, 1906,
the enrollment had increased to over three hundred and sixty-five
thousand. There has been a similar increase in the attendance at

intermediate and secondary schools.

If this eagerness for an education continues—and there seems

to be no ground for believing that it will not—if the masses prove

themselves capable of continued development beyond the age of

childhood, and if experience with the world tempers the self-con

fidence of those who are obtaining the proverbial
"
little learning,"

we may hope that in the future illiteracy in the Philippine Islands
will be done away with, and the Filipino masses will be brought
out of the intellectual isolation of the centuries, and into life

giving touch with the good things of the world's philosophy,
science, history and literature.
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THE QUARTER-CENTENNIAL
OF PHI BETA KAPPA.

BY PROF. CLARK S. NORTHUP,

SECRETARY OF THE CORNEI^I, CHAPTER.

A
QUARTER of a century is not a long time ; yet it is long
enough to afford a fair test of stability. An institution that

can last so long may be said to have demonstrated its use

fulness and its right to live.

Founded in the year of the Republic, the Phi Beta Kappa Soci

ety now numbers altogether sixty-three chapters. Of these the

Cornell chapter, known as the Theta of New York, is the twenty-

fourth.

The petition of Cornell for a charter was addressed to the

Union College chapter as the Alpha of New York, was dated

March 5, 1880, and was signed by the following members of the

Faculty, who thus became our charter members : Andrew D.

White, Yale, '53 ; Isaac Flagg, Harvard, '64 ; James E. Oliver,

Harvard, '49 ; Tracy Peck, Yale, '61 ; William R. Perkins,

Western Reserve, '68 ; Charles C. Shackford, Harvard, '35 ;

Lucien A. Wait, Harvard, '70; and Horatio S. White, Harvard,

73. Of these men all but three are still living, though only two,

Dr. White and Professor Wait, still live in Ithaca. The large

proportion of Harvard men in the list renders it highly appropri

ate that the orator of the quarter-centennial should be the presi

dent of Harvard University.

Through an unfortunate oversight on some one's part, no an

swer to the petition was received till in 1881 Professor Flagg

was informed, in a letter dated June 1, that the petition had been

granted at the annual meeting of 1880. Nothing further, how

ever, was done that year. In the spring of 1882 the matter was

again taken up, and after some correspondence the charter, dated

May 20, 1882, was received at Ithaca. The traditional date of

the organization of the chapter (no minute appears in the records),

is May 28, 1882. At that time two other members, Herbert Tut-

tle, Vermont, '69, and Moses Coit Tyler, Yale, '57, had come to

Cornell, and these were added to the list of original members.
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The history of the society during the quarter of a century now

concluded has been a record of quiet, steady growth and uninter

rupted prosperity. Its coming was not heralded with a blare of

trumpets, and it has never advertised more than it could perform.

It has made very little stir in college circles. It has sought only

to inculcate a pure and unalloyed devotion to high ideals and the

right uses of learning. Election to membership has, we believe,

always been regarded as one of the substantial and worthy honors

of college life.

It may be worth while to chronicle briefly some leading facts in

the history of the chapter.
The presidents of the chapter, most of whom have served also

as vice-president, have been Professors Shackford, Oliver, Horatio

White, Samuel G. Williams, Burr, Charles M. Tyler, Bennett,

Hull, Willcox, Elmer, James M. Hart, Crane, Sterrett, ex-Presi

dent White, and President Schurman. Others who have served

as vice-president are Professors M. C. Tyler, W. G. Hale, Tuttle,
F. M. Burdick, Wait, Bedell, Sill, and McMahon. The secreta

ries and treasurers have been Professors Horatio White, Wait,

Benjamin Ide Wheeler, Bristol, Kemmerer, and Northup. At

first only juniors and seniors in whose courses Latin was required
were eligible to membership, and only ten could be elected in any

one class. For the present qualifications for membership the

reader is referred to The Era for October, 1906, page 31.
From the beginning the question of sex has never entered into

a consideration of the qualifications formembership. Cornell was

thus the second chapter to admit women, the first being the

Vermont chapter.

Up to the present time 375 undergraduates have been elected to

membership, of whom 149 are women. The proportion of women
will not be considered large when it is remembered that for many

years they have formed about half the membership of the College
of Arts and Sciences, and that in this college the proportion of

women who elect humane studies is probably greater than that of
men.

The list of members includes a fair number of persons who

have attained distinction in scholarship and in public life, and in

general justifies the belief that not many mistakes have been made
in the elections.
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Only five graduate members have been elected by the Cornell

chapter: Professor Goldwin Smith (May 19, 1886), Professors

T. F. Crane and J. G. Schurman (May 22, 1888), Professors J. M.

Hart and J. McMahon (May 8, 1891).
The number of members who have come to us from other chap.

ters is now 158. Many of these have been among the most loyal
and devoted supporters of the Cornell organization.
Of the total membership of the chapter, numbering 538, 29 are

known to have died. It is probable that the complete records of

the next Ten-Year Book will somewhat increase this list.

If the chapter has demonstrated the right to continue its exist

ence, as was said at the beginning of this article, it must be alive

to the opportunity and the privilege that await it. Phi Beta

Kappa at Cornell must stand in the future, as it has stood in the

past, for the idea that knowledge is power
—not merely over the

forces of the material world, but over sense and self ; and that the

truest, highest rewards of knowledge come not from the power it

gives over men and over matter, but from the potency of philoso

phy, which is reasoned knowledge, as the guide of life.
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THIRTY-FIVE YEARS OF TRAINING. DID IT PAY ?

BY JOHN N. OSTROM, )fJJ.

TO
begin with, let it be under

stood that the desire of the

Editor to exhibit something in the

line of ancient Cornell Athletics,

with a view of strengthening the

good cause in general, has finally

induced me to "get up in meeting,"

something after the manner of all

good Methodists, and state my ex

perience ; and since I shout under

the banner of that great and ancient

divine, John Wesley, I suppose that

my talk will give comfort and hope
to the faithful.

I began so-called training in the

spring of 1872 for the regatta of the

Rowing Association of American

Colleges at Springfield, Mass., and

have kept in training ever since.

Let me say now, on the housetop,
it paid me in compound interest.

My first experience in '72 was of short duration, as I was in

jured early in the spring by going down in a bridge accident with

an Ithaca fire engine, somewhere on the borders of Percy Field, I

imagine. I was obliged to give up athletic work for the year ;

but the loyal boys of Cornell's first crew fared much worse, for

after training faithfully until Commencement time, they were

forced to disband for lack of funds to cover the expenses of a trip
to Springfield.
In the spring of 1873 I was selected as a member of Cornell's

first crew, which actually rowed in the R. A. A. C, and trained

with devotion to the cause. Never shall I forget the fearful and

almost criminal stunts heaped upon us by'that ignorant old pro-
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fessional, Harry Coulter. And yet he was not a bad fellow in his

class. He undoubtedly desired to make us win and did his best.

And then the other college chaps were hampered just as badly by
other shining lights, like John Biglin, Josh Ward, and others well

known in those primeval days, so that it was a perfectly fair field.

Our exercise consisted mainly in walking in the hot sun, clad with

several flannel sheets, and then running in after turning for home.

Then Harry piled us in bed, in our boiling, perspiring condition,

clothes on, and covered us up with winter comforters. After par

boiling about ten minutes we jumped out, stripped, and rubbed

dry ; each fellow rubbing the back of his neighbor, while gentle

Annie, Harry's faithful wife, polished us off.

The object of it all was to reduce the crew twenty-five pounds

per man, and he did it all right. In this way I took off as high as

five pounds in a single day, and I was never fat. And the idiocy

of it all'was that whether fat or lean, the twenty-five pounds must

come off or you were not in condition. To keep the weight off he

put down the lid on water, except just enough to keep body and

soul together, for if you drink abundantly after perspiring freely

you will not lose much weight, and he was posted on that fact.

We were fed a diet of stale bread, rare beef, and potatoes. The

only fruit was a few prunes in the morning. We had hot tea

three times a day, but no milk ; at dinner we had a pint of Bass

Ale.

Well, the result of it all was that we were all reduced to a

pitiable condition of weakness long before the race, and our

afflictions were scarcely less than came to the lot of Job. How

would you like to sit down on a Simon pure boil, and row on it

until it broke. I did that, and have the scars left to prove it.

Others in the crew did the same ; but I cannot vouch for the
scars.

And still even this fearful torture did not injure me physically,

and out of it grows my firm belief, that a perfectly sound and

healthy body cannot be injured by the most excessive and violent

exercise. But do not imagine for a moment that I favor such

ignorant and excessive training
—far from it.

In 1874 I was elected captain of the crew, and as professional

trainers had been barred at the R. A. A. C. Convention held at

the Massasoit House in Springfield early in the year, through a
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resolution offered by Edgerly of Cornell, the selection and training

of the crew fell into my hands. I regret now to say that I followed

practically the example of poor old Harry Coulter, because I sup

posed I must. It took all that year to get the nonsense out of my

head, and another defeat clinched the new line of thought which

began to assume shape.
The result was that as soon as I was re-elected to the captaincy

in 1875, I was ready with plans of my own both as to training and

as to the type of men and boats. I at once selected men on a

scientific theory as to weight which is a very fascinating problem
in engineering and applied the same to lines and material for a

boat, proportions of oars, rig of seats and outriggers, etc., etc. The

new boat and oars were built after my plans, with the understand

ing that I would use them in the race at Saratoga if they proved
out in our Spring regatta at Ithaca. This, as history knows, was

the turning point in Cornell's aquatic history, and the unexpected
success was a good omen of future success at Saratoga. I shall

always remember the compassionate remarks of some of my tried

friends :
"

Well, old man, I hope you'll win the race, but one man

can't row the boat alone." At this time I was the only veteran

left, and the men were so much lighter than ever selected before

that they seemed to the boys in general as very deficient in biceps
and calf. Compared to the 225 lbs. and 6 ft. 3 in. of 1874 this

was true, but in lung capacity and staying powers the new men

proved true.

Training was made a sharp and systematic business with no

time wasted in loafing around the boat-house. Regular exercise
was taken, and then University work just as earnestly. For diet

we had nearly all the real good things. A box of strawberries

three times a day, for example, and all other fruits in season, also

milk, choice of meat, vegetables, rice pudding. All the water the
men wanted they had.

To illustrate the effect on the men let me quote the remark of a

prominent member of the Columbia crew which won at Saratoga
in 1874. While paying us a friendly call one day, just before the
race, I asked him how he liked the looks of the men. His reply
indicated that he had sized them up pretty well :

"

They look al

together too good to suit me." In fact, training was now a pleas-
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ure, and the boys were sorry indeed to break quarters, where in

former years they were wishing every day to
"
have it all over

"

as soon as possible.

Saratoga in 1876 was a repetition of 1875, aim tne om Rowing
Association of American Colleges passed into history with Cornell

at the head with a fully developed theory and policy, where she

had been a weak tail-ender in 1873.
At fifty-six I am still able to run for a train, and to endure se

vere physical exercise while climbing over lofty bridges, where

hardened mechanics find difficulty in following, and I never avoid

the coldest winds of winter, when my profession calls me out, al

though all good doctors preach that pneumonia is always lurking
in the storm. Of course there was a cause for all this endurance,

and I think it came very largely through the unusual amount of

time which I spent in the game. Being a so-called
"
all around

athlete," I used more time than most men would care to spare for

that purpose, and although it, of course, would not be possible

now-a-days, or even desirable, it gave me a great brace for my pro

fessional career. Besides this, I am perfectly well satisfied that

what I gained in this excessive athletic work far overbalanced

what I lost in the class room.

In conclusion, I wish to make it clear that I do not present my

experience as a desirable one to duplicate. I represent a type of

the past, which new conditions and new requirements have re

moved for all time ; but as an example of the benefits which may

be derived from devoted and systematic training, in spite of stupid

and torturing practices of early days, perhaps I stand at the head

of the line, for I was the only member of the old guard who passed

through the complete period of the four years which represented

Cornell's part at Springfield and Saratoga.
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RANDOM MEMORIES OF ROWING IN 75-6.

BY DIRECTOR ALBERT W. SMITH, '78.

WE
once went for practice over

the two-mile course on the

east side of the lake. We

rowed up in the sunshine and

reached the north end and turned,

and as we looked up the lake we

saw a squall coming down on us.

At the water line was a stormy

band of white and above this was

boiling blackness. It was a race

with the squall. Away we went

with the squall after us. No con

test with another crew could have

driven us harder. The squall
struck us just as we reached the

shallows off Renwick ; we waded ashore and carried the shell

back to the boat-house overland. I have never forgotten the

pleasure of that contest.

One day in the spring of '75 the freshman crew rowed on prac

tice to Glenwood. (We used to call it Garrett's Point.) While

we were resting on shore Jimmie Camp, who rowed No. 2, said to

Lynde Palmer, who rowed bow,
"

Let's change places on the way

back ; I'd like to see if I can steer." There was no coach there

to
"

say them nay
"
and so they changed.

Camp laid his course so that our bow was aimed at the space

between the light-house and the west breakwater, and gave his

attention to rowing and holding the course. Our speed must have

been very great, for Camp didn't have time to look over his

shoulder before we stopped
—stopped shorter than anyone ever

did before. We tumbled out and swam to the breakwater and

found that we had driven the brass point on the bow deep into

the rotten timber. Camp never steered again.
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In '75, at Saratoga, the freshman race was rowed on the day
before the varsity race, and the buoyed course, 100 feet wide,

assigned to the Cornell freshman crew was also the course of the

Amherst varsity.
We Cornell freshmen arrived about a week before Amherst and

had been going over the course from start to finish each forenoon.

In those days we rowed in sixes, without coxswains, and the bow-

oar steered. If he took bearings aft and kept a straight wake it

was only necessary to glance over his shoulder occasionally to see

if the way was clear. On a fateful day Amherst started up their

course and we started down it. Lynde Palmer was taking us

straight down the middle and had forgotten to look over his

shoulder. Then we stopped—and so did Amherst. The bow of

each boat had run under the port oars of the other. Amherst's

bow-oar put both feet through the bottom of their new cedar

shell, and our No. 2 put his right heel through our paper shell.

It is needless to say that we all got out. We were taken home

by stray row-boats, towing our shell. A man with some shellac

and a hot iron made our boat as good as new, but Amherst, alas,

rowed the race in their old boat. I felt sorry for Amherst, but

since the collision had to happen I was glad to be in it.

"
Snake Hill

"
is a high wooded headland that projects into

Saratoga Lake from the east. On its crest there was a rustic cot

tage in '75 and '76. It was the summer cottage of Mr. South-

gate, a wealthy hotel manager. Those who know Mr. C. W.

Wasson, '76, who was Commodore of the Cornell Navy at the

time, will easily understand how it happened that Mr. Southgate

was persuaded to turn over his private cottage for the quarters of

the Cornell varsity crew. The cottage stood about fifty feet above

the lake level and from its front porch one could almost drop a

stone into the water and could look out over the whole lake.

The starting line of the three-mile course was just below the

cottage and lines of buoys, an eighth of a mile apart, stretched

away into the distance toward the finish, marking the courses of

the competing colleges, 'the buoys on the right of each course

bore the college colors.
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All crews on practice must start under the very eyes of Cornell.

It was natural, under these circumstances, for Cornell to watch

the start of all rivals, to criticise their form and to take their time

for the first eighth and quarter and half mile. Beyond this limit

timing became difficult, even with a field glass. In '75, however,

much useful information was gathered. If the crew came splash

ing around to the start,
"

bending over their oars like half-decayed

bananas," Cornell smiled. But when the crew came rowing like

veterans, Cornell looked grave and took out a watch.

When the crews went from Ithaca to Saratoga in '76 the bag

gage included a tripod telescope with a four-inch objective, bor

rowed from the College of Civil Engineering. This telescope

was set up on the porch of Southgate cottage, and hardly a crew

that went over the course during that season escaped the watch

ful eye of Edmund LeB. Gardner, Cornell's able coach. His little

book of time records gave comfort and confidence to the Cornell

crews and yet left them trembling with the fear that there might
be some mistake.

There was much pleasant social intercourse among the crews

during the month of training at Saratoga Lake, and Cornell had

many callers. They saw the telescope and did not need to be

told its use. Soon every oarsman on the lake knew that if he did

not row every stroke right Cornell would know it. Some crews

rowed slow for part of the course to change the record on Gard

ner's book, but that's not the way to train for a race and they
knew it and stopped. Then instead of stopping at the finish line,

they would row an eighth of a mile beyond, but it didn't avail.

Gardner knew the finish and snapped the watch.

Not only was the telescope useful for timing our rivals, but also
for coaching us. Even though there were no coaching launches

then, we knew that Gardner's eye was on us from start to finish

of every practice pull. We could not hear his voice, but we knew
that when we reached the "float" hot and cross, tired and hungry,
we'd catch it all at once. I remember :

"
Smith you're catching

too quick and clipping ; you didn't row a decent stroke all the

way down." I knew that this was only too true, but I did wish

he would wait and tell me after I'd had something to eat.
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Under the lee of Snake Hill there was a deep sheltered cove

where the Cornell boat-house stood. The water of this cove was

smooth when all the rest of the lake was white-capped. We were

out making quick starts and short spurts under Gardner's critical

eye when all the other crews watched the waves with sullen faces

and prayed for calm.

The morning of the '76 varsity race came after we had passed
a night of troubled sleep, filled with dreams of trying to row an

anchored boat, etc. It was a relief to get up to full consciousness

and the certain knowledge that the race had not yet been lost.

After two or three of the longest hours the clock ever ticked off,

we paddled out to the start and delivered our rudder into the

hand of a man in our "stake-boat." Then Columbia passed the

word that they had broken a rudder-wire and must go back to

their boat-house for repairs. And so the suspense was prolonged.
But finally we were all in line again and the Judges' launch

came up with William Blakie standing in the bow ready to send

us off. I remember that he seemed twice as large as a man ought
and that his voice sounded like a fog-horn. "Gentlemen, are you

ready? are you ready?
—Go—." O, the pleasure of doing some

thing hard at last ! It was then that the starting practice in the

cove counted ; though I was looking faithfully at 'Ren Jarvis'

spinal column, yet out of the corners of my eyes I could see all of

the five other crews. Before we reached the first eighth mile

buoy we had a boat-length lead on the rival we feared most—

Columbia. We maintained the lead to the end, but on the last

half mile Harvard spurted and we heard John Waterman grunt

out—
"
You've got t' row !" Well, we did.

It was worth all the trouble and work and worry just to see

the face of
" old man Ostrom

"
after that race.

He had worked against odds, he had sacrificed many things he

cared for. But he knew where he was going and the world stood

aside to let him pass. On the day of the '76 varsity race he was

fully justified. Cornell had won four races in two years and

Cornell owed this to John Ostrom.
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WHAT'S DOING

l

William Winthrop Taylor, '07, Editor-in-chief of the \
Era. during the past year, is the most prominent man in the Sen- *

} ior Class. He has made an enviable reputation as President of

I the Senior Class, editor of the [907 Cornellian, and winner of the

Central Oratorical League and Woodford prizes in oratory.
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AND BY WHOM

t
George Perrigo Conger, '07, is well known as a success

ful president of the Cornell Christian Association. Mr.

Conger has been Managing Editor of the Era during the |

past year.
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i
!

William Gorton Taylor, '07, is said to be the best

coxswain of the crews since the days of "Freddie" Colson.

This year Mr. Taylor has been honored with the position of |
Commodore of the Cornell Navy.
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Harold Diodate North, '07, has just retired from a re- £

*

markably creditable year as Business Manager of the Cornell \

j Daily Sun. Mr. North was also chairman of the Spring Day \
I Committee. %
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THE CREWS AT POUGHKEEPSIE.

BY W. G. TAYLOR, '07.

UNLIKE
most of the other athletic teams, the crews have only

one or two intercollegiate contests, and generally only one

trip. The trips of the Varsity crew to Cambridge in the

last two years were an exception, and afforded the fellows quite a

relief from the long period of training on the lake. Of course

the trip to Poughkeepsie is the goal for which all candidates are

aiming, and is the reward for from five to nine months of the

hardest kind of work.

The squad generally leaves Ithaca about the tenth of June,

taking two special cars, one a sleeper and the other an express

car for the shells. The journey is always made at night, in

order that not a single day's practice may be lost. The last prac

tice spin on Cayuga is held on the morning of the day of

departure, after which the shells are immediately packed. The

launch
"
Cornell

"
leaves several days in advance, going to Albany

through the canals and down the Hudson to Poughkeepsie.
The fellows reach the Poughkeepsie quarters,

" The Oaks ",

early in the morning and find breakfast ready and waiting. Im

mediately after breakfast the shells are unpacked and the " Old

Man
"
has them rigged and ready for business by ten o'clock. In

1904 the crews were on the river at ten-thirty on the morning of

their arrival, but usually no work is done until afternoon. Thus

begins the final two weeks of the rowing season. Cornell is

among the first arrivals, Columbia usually coming up the river

three weeks in advance of the races. Most of the other crews do

not arrive until much later.

The fellows have an easy time of it in most respects, for there

is nothing to do but eat, sleep, read, and row. The days seem

long, for everyone must be at breakfast at seven-thirty in the

morning, though at night all must retire at nine. Practice, is
held at about half past ten in the morning and again at four or

five in the afternoon, a total day's work often amounting to

twelve, fifteen, or even eighteen miles of rowing. Last year the

Varsity crew rowed fully 150 miles on the Hudson during the

two weeks there.
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Although Poughkeepsie is directly across the river from the

quarters, the fellows are never allowed to visit it before the race.

Consequently all errands must be done by the manager and the

assistant manager. Fred Webster is also accommodating in this

way, especially in getting the mail. Fred is the Cornell mascot,
and is well known to every rowing enthusiast on the river. He

has followed the fortunes of Cornell crews ever since they first

rowed on the Hudson, and is as proud of a victory as any of us.

Though dull at times, the life at
"
The Oaks

"
is generally

jolly. There is always a game of poker or bridge whist, while

usually someone can
"

bang the box
"
and keeps it going most of

the time. If the evenings are pleasant all gather on the terrace

in the moonlight, singing songs and watching the boats pass up

and down the river. The singing quite often attracts spooning

couples from the Poughkeepsie side, and the fellows gather no

little amusement from watching them. The freshmen are all

quartered in the loft of a barn, which has been the scene of many

pranks. In my freshman year (1904) Manager
" Hurd

"
Aldrich

and Assistant Manager "Ted" Blair slept in the barn with the

freshmen, and the things that happened to them that year to a

large degree caused
" Ted

"
to decide to room in Poughkeepsie

the next season.

Of course the management must represent the Cornell Navy at

all the social doings at Poughkeepsie, and these oftentimes kept

them across the river until late at night. One night when we

freshmen knew that they would be out late, we put a flagstone

under the sheets of each of their cots and then awaited develop

ments. It is hardly necessary to say that the air was blue for a

while when they tumbled into bed at 2 A. M. expecting to land on

a soft mattress. The jokers were aided by the fact that we used

no lamps in the barn in order to prevent the gathering of

mosquitos.
One day that same year we found in the barn an old wire frame

such as is used in dry goods stores to display dresses. We dressed

this up in a suit of pajamas and carefully tucked it into
" Ted

"

Blair's bed. In the dark he naturally thought it was one of the

fellows, and met with quite a shock.when he tried to kick it out

of bed.
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"

Freddy
"
Colson also sleeps in the barn with the freshmen,

and he of course has his share of trouble. Last June the fresh

men tied a rope to the legs of his cot, so that a hard jerk caused

it to collapse in the midst of his slumbers.
"

Freddy
" claims he

did not notice it, but there is considerable doubt on that score.

The Varsity men also have a little fun now and then, but the

cottage in which they sleep does not offer the opportunities that

the barn does. As a general thing the fellows are satisfied to get

all the sleep they can, for the nights are either uncomfortably

warm or as uncomfortably chilly.

As the day of the race approaches, everything is outwardly as

calm as ever, but there is excitement in the air. Newspapers are

eagerly scanned for opinions of the rowing
"

experts," and the

other crews are closely watched. The day itself soon comes, and

the single hope is that the weather and tidal conditions will be

favorable. All the fellows have their pipes or
"
the makings

" in

a handy pocket, eager for the end of the long and strict training.
The morning and first part of the afternoon are spent in watching
the crowds pass down the tracks, and in visiting with relatives

who have come to see the races. Very few visitors are allowed

at the quarters during the day, for the fellows must be kept as

quiet as possible.
A little after two o'clock the three crews go up the river in the

launch to the ice house at the mile mark, where the shells have

been left after the easy morning practice. From the ice house

each crew in turn goes to its stake boat at the beginning of the

race.

It is all over in twenty minutes, after five months of practice,
but the fellows show the effects of the hard four-mile pull. This,
however, soon wears off, and in a half hour's time there is as

jolly (or sad) a bunch of fellows at the boat-house as one ever saw.

A banquet at
" The Oaks," the packing of the shells by lantern

light, a two-hour visit to Poughkeepsie—all these happen in quick
succession, and everyone then returns to the little station at

Highlands to take the midnight train back to Ithaca.
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, THEN AND NOW.

BY THEODORE STANTON, '76.

THE
"
Then "

refers to the year 1870, and the
"
Now

"
to the

year 1906. In the autumn of 1870, I entered Cornell as a

Freshman ; in the autumn of last year, I spent six weeks at

the University, residing with a body of undergraduates in their

house on the Campus, by which means I became pretty well ac

quainted with student life as it exists to-day at Ithaca. There

fore, I am in a position, perhaps, to compare our Alma Mater at

the respectable age of forty, with her babyhood, when she had

graduated but two small classes, numbering only thirty-two in all ;

when nobody had yet spent two complete years in the University,
and when the fairly presentable Campus of to-day was as rough
and unkempt as was Alumni Field when I saw it last autumn.

Any way, whether I am really armed or not with the data for such

a comparison, it so happens that I promised one of the editors of

The Era, whom I chanced to meet one day last October on wind

swept Central Avenue, to write such an article, and he has since

then twice reminded me of this promise. So in order to keep my

word, I venture to send over these few paragraphs, which might
also be entitled, perhaps,

"
A Short Disquisition on a Certain

Shortcoming in Alumni Contributions to Undergraduate Publica

tions."

Living most of the year some three thousand miles from Ithaca

and in a foreign land, I have always taken a certain number of

the University periodicals and read with peculiar interest the

souvenirs of the early days, which the older graduates send back

not infrequently to the undergraduate editors, who, by the way,

are one of the most easily pleased and delightful bodies of jour

nalists I have ever met. But it has always seemed to me that

these messages from outre-tomb, so to speak, were especially lack

ing in one element, viz., a comparison between what was then and

what is now this University of ours ; and, even if something of

this kind was attempted, I have been struck by another still more

criticizable feature of these papers pour servir, viz., the large space

given to a consideration of material things to the almost complete
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neglect of the intellectual and spiritual side of the subject. Thus,

we are told ad nauseam how few and poor were the buildings then

and how many and generally creditable they are to-day; how

small the classes were then and how big they are at present ; how

you had literally to climb up
" The Hill" in the seventies/ and

how for several years you have been almost wafted up by electri

city.
But it is seldom or never that these chroniclers touch on the

real student life of the two epochs, on the under-graduate
" activi

ties
"
of then and now, on the spirit of the past and the spirit of

present; and if this is attempted at all, it is done generally in a

very one-sided fashion : we are given pictures of University exist

ence in these early days but are told nothing of how those days

differed in this respect from the present moment.

But last autumn I think I discovered the explanation of this

fact. In the past, I have been guilty, I fear, of this same one-

sidedness. I have now and then inflicted articles on the under

graduate reading world ; but considering the subject of reminis

cences of the past as about worn threadbare, and knowing next to

nothing about the Cornell student life of to-day, I have sent the

Era a number of contributions that were, I fear, no more suitable

to its pages than would be a dissertation on music in the new Cor

nell Civil Engineer. And yet, I have returned to Ithaca more

often, perhaps, than the average graduate and have made rather

longish stays there. But, as generally happens in this case, I, like

other alumni, have been the guest of some hospitable professor or

of some resident town friend, the result being that when I left, I

had had a most delightful visit, but had learned no more about the

undergraduate world than I knew when I arrived. In other words,
I was incapable of writing any thing on this subject for the simple
reason that I had no knowledge of it.

That a sojourn under the kindly roof of a genial professor is not

the spot where one gets this information, I had, last autumn,

striking proof. During my residence on the Campus, I attended,
with my young student friends, two undergraduate mass-meetings
held in Sibley Dome for the purpose of practicing singing for that

unlucky Princeton football game. The deep impression which
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two afternoons made on me, I will not attempt to describe lest it

be dubbed "gush" in some quarters. Well, I was dining, an

evening or two later, with this good professor friend of mine, and

though he entered the Faculty the same month that I entered the

freshman class, which shows that he is one of the veterans of the

teaching body, he told me he had never heard of these Sibley
Dome musical gatherings ! So if I had been his guest during my
whole stay, I should have been in most artistic surroundings and

enjoyed the most refined hospitality, but I should never have ex

perienced the stirring revelation of one of Professor Dann's charm

ing reunions.

One evening we had at dinner at the upper-class table, where
I generally sat, though I diplomatically made it a point to trans

fer my place now and then to the equally interesting Sophomore-
Freshman table. Here sat a graduate of two years before, a young

man in the wholesale coal business, if I remember rightly, in one of

the large New York towns. During the post-prandial conversa

tion, he asked the Seniors and Juniors sitting around him to try
and guess what part of his work at Ithaca did him the most good
when he got out in the business world. One thought it might be

his study of the modern languages, another ventured to suggest
that it was possibly his political economy lectures, while a third

remarked timidly that it was perhaps English. "No," answered

he, when the whole table had given up the conundrum,
"
it was

the training I got as manager of the baseball nine. Nothing I

have done so far in the actual business world has put such a strain

on me as did those tours with the nine, and never have I felt so

much responsibility as during the season when I filled that under

graduate position." I have since wished that President Eliot had

been present at that dinner table and had heard that statement.

He might then have been willing to admit that some good thing

can come out of Nazareth, and agree with that other President,

Roosevelt, that the beginning and end—especially the end—of

college sports is not on some Percy Field. In 1870, Cornell would

have been, as regards athletics, very dear to the heart of Harvard's

ultra old-fashioned executive, for studying and loafing were about

the only things then known at Ithaca.
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The fact is I had never seen all that is in these college sports

until I spent those six weeks with my undergraduate friends.
It

is true that
"
student activities

"
were generally more talked

about than University studies ; or at least they were, to use a

racing phrase, neck-and-neck.
"

Well, I think I have enough

honors now, and will stop there," I heard a Sophmore say one

day. I naturally inferred, especially as the speaker was of a

highly intellectual stamp, that he meant scholarship success of

some kind ; but I soon found that I was mistaken. He was the

assistant editor of one of the undergraduate publications, was

manager of a minor sport, or something of that kind* and had

just been elected an officer of his class. These were the
" honors

"

to which he referred. Some posts of this kind existed in the

seventies, but they were not taken very seriously by the student

body, and at least were scarcely considered honors. The truth is

that college life was in those days far less strenuous and much

more prosaic than it is now. I envy the students of to-day with

all these congenial opportunities to shine and learn something
outside of the class-room, where, if the subject be dull and the

professor duller than his subject, which was sometimes the case

in my time, the young man may feel that in other fields of his

own creation and not mentioned in the Register curriculum, he is

"getting his money's worth."

I learned, too, that many of the professors are almost as closely
associated with these student activities as they are with their

teaching duties. Thus, during a whole week I remarked that

the Junior who sat next to me at table was continually referring
in covert terms to his fears and worries about some suspended

calamity. I immediately jumped to the conclusion that he was

afraid that he was going to be "busted out of the University," if

I may be allowed to employ a forcible and picturesque term which

I always avoided until I heard it used one night last autumn at

the Town and Gown by one of the most promising assistant pro
fessors of the English department ! Well, in the end I found

that what was rendering this young man's life miserable was the

risk he ran, on account of some University short-coming, of losing
his position as assistant manager of one of the sports, and. what I

thought one of the most curious features of the case, was the fact
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that his stoutest champions before the Faculty committee were

two professors who were undergraduate fellow students of mine

back in the early days. In fact, this close union of the members

of the Faculty with the sports is one of the most notable and one

of the best differences between "now" and
"
then." Goldwin

Smith's attending a rowing contest at "the corner of the lake"

was an event in my college days. But last autumn, at the foot

ball matches, the professors present were
"
too numerous to men

tion." But the professors had the best excuse for not showing
interest in athletics in the early seventies ; there was next to

none ! Nor have I forgotten Ostrom and his crews. They not

only came a little later than the period I have in mind, but it is

surprising, viewed in the light of present day customs, how little

attention was paid by the vast majority of the student body to

this laying of the foundation oi the wonderful naval supremacy

of Cornell. I never saw a boat race at Cornell but once, and that

was the time when Goldwin Smith attended ; and I and several

others went more to see how he
"
took it

"
than to witness the

rowing.
Another salient difference between the two periods under re

view is to be found in the field of histrionics. Though I have

never had the good fortune to be a spectator at one of the theatri

cal performances of the Cornell Thespians, I am convinced by the

reports of the English, French, German and Spanish plays given

in the Cornell Sun and the Alum7ii News that the acting must

be exceedingly creditable. Any way, it cannot help surpassing

what we had in our day, for we practically had nothing of this

kind. It is true that occasionally professors, students and

" townies
" would get up some "private theatricals," but when I

state that at that time there was not in all Ithaca a hall properly

constructed for a theatrical performance, you can easily imagine

what a poor center Cornell then was for the cultivation of the

Melpomenean and the Thalian art, and what a sad figure we must

have cut in the buskin and sock.

I might go on and speak of Sage Chapel then and now, when

the musical side of the service was as lacking in charm as is

melody among the natives of Darkest Africa; of the entire

absence of plain ordinary skating, to say nothing of the ice carni-
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val of Junior Week, except when the lake froze over, which hap

pened once, if I am not mistaken, while I was in Ithaca ; of our

primitive and life-endangering tobogganing down Buffalo street ;

of our military drill, with
"

Major
"
Arnold as commander-in-

chief, and students in line with umbrellas and canes in lieu of

guns ; in fact, I could make a list so long that even the debonair

undergraduate editors would cut down my copy, notwithstanding
the fact that in every case the comparison would be to the disad

vantage of the
"
then

"
and to the honor of the "

now." So I

stop right here.

THE SONG OF NATURE.

I sing a song of joy :

Of leaves new-green, of dancing ray,

Of lambs and all young things at play,
Of insects sipping sweets that never cloy ;

Of sparkling brooks new-freed from winter's chains,
To foam and laugh and leap 'mid sun-kissed hills ;

Of rainbows smiling through the warm spring rains,
Of fluttering wings and sweet untutored trills ;

Of fairy clouds that o'er the soft blue pass,
Of rose-red morns that dew-drop diamonds bring,

Of small bare feet that twinkle through soft grass,
A song of joy I sing.

I sing a song of life and love :

Of the glad year's new trysting-hour,
Of mating bird, of springing flower

That breaks its bond to greet the sun above ;
Of sprouting seeds in earth's warm bosom pressed,
Of love-calls thrilling 'neath a trembling leaf,

Of many a brief romance of twig and nest,
As dear as thine—and thine almost as brief ! —

When soft night-winds love-whispers seem to bear,
When ripening days shine long
And all young blood beats strong

And mating seems of life the primal care,—
Of roses' hearts new-opened to the light,
'Mid all the magic beauty-lure of spring ;

Of clinging butterflies in raptured flight,—'
Of life and love I sing.
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I sing a song of sorrow keen as joy,
Of sorrow long as life and deep as love :

Of swift chill winds that o'er the fair world move

And summer's short-lived loveliness destroy ;

Of dying nestling fluttering on the ground,
Of mother-bird's unanswered, heartsick call,

Of death in life,—for in my ceaseless round

The world must live, but many a glad life fall.

Of pale late summer's lingering, dying breath

That cries,
"

Oh, let us live and love again !
"

Of maples' lovely blood-red robes of death,

Of pitiless-beating, cold, autumnal rain ;

When melancholy notes of parting birds

And withered frost-bit flowers

Unplucked in brighter hours

Bring thoughts of lips unkissed, unuttered words,
—

Of lone bare fields, of homes untenanted

In skeleton branches where the last leaves cling,

Of winds that ceaseless wail o'er joys long dead,

The sorrow of the great world-heart I sing.

And yet, O men, I sing a song of peace,

Of calm as deep as life and joy and love :

Of trees more nobly-formed in nakedness,

Dark-drawn 'gainst cold, pure winter skies above ;

Of Life's ne'er-lost, but only resting power,

Of creatures that in soft cocoons lie bound,

Of life that sleeps beneath the soft warm ground

But trusts to spring again in His good hour ;

The hills' eternal guard, the common vale

All hid in snow, in chaste white drifted snow,
—

The snow of peace, beneath
the moonlight pale,

Or lovelier still in rosy sunset glow.

Thus e'er I harp upon the great world-whole

My solemn harmonies of pines and sea,

Even as from seeming discords of each soul

Thy God doth weave His master symphony.

Then list, ye men all weary of world-strife,

My song that brings surcease

From stress of joy and sorrow, love and life,
—

I sing of peace.

—Alice Welles Benham, '09.
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"

Thought once awakened does not again slumber.'1''

THE
Board regrets deeply to announce the resignation of

George Frederick Rogalsky '08, and wishes to express its

grateful appreciation of the work that he has done.

Several elections have been made to fill the vacancies left by
the retiring board. On the editorial staff are added Clarence

Eugene Baer, '08, Roscoe Claudius Edlund, '09, Millard Van

Marter Atwood, '10, and Howard Babcock Drake, '10. Carlos

James Toan, '10, has been elected to the business department.
We shall have room for new men from all classes next year.

The competitions start immediately. Candidates are requested
to report at once to the Managing Editor or Business Manager.
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A
LARGE number of poems were submitted in the prize con

test, and after considerable difficulty the Faculty committee

has made the decision. We are pleased to announce that the

winner of the twenty-five dollar prize is Alice Welles Benham, '09,
and that honorable mention is awarded Harry Eugene Carver, '07.
The prize poem is printed elsewhere in this number.

THE
brief retrospect which we like to take at the end of each

year is in this case a pleasant one indeed. Undergraduate
activities have been on the whole very successful. Defeats we

have had to be sure ; but we believe that good lessons have been

learned and our good record for clean, sportsmanlike endeavor

and a manly acceptance of reverses has been retained. In foot

ball our team finished a good season, and will open next year with

bright prospects. In baseball, apparently, we have won the

championship, and the lacrosse team bids fair to do likewise.

Track and crew remain to be tested but here too our hopes are

high. In other fields, too, success has been attained. The

Moakley House Fund has been steadily growing until its object

is an assured thing. The Thurston Memorial Fund has been

collected and turned over to the committee. The undergraduate

publications are each of them, we think, better than in previous

years, and the one or two which have been introduced this year

have already firmly established themselves.

But now let us not rest. There is much more that remains to

be done. Let us profit by the lessons of the past, and all working

together make next year the best in the history of Alma Mater.

WE
have a suggestion to make to the registrar's office. Every

one has found difficulty in reaching his friends in the

University by telephone, owing to the fact that only subscribers'

names are in the directories. The new directory does not seem

to have solved the problem. Many students have a 'phone in

the house, but not in their own names. Now the registrar's

office records each year the numbers wherever students can be

reached by 'phone. Why is it not practicable to have these

printed in the regular student directory? We see no reason why

not, and it would certainly be a very great convenience^ to many.
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IT
is proper at this time of year to outline to some extent our

plans for next year. We think that the step in advance
which

we feel the Era has taken in the past year, may well be a matter

of pardonable pride to the retiring members of the 1907 board.

Nevertheless, neither their ideals nor ours have been attained,

and there is still much to be accomplished.

In general, we shall follow the strong policy which has been the

rule this year. In some particulars we hope to make improve

ments. For example, we wish to use a better quality of paper,

and one which will clearly reproduce the numerous cuts we shall

run. Then we expect to add an Alumni Department, to consist

of letters and articles by our most prominent alumni on the

various topics connected with the University. In addition we

offer to the undergraduate body the same privilege. If you have

anything to say, write it out and let us give it space. In the

editorial department, we propose to keep as closely in touch with

student activities as possible.

Now, we cannot attain success without the support of the under

graduates. This year the board has made no financial profit.

Every dollar of receipts was expended in improving the magazine.

Next year we promise to do likewise. We propose to publish- the

Era, not for ourselves, but for the undergraduate body
—with their

help. We want, in the first place, your financial help. The

increase in the size of the subscription list will determine the

extent of the improvement we can make. Secondly, we want

suggestions and criticisms. If you have any ideas, let us have

them. The Era is yours, not ours.

TODD, BLACKMER & CO.

A first class place to find all kinds of good Dry Goods*

The establishment is of long standing and most reliable.

Opposite Post Offioo.

Kleclrical Devices of every kind

and Supplies for Gas and Bleclric lighting.

Table Lamps, Pocket Lights, etc.

Davis=Brown Electric Co., Inc.

Licensed Contractors and Electrical Engineers. Next door to Lyceum
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Fine Tailoring
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WHITE & BURDICK

Caterers to Students' Wants.

Prescription Druggists. 116 East State Street.
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THE STANLEY PHOTO CO., Proprietors.
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this ad.

HINDS & NOBLE

31-33-35 W. 15th St., New York City.

All the Latest Style Photos

AT RIGHT PRICES.

Kodaks and Cameras

For Sale, Rent or Exchange. Supplies. Ama
teur Finishing rushed if necessary.

Van Bliren, Photographer
Next to Post Office.
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To the Faculty and Students:

Buy your goods at the MOST COMPLETE, LARGEST

and CLEANEST GROCERY STORE in Ithaca. By

so doing you will help those who help to keep this mag

azine in existence.

LARKIN BROS., 408 Eddy St.

THE DREKA CO.
Fine Stationery and Engraving,

1121 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

College Invitations Reception and Wedding Invitations

Danne Programs Visiting Cards

Fraternity Menus Fraternity Stationery

Engraving for Annuals Exclusive Novelties

NO AMATEUR.

u
Want a job on the mine, eh ? Do you know how to use dy

namite?
"

"

Yes, sare. I was a practical anarchist for two years, until ze

cheap German competition lose me ze job. I have blown up much

of ze nobility of Europe." —

Sydney Bulletin.

Decorate your Rooms.

Flags of all the leading colleges in stock.

Fraternity Flags made to order.

Clarence E. Head,

Custom Shirts and College Flags. 109 N. Aurora St.
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For the Best Food in the City

GO TO

THE STUDENT INN

319 EDDY STREET.

The only first-class A LA CARTE Dining Hall in the

city for both LADIES AND GENTLEMEN.

Mrs. McCready Mrs. Pool.

p

That's what we are showing

-IN-

MI
For Fall.

See our window display

and then buy a pair at

S
T-4JNTI_EY'S

HOE

TORE.

GOLDENBERG
THE

University Tailor.

Come in and look over our new

stock of Suitings, Trousers,

Fancy Vests, Overcoats,

and Rain Coats.

Prices belowj competition.

Workmanship and fit Guaranteed.

GOLDENBERG BLOCK.

Eddy Street.
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THE STJ-NDJIRD
ENGRJ.VING CO
M.C.CLARI\__ President

INCORPORATED
ARTHUR. C.COLAHAN Treas

John E.Rodgers manager

SEVENTH nilTT
585™PHILJ__DELPHIM "SK

Josephs. Cook secretary

UX _7T CHESTNUT

forthe execution of ni>h orders and the convenience of Advertisers and
Nrwsp tpers. Atieuti mi is especially given to the making of the

HIGHEST GRADE of COPPER HALFTONES
AND WHILE

College and Scliool Work are Specialties
we furnish Plates in all styles for the adornment of Catalogues, circulars,

Booklets and all Artistic Publications.

The Standard Engraving Co., Inc. Philadelphia, Pa.
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TYPEWRITERS

NEW

AND

Second Hand

Fully Guaranteed.

Don't fail to mention the ERA

and get our

Special Rates to Students

—

on
—

Re-built and Slightly Used Machines.

RIBBONS AND CARBON PAPER.

StandardTypewriterExchange,

1022 Arch St., PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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BOND COMPANY
Designers and makers of

Menus, Programmes, Place Cards

Monogram Stationery

College and Fraternity Seals

Engraved Visiting Cards and Invitations

Book Labels

Social and Business Stationery of every description.

Hand Painted Things

^F* G^* G&* t^*

Inquiries and Orders by Mail

WILL RECEIVE PROMPT AND CAREFUL ATTENTION

&r* G^* Q£** t&^

Suggestions, Sketches and Estimates submitted

Q0** Q£& 1£r* t0^*

1516 Chestnut Street PHILADELPHIA

C. B. BROWN,
MFG. JEWELER.

FINE DIE WORK,
LOVING CUPS,

And Repair Work

A Specialty.

PATRONIZE

The

Hill Handy Store

On Eddy Street.

J. N. CHACONA, Prop.

Chas. S. Seaman Livery,
W. H. Bryan, Prop.,

114-116 W. State St.

Hack and Livery
Stables.

Particular attention to

Theatre, Party and

Wedding Orders.

Prompt and Efficient Service. First-
class Four-in-hand Rigs with compe
tent and careful drivers.

Both Phones 87.
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Say Stoodes

Have you called on W. H. SISSON

for your fall suit ?

If not, why not ?

We have a full line of fall and winter

suitings. .:. ••• -'• •'" ,:-

1 56 East State Street.
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FELLOW, stop at

The Senate
The only first-class European Hotel in the city.

Photographer.

We make and sell all Athletic Groups. Also Photo Supplies.

Give us a call. 126 and 128 K. State Street.

Scbeltz, the Tailor.

Maker of Fashionable Clothes. A_?.ra street

Moore's Non-Lcakablc Fountain Pen

W~ : "..'... _._■_ ._.. ;.' l\ MOORE'S"
'"--• ■-■-.:-. .._— ,

— -■" | HWttOVfB-

. ! I NON-LEAKABLE

^. | FOUNTAIN PEN

Is warranted NOT TO LEAK when carried in any position in

the pocket. UNLIKE ALL OTHERS.

While it is true that a good fountain pen will not leak if properly cared for, it is also true that
it is not always possible for the most careful to treat as they ought, while the careless are in
continual trouble. These leaking troubles are all obviated in MOORE'S NON-LEAKABLE
FOUNTAIN PEN.

AMERICAN FOUNTAIN PEN CO.

Adams, Cushing & Foster, Selling Agents, Boston, Mass.
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L. J. CARPENTER'S TAILOR SHOP.
Successor to W. F. FLK TCHKR.

UP-TO=DATE PRESSING CONTRACTS.

Cleaning, Dyeing, Repairing, New Linings, Etc.
Suits to your measure $17.00 up. Bell Phone 567. Ithaca Pnos-.e 420 x

205 N. Aurora St. _U. J. CARPENTER, Mgr.

FRESHMEN!
LEARN THE WAY TO

E3^D^DI ^D, The Specialists in

Picture Framing, Furniture Making,
and General Furnishings for

Student Domiciles.

H. J. BOOL CO.,
Opposite Tompkins County Bank

AND LONG DISTANCE.

IthacaTelephone Co.
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C. H. HOWES.

The Students Photographer
140 East State Street.

*

NORTON PRINTING COMPANY
4

College, Fraternity and Commercial Printing.

Engraved Calling Cards.

CALL FOR A CORNELL BLOTTER.

317 last State Street, Ithaca, IM. V.

NOTICE.

Art Embroidery
We have a large variety of

College and Fraternity Pillows

and Banners.

Order Work a Specialty

Athletic insignia marking and

stamping, etc.

Mrs. J. C. Elmendorf,

307 E. State Street.

The

VERDICT

Is

That J. C. DURFEY
does the best cleaning
and pressing in Ithaca

If you doubt it give us a short trial.

409 W. State St. Both Phones.
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HATTERS.

We are Hatters as well as Furnishers to Men. Sole Agt. for

Knox, Youman, Stetson, Crofut,Knapp andRoelofs.

Derbies, Soft, Silk, and Opera. Complete line of FURNISHING GOODS.

Down Town, L. C. BEMENT, On the Hill,

138 E. State Street The Toggery Shops. 404 Eddv Street.

Why not try the Best One?

Minim Laundry.
John Reamer, Prop.

RedCross Pharmacy
F. T. DUDLEY, Prop.

214 E State Street, Itha. a, N. Y.

Students' Supply House for Toilet

Articles and Drugs and Med

icines when in need.

CHARLES P. BEAMAN, M.D.

Physician and Surgeon.

Office, 224 East State Street, corner opposite
Ithaca Hotel. Residence, 506 East Seneea

Street.

Office hours—9 to 10 a m.; 2 to 4 and 7 to 8 p.m.

Ithaca and Bell I Residence 70 and 184.

Telephones. | Office, 184-a and 184-b.

Physician to Cornell Football Team.

This is to remind you

that at the store of R. A. Hi X i.Mil
136 East

State St.

You can get the best of everything in the Jewelry line at reasonable

prices, if your Watch or Jewelry is out of order, bring it to us, we

have the right kind of workmen.

Will also advance money on watches and diamonds at low rates.

DR. A. M. MacGACHEN,

Dentist.

2] 8 Ea-t State Street.

Opposite Ithaca Hotel Bell Phone

Hours—9 a. M. to 5 p. m.

W. C. DOUQ LASS, M.D.

Phystcian and Surgeon.

Both Phones. 409 Eddy Street.

BROKER.

Established 1892

LOANS ON VALUABLES.

Fire and Burglar Vault.

C. A. SAGE,

Savings Bank Building Ithaca, N. Y.

For good SHOE REPAIRING

GO TO

GARE LONE,

Heu,tis Street, Near Sheldon Court.
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i
VARTRAY GINGER ALE.

Pure—sparkling
—

refreshing
—rich with natural piquancy and

the flavor of fruits and flowers.

Vartray Ginger Ale is the College Man's drink after study

and after exercise on the athletic field.

You can buy a dozen bottles of Vartray Ginger Ale packed in

a bucket. Remove the wrappers from the bottles, fill the

space with ice and the bucket becomes a refrigerator. Just the

thing for little card or jollification parties. Mighty handy to

have around all the time.

Vartray Cobbler.

Here is a delicious

drink to be decorated

with seasonable berries

and served with straws :

Into a large glass put

one teaspoonful pow

dered sugar, one piece
of orange and lemon

peel, one-third glass

shaved ice, and fill up

with Vartray Ginger
Ale.

Send for the Vartray
Book of Recipes and

Toasts.

VARTRAY WATER COMPANY,
Buffalo, N. Y.
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"

We treat your Linen white."

STVDENT LAVNDRY AGENCY
A. D. ALCOTT, 07 D. M. DeBARD, '07

AGENTS FOR HASTINGS' LAUNDRY

420 Eddy Street Phones : Bell 676, Ithaca 73

SUPERIOR QUALITY WORK

Goto BERNSTEIN,
Cornell Tailor andHaberdasher, 143 E. State St.,

For First Class Tailoring and Men's Toggery
Specialties : Dress Suits and Tuxedos.

THE SOLUTION.

Do you want better clothes than you have ever had ?

Try the Modern Clothing Store !

Are you weary of the waste of time and the uncertainty of get

ting fitted in made to order clothes ?

Try the Modern Clothing Store !

Do you want the best clothes and furnishings for the money ?

Try the Modern Clothing Store !

BARNEY SEAMON.
ESTABLISHED 1816

rnisljtttt* fpbridtf,
BROADWAY COR.TWENTY-SECOND ST.

NEW YORK.

We bea: to call particular attention to our

Spring and Summer stock of :

Suits and Overcoats

ready-made or to measure ;

English Hats, English Fur

nishings, Riding and Hunt

ing Clothes, Motor Garments,

Eeather Goods, etc., .'.

designed especiallyfor college men.

Anything
in the line of

Catalogue with illustrations and measure

ment form mailed on request.

Fine Printing
can be procured at our shop.
We also do

Photo Engraving.
This department is complete,

and capable of turning out work

upon short notice.

Give us a call.

Ithaca Publishing Co.

Opp. City Hall. Ithaca, N. Y.
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THE CHAMPAGNE of tn. 20th Cent.,?

m MOET $ CHANDON

I WHITE SEAL
of the

"eEr&eBAirao"
EPEBNAY-FRVNCE

Marvellously Grand Vintage
of the year

1900

Superior in Quality, Dryness and Bouquet

to Any Champagne Produced Since

the Great Vintage of 1864
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some:

ITHACA MADE SPECIALTIES
THAT ARE WORTHY OF ATTENTION ARE

White Hat Baits 1- _ C--^m_n

White Hat Trout Flies jfor Sportsmen.

The Cornell University Gasoline

Broiler-Heater, for Poultrymen.

The Automatic Ice Cream

Freezer, for every home.
ALL MADE BY

TREMAN, KING & CO.,
Manufacturers and Jobbers of

HARDWARE AND SPORTING GOODS,

Askfor Catalogue, Dept. G. Ithaca, N. Y.

CollegeMen in Demand
Search for 1907 men who will be in the markef for positions next summer or fall is already on.

This year we ran short of college men long befr re we had filled all the positions that came to us
for them. Positions now open at each of our 12 offices for 1906 college and technical school grad
uates who are not yet permanently located. Well known firms offer salaries of $50o-$iooo.
Write us to-day.

The National Organization of Brain Brokers.

Broadway and Duane Sts., New York.

Offices" in twelve cities.
HAPGOODS,

L. E. GLAESSEL,
65 Grand St., New York City,

Exclusive Boot Maker
To College Men.

AT ITHACA HOTEL MONTHLY.
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SONNET ON THE DEDICATION OF THE UNIVERSITY

LIBRARY BUILDING, OCTOBER 7, J89*.

Great thought that in a lofty soul found place,
And now finds voice in miracle of stone :

Not through Cathedral door to books alone

We enter here ; for all that good can trace

On human hearts we come ; and keeping pace

With high endeavor, struggle to atone

For loss elsewhere ; for surcease for the moan

Of restlessness, for peace that shall efface

All littleness, and lift us to the air

Of larger usefulness, and Victory won,

Above all else we seek within thy ken

For that Great Spirit, luminous and rare,

That once again proclaims what can be done

By those who live to serve their fellowmen.

Mary M. Adams.

MR, CORNELL AND THE LABOR SYSTEM.

BY PROFESSOR G. C. CAUDWELL.

.... In this spirit of liberality the Faculty did all it could, con

sistently with what the best interests of the real educational work

of the University seemed to require, to help in carrying out the

cherished idea of the Founder, that self-support of students by
labor of some kind shall be a leading feature of the University.

. . . Mr. Cornell wished to see'some kind of factory on the Uni

versity grounds, where all students desiring employment would

find it. But all experienced educators in the Faculty knew that

self-support while pursuing a college course had been too often a

failure, to leave any hope of its success here ; excepting a few

cases combining unusual pluck and ability to learn. Much to the

disappointment of the Founder, all schemes of this kind had to be

soon abandoned.

—From A Faculty Retrospect^ Cor?iell Mag., Decn 1896.
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BELL ENGRAVING CO.

236 CHESTNUT STREET

PHILADELPHIA, PENNA.

ILLUSTRATING

DESIGNING

ENGRAVING

High-class Halftones and Line Cuts at Attractive

Prices. Mail Orders Receive Prompt Attention.

Class Books, Annuals, Souvenirs, etc., a Specialty.

Send for Free Copy of

"Photo-Engraving Tips."

College Shoes

TInequaled Variety
Correct Style

Satisfactory Service

Cost less than imitation.

Sixth Avenue and 19th St., NEW YORK.

ALEXANDER.
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WANTED,

FIVE HUNDRED HEN

To take their

CLEANING

and

PRESSING

To

A. G. HOLLAND
216 W. State.

Contracts a Specialty.

PETER SCUSA

Does First Class

Shoe Repairing

At 412 Eddy St.

BAKERS

Chocolate

Makes the

Fudge.
Send for our new recipe
book, mailed free, con

taining recipes for mak-

_
ing Cocoa Fudge, Smith

u%B£&. College Fudge, Welles-

leyMarshmallowFudge,
Chocolate Fudge with fruit, Double

Fudge, Fudgettes, and a great number
of other tempting recipes.

DO IT JVOW/

47 Highest Awards in Europe and America.

WALTER BAKER & CO., Ltd.
Established 17S0. Dorchester, Mass.

MEAINY'S F>HARIvI_^_CY
FOR YOUR

Drugs, Prescriptions. Sponges, Tooth Brushes, Tooth Powders, all kinds of

Toilet Articles, Wines and Cigars.

154 E. State St.

"If you get it from us it's right.
"

BUTTRICK & FRAWLEY,

Clothiers and Furnishers.

Largest Assortment. Quality the Best.

SUITS, OVERCOATS, RAIN COATS, and TROWSERS.

118 East State St., Ithaca.
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Spring and Summer Woolens.

Large Stock. Little Prices,

The Corner Tailor Shop.
409 Eddy Street.

CLEANING AND PRESSING.

MR. CORNELL AND THE LABORING STUDENTS.

"The way the boys take hold of the spade and wheelbarrow

indicates the stuff that great men are made of. Mr. Cornell him

self, as if taken with the 'spirit of the thing, was seen a few days

back, with a pick-axe in his own hands, giving to the boys his

personal countenance and management."
—From the Ithaca Daily Journal, November 10, 1868.

The Gibson

Mandolin and Guitar

Company.
Kalamazoo, IN/lioln.

Sold by George L. Coleman.

Reserve this space for

HEREON, the COLLEGE SHOEMAN.
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Hotel Iroquois.
ABSOLUTELY FIREPROOF.

EUROPEAN PLAN.

Wooley & Gerran, Proprietors. Buffalo, N. Y.

Also under sanie management

Grand Union Hotel,
Saratoga Springs, N. Y.

Hotel Marie=Antoinette,

Broadway and 66th and 67th Sts.

New York, N Y.

CORNELL LIVERY.

Edward P. Sayre, Proprietor.

First-Class Livery and Coach Service.

213 SOUTH TIOGA STREET.

Particular Attention paid to Wedding and Party Orders.

Good Four-in-Hand Rigs with Only the Best of Drivers.

Bell Phone, 55. Ithaca Phone, 363.

University

Book Bindery.

PRACTICAL

BOOK BINDING

IN ALL ITS

BRANCHES.

F. GEORGE REED.

1 1 8- 1 24 South Tioga St.

Try

Picture Framing

AT

>mtt|'$ %ti ^taxt

315 E. State St., Ithaca.
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The Equitable Life

Assurance Society
OF THE UNITED STATES,

—PAUL MORTON, President—

OFFERS TO THE PUBLIC THE

New Standard Life Insurance Policy
Prescribed by the

New York State Law.

THE POLICY has been framed to insure to each policy

holder the fullest protection, and every appropriate benefit.

It is incontestable and unrestricted after the first

year. Dividends are paid Annually.

Liberal loan, and surrender, values are granted.

Policy payable at maturity either in cash or instal

ments, or

The money may be left with the Society at interest, or

The insurance may be converted into an annuity.

THE COMPANY. The financial strength of the Society ;

its promptness and liberal dealing with the public ; its

many reforms ; the conservatism and economy with which

its affairs are administered, guarantee to its policyholders

insurance that insures—protection that protects.

For further particulars apply to the undersigned.

W. A. KIRK, or SNYDER & SNYDER,
119 Eddy Street, 102 West State St.

Phones: Bell 551, Bell Phone, 148B.
Ithaca 405X.

ITHACA, N. Y.
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NORWOOD'S TAILORING SHOPS

IS THE PLACE TO

Get Your Clothes Pressed WELL.

They guarantee everything to be first-class.

Suits to Order, $20 up. 4.11 East Strte Street.

To the New Fellows :

We have the Shoes demanded by the

College Boys at the Right Price.

Fall Oxfords at $4.00, $5.00, $6.00.

We ask to let us show them to you

Vorhis & Duff. 204 E. State St.

THE CASH STORE

\A/here you can Save

20% by Raying Cash.
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FRESHMEN

begin purchasing your DRUGS, MEDICINES and TOILET

ARTICLES, CIGARS, TOBACCOS and CIGARETTES of

us and you will continue.

The Hill Drug Store, iAK 320 Huestis St.

THE CORNER BOOKSTORES.
EEIst. 1868.

Endeavor to keep in touch with every student requirement. Our facilities for

handling and distributing are unsurpassed. We receive daily direct from

the publishers all new public aions as issued and carry on our

shelves constantly all text and reference books.

Drawing Instruments and Supplies for Various Departments.

Our prices compete with anyone.

THE NORTH AMERICAN REVIEW AND THE

AMERICAN GIRL.

"
We find little that is interesting, aside from her physical ap

pearance, in the American girl of to-day between the ages of

fifteen and twenty-two. She has failed to keep pace in any

respect with the American boy, whose advance we recently re

marked with satisfaction. Indeed, if the blunt truth be spoken,
she is an intolerable bore, self-conscious, ignorant and concerned

chiefly with matrimonial aspirations." We print this not because

it expresses our sentiments, but just to show what kind of girls
the North American Review must travel with.

R.C.Osborn&Co.
Largest assortment of CORNELL

BANNERS in the city.

Ask to see the large Felt Flag for 50 cents.

Fountain Pens a Specialty.
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WISE,

Xtie Printer.

*_5S5_yv?/re

YOU WANT IT STUNTYQ
YOU WANT ITGOOD

YOU WANT IT Q U I C K J

Money.

Get Wise.

Corner Aurora and Seneca Sts.

If ) ou are thinking of buying or

renting typewriters.

WE SELL NEW MACHINES AT A DIS

COUNT OF 10% AT LEAST OFF

LIST PRICES.

Second-Hand Itlacliines of all

makes, prices from $10 to $75. All ma

chines guaranteed delivered in perfect
condition.

Local Agent, D. E3. KIRK,

119 EDDY STREET.

402 Huestis St.

D. M. BARBER, at

The Monarch Typewriter Agency,

Phones : Bell 243-B ; Ithaca 402-A.

First National Bank

CORNELL LIBRARY BUILDING

A General Banking Business transacted

YOUR BUSINESS SOLICITED.

Safe Deposit Boxes for Rent
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Every Student, Professor and Instructor

Needs Insurance.

We write

, U,IVJ
i

We can put your risk in the Best Companies and at

a rate that will please you.

Call and see us.

GEORGIA & SOUTHWORTH,

Insurance, Real Estate and Loans.

156 East State St. Both Pho?ies. Ithaca, N. Y.

ALL ACCESSORIES FOR

Launches orRow Boats

Mufflers, Carbureters, Mixers, Spark Coils, Spark Plugs, etc.

Marine Engines from 1J_ H.P. to 40 H.P.

New and second-hand Launches, from 18 ft. to 25 ft. long, will be
sold at a sacrifice.

THE MOTER & MFG. WORKS CO.
Foot of Buffalo Street, Ithaca, N. Y.
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Andrus & Church,

Booksellers, Stationers, Printers

and Bookbinders.

ORDERS FOR ENGRAVED} CALLING CARDS PROMPTLY FILLED

WATERMAN AND REMEX FOUNTAIN PENS.

Printers of the publications of The Sibley Journal, The Widow,

The Cornell Era, Transactions of the Association of Civil Engi

neers of Cornell University, The Forestry Quarterly, and the

Proceedings of the Electrical and Mechanical Engineering Society

of Cornell University, ararararararararararararararae
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OLIVER
"-VpeWri-ter

HALF AN HOUR

Of practice and you can operate it much faster than you

can write with a pen
—and your work is much neater

33

CORNELL STUDENTS

FIND THEIR WORK

IMPLIFIED

BY USING

The Standard Visible Writer.

-ASK US ABOUT OUR SPECIAL PURCHASE PLAN.

BURROWS & O'DANIEL,

Everything for the Typewriter.

Bell Phone 604. 205 E. State.
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"YE STOODES
77

For Room Decorations,

For Paints and Varnishes,

For Paper of Any Kind,

-CONSUI/T-

U. S.John son, 309 K.State St.

PARKER FOUNTAIN PENS A SPECIALTY.

11 1 V V

HAS STOOD THE TEST, and will continue to serve

board at $4.00 per week, cash, to those who like

Perfect Service and Pure Food.

327 Eddy Street, near Campus Gate.
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ELUCOTf

SQUARE

MEALS

LowerDiningRoom

40 c. MEALS

and a. la Carte

SEATS

500
woi>

RESTAURANT

You owe it to Yourself
to phone us before you give vour order for

LAUNDRY.
Just call up the Sears Hand L,aundr>

on Bell Phone 29-. k

Wright,Kay&Co.

/ Badges

( Jewelry

\ Novelties

Erninrnitu y
Pennants

||Mr jjl 1 1 \ Stationery
^
j Invitations

|
Announcements

\ Programs

Our 1907 Catalogue of Frater

nity Novelties is now ready and

will be mailed upon application.
Send for our Sample Book of

Stationery.

Wright, Kay & Co., Detroit, Mich

Manufacturing Jewelers and Importers.

Paris Office, 24 Rue des Petits Hotels.

HONEST GOODS AT HONEST PRICES.

Standard HighGrade Surgical Instru

ments and Physicians' Supplies.
You can not afford to buy poor instruments, nor can we afford to sell poor ones; we

would soon be down and out.

You don't want to be overcharged for good instruments either? Then deal with us.

Our prices are from \0i to 40$ lower ihan those of other instrument houses.

If you haven't our latest price list,
"

OUR SALESMAN, No. 4," a postal will bring it

to you. Get it and compare our prices with prices of our competitors. It will pay you,

and we want your business.

THE PHYSICIANS' SUPPLY CO. OF PHILA.

Room 51 to 54 Kstey Building. 1 1 1 8-1 1 20 Chestnut St. , Philadelphia.

Mention this Journal when you write.
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HAVE YOU SEEN THE

New No. 12 Hammond ?
Besides having all the advantages of the old No. 2 Hammond such

as perfect and unchanging allignment, back spacer, instantaneous

change of type thus writing twenty-seven languages in over one hun

dred styles of type, any width paper, uniform impression, etc., it has

the new additional features of polychrome ribbon attachment and

absolute visibility and new line feed with variable spacing mechanism,

making it possible for a change from the regular spacing to the three,

four, five and six letter spaces, very desirable for mathematics, map

lettering, etc.

You should have a typewriter in your University work as it means

marks ten per cent better, work performed with greater ease and

rapidity, and the Hammond is the only machine for the student

as it is the only machine on which you can do all kinds of work. The

Hammond is for sale by

FLOYD M.GRANT, '07,
408-420 Eddy St.

i860 46th year 1906

HOME LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
OF NEW YORK.

Assets, $17,886,594.88 Liabilities, $16, 457,194.41
(Including Dividend-Endowment Fund.)

Dividend Endowment Fund (Deferred Dividends) $1 453,907.00

Contingent Fund 225,000.00
Net Surplus 1,204,400.47
Insurance in Force 76,775,340.00

The Home Life supplied one of the marvels of the present investigation—an

insurance company without any obvious scandals—_V. Y. Tribune, 12-12 05.
Mr. Hughes' inquisition was not less searching than before, but the officers of

the Home Life insurance company apparently survived it unscathed.—_V. Y.
Herald, 12-12 05.

Statement Furnished upon Request.

I. R. STEVENS, Gen.Agt
220 E. STATE ST., ITHACA, N. Y.

Insurance that insures. Agents Wanted.
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BORN A KING!
Crowned by the instant approval
of critical users, the

TYPEWRITER
To»day reigns supreme

in the business world

j*

"the monarch touch

Tells the reason. Send for it.

The Monarch Typewriter Company

General Offices and Factory, SYRACUSE, N. Y.

CARVER & BARBER, 402 Huestis St.
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TO see if this book is worth ad

vertising in, we offer the following specials :

m
___

g A Plate and 100 Cards, Script $1.00

Si \ 100
"

Solid Old English $2.00
m

H
"

100
"

Shaded Old English $2.50
1
SI 1 00 Sheets of Note Paper with Monogram

q]| Plain Embossed and Envelopes
3

$2.00

§

___

s

s

5

s

s
s
a

JS"

la

Invitations, Programs, Etc.

A Department for Brass Plate Engraving.

C. E. Brinkworth,
Engraver and Stationer,

331 Main Street, BUFFALO, N. Y.
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A Camera to keep your memory
fresh ^here is notning like it. Pictures are truer than

your memory and a great source of pleasure in

later years. A very good camera can be bought for two dol

lars but there are better ones at a higher price.

L,
THE CO-OP.

CORRECT CLOTHING."

But experience teaches !

Experience has taught us that good

Clothing at medium prices pays

us and you. If you want the experi
ence of finding a suit you can get into

and feel right
—

come right here.

SoivK Agents for

Fine Clothing.
Full Dress and Tuxedo Suits for Sale or Rent

Suits and Overcoats Made to Order. Monarch Shirts, $c.oo. Cluett

Shirts, $1.50. Adler and Fownes Gloves. Stetson and Howes Hats.

BAXTER & SHEPARD,
One Price. 126 E. State St.

QUe triangleUook£hop
SHELDON COURT.

Everything for the College man, and everything right

including price.
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Makers to Cornell 1905.

CAPS AND

GOWNS.
Selected Material and Careful

Workmanship at Lowest Prices.

Faculty Gowns and Hoods,

Pulpit and Judicial Robes.

CUSTOM TAILORS.

Cap and Gown Contracts executed

and satisfactio?i guaranteed to

Yale University,

Brown Univeisity,

CoIu tnbia Unizrrj- t-y ,

New York University,

Ohio State University\

University of Pennsylvania,

University of Michigan,

University of Minnesota.

and a great many Colleges.

COX SONS and VININO,
262 Fourth Avenue, NEW YORK.
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A College Book of all the College Athletic

Records and clothes styles sent free on request.

t^^^C^^^^^^^€ed „-.,..v, „,

)PYRighii907^ma.de in NewYork City Ik; F; 3*
en^Toun;

±

College Brand Clothes
are made especially to please college men. They are the only ready-for-wear

garments that are cut extreme
in every way. Not a bit like any other make

in America They're merchant tailored
with all the annoyances and bothers

and hang-ups and delays of
the custom-shops eliminated-with the merchant

tailoring profit extracted, and all
the things that are worth-while

left in.

Sold in the best stores in every cityfrom the Atlantic to the Pacific.

Made in New York City by E. L. Slimline & Co.,

154-158 West 18th Street.
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THE FOUNDER'S RULE OF LIFE.

The following extract was written in a student's autograph

album by Ezra Cornell a little more than six months before

death. The first may be regarded as a practical sermon-not
ex

pressed in the Johnsonian balance, but in the direct, even bald

words in which he clothed his thoughts—founded on his own

experience; the second part as the hymn—the prayer,
which

welled up his soul.
"
A young man to be successful in business, to be respected and

honored by his fellow men, must be honest and truthful m all

things, sober, industrious and economical, shun rum, tobacco
and

idle company, and do to others as he would wish them to do to

him. Ezra Cornell."

Ithaca, N. Y., May ist, 1874.
—From The Cornell Era, April 14, 1876.

HAUSAVBR-JONES

PRINTING CO.

BUFFALO, N. Y.

Specialists in

University Printing,
Edition Work,

Text Books,

Pamphlets,

University Catalogs,
Annuals and

Periodicals.

Printers of the Cornell ClassiBook
for five years.



Ezra Cornell

Centennial Number
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Six months' sickness Indemni

ty paid for any disease to which

flesh is heir.

Twenty-four months' accident

indemnity, covering more

causes of disability than those

of any other company.

Monthly benefits range from

$15 to $100 per month

according to the amount of pre

mium paid.

LELAND D. VAN RENSSELAER,

Insurance atid Real Estate. 310 E. STATE.

Cut JTlotocrs

of all seasonable varieties at

MODERATE COST.

Mail and telegraph orders given

prompt attention.

fl

ITHACA, N. Y.

Wyckoff Phonographic Institute.
School of Stenography, Headquarters for Typewriter Supplies.

We will rent or sell you a Good Second-hand Remington, and do

accurately any copying you wish.

149 E. State St. M. A. ADSITT, Mgr.

MORRISON

THE TAILOR

Songs

Cornell

Contains New Smoking Song and New Boating Song#
Headquarters for Washburn Mandolins and Guitars'

Strings and Supplies for all Instruments. Open evenings'

Lent's Music Store. N

122

ortli Aurora Street.
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ROTHSCHILD BROTHERS,

" Students' Furnishings"
Sofa Pillows, Flags, Steins, Lamps, Rugs, Draperies, Sou

venirs, Room Decorations, Dens and Cozy Corners.

Rothschild Bros

There is nothing in the

CATERING LINE which

ALBERGER
cannot handle. Satisfaction Guaranteed

523 East State Street. Beel 137 £.

An Up-to-date GRILL ROOM \ EFORRTLUNCHe1D
will open Sept. 25th, at

The Office Cafe.
J.B. Williams, Prop. State &, Cayuga Sts,

Fancy Cheeses, Wafers, Olives,
Sardines, Jams, Jellies, Fruits,&c.

Wanzer & Howell,
The Grocers.

FOREST CITY STEAM LAUNDRY.

209 North Aurora Street.

BOTH PHONES. MENDING FREE.

BOOK BINDERY.
JUST ACROSS THE HAU, FROM THE ATHLETIC ROOMS.

J.WILL TREE.

111 North Tioga Street, Ithaca, N. Y.



(^>-7^ pJJ, \!AI^^a*J>^s^<1sU r/<

=«
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Sole Distributers of

Ikuppenbetmer <$oob Clothes

Blackwell Bros*
fIDen's Sbop

114 East State Street ©pposite post ©ffice

Press of Anrdus & Church, Ithaca, N. Y.



Professor Burt G. Wilder : . Louis Agassiz

Director A. W. Smith : Memories of Rowing

John N. Ostrom : Thirty-five Years of Training

at Poughkeepsie

T Y

;r I ear
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Six months' sickness Indemni

ty paid for any disease to which

flesh is heir.

Twenty-four months' accident

indemnity, covering more

causes of disability than those

of any other company.

Monthly benefits range from

$15 to $100 per month

according to the amount of pre

mium paid.

LELAND D. VAN RENSSELAER,

Insurance and Real Estate. 310 E. STATE.

Cut JFlou)ct0

of all seasonable varieties at

MODERATE COST.

Mail and telegraph orders given

prompt attention.

THE 11 FLORAL COMPANY

ITHACA, N. Y.

Wyckoff Phonographic Institute.
School of Stenography, Headquarters for Typewriter Supplies.

We will rent or sell you a Good Second-hand Remington, and do

accurately any copying you wish.

149 E. State St. M. A. ADSITT, Mgr.

MORRISON

THE TAILOR

Songs

Cornell Lent's Music Store.

Contains New Smoking Song and New Boating Song.
Headquarters for Washburn Mandolins and Guitars.

Strings and Supplies for all Instruments. Open evenings.
122

Xorth Aurora Street.

1! -A
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ROTHSCHILD BROTHERS,

" Students Furnishings."
Sofa Pillows, Flags, Steins, lamps, Rugs, Draperies, Sou

venirs, Room Decorations, Dens and Cozy Corners.

Rothschild Bros.

There is nothing in the

CATERING LINE which

ALBERGER
cannot handle. Satisfaction Guaranteed.

523 East State Street. Belt 137 b.

An Up-to-date GRILL ROOM

will open Sept. 25th, at

The Office Cafe.
J.B Williams, Prop. State & Cayuga Sts.

EVERYTHING GOOD
FOR LUNCHES

Fancy Cheeses, Wafers, Olives,
Sardines, Jams, Jellies,- Fruits,&c.

Wanzer& Howell,
The Grocers.

FOREST CITY STEAM LAUNDRY.

209 North Aurora Street.

BOTH PHONES. MENDING FREE.

BOOK BINDERY.

JUST ACROSS THE HALL FROM THE ATHLETIC ROOMS.

J.WILL TREE.

in North Tioga Street, Ithaca, N. Y.



ST K */?&
^ww&r-scon.

Sole Distributers of

IRuppenbeimer (3oob Clothes

Blackwell Bros*
flDen's Sbop

114 East State Street ©pposite post ©ffice

Press of Anrdus & Church, Ithaca, N. Y.
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